January 8, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: Trustee Eric Shultz, Trustee Edward Warner Jr., Trustee William Pell IV, Trustee Scott
Horowitz, Trustee Ray Overton, and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak. Special Counsel Joseph Lombardo
recorded the minutes.
Trustee Shultz began the organizational proceedings by relinquishing the chair to Trustee Warner for the
purpose of opening the floor to nominations for the office of Board President. Trustee Pell nominated Eric
Shultz as Board President, seconded by Trustee Overton. Nominations were closed and the nomination was
carried unanimously.
Trustee Warner relinquished the chair to Trustee Shultz who then opened nominations for the office of
Secretary-Treasurer. Trustee Shultz nominated Trustee Warner as Secretary-Treasurer, seconded by Trustee
Pell. Nominations were closed and a unanimous vote elected Trustee Warner as Secretary-Treasurer.
A resolution was made by Trustee Pell and seconded by Trustee Warner that they be authorized to execute
new signature cards for all Trustee bank accounts. All were in favor.
A resolution was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell that the Southampton Press and the
Independent be named as the official newspapers for the posting of legal notices. All were in favor.
A resolution was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell to continue using JP Morgan Chase
bank as the primary depository for Trustee funds. All were in favor.
The official photograph of the Board of Trustees was then taken for placement on the Trustees’ page of the
Town website.
Trustee Shultz then invited Kieran Pape Murphree, Esq. representing the Marder Family and their garden
center business in Bridgehampton to approach the Board for the purposes of discussing the placement of a bridge
spanning Little Long Pond which is contained within the property they own on Montauk Highway that is
adjacent to their garden/nursery business on Snake Hollow Road, in Bridgehampton. She indicated that the
family owns an adjacent parcel that they are using as a tree farm, and need the bridge spanning the pond to more
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easily access the adjacent parcel for work purposes’ currently they had to access it from Montauk Highway. She
described the characteristics of the parcels as being marshy, and that the bridge would be used by foot traffic and
golf carts.
Trustee Shultz asked if she’d spoken with Marty Shea in the Conservation Department about this
conceptual proposal. She responded that she had, and that Marty Shea requested that she speak with the
Trustees; she stressed that at this point, the drawings and discussions are only related to a conceptual design, not
an actual permit application before any board or agency.
The discussion covered areas such as the use of flow through decking, and the topography of the parcel in
general, and questioned whether there was a better location for the proposed bridge.
Trustee Pell pointed out that there are two duck blinds on the pond which was confirmed by Senior Bay
Constable Kohnken who was in attendance. Trustee Warner pointed out that the project would ruin two perfectly
good duck hunting locations and that the choice would come down to allowing duck hunting or not, which was
certainly an issue that the public should have an opportunity to express an opinion over.
It was agreed that the discussion would close with the thoughts and concerns of the Trustees being
communicated to the property owners and that additional information requested by the Trustees during the
discussion would be provided to the Trustee office. (27:50)
Trustee Pell then brought up for discussion the placement of information palm cards in the Trustee office
by the Group for the East End that promote their “Blue Box” program that encourages people to discard their old
prescription pharmaceuticals in the boxes that have been placed in various police stations in the area. Trustee
Horowitz asked if Trustee Pell was only seeking to promote the program by placing the cards on the front desk
and was assured that this was what was intended—the Group for the East End would provide the cards free of
charge.
Trustee Shultz also suggested that this information had been placed on the Trustee Facebook page, as
information posted on the site regarding the “Red Box” program already had over 300 “hits”; it was clear that the
public was slowly becoming aware of this issue and that it called for the Town to work to force the County to
upgrade the standards for septic systems.
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Trustee Warner(in response to a question from Trustee Shultz regarding hospice and home care giving
organizations disposing of narcotics and other prescription pharmaceuticals of recently deceased clients by
flushing down the toilet) pointed out that the FDA required the drugs be disposed of in that manner.
Trustee Overton suggested that we should speak with the Town PD to assist in the collection of these drugs
since it would not place an undue burden on the police to take custody of these drugs.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell and seconded by Trustee Overton to place the palm cards in the
Trustee office; all were in favor. (34:21)
Trustee Pell then brought up a discussion on the harvesting of steamers and razor clams in Scallop Pond.
He suggested that there be a moratorium be put in place for a year in order to prevent the killing of juvenile
clams taken during the harvesting of mature ones; the one year pause would allow those juveniles to mature to
harvestable size, and he felt that the number of adult clams dying during the moratorium would be overshadowed
by the number of juveniles allowed to mature undisturbed.
Trustee Shultz asked if the Trustees should ask the marine maintenance division to evaluate the situation;
Trustee Warner responded that Scallop Pond is such a small area that to close the area to razor clam harvesting
was the proper thing to do, and that it was not the first time that such an action had been taken.
A discussion then ensued as to the timing of such a moratorium, including when it should end. Trustee
Warner mentioned that this is a seasonal area that will close in April and reopen on December 1, 2014 and that
notice requirements need to be followed. This was confirmed by Ms. Bak, who suggested that the matter be
tabled for later in the meeting and that she would research this point during the portion of the meeting when
permits were discussed. (45:15)
Trustee Pell then raised the issue of forming a shellfish advisory committee consisting of three baymen and
two Trustees to discuss issues that may arise in the local industry.
Trustee Warner stated that as a bayman, he is always speaking with fellow baymen and bringing to the
Board concerns and issues affecting them. He also stated that the number of baymen is dwindling and that past
efforts to formally have a similar group were usually not very productive perhaps due to the fact that individual
baymen would contact individual Trustees with their problems.
It was agreed that efforts would be made to reach out to the shellfishing community to see if they felt such
a committee was needed. (47:50)
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Trustee Pell then brought up the issue of duck hunting and the formation of a duck hunting advisory
committee. It was pointed out that there are issues that confront the hunting population that could be better
addressed by the Trustees if there were a duck hunting advisory committee established rather than in the
piecemeal fashion calls to individual Trustees now achieve.
Trustee Overton asked if it might be better addressed if one Trustee were designated as the point person for
the issue, or if there were an organization that could be designated as the liaison organization to the Trustees.
Trustee Pell answered that there is no central organization that is strictly local in nature and that the issues like
the duck blind list tend to center on the individual rather than the group.
It was agreed that Trustee Pell should work on the issue further and present it to the Board on another date
as this was the first meeting for two new Trustees and they deserved the right to have more experience as a
Trustee before being asked to cast a vote on policy issues like this. (51:36)
Trustee Warner then explained the payment vouchers that were about to be circulated amongst them for
initialing. He explained what the vouchers were, and explained that each Trustee was asked to initial the voucher
signifying that they had examined the bill and approved the payment. He explained that these would be
circulated during the meeting and that they should save any questions they may have about the voucher or the
bill for the portion of the meeting where a motion is made to pay the bills. (56:13)
Trustee Warner then brought the situation at 11 White Lane, Hampton Bays to the Board’s attention. He
explained that a prior rock revetment placed on site was outside of Trustee jurisdiction, but that subsequent
project to it, post-Sandy, put the placement of the rocks now within the Trustees’ jurisdiction. A letter to the
property owner requesting them to come in and make application for the revetment was sent and the property
owner hasn’t been responsive. A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell to have the Bay
Constable issue a notice of violation to the property owner. All were in favor. (58:53)
Trustee Warner then spoke to the Board about a competitive grant program that Cornell Cooperative
Extension was hoping to participate with the Town and/or the Trustees in for eel grass restoration/dune
restoration programs. He discussed past involvement of the Trustees in an eel grass replenishment program and
that there would shortly be a dune restoration project carried out by the Army Corps at the Shinnecock Inlet that
has little or no beach grass planting as part of the project.
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Trustee Warner told the Board that he contacted Congressman Bishop’s office regarding the Shinnecock
project and that he would send Special Counsel Lombardo to attend the meeting being held on Friday, January
10, 2014 in the Supervisor’s office to get additional information on the eel grass portion of the proposal to share
with the Board.

(1:01:33)

The last issue that Trustee Warner wanted to bring to the Board’s attention was to a brief explanation of the
notice of violation procedure relative to the a property owner’s impeding the public’s right to pass and re-pass
over the various Trustee easements in the Town of Southampton. (1:03:32)
Trustee Horowitz informed the Board that he has requested VEP Computers to give another bid on the cost
of the steps needed to bring the new computer system purchased by the Trustees on line and functioning. Trustee
Shultz thanked Trustee Horowitz and explained that the previous Board delayed making a final decision in order
to allow the new Board members to participate in the decision making process.(1:04:44)
Trustee Pell then wanted to begin a discussion on Mecox that Trustee Shultz requested be delayed until
after the permit portion of the meeting was completed. Trustee Pell agreed to that request; Trustee Shultz called
for the consideration of the application of 91 Dune Road LLC, for the replacement of a vinyl bulkhead that was
improperly installed. DKR Shores, representing the applicant explained that there was an inadequate dead man
system was installed and that the entire installation is going to be removed and a new bulkhead properly
installed. Trustee Warner reminded the agent that no treated lumber was allowed to be used which was
acknowledged. Trustee Horowitz asked that natural species plantings be used for the buffer, and Trustee Warner
asked that a site plan detailing exactly what is to be done and with what materials be provided so the Bay
Constable would be able see if the work conformed to the permit specs. That was agreed to by all parties.
Trustee Shultz made a motion to approve, seconded by Trustee Pell; all were in favor. (1:09:55)
Trustee Shultz then called for the consideration of the application of Patricia Misasi, 23 Old Point Rd.,
Quogue; DKR Shores appeared on behalf of the applicant. Trustee Shultz explained to the new Board members
that this was the renewal of a permit that was approved last January and that the applicant was seeking a renewal.
Trustee Shultz made the motion to grant the extension, seconded by Trustee Horowitz. All were in favor.
(1:11:26)
Trustee Warner presented the application of Hampton Watercraft & Marine for the installation of
bulkheading and dredging. He explained that this was work that was previously approved by the Trustees under
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permit #9487 in 2007, which was extended for a year. In so far as the work was not done within the timeframe
afforded the applicant under the permit, Trustee Warner explained that he instructed the applicant to make a new
application. He also stated that the issuance of any permit granted under this application was contingent on the
applicant providing current photographs of the proposed work site. A motion was made by Trustee Warner,
seconded by Trustee Pell for approval. All were in favor. (1:15:13)
The next application for consideration was presented by Trustee Pell for the replacement of a bulkhead at
31 Tuthill Lane, Remsenburg which is owned by James and Donna Marie Krass. DKR Shores was the agent
representing the owners. The significant aspects of the application were inaudible due to the shuffling of papers
over a microphone during the agent’s presentation.
Trustee Shultz remembered that the location had been the subject of a full Board inspection in the recent
past. Trustees Pell and Warner both remembered the location and Trustee Warner recalled the condition and
construction of the current bulkhead. It was observed by Trustee Shultz that any work done at the location would
be an improvement over the conditions that currently exist.
The applicant was advised that the new bulkhead had to match the height of the highest bulkhead in the
immediate vicinity.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell and seconded by Trustee Horowitz to approve the application. All
were in favor. (1:21:26)
At the request of Trustee Pell a discussion then was had on the condition of Mecox Bay at this time. Bill
Mack of First Coastal came and told the Board that Mecox had fared well during the past few storms with
minimal overtopping in the western portion but no overtopping on the east side of the berm. The area of the
berm that had overtopping has been repaired. Mr. Mack indicated that First Coastal would like to begin
harvesting sand from Mecox for various dune replenishment projects as well as beginning to stockpile sand in
the immediate area for any emergency needs. He also stated that First Coastal may ask to harvest sand from
Sagg Pond.
In response to a question from Trustee Pell, Mr. Mack stated that First Coastal was looking to purchase 3040,000 yards of sand from Mecox and 10,000 yards from Sagg.
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In response to a question from Trustee Horowitz regarding the opening’s affect on the dredging project in
Sagaponack, it was reported that the cut actually aided the project, in that the cut ran to the east rather than the
west, as it traditionally did.
Mr. Mack pointed out that the berm that was constructed to help manage the overtopping at Mecox “post
Sandy” has been doing its job.
Trustee Shultz pointed out that the closing of the cut was done in the manner suggested by Rob Young and
that it was doing as was predicted.
Trustee Overton asked if the berm needed beach grass to protect it. Trustees Warner and Pell pointed out
that the plover season would require the removal of the berm and that the berm was constructed of sacrificial
sand to help delay or forestall a major breach. Trustee Shultz pointed out that Fish and Wildlife were requiring
the area be restored to as similar the conditions that existed “pre-Irene” as possible.
As to the dredging of Sagg Pond, the goal was to go to a depth of 3 feet but that if organics were hit the
crew would move on to another area. The goal is to put the clean sand back into the “system”.
Trustee Shultz pointed out for the new Board members that the last time a definitive study of Mecox was
done was back in the 1980’s, and it didn’t take into account various factors that now exist, especially the
presence of shellfish. The goal at this time is to obtain accurate GPS readings over a larger period of time so the
expert can help propose a management plan that takes into account the bay as it presently exists.
Trustee Overton asked how many times a year was Mecox opened. Trustee Shultz pointed out that it
depended on variables such as rainfall and salinity levels and that Mecox was handled as a management area that
the entire Board had responsibility for.
Trustee Overton asked if there were a way to make it more predictable. Trustee Warner pointed out that
conditions could be perceived to be perfect for opening the cut—namely the wind, the moon, and other variables
were what were needed, and the cut would close on its own within an hour. Trustee Shultz agreed, pointing out
that the problems with the Mecox cut were more of keeping it open and that often, the cut opens itself, especially
at Sagg.
Trustees Overton and Horowitz questioned if it were possible for the parameters of what the Board looks at
regarding the opening of Mecox could be communicated to the public so a better understanding on the public’s
part could be gained.
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Trustee Warner pointed out that Mecox and Sagg have opened themselves and have closed themselves
without assistance and that these things happen without warning and without regard to things like Plover season.
It was observed that post-Irene and Sandy the natural sand deposits present pre-storms have disappeared and
have changed the dynamic of the wave action on the beach and shoreline. The discussion of Mecox concluded at
1:40:30.
Mr. Mack then had a question regarding the need for a survey to accompany applications to be as current
as a year of the application when the permit being applied for is solely for dune replenishment. It was pointed
out to him that there it is possible to ask for the waiving of the current survey requirement and that the Board
preferred to keep the waivers on a case by case basis. (1:42:42)
Trustee Shultz asked Special Counsel Lombardo about the public hearing scheduled on the acquisition of a
parcel of land under section 72H of the Real Property Law of the State of New York. Counsel Lombardo stated
that it was scheduled for the meeting on January 22.
Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak asked the Board to return to the issue of public notice on the closure of
Scallop Pond. She stated that the Board did not have emergency powers to close the area without notice to the
public and that the notice had to be in the newspapers, effective ten days from the publication date. She stated
that she would prepare a notice for publication that would be forwarded to the Trustee office for publication by
tomorrow afternoon.

Four

(4)

Applications for permits were approved

Three

(3)

Applications for personal watercraft lifts/hoists/floats were approved

Thirty Three

(33)

Applications for mooring permits were approved

Seventeen

(17)

Applications for gill net permits were approved

Twenty Seven

(27)

Applications for pot permits were approved

Six

(6)

Applications for fish traps were approved

()

Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved

Trustee Shultz made a motion to waive the public reading of the correspondence, seconded by Trustee
Warner. All were in favor.
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Ben Spratford, First Coastal – 12/19/13 – Memorandum to the Trustees regarding the SagaponackBridgehampton ECD Restoration Project DEC permit modification.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 12/19/13 – Letter to Edward Warner Jr., Trustee
regarding Davis Creek Dredging Project.
Jeffrey M. Kraus – 12/19/13 – Letter asking for permission for aquaculture to the Trustees.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee – 12/17/13 – Letter to Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst regarding 95
Inlet Road West, Shinnecock Hills.
Joshua Y. Horton, Horton Dredge & Dock – 12/19/13 – Email to Edward Warner Jr., Trustee regarding the
bulkhead at 21B Gardners Lane, Hampton Bays.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee – 12/17/13 – Letter of permission to Kevin Greene for aquaculture.
Eileen Quinn, Accountant, Comptroller’s Office – 12/19/13 – Email to the Trustees regarding NYS Grants.
Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 12/17/13 – Letter to Edward Warner Jr., regarding
legalization of unauthorized fence lines at 43 Nautilus Drive, Hampton Bays.
Kevin Greene – 12/17/13 – Letter asking for permission for aquaculture to Edward Warner Jr., Trustee.
J. Capozzelli – 12/17/13 – Letter to the Trustees regarding the Long Island Farm Bureau/USDA plan to
slaughter 5,000 East End deer.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 12/16/13 – Letter to Mr. Birr, NYSDEC regarding Mill
Pond 1-4736-05563/00004.
Seth D. Allan, Vice-President, Chesterfield Associates – 12/16/13 – Proposal to the Trustees for sand
excavation at Mecox Inlet.
Kevin T. Heine, Sag Harbor Boy Scout Troop 455 – 12/16/13 – Invitation to Jon Semlear, Trustee to attend
Eagle Scout Court of Honor on January 3, 2014.
Kevin T. Heine, Sag Harbor Boy Scout Troop 455 – 12/16/13 – Invitation to Frederick Havemeyer,
Secretary/Treasurer to attend Eagle Scout Court of Honor on January 3, 2014.
Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores, Inc. – 12/16/13 – Letter to Edward Warner Jr., Regarding 95 Inlet Road West
LLC, Southampton.
Ronald Hill – 11/20/13 – Email to the Trustees regarding 585 Dune Road, Westhampton.
NYSDEC – 12/16/13 – NPDES Discharge Monitoring Report for Mill Pond.
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Sarah Lansdale, Director of Suffolk County Division of Planning and Development – 12/27/13 – Letter to
Eric Shultz, President regarding the Public Notice for request for written comments on proposed shellfish
aquaculture lease sites.
First Coastal – 1/2/14 – Invoice to the Trustees for Mecox Inlet Dredging.
Martin E. Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 1/1/14 – Letter to Kenneth and Irma Herzog regarding an
unauthorized fence on Shinnecock Bay Beach.
R. Timothy Maran – 12/30/13 – Letter to Eric Shultz, President regarding off bottom oyster culture in front
of his property in Hampton Bays.
Eric Shultz, President – 12/27/13 – Letter to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc. regarding David
Wassong of 1265 Flying Point Road, Water Mill.
Eric Shultz, President – 12/27/13 – Letter to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc. regarding Melina
Cheng of 1285 Flying Point Road, Water Mill.
Eric Shultz, President – 12/27/13 – Letter to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc. regarding ARDK
Holdings II of 1299 Flying Point Road, Water Mill.
Eric Shultz, President – 12/27/13 – Letter to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc. regarding Benjamin
Bram of 1271 Flying Point Road, Water Mill.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee – 12/20/13 – Letter to Andes, Inc. regarding Permit #10529 and 10530.
NYSDEC – 12/26/13 – NPDES Discharge Monitoring Report for Mill Pond for November.
NYSDEC – 12/26/13 – NPDES Discharge Monitoring Report for Mill Pond for September.
Sundy A. Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 12/23/13 – Town Board Resolution 2013-1250.
Gilbert Anderson, P.E., Commissioner, Suffolk County Department of Public Works – 12/24/13 – Letter to
Eric Shultz, President regarding an intermunicipal agreement with the Trustees and Town of Southampton in
connection with payment for costs associated with overtime to complete dredging operations.
Wade E. Carden, Biologist 1 Marine, NYSDEC – 12/23/13 – Copy of the On/Off-Bottom Culture Permit
for Jeffrey Kraus.
Tim Callahan, SUNY Environmental Science and Forestry – 12/24/13 – Email to Merriah Eberts,
Threatened and Endangered Species Program Coordinator regarding the Piping Plover paper he wrote.
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James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 12/23/13 – Letter to Frederick Havemeyer,
Secretary/Treasurer regarding Mill Pond Project.
Lee Lyman, President of Lyman Environmental LLC – 12/23/13 – Letter to the Trustees regarding payment
for work done in September and October.
Eric Shultz, President – 12/20/13 – Memorandum to the Town Engineer regarding the road review
application for 250 Noyac Path.
Dune Graphics – 12/19/13 – Email to Edward Warner Jr., Trustee regarding estimates for a sign to be
made.
Beth Kamper, Village of Sag Harbor – 12/20/13 – Facsimile to the Trustees regarding Pump Out Boat
Certification.
Julie Nace, NYSDEC – 12/20/13 – Email to the Trustees regarding Hurricane Sandy Coastal Resiliency
Competitive Grant Program.
Diane E. McNally, East Hampton Town Trustee Clerk – 12/20/13 – Letter to Lisa Scott, League of Women
Voters of Suffolk County regarding the exclusion of the Boards of Trustees in the 2013 Directory of Public
Officials.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee – 1/2/14 – Letter to Jeffrey Kraus regarding docking at Trustee’s Basin for
2014.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee – 1/2/14 – Letter to William Reed regarding docking at Trustee’s Basin for
2014.
Sundy A. Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 1/2/14 – Facsimile to the Trustees regarding Emergency Order No. 1
of 2014.
Edward Warner, Trustee – 1/2/14 – Letter to Timothy Maran regarding off bottom oyster culture.
Mr. McAbee, Redbox – 1/2/14 – Free and Convenient Disposal of Expired, Unwanted, Unused
Medications Information Packet.
North Sea Harbor Subwatershed management Plan – 1/2/14 – Appendix B – Retrofit Summary Field Sheet.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint at the end of Tanner’s
Neck Ln.
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Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint at 9 Bay Meadow
Lane.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint at 8 Bob White Lane.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to debris complaint off Ocean Road.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint near Fish Creek.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint near Reeves Bay.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to shellfish violation at the end of Basket
Neck Ln.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint at the end of Tanner’s
Neck Ln.
Danielle McManus, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to duck blind complaint at 61 W.
Tiana Road.
Cornell Cooperative Extension of Suffolk County – 1/6/14 – Marine Meadows Initiative: Engaging the
Public in Habitat Restoration and Shoreline Stabilization Projects.
NYSDEC – 1/6/14 – NPDES Discharge Monitoring Report for Mill Pond for December.
BrushMaster – 1/6/14 – Quote for sign.
Lee Lyman, Inter-Science – 1/7/14 – December 2013 field sampling results.
Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores –1/7/14—Documents for Andes Inc Project.
Joe Lombardo, Interim Legislative Secretary – 1/7/14 – Memorandum of Notice of Violation protocol.
Al Tuzzolo, Bay Constable –1/7/14 – Notice of Violation for 43 Nautilus Drive.
Jenn Hartnagel, Group for the East End –1/7/14 -- ‘Don’t flush medications’ postcards.
Scott Horowitz, Trustee – 1/7/14 – Quote request faxed to VEP computer.

A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Ray Overton, to pay for the following out of the Trustees
special account:
1.

Cornell Cooperative Ext.

Shellfish Program

2.

Claire Watts

Process Service

$4166.69
285.74
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3.

Lynch’s Garden Center

Work Gloves

59.97

4.

Joseph Lombardo, Esq.

Legal Services

4600.00

5.

Jones, Little & Co.

Accounting Services

6.

Joseph Lombardo, Esq.

Office Supervision 12/9-31/13

7.

First Coastal Corp.

Mecox Cut—Excavation Services

150.00
2200.00
15,500.00

At 3:05pm, Trustee Shultz made a motion to close the public portion of the meeting and convene an
executive session of the Board immediately thereafter. It was seconded by Trustee Warner, all were in favor.
(1:46:46)
The Board reconvened at 4:15pm and the meeting on motion was adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO.10665 is issued to DKR Shores Inc., as agent for 91 DUNE ROAD LLC, 91 Dune Road, Quogue,
NY (SCTM# 902-15-01-01) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 61’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun; only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quogue Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10666 is issued to HAMPTON WATERCRAFT & MARINE, 44 Newtown Road, Hampton
Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-188-02-10,12,&15) to renew Permit #10410 & 9487 for one year, to reconstruct (in
kind/in place) 173’bulkhead, using vinyl sheathing , and dredge 100c.y. from various places in marina.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun; only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10667 is issued to DKR Shores Inc. , as agent for JAMES & DONNA MARIE KRASS, 31
Tuthill Lane, Remsenburg, NY (SCTM# 900-380-02-88.1 & 89) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 25’ bulkhead
using vinyl sheathing raising height 8” . To construct a 4’ return.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun; only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Dug Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10668 is issued to DKR Shores Inc., as agent for PATRICIA MISASI, 23 Old Point Road,
Quogue , NY (SCTM# 902-05-01-11) to renew Permit #10415 for one year, to reconstruct (in kind/in place) and
raise height (up to 12”) 218’ existing navy style bulkhead using vinyl sheathing and two (2) 10’ returns.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
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Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun; only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Phillips Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

3.

PERSONAL WATERCRAFT LIFT/HOIST/FLOAT PERMITS
PWC14-001 is issued to MICHAEL LABADORF, 612 Dune Road, Westhampton, NY 11977 to place a
personal watercraft Float for a 11' Yamaha (Reg. No. NY8414MH) in Moriches Bay, under the direction
of Trustee William Pell IV
PWC14-002 is issued to WAYNE STECK, 20 Moneybogue Lane, Westhampton, NY 11977 to place a
personal watercraft Float for a 11' Sea Do (Reg. No. NY3677MH ) in Moniebogue Canal, under the
direction of Trustee William Pell IV
PWC14-003 is issued to JOAN B. HORNIG, 675 Flying Point Road, Water Mill, NY 11976 to place a
personal watercraft Float for a Yamaha (Reg. No. NY8434MH ) in Burnett Creek, under the direction
of Trustee William Pell IV

MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-001 is issued to HENRY W. DAVOLI, 42 Little Neck Road, Southhampton NY
11968 to place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17’ Hunter (Reg. No. NY9205FS) in
Old Fort Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Richard Franks.
PERMIT NO. 14-002 is issued to ANTONIO QUATELA, 19 Cedar Lane, Southampton, NY 11968 to
place a 200 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Robalo "Heeeere's Gianni" (Reg. No.
NY8680MG) in Mill Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-003 is issued to MARTIN P. KNAB, 7 Rosemary Lane, Sag Harbor, NY 11963 to
place a 75lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19’ Oday "THE KING" (Reg. No. NY7749GC)
in Mill Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-004 is issued to JOHN M. KIRRANE, 69 Hillover Lane, Sag Harbor NY 11963 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 23’ Formula "Our Dream" (Reg. No.
NY4858DG ) in Noyac Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-005 is issued to JOHN M. KIRRANE, 69 Hillover Lane, Sag Harbor NY 11963 to
place a 50 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 13' Boston Whaler (Reg. No. NY0047BT) in
Paynes Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
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PERMIT NO. 14-006 is issued to JOHN M. KIRRANE, 69 Hillover Lane, Sag Harbor NY 11963 to
place a 75 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Boston Whaler (Reg. No. NY4582UZ) in
Noyac Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-007 is issued to BULLHEAD YACHT CLUB, 362 West Neck Road, Southampton
NY 11968 to place a various mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24 moorings (Reg. No. none )
in Bullhead Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-008 is issued to BOHDAN P. FEDCZUK, 12 E. Landing Road, Hampton Bays NY
11946 to place a 150lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Seaswirl "SEASWIRL" (Reg.
No. NY2246HT) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-009 is issued to LAURENCE K DENIHAN, 524 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach,
NY 11978 to place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Regulator (Reg. No.
NY9509MB ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-010 is issued to LAURENCE K. DENIHAN, 524 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach,
NY 11978 to place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 32" Regulator (Reg. No.
NY6696MH ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-011 is issued to WILLIAM E. TULIPANE, 32 Rose Avenue, Southampton NY
11968 to place a 50 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 14' West Wight Potter Sailboat
"Sally" (Reg. No. none ) in North Sea Harbor, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-012 is issued to ROBERT S DERASMO, 4 The Trail, Hampton Bays NY 11946 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Pearson "ALMOST THERE" (Reg. No.
NY8219JX ) in Cold Spring Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Richard Franks.
PERMIT NO. 14-013 is issued to EDWARD T. DARMODY, 17 Scrimshaw Dr, Southampton NY
11968 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Maxum "SEAS THE DAY"
(Reg. No. NY2549ME ) in Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-014 is issued to LANA M. SAUERESSIG, 71 Washington Heights Ave, Hampton
Bays, NY 11946 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 27' Se/Ra "Serendipity"
(Reg. No. NY1638PK ) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-015 is issued to JOHN FAWCETT, 35 Baywoods Dr, Hampton Bays NY 11946 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 18' Parker (Reg. No. NY6545UH ) in Red
Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-016 is issued to CHARLES W. CLARKE, 29 Whitney Road, Sag Harbor NY 11963
to place a 250 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' Vocational inboard "Twinkle" (Reg. No.
NY7426AN ) in Payne's Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-017 is issued to LINDA JOHNSTON, 55 Noyac Avenue, Noyack NY 11963 to
place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Hunter Summer Wind (Reg. No.
NY1234LG ) in Mill Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-018 is issued to JAMES L. BAUER, 29 Herons Ct, Bridgehampton NY 11932 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Yacht Sail (Reg. No. NY5158GJ ) in
Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
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PERMIT NO. 14-019 is issued to RICHARD T. MARAN, 320 Cobb Road, Water Mill,NY 11976 to
place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 16' Lund (Reg. No. NY9466UL ) in Tiana
Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-020 is issued to ERIC K. BUHL, 9 Lamb Avenue, Quogue NY 11959 to place a 75
lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 16' Picke (Reg. No. NY9428GJ ) in Shinnecock Bay,
under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-021 is issued to MICHAEL J. CLERKIN, 112 Towd Point Road, Southampton NY
11968 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Grady White 4M's (Reg. No.
NY5324UR ) in North Sea Harbor, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-022 is issued to CLAIRE E. PILIERO, 42 Romana Drive, Hampton Bays NY 11946
to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 25' Oda Sail (Reg. No. NY6910FX ) in
Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-023 is issued to HOWARD PICKERELL, JR., 36 West Trail Road, Water Mill NY
11976 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Pickerell (Reg. No. ME258TT )
in Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-024 is issued to VINCENT T. PICA II, 530 Dune Road, Westhampton NY 11978 to
place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 25' Parker Maruna (Reg. No. NY1230MC ) in
Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-025 is issued to MARK C. HIMMELSBACH, 7 Lynn Court, Hampton Bays NY
11946 to place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22 ' Grady White (Reg. No.
NY5034JY ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-026 is issued to STEPHEN ORR, 5A Apaucuck Point Road, Westhampton, NY
11977 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Correct Craft "SPORT
NAUTIQUE" (Reg. No. NY4659UA ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle
McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-027 is issued to JOHN C. O'SHEA, 11 Oak Street, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Hunter "MOONLIGHT" (Reg. No.
NY3964GA ) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-028 is issued to DOUGLAS R. MALAT, 8 Aarbutus Lane, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 75 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 9' Jet Cat "JETTER" (Reg. No.
NY3960UG ) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-029 is issued to ELIZABETH HARLAN, 89 Bay Avenue, Flanders NY 11901 to
place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 13.5' Wood Pussy "Swan" (Reg. No. None )
in Reeves Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-030 is issued to PASQUALE J. DEMARINIS, 80 Reeves Bay Trail, Flanders NY
11901 to place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Aquasport (Reg. No.
NY2687DU ) in Flanders Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-031 is issued to PAUL G. HANSEN, 20 Rolling Hill Ct. E., Sag Harbor NY 11963
to place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 23' O'day (Reg. No. NY5485PP ) in Mill
Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
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PERMIT NO. 14-032 is issued to GARY M. WILSON, 10 Laurel Trail, Sag Harbor, NY 11963 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Sea Ray (Reg. No. NY5533UR ) in
Payne's Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-033 is issued to MARY L. FLOOD, 80 Pine Neck Ave, Noyac, NY 11963 to place a
150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Cape Dory Typhoon (Reg. No. NY3667PN ) in
Mill Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.

GILL NET PERMITS
PERMIT NO.GN-001 is issued to Edward Warner Jr, 1 Carter Road Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock Bay & Tiana Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN - 021 is issued to Robert Lester, 107 Sebonac Road Southampton NY 11968 to place gill
nets in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-050 is issued to Charles Mades, 14 Carter Road Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-053 is issued to James Warner, 64 Canoe Place Rd Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in S/E Corner of Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-067 is issued to Donald Bennett Jr., 20 Howell Pl Speonk NY 11972 to place gill nets in
Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-068 is issued to Robert Bourguignon, 1049 Flanders Rd Flanders NY 11901 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock & Moriches Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-069 is issued to Mark DeCabia, 2 Barracuda Road East Quogue, NY 11942 to place gill
nets in Quogue Canal, Shinnecock Bay and Commorant Point for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-019 is issued to Michael Mampreyan, 47 Old Riverhead Road Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place gill nets in MorichesBay, Shinnecock Bay and Quantuck Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-026 is issued to Edward Luerssen, 99 Argonne Rd East Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place
gill nets in Shinnecock Bay & Atlantic Ocean for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-037 is issued to Victor Makis, Jr., 21 Carter Road Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-039 is issued to Ian Burliuk, 32A Squiretown Road Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-056 is issued to Richard Maran Jr., 320 Cobb Rd, Water Mill NY 11976 to place gill nets
in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-057 is issued to Richard Grimminger, 55 Romana Drive Hampton Bay NY 11946 to place
gill nets in Tiana Bay for 2014.
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PERMIT NO.GN-058 is issued to Alexander DePerte, 51 Kings Street Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-062 is issued to Daniel Warner, 1 Carter Road Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to place gill nets
in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-072 is issued to Timothy Froelich, 84 Pleasure Drive Flanders NY 11901 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-060 is issued to James Hummel Jr., 9 Stonewood Lane Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to place
gill nets in Eastern Shinnecock for 2014.

POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT - 001 is issued to ROBERT R. LESTER, 107 Sebonac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to
place 9 crab & 9 eel on Trustees' bottom in All Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 016 is issued to EDWARD J. WARNER, JR., 1 Carter Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946,
to place 50 crab, 50 eel, & 50 conch on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock & Tiana Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 053 is issued to ROBERT BOURGUIGNON, 1049 Flanders Road, Flanders NY 11901,
to place 70 crab, 6 fish, & 20 eel on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 064 is issued to R. TIMOTHY MARAN, 320 Cobb Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to place
9 crab on Trustees' bottom in Mecox Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 116 is issued to JAMES C. CZAJKOWSKI, 1 Birch Trail, East Quogue NY 11942, to
place 125 crab on Trustees' bottom in Quantuck, Shinnecock, & Moriches Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 140 is issued to DONALD J. BENNETT, JR., 20 Howell Park, Speonk NY 11972, to
place 250 eel, 250 conch, & 250 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 190 is issued to CHARLES K. MADES, 14 Carter Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 150 eel & 50 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 206 is issued to JAMES V. WARNER, 64 Canoe Place Rd, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 10 Lobster on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 218 is issued to MICHAEL HERTS, 23 Highland Road, Southampton NY 11968, to
place 6 Fish & crab on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay, & Inshore Peconic Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-252 is issued to DONALD J. BENNETT SR., 55 Seabreeze Ave, Westhampton, NY 11977,
to place 50 Crab, 50 Conch, 75 eel, & 25 killies on Trustees' bottom in Moneybogue, Quantuck, Moriches Bay
& Mecox Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-256 is issued to JOSEPH F. LOPINTO, 26 Cilli Ave, Sag Harbor, NY 11963, to place 9
Crab on Trustees' bottom in Sag Harbor Cove for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT- 265 is issued to MARK A. DECABIA, 2 Barracuda Road, East Quogue NY 11942, to
place 20 eel and 40 crab on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Shores to Quogue Canal for 2014.
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PERMIT NO. PT - 057 is issued to EDWARD J. LUERSSEN, 99 Argonne Rd. East, Hampton Bays NY
11946, to place 30 fish, 40 conchs, & 30 eel on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay, Peconic Bays & Creeks
for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 081 is issued to JEFFREY F. JONES, P. O. Box 665-Flying Point Rd, Water Mill NY
11976, to place 7 crab on Trustees' bottom in Mecox Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 200 is issued to LOUIS CORONESI, 38 Oakhurst Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 2 killie, 2 crab & 3 eel on Trustees' bottom in Cold Springs, and Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 207 is issued to RICHARD T. MARAN JR., 320 Cobb Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to
place 100 crab & 50 eel on Trustees' bottom in Mecox Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 215 is issued to STANLEY PICHENY, 31 Bay Road, Quogue NY 11959, to place 2 crab
on Trustees' bottom in Stone Creek & Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 216 is issued to VIVIAN PICHENY, 31 Bay Road, Quogue NY 11959, to place 2 crab
on Trustees' bottom in Stone Creek & Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 219 is issued to IAN BURLIUK, 32 A Squiretown Rd, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 50 crab 50 conchs & 50 eel on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014
PERMIT NO. PT - 226 is issued to ALEXANDER DEPERTE, 51 King Street, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 10 conch & 5 crab on Trustees' bottom in Sebonac Creek for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 227 is issued to MARTIN P. KNAB, 7 Rosemary Lane, Sag Harbor 11963, to place 6
crab on Trustees' bottom in Sag Harbor Cove, Noyac Creek & Mill Creek for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-233 is issued to DANIEL E. WARNER, 1 Carter Road, Hampton Bays, NY 11946, to place
100 conch 50 eel and 50 Crab on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-239 is issued to JOHN M. SCHROEDER, 370 Division Street, Sag Harbor, NY 11963, to
place 9 crab on Trustees' bottom in Sag Harbor Cove for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-240 is issued to HARRY R. WIKMAN IV, 27 Squiretown Road, Hampton Bays, NY
11946, to place 9 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-275 is issued to CHRISTOPHER J. CARUNA, 11 Bay Avenue North, Hampton Bays, NY
11946, to place 4 eel & 5 killies on Trustees' bottom in Hampton Bays Area for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 087 is issued to JOHN L. TERRY, 15 Holzman Drive, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 30 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT- 231 is issued to JAMES W. HUMMEL JR., 9 Stonewood Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946,
to place 100 eels & 200 conch on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-271 is issued to VINCENT E. SCALA, 1807 County Road 39, Southampton NY 11968, to
place 3 crab on Trustees' bottom in Cold Spring Pond for 2014.
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FISH TRAP PERMITS
PERMIT NO.FT-049, FT-307, FT-308, is issued to Donald J. Bennett, Jr, P O Box 698, Speonk NY, New
York, to place a fish trap in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton
Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.FT-012, FT-013, FT-097, FT-098, FT-099, FT-117, FT-118, FT-119, FT-120, FT-136, FT-137,
FT-138, FT-139, FT-140, FT-141, FT-178, FT-179, FT-180, FT-181, FT-182, FT-183, FT-184, FT-185, FT186, is issued to Donald J. Bennett, Sr., 55 Seabreeze Avenue, Westhampton NY, New York, to place a fish trap
in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.FT-246, FT-250, FT-251, is issued to Robert Bourguignon, 1049 Flanders Road, Route 24,
Flanders NY, New York, to place a fish trap in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s marker on
Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.FT-008, FT-009, FT-035, FT-036, FT-045, FT-046, FT-047, FT-048, FT-050, FT-069, FT-070,
FT-071, FT-072, FT-073, FT-076, FT-089, FT-090, FT-091, FT-092, FT-093, FT-094, FT-104, FT-105, FT106, FT-107, FT-112, FT-113, FT-144, FT-205, FT-215, FT-228, FT-229,, is issued to Charles K. Mades, 14
Carter Road, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish trap in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s
marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.FT-064, FT-065, FT-066, FT-067, FT-204, FT-206, FT-257, FT-258, FT-259, FT-260, FT-261,
FT-262, FT-263, FT-264, FT-265, FT-266, FT-267, FT-268, is issued to J. Vincent Warner, 64 Canoe Place
Road, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish trap in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s
marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.FT-003,FT-004,FT-007,FT-026,FT-037,FT-068,FT-077,FT-081,FT-082, FT-083, FT-084,FT108,FT-121,FT-142,FT-143,FT-188,FT-189,FT-190,FT-191,FT-208,FT-209,FT-210,FT-211,FT-212,FT213,FT-269,FT-270,FT-271,FT-272,FT-273,FT-274,, is issued to Edward J. Warner, Jr., 1 Carter Road,
Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish trap in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s marker on
Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.

WATERFOWL HUNTING LOCATION PERMITS
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THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: Trustee Eric Shultz, Trustee Edward Warner Jr., Trustee William Pell IV, Trustee Scott
Horowitz, Trustee Ray Overton, and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak. Special Counsel Joseph Lombardo
recorded the minutes.
Trustee Shultz began the organizational proceedings by relinquishing the chair to Trustee Warner for the
purpose of opening the floor to nominations for the office of Board President. Trustee Pell nominated Eric
Shultz as Board President, seconded by Trustee Overton. Nominations were closed and the nomination was
carried unanimously.
Trustee Warner relinquished the chair to Trustee Shultz who then opened nominations for the office of
Secretary-Treasurer. Trustee Shultz nominated Trustee Warner as Secretary-Treasurer, seconded by Trustee
Pell. Nominations were closed and a unanimous vote elected Trustee Warner as Secretary-Treasurer.
A resolution was made by Trustee Pell and seconded by Trustee Warner that they be authorized to execute
new signature cards for all Trustee bank accounts. All were in favor.
A resolution was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell that the Southampton Press and the
Independent be named as the official newspapers for the posting of legal notices. All were in favor.
A resolution was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell to continue using JP Morgan Chase
bank as the primary depository for Trustee funds. All were in favor.
The official photograph of the Board of Trustees was then taken for placement on the Trustees’ page of the
Town website.
Trustee Shultz then invited Kieran Pape Murphree, Esq. representing the Marder Family and their garden
center business in Bridgehampton to approach the Board for the purposes of discussing the placement of a bridge
spanning Little Long Pond which is contained within the property they own on Montauk Highway that is
adjacent to their garden/nursery business on Snake Hollow Road, in Bridgehampton. She indicated that the
family owns an adjacent parcel that they are using as a tree farm, and need the bridge spanning the pond to more
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easily access the adjacent parcel for work purposes’ currently they had to access it from Montauk Highway. She
described the characteristics of the parcels as being marshy, and that the bridge would be used by foot traffic and
golf carts.
Trustee Shultz asked if she’d spoken with Marty Shea in the Conservation Department about this
conceptual proposal. She responded that she had, and that Marty Shea requested that she speak with the
Trustees; she stressed that at this point, the drawings and discussions are only related to a conceptual design, not
an actual permit application before any board or agency.
The discussion covered areas such as the use of flow through decking, and the topography of the parcel in
general, and questioned whether there was a better location for the proposed bridge.
Trustee Pell pointed out that there are two duck blinds on the pond which was confirmed by Senior Bay
Constable Kohnken who was in attendance. Trustee Warner pointed out that the project would ruin two perfectly
good duck hunting locations and that the choice would come down to allowing duck hunting or not, which was
certainly an issue that the public should have an opportunity to express an opinion over.
It was agreed that the discussion would close with the thoughts and concerns of the Trustees being
communicated to the property owners and that additional information requested by the Trustees during the
discussion would be provided to the Trustee office.
Trustee Pell then brought up for discussion the placement of information palm cards in the Trustee office
by the Group for the East End that promote their “Blue Box” program that encourages people to discard their old
prescription pharmaceuticals in the boxes that have been placed in various police stations in the area. Trustee
Horowitz asked if Trustee Pell was only seeking to promote the program by placing the cards on the front desk
and was assured that this was what was intended—the Group for the East End would provide the cards free of
charge.
Trustee Shultz also suggested that this information had been placed on the Trustee Facebook page, as
information posted on the site regarding the “Red Box” program already had over 300 “hits”; it was clear that the
public was slowly becoming aware of this issue and that it called for the Town to work to force the County to
upgrade the standards for septic systems.
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Trustee Warner(in response to a question from Trustee Shultz regarding hospice and home care giving
organizations disposing of narcotics and other prescription pharmaceuticals of recently deceased clients by
flushing down the toilet) pointed out that the FDA required the drugs be disposed of in that manner.
Trustee Overton suggested that we should speak with the Town PD to assist in the collection of these drugs
since it would not place an undue burden on the police to take custody of these drugs.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell and seconded by Trustee Overton to place the palm cards in the
Trustee office; all were in favor.
Trustee Pell then brought up a discussion on the harvesting of steamers and razor clams in Scallop Pond.
He suggested that there be a moratorium be put in place for a year in order to prevent the killing of juvenile
clams taken during the harvesting of mature ones; the one year pause would allow those juveniles to mature to
harvestable size, and he felt that the number of adult clams dying during the moratorium would be overshadowed
by the number of juveniles allowed to mature undisturbed.
Trustee Shultz asked if the Trustees should ask the marine maintenance division to evaluate the situation;
Trustee Warner responded that Scallop Pond is such a small area that to close the area to razor clam harvesting
was the proper thing to do, and that it was not the first time that such an action had been taken.
A discussion then ensued as to the timing of such a moratorium, including when it should end. Trustee
Warner mentioned that this is a seasonal area that will close in April and reopen on December 1, 2014 and that
notice requirements need to be followed. This was confirmed by Ms. Bak, who suggested that the matter be
tabled for later in the meeting and that she would research this point during the portion of the meeting when
permits were discussed.
Trustee Pell then raised the issue of forming a shellfish advisory committee consisting of three baymen and
two Trustees to discuss issues that may arise in the local industry.
Trustee Warner stated that as a bayman, he is always speaking with fellow baymen and bringing to the
Board concerns and issues affecting them. He also stated that the number of baymen is dwindling and that past
efforts to formally have a similar group were usually not very productive perhaps due to the fact that individual
baymen would contact individual Trustees with their problems.
It was agreed that efforts would be made to reach out to the shellfishing community to see if they felt such
a committee was needed.
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Trustee Pell then brought up the issue of duck hunting and the formation of a duck hunting advisory
committee. It was pointed out that there are issues that confront the hunting population that could be better
addressed by the Trustees if there were a duck hunting advisory committee established rather than in the
piecemeal fashion calls to individual Trustees now achieve.
Trustee Overton asked if it might be better addressed if one Trustee were designated as the point person for
the issue, or if there were an organization that could be designated as the liaison organization to the Trustees.
Trustee Pell answered that there is no central organization that is strictly local in nature and that the issues like
the duck blind list tend to center on the individual rather than the group.
It was agreed that Trustee Pell should work on the issue further and present it to the Board on another date
as this was the first meeting for two new Trustees and they deserved the right to have more experience as a
Trustee before being asked to cast a vote on policy issues like this.
Trustee Warner then explained the payment vouchers that were about to be circulated amongst them for
initialing. He explained what the vouchers were, and explained that each Trustee was asked to initial the voucher
signifying that they had examined the bill and approved the payment. He explained that these would be
circulated during the meeting and that they should save any questions they may have about the voucher or the
bill for the portion of the meeting where a motion is made to pay the bills.
Trustee Warner then brought the situation at 11 White Lane, Hampton Bays to the Board’s attention. He
explained that a prior rock revetment placed on site was outside of Trustee jurisdiction, but that subsequent
project to it, post-Sandy, put the placement of the rocks now within the Trustees’ jurisdiction. A letter to the
property owner requesting them to come in and make application for the revetment was sent and the property
owner hasn’t been responsive. A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell to have the Bay
Constable issue a notice of violation to the property owner. All were in favor.
Trustee Warner then spoke to the Board about a competitive grant program that Cornell Cooperative
Extension was hoping to participate with the Town and/or the Trustees in for eel grass restoration/dune
restoration programs. He discussed past involvement of the Trustees in an eel grass replenishment program and
that there would shortly be a dune restoration project carried out by the Army Corps at the Shinnecock Inlet that
has little or no beach grass planting as part of the project.
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Trustee Warner told the Board that he contacted Congressman Bishop’s office regarding the Shinnecock
project and that he would send Special Counsel Lombardo to attend the meeting being held on Friday, January
10, 2014 in the Supervisor’s office to get additional information on the eel grass portion of the proposal to share
with the Board.
The last issue that Trustee Warner wanted to bring to the Board’s attention was to a brief explanation of the
notice of violation procedure relative to the a property owner’s impeding the public’s right to pass and re-pass
over the various Trustee easements in the Town of Southampton.
Trustee Horowitz informed the Board that he has requested VEP Computers to give another bid on the cost
of the steps needed to bring the new computer system purchased by the Trustees on line and functioning. Trustee
Shultz thanked Trustee Horowitz and explained that the previous Board delayed making a final decision in order
to allow the new Board members to participate in the decision making process.
Trustee Pell then wanted to begin a discussion on Mecox that Trustee Shultz requested be delayed until
after the permit portion of the meeting was completed. Trustee Pell agreed to that request; Trustee Shultz called
for the consideration of the application of 91 Dune Road LLC, for the replacement of a vinyl bulkhead that was
improperly installed. DKR Shores, representing the applicant explained that there was an inadequate dead man
system was installed and that the entire installation is going to be removed and a new bulkhead properly
installed. Trustee Warner reminded the agent that no treated lumber was allowed to be used which was
acknowledged. Trustee Horowitz asked that natural species plantings be used for the buffer, and Trustee Warner
asked that a site plan detailing exactly what is to be done and with what materials be provided so the Bay
Constable would be able see if the work conformed to the permit specs. That was agreed to by all parties.
Trustee Shultz made a motion to approve, seconded by Trustee Pell; all were in favor.
Trustee Shultz then called for the consideration of the application of Patricia Misasi, 23 Old Point Rd.,
Quogue; DKR Shores appeared on behalf of the applicant. Trustee Shultz explained to the new Board members
that this was the renewal of a permit that was approved last January and that the applicant was seeking a renewal.
Trustee Shultz made the motion to grant the extension, seconded by Trustee Horowitz. All were in favor.
Trustee Warner presented the application of Hampton Watercraft & Marine for the installation of
bulkheading and dredging. He explained that this was work that was previously approved by the Trustees under
permit #9487 in 2007, which was extended for a year. In so far as the work was not done within the timeframe
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afforded the applicant under the permit, Trustee Warner explained that he instructed the applicant to make a new
application. He also stated that the issuance of any permit granted under this application was contingent on the
applicant providing current photographs of the proposed work site. A motion was made by Trustee Warner,
seconded by Trustee Pell for approval. All were in favor.
The next application for consideration was presented by Trustee Pell for the replacement of a bulkhead at
31 Tuthill Lane, Remsenburg which is owned by James and Donna Marie Krass. DKR Shores was the agent
representing the owners. The significant aspects of the application were inaudible due to the shuffling of papers
over a microphone during the agent’s presentation.
Trustee Shultz remembered that the location had been the subject of a full Board inspection in the recent
past. Trustees Pell and Warner both remembered the location and Trustee Warner recalled the condition and
construction of the current bulkhead. It was observed by Trustee Shultz that any work done at the location would
be an improvement over the conditions that currently exist.
The applicant was advised that the new bulkhead had to match the height of the highest bulkhead in the
immediate vicinity.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell and seconded by Trustee Horowitz to approve the application. All
were in favor.
At the request of Trustee Pell a discussion then was had on the condition of Mecox Bay at this time. Bill
Mack of First Coastal came and told the Board that Mecox had fared well during the past few storms with
minimal overtopping in the western portion but no overtopping on the east side of the berm. The area of the
berm that had overtopping has been repaired. Mr. Mack indicated that First Coastal would like to begin
harvesting sand from Mecox for various dune replenishment projects as well as beginning to stockpile sand in
the immediate area for any emergency needs. He also stated that First Coastal may ask to harvest sand from
Sagg Pond.
In response to a question from Trustee Pell, Mr. Mack stated that First Coastal was looking to purchase 3040,000 yards of sand from Mecox and 10,000 yards from Sagg.
In response to a question from Trustee Horowitz regarding the opening’s affect on the dredging project in
Sagaponack, it was reported that the cut actually aided the project, in that the cut ran to the east rather than the
west, as it traditionally did.
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Mr. Mack pointed out that the berm that was constructed to help manage the overtopping at Mecox “post
Sandy” has been doing its job.
Trustee Shultz pointed out that the closing of the cut was done in the manner suggested by Rob Young and
that it was doing as was predicted.
Trustee Overton asked if the berm needed beach grass to protect it. Trustees Warner and Pell pointed out
that the plover season would require the removal of the berm and that the berm was constructed of sacrificial
sand to help delay or forestall a major breach. Trustee Shultz pointed out that Fish and Wildlife were requiring
the area be restored to as similar the conditions that existed “pre-Irene” as possible.
As to the dredging of Sagg Pond, the goal was to go to a depth of 3 feet but that if organics were hit the
crew would move on to another area. The goal is to put the clean sand back into the “system”.
Trustee Shultz pointed out for the new Board members that the last time a definitive study of Mecox was
done was back in the 1980’s, and it didn’t take into account various factors that now exist, especially the
presence of shellfish. The goal at this time is to obtain accurate GPS readings over a larger period of time so the
expert can help propose a management plan that takes into account the bay as it presently exists.
Trustee Overton asked how many times a year was Mecox opened. Trustee Shultz pointed out that it
depended on variables such as rainfall and salinity levels and that Mecox was handled as a management area that
the entire Board had responsibility for.
Trustee Overton asked if there were a way to make it more predictable. Trustee Warner pointed out that
conditions could be perceived to be perfect for opening the cut—namely the wind, the moon, and other variables
were what were needed, and the cut would close on its own within an hour. Trustee Shultz agreed, pointing out
that the problems with the Mecox cut were more of keeping it open and that often, the cut opens itself, especially
at Sagg.
Trustees Overton and Horowitz questioned if it were possible for the parameters of what the Board looks at
regarding the opening of Mecox could be communicated to the public so a better understanding on the public’s
part could be gained.
Trustee Warner pointed out that Mecox and Sagg have opened themselves and have closed themselves
without assistance and that these things happen without warning and without regard to things like Plover season.
It was observed that post-Irene and Sandy the natural sand deposits present pre-storms have disappeared and
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have changed the dynamic of the wave action on the beach and shoreline. The discussion of Mecox concluded at
1:40:30.
Mr. Mack then had a question regarding the need for a survey to accompany applications to be as current
as a year of the application when the permit being applied for is solely for dune replenishment. It was pointed
out to him that there it is possible to ask for the waiving of the current survey requirement and that the Board
preferred to keep the waivers on a case by case basis. (1:42:42)
Trustee Shultz asked Special Counsel Lombardo about the public hearing scheduled on the acquisition of a
parcel of land under section 72H of the Real Property Law of the State of New York. Counsel Lombardo stated
that it was scheduled for the meeting on January 22.
Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak asked the Board to return to the issue of public notice on the closure of
Scallop Pond. She stated that the Board did not have emergency powers to close the area without notice to the
public and that the notice had to be in the newspapers, effective ten days from the publication date. She stated
that she would prepare a notice for publication that would be forwarded to the Trustee office for publication by
tomorrow afternoon.

Four

(4)

Applications for permits were approved

Three

(3)

Applications for personal watercraft lifts/hoists/floats were approved

Thirty Three

(33)

Applications for mooring permits were approved

Seventeen

(17)

Applications for gill net permits were approved

Twenty Seven

(27)

Applications for pot permits were approved

Six

(6)

Applications for fish traps were approved

()

Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved

Trustee Shultz made a motion to waive the public reading of the correspondence, seconded by Trustee
Warner. All were in favor.
Ben Spratford, First Coastal – 12/19/13 – Memorandum to the Trustees regarding the SagaponackBridgehampton ECD Restoration Project DEC permit modification.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 12/19/13 – Letter to Edward Warner Jr., Trustee
regarding Davis Creek Dredging Project.
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Jeffrey M. Kraus – 12/19/13 – Letter asking for permission for aquaculture to the Trustees.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee – 12/17/13 – Letter to Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst regarding 95
Inlet Road West, Shinnecock Hills.
Joshua Y. Horton, Horton Dredge & Dock – 12/19/13 – Email to Edward Warner Jr., Trustee regarding the
bulkhead at 21B Gardners Lane, Hampton Bays.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee – 12/17/13 – Letter of permission to Kevin Greene for aquaculture.
Eileen Quinn, Accountant, Comptroller’s Office – 12/19/13 – Email to the Trustees regarding NYS Grants.
Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 12/17/13 – Letter to Edward Warner Jr., regarding
legalization of unauthorized fence lines at 43 Nautilus Drive, Hampton Bays.
Kevin Greene – 12/17/13 – Letter asking for permission for aquaculture to Edward Warner Jr., Trustee.
J. Capozzelli – 12/17/13 – Letter to the Trustees regarding the Long Island Farm Bureau/USDA plan to
slaughter 5,000 East End deer.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 12/16/13 – Letter to Mr. Birr, NYSDEC regarding Mill
Pond 1-4736-05563/00004.
Seth D. Allan, Vice-President, Chesterfield Associates – 12/16/13 – Proposal to the Trustees for sand
excavation at Mecox Inlet.
Kevin T. Heine, Sag Harbor Boy Scout Troop 455 – 12/16/13 – Invitation to Jon Semlear, Trustee to attend
Eagle Scout Court of Honor on January 3, 2014.
Kevin T. Heine, Sag Harbor Boy Scout Troop 455 – 12/16/13 – Invitation to Frederick Havemeyer,
Secretary/Treasurer to attend Eagle Scout Court of Honor on January 3, 2014.
Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores, Inc. – 12/16/13 – Letter to Edward Warner Jr., Regarding 95 Inlet Road West
LLC, Southampton.
Ronald Hill – 11/20/13 – Email to the Trustees regarding 585 Dune Road, Westhampton.
NYSDEC – 12/16/13 – NPDES Discharge Monitoring Report for Mill Pond.
Sarah Lansdale, Director of Suffolk County Division of Planning and Development – 12/27/13 – Letter to
Eric Shultz, President regarding the Public Notice for request for written comments on proposed shellfish
aquaculture lease sites.
First Coastal – 1/2/14 – Invoice to the Trustees for Mecox Inlet Dredging.
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Martin E. Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 1/1/14 – Letter to Kenneth and Irma Herzog regarding an
unauthorized fence on Shinnecock Bay Beach.
R. Timothy Maran – 12/30/13 – Letter to Eric Shultz, President regarding off bottom oyster culture in front
of his property in Hampton Bays.
Eric Shultz, President – 12/27/13 – Letter to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc. regarding David
Wassong of 1265 Flying Point Road, Water Mill.
Eric Shultz, President – 12/27/13 – Letter to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc. regarding Melina
Cheng of 1285 Flying Point Road, Water Mill.
Eric Shultz, President – 12/27/13 – Letter to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc. regarding ARDK
Holdings II of 1299 Flying Point Road, Water Mill.
Eric Shultz, President – 12/27/13 – Letter to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc. regarding Benjamin
Bram of 1271 Flying Point Road, Water Mill.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee – 12/20/13 – Letter to Andes, Inc. regarding Permit #10529 and 10530.
NYSDEC – 12/26/13 – NPDES Discharge Monitoring Report for Mill Pond for November.
NYSDEC – 12/26/13 – NPDES Discharge Monitoring Report for Mill Pond for September.
Sundy A. Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 12/23/13 – Town Board Resolution 2013-1250.
Gilbert Anderson, P.E., Commissioner, Suffolk County Department of Public Works – 12/24/13 – Letter to
Eric Shultz, President regarding an intermunicipal agreement with the Trustees and Town of Southampton in
connection with payment for costs associated with overtime to complete dredging operations.
Wade E. Carden, Biologist 1 Marine, NYSDEC – 12/23/13 – Copy of the On/Off-Bottom Culture Permit
for Jeffrey Kraus.
Tim Callahan, SUNY Environmental Science and Forestry – 12/24/13 – Email to Merriah Eberts,
Threatened and Endangered Species Program Coordinator regarding the Piping Plover paper he wrote.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 12/23/13 – Letter to Frederick Havemeyer,
Secretary/Treasurer regarding Mill Pond Project.
Lee Lyman, President of Lyman Environmental LLC – 12/23/13 – Letter to the Trustees regarding payment
for work done in September and October.
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Eric Shultz, President – 12/20/13 – Memorandum to the Town Engineer regarding the road review
application for 250 Noyac Path.
Dune Graphics – 12/19/13 – Email to Edward Warner Jr., Trustee regarding estimates for a sign to be
made.
Beth Kamper, Village of Sag Harbor – 12/20/13 – Facsimile to the Trustees regarding Pump Out Boat
Certification.
Julie Nace, NYSDEC – 12/20/13 – Email to the Trustees regarding Hurricane Sandy Coastal Resiliency
Competitive Grant Program.
Diane E. McNally, East Hampton Town Trustee Clerk – 12/20/13 – Letter to Lisa Scott, League of Women
Voters of Suffolk County regarding the exclusion of the Boards of Trustees in the 2013 Directory of Public
Officials.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee – 1/2/14 – Letter to Jeffrey Kraus regarding docking at Trustee’s Basin for
2014.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee – 1/2/14 – Letter to William Reed regarding docking at Trustee’s Basin for
2014.
Sundy A. Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 1/2/14 – Facsimile to the Trustees regarding Emergency Order No. 1
of 2014.
Edward Warner, Trustee – 1/2/14 – Letter to Timothy Maran regarding off bottom oyster culture.
Mr. McAbee, Redbox – 1/2/14 – Free and Convenient Disposal of Expired, Unwanted, Unused
Medications Information Packet.
North Sea Harbor Subwatershed management Plan – 1/2/14 – Appendix B – Retrofit Summary Field Sheet.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint at the end of Tanner’s
Neck Ln.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint at 9 Bay Meadow
Lane.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint at 8 Bob White Lane.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to debris complaint off Ocean Road.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint near Fish Creek.
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Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint near Reeves Bay.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to shellfish violation at the end of Basket
Neck Ln.
Mark Ruocco, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to hunting complaint at the end of Tanner’s
Neck Ln.
Danielle McManus, Bay Constable – 1/6/14 – Field report pertaining to duck blind complaint at 61 W.
Tiana Road.
Cornell Cooperative Extension of Suffolk County – 1/6/14 – Marine Meadows Initiative: Engaging the
Public in Habitat Restoration and Shoreline Stabilization Projects.
NYSDEC – 1/6/14 – NPDES Discharge Monitoring Report for Mill Pond for December.
BrushMaster – 1/6/14 – Quote for sign.
Lee Lyman, Inter-Science – 1/7/14 – December 2013 field sampling results.
Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores –1/7/14—Documents for Andes Inc Project.
Joe Lombardo, Interim Legislative Secretary – 1/7/14 – Memorandum of Notice of Violation protocol.
Al Tuzzolo, Bay Constable –1/7/14 – Notice of Violation for 43 Nautilus Drive.
Jenn Hartnagel, Group for the East End –1/7/14 -- ‘Don’t flush medications’ postcards.
Scott Horowitz, Trustee – 1/7/14 – Quote request faxed to VEP computer.
A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Ray Overton, to pay for the following out of the Trustees
special account:
1.

Cornell Cooperative Ext.

Shellfish Program

$4166.69

2.

Claire Watts

Process Service

3.

Lynch’s Garden Center

Work Gloves

59.97

4.

Joseph Lombardo, Esq.

Legal Services

4600.00

5.

Jones, Little & Co.

Accounting Services

6.

Joseph Lombardo, Esq.

Office Supervision 12/9-31/13

7.

First Coastal Corp.

Mecox Cut—Excavation Services

285.74

150.00
2200.00
15,500.00

At 3:05pm, Trustee Shultz made a motion to close the public portion of the meeting and convene an
executive session of the Board immediately thereafter. It was seconded by Trustee Warner, all were in favor.
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The Board reconvened at 4:15pm and the meeting on motion was adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO.10665 is issued to DKR Shores Inc., as agent for 91 DUNE ROAD LLC, 91 Dune Road, Quogue,
NY (SCTM# 902-15-01-01) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 61’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun; only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quogue Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10666 is issued to HAMPTON WATERCRAFT & MARINE, 44 Newtown Road, Hampton
Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-188-02-10,12,&15) to renew Permit #10410 & 9487 for one year, to reconstruct (in
kind/in place) 173’bulkhead, using vinyl sheathing , and dredge 100c.y. from various places in marina.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun; only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
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6.

Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10667 is issued to DKR Shores Inc. , as agent for JAMES & DONNA MARIE KRASS, 31
Tuthill Lane, Remsenburg, NY (SCTM# 900-380-02-88.1 & 89) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 25’ bulkhead
using vinyl sheathing raising height 8” . To construct a 4’ return.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun; only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Dug Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10668 is issued to DKR Shores Inc., as agent for PATRICIA MISASI, 23 Old Point Road,
Quogue , NY (SCTM# 902-05-01-11) to renew Permit #10415 for one year, to reconstruct (in kind/in place) and
raise height (up to 12”) 218’ existing navy style bulkhead using vinyl sheathing and two (2) 10’ returns.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun; only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Phillips Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

PERSONAL WATERCRAFT LIFT/HOIST/FLOAT PERMITS
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PWC14-001 is issued to MICHAEL LABADORF, 612 Dune Road, Westhampton, NY 11977 to place a
personal watercraft Float for a 11' Yamaha (Reg. No. NY8414MH) in Moriches Bay, under the direction
of Trustee William Pell IV
PWC14-002 is issued to WAYNE STECK, 20 Moneybogue Lane, Westhampton, NY 11977 to place a
personal watercraft Float for a 11' Sea Do (Reg. No. NY3677MH ) in Moniebogue Canal, under the
direction of Trustee William Pell IV
PWC14-003 is issued to JOAN B. HORNIG, 675 Flying Point Road, Water Mill, NY 11976 to place a
personal watercraft Float for a Yamaha (Reg. No. NY8434MH ) in Burnett Creek, under the direction
of Trustee William Pell IV
MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-001 is issued to HENRY W. DAVOLI, 42 Little Neck Road, Southhampton NY
11968 to place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17’ Hunter (Reg. No. NY9205FS) in
Old Fort Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Richard Franks.
PERMIT NO. 14-002 is issued to ANTONIO QUATELA, 19 Cedar Lane, Southampton, NY 11968 to
place a 200 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Robalo "Heeeere's Gianni" (Reg. No.
NY8680MG) in Mill Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-003 is issued to MARTIN P. KNAB, 7 Rosemary Lane, Sag Harbor, NY 11963 to
place a 75lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19’ Oday "THE KING" (Reg. No. NY7749GC)
in Mill Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-004 is issued to JOHN M. KIRRANE, 69 Hillover Lane, Sag Harbor NY 11963 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 23’ Formula "Our Dream" (Reg. No.
NY4858DG ) in Noyac Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-005 is issued to JOHN M. KIRRANE, 69 Hillover Lane, Sag Harbor NY 11963 to
place a 50 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 13' Boston Whaler (Reg. No. NY0047BT) in
Paynes Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-006 is issued to JOHN M. KIRRANE, 69 Hillover Lane, Sag Harbor NY 11963 to
place a 75 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Boston Whaler (Reg. No. NY4582UZ) in
Noyac Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-007 is issued to BULLHEAD YACHT CLUB, 362 West Neck Road, Southampton
NY 11968 to place a various mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24 moorings (Reg. No. none )
in Bullhead Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-008 is issued to BOHDAN P. FEDCZUK, 12 E. Landing Road, Hampton Bays NY
11946 to place a 150lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Seaswirl "SEASWIRL" (Reg.
No. NY2246HT) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-009 is issued to LAURENCE K DENIHAN, 524 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach,
NY 11978 to place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Regulator (Reg. No.
NY9509MB ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-010 is issued to LAURENCE K. DENIHAN, 524 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach,
NY 11978 to place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 32" Regulator (Reg. No.
NY6696MH ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
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PERMIT NO. 14-011 is issued to WILLIAM E. TULIPANE, 32 Rose Avenue, Southampton NY
11968 to place a 50 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 14' West Wight Potter Sailboat
"Sally" (Reg. No. none ) in North Sea Harbor, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-012 is issued to ROBERT S DERASMO, 4 The Trail, Hampton Bays NY 11946 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Pearson "ALMOST THERE" (Reg. No.
NY8219JX ) in Cold Spring Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Richard Franks.
PERMIT NO. 14-013 is issued to EDWARD T. DARMODY, 17 Scrimshaw Dr, Southampton NY
11968 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Maxum "SEAS THE DAY"
(Reg. No. NY2549ME ) in Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-014 is issued to LANA M. SAUERESSIG, 71 Washington Heights Ave, Hampton
Bays, NY 11946 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 27' Se/Ra "Serendipity"
(Reg. No. NY1638PK ) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-015 is issued to JOHN FAWCETT, 35 Baywoods Dr, Hampton Bays NY 11946 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 18' Parker (Reg. No. NY6545UH ) in Red
Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-016 is issued to CHARLES W. CLARKE, 29 Whitney Road, Sag Harbor NY 11963
to place a 250 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' Vocational inboard "Twinkle" (Reg. No.
NY7426AN ) in Payne's Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-017 is issued to LINDA JOHNSTON, 55 Noyac Avenue, Noyack NY 11963 to
place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Hunter Summer Wind (Reg. No.
NY1234LG ) in Mill Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-018 is issued to JAMES L. BAUER, 29 Herons Ct, Bridgehampton NY 11932 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Yacht Sail (Reg. No. NY5158GJ ) in
Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-019 is issued to RICHARD T. MARAN, 320 Cobb Road, Water Mill,NY 11976 to
place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 16' Lund (Reg. No. NY9466UL ) in Tiana
Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-020 is issued to ERIC K. BUHL, 9 Lamb Avenue, Quogue NY 11959 to place a 75
lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 16' Picke (Reg. No. NY9428GJ ) in Shinnecock Bay,
under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-021 is issued to MICHAEL J. CLERKIN, 112 Towd Point Road, Southampton NY
11968 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Grady White 4M's (Reg. No.
NY5324UR ) in North Sea Harbor, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-022 is issued to CLAIRE E. PILIERO, 42 Romana Drive, Hampton Bays NY 11946
to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 25' Oda Sail (Reg. No. NY6910FX ) in
Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-023 is issued to HOWARD PICKERELL, JR., 36 West Trail Road, Water Mill NY
11976 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Pickerell (Reg. No. ME258TT )
in Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
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PERMIT NO. 14-024 is issued to VINCENT T. PICA II, 530 Dune Road, Westhampton NY 11978 to
place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 25' Parker Maruna (Reg. No. NY1230MC ) in
Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-025 is issued to MARK C. HIMMELSBACH, 7 Lynn Court, Hampton Bays NY
11946 to place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22 ' Grady White (Reg. No.
NY5034JY ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-026 is issued to STEPHEN ORR, 5A Apaucuck Point Road, Westhampton, NY
11977 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Correct Craft "SPORT
NAUTIQUE" (Reg. No. NY4659UA ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle
McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-027 is issued to JOHN C. O'SHEA, 11 Oak Street, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Hunter "MOONLIGHT" (Reg. No.
NY3964GA ) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-028 is issued to DOUGLAS R. MALAT, 8 Aarbutus Lane, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 75 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 9' Jet Cat "JETTER" (Reg. No.
NY3960UG ) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-029 is issued to ELIZABETH HARLAN, 89 Bay Avenue, Flanders NY 11901 to
place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 13.5' Wood Pussy "Swan" (Reg. No. None )
in Reeves Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-030 is issued to PASQUALE J. DEMARINIS, 80 Reeves Bay Trail, Flanders NY
11901 to place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Aquasport (Reg. No.
NY2687DU ) in Flanders Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-031 is issued to PAUL G. HANSEN, 20 Rolling Hill Ct. E., Sag Harbor NY 11963
to place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 23' O'day (Reg. No. NY5485PP ) in Mill
Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-032 is issued to GARY M. WILSON, 10 Laurel Trail, Sag Harbor, NY 11963 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Sea Ray (Reg. No. NY5533UR ) in
Payne's Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-033 is issued to MARY L. FLOOD, 80 Pine Neck Ave, Noyac, NY 11963 to place a
150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Cape Dory Typhoon (Reg. No. NY3667PN ) in
Mill Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.

GILL NET PERMITS
PERMIT NO.GN-001 is issued to Edward Warner Jr, 1 Carter Road Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock Bay & Tiana Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN - 021 is issued to Robert Lester, 107 Sebonac Road Southampton NY 11968 to place gill
nets in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-050 is issued to Charles Mades, 14 Carter Road Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill nets
in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
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PERMIT NO.GN-053 is issued to James Warner, 64 Canoe Place Rd Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in S/E Corner of Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-067 is issued to Donald Bennett Jr., 20 Howell Pl Speonk NY 11972 to place gill nets in
Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-068 is issued to Robert Bourguignon, 1049 Flanders Rd Flanders NY 11901 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock & Moriches Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-069 is issued to Mark DeCabia, 2 Barracuda Road East Quogue, NY 11942 to place gill nets
in Quogue Canal, Shinnecock Bay and Commorant Point for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-019 is issued to Michael Mampreyan, 47 Old Riverhead Road Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place gill nets in MorichesBay, Shinnecock Bay and Quantuck Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-026 is issued to Edward Luerssen, 99 Argonne Rd East Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place
gill nets in Shinnecock Bay & Atlantic Ocean for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-037 is issued to Victor Makis, Jr., 21 Carter Road Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-039 is issued to Ian Burliuk, 32A Squiretown Road Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-056 is issued to Richard Maran Jr., 320 Cobb Rd, Water Mill NY 11976 to place gill nets in
Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-057 is issued to Richard Grimminger, 55 Romana Drive Hampton Bay NY 11946 to place
gill nets in Tiana Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-058 is issued to Alexander DePerte, 51 Kings Street Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-062 is issued to Daniel Warner, 1 Carter Road Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to place gill nets
in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-072 is issued to Timothy Froelich, 84 Pleasure Drive Flanders NY 11901 to place gill nets
in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-060 is issued to James Hummel Jr., 9 Stonewood Lane Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to place
gill nets in Eastern Shinnecock for 2014.

POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT - 001 is issued to ROBERT R. LESTER, 107 Sebonac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to
place 9 crab & 9 eel on Trustees' bottom in All Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 016 is issued to EDWARD J. WARNER, JR., 1 Carter Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946,
to place 50 crab, 50 eel, & 50 conch on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock & Tiana Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 053 is issued to ROBERT BOURGUIGNON, 1049 Flanders Road, Flanders NY 11901,
to place 70 crab, 6 fish, & 20 eel on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
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PERMIT NO. PT - 064 is issued to R. TIMOTHY MARAN, 320 Cobb Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to place
9 crab on Trustees' bottom in Mecox Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 116 is issued to JAMES C. CZAJKOWSKI, 1 Birch Trail, East Quogue NY 11942, to
place 125 crab on Trustees' bottom in Quantuck, Shinnecock, & Moriches Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 140 is issued to DONALD J. BENNETT, JR., 20 Howell Park, Speonk NY 11972, to
place 250 eel, 250 conch, & 250 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 190 is issued to CHARLES K. MADES, 14 Carter Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 150 eel & 50 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 206 is issued to JAMES V. WARNER, 64 Canoe Place Rd, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 10 Lobster on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 218 is issued to MICHAEL HERTS, 23 Highland Road, Southampton NY 11968, to
place 6 Fish & crab on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay, & Inshore Peconic Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-252 is issued to DONALD J. BENNETT SR., 55 Seabreeze Ave, Westhampton, NY 11977,
to place 50 Crab, 50 Conch, 75 eel, & 25 killies on Trustees' bottom in Moneybogue, Quantuck, Moriches Bay
& Mecox Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-256 is issued to JOSEPH F. LOPINTO, 26 Cilli Ave, Sag Harbor, NY 11963, to place 9
Crab on Trustees' bottom in Sag Harbor Cove for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT- 265 is issued to MARK A. DECABIA, 2 Barracuda Road, East Quogue NY 11942, to
place 20 eel and 40 crab on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Shores to Quogue Canal for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 057 is issued to EDWARD J. LUERSSEN, 99 Argonne Rd. East, Hampton Bays NY
11946, to place 30 fish, 40 conchs, & 30 eel on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay, Peconic Bays & Creeks
for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 081 is issued to JEFFREY F. JONES, P. O. Box 665-Flying Point Rd, Water Mill NY
11976, to place 7 crab on Trustees' bottom in Mecox Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 200 is issued to LOUIS CORONESI, 38 Oakhurst Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 2 killie, 2 crab & 3 eel on Trustees' bottom in Cold Springs, and Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 207 is issued to RICHARD T. MARAN JR., 320 Cobb Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to
place 100 crab & 50 eel on Trustees' bottom in Mecox Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 215 is issued to STANLEY PICHENY, 31 Bay Road, Quogue NY 11959, to place 2 crab
on Trustees' bottom in Stone Creek & Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 216 is issued to VIVIAN PICHENY, 31 Bay Road, Quogue NY 11959, to place 2 crab
on Trustees' bottom in Stone Creek & Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 219 is issued to IAN BURLIUK, 32 A Squiretown Rd, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 50 crab 50 conchs & 50 eel on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014
PERMIT NO. PT - 226 is issued to ALEXANDER DEPERTE, 51 King Street, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 10 conch & 5 crab on Trustees' bottom in Sebonac Creek for 2014.
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PERMIT NO. PT - 227 is issued to MARTIN P. KNAB, 7 Rosemary Lane, Sag Harbor 11963, to place 6
crab on Trustees' bottom in Sag Harbor Cove, Noyac Creek & Mill Creek for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-233 is issued to DANIEL E. WARNER, 1 Carter Road, Hampton Bays, NY 11946, to place
100 conch 50 eel and 50 Crab on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-239 is issued to JOHN M. SCHROEDER, 370 Division Street, Sag Harbor, NY 11963, to
place 9 crab on Trustees' bottom in Sag Harbor Cove for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-240 is issued to HARRY R. WIKMAN IV, 27 Squiretown Road, Hampton Bays, NY
11946, to place 9 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-275 is issued to CHRISTOPHER J. CARUNA, 11 Bay Avenue North, Hampton Bays, NY
11946, to place 4 eel & 5 killies on Trustees' bottom in Hampton Bays Area for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 087 is issued to JOHN L. TERRY, 15 Holzman Drive, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 30 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT- 231 is issued to JAMES W. HUMMEL JR., 9 Stonewood Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946,
to place 100 eels & 200 conch on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-271 is issued to VINCENT E. SCALA, 1807 County Road 39, Southampton NY 11968, to
place 3 crab on Trustees' bottom in Cold Spring Pond for 2014.

FISH TRAP PERMITS
PERMIT NO.FT-049, FT-307, FT-308, is issued to Donald J. Bennett, Jr, P O Box 698, Speonk NY, New
York, to place a fish trap in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton
Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.FT-012, FT-013, FT-097, FT-098, FT-099, FT-117, FT-118, FT-119, FT-120, FT-136, FT-137,
FT-138, FT-139, FT-140, FT-141, FT-178, FT-179, FT-180, FT-181, FT-182, FT-183, FT-184, FT-185, FT186, is issued to Donald J. Bennett, Sr., 55 Seabreeze Avenue, Westhampton NY, New York, to place a fish trap
in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.FT-246, FT-250, FT-251, is issued to Robert Bourguignon, 1049 Flanders Road, Route 24,
Flanders NY, New York, to place a fish trap in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s marker on
Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.FT-008, FT-009, FT-035, FT-036, FT-045, FT-046, FT-047, FT-048, FT-050, FT-069, FT-070,
FT-071, FT-072, FT-073, FT-076, FT-089, FT-090, FT-091, FT-092, FT-093, FT-094, FT-104, FT-105, FT106, FT-107, FT-112, FT-113, FT-144, FT-205, FT-215, FT-228, FT-229,, is issued to Charles K. Mades, 14
Carter Road, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish trap in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s
marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.FT-064, FT-065, FT-066, FT-067, FT-204, FT-206, FT-257, FT-258, FT-259, FT-260, FT-261,
FT-262, FT-263, FT-264, FT-265, FT-266, FT-267, FT-268, is issued to J. Vincent Warner, 64 Canoe Place
Road, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish trap in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s
marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
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PERMIT NO.FT-003,FT-004,FT-007,FT-026,FT-037,FT-068,FT-077,FT-081,FT-082, FT-083, FT-084,FT108,FT-121,FT-142,FT-143,FT-188,FT-189,FT-190,FT-191,FT-208,FT-209,FT-210,FT-211,FT-212,FT213,FT-269,FT-270,FT-271,FT-272,FT-273,FT-274,, is issued to Edward J. Warner, Jr., 1 Carter Road,
Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish trap in Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s marker on
Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
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January 22, 2014

CANCELLED DUE TO SNOWSTORM

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
Wednesday, January 22, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Scott Horowitz, Trustee
William Pell IV, Trustee Ray Overton., and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Edward Warner Jr. and duly carried to waive the reading
of the minutes of the regular meeting of January 6, 2014.
A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Ray Overton and duly carried to accept the minutes of the
regular meeting of January 6,2014.
A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Scott Horowitz and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of

Trustee Overton brought up the application of
Trustee Overton brought up the application of
Trustee Overton brought up the application of
Trustee Overton brought up the application of

Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of

Trustee Pell brought up the application of
Trustee Pell brought up the application of
Trustee Pell brought up the application of
Trustee Pell brought up the application of

Trustee Warner brought up the application of
Trustee Warner brought up the application of
Trustee Warner brought up the application of
Trustee Warner brought up the application of
()

Applications for permits were approved

()

Applications for personal watercraft lifts/hoists/floats were approved

()

Applications for mooring permits were approved

()

Application for temporary moorings permit were approved

()

Applications for commercial moorings were approved

()

Applications for gill net permits were approved

()

Applications for pot permits were approved

()

Applications for fish traps were approved

()

Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved

A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Scott Horowitz, and duly carried to waive the reading of
the correspondence.
Dune Graphics – 12/19/13 – Estimate for computer services.
Ron Fisher, Hampton Signs office manager – 12/20/13 – Email regarding a sigh proposal.
John LaRosa, Assistant Town Engineer – 1/8/14 – Memo regarding Road Review.
Sundy A. Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 1/8/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-36, Appoint
facilities/infrastructure committee.
Brush Master – 1/6/14 – Quote to Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer for a sign.

Shawn F. Leonard, Architect – 1/9/14 – Letter to the Trustees regarding Idol Residence, 411 Rose Hill
Road, Water Mill.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 1/9/14 – Letter to John Marra, NYSDEC regarding
Mill Pond 1-4736-05563/0004.
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer – 1/9/14 – Memorandum to the Trustees regarding estimates for
sign.
Steve Boerner – 1/10/14 – Email to Joseph Lombardo, interim office manager, regarding invoices.
Christine Fetten, P.E., Director of Municipal Works – 1/10/14 – Email to Lisa P. Tettelbach, Marine
Biologist, NYSDEC regarding North Sea Transfer Station rain gauge.
Lisa P. Tettelbach, Marine Biologist, NYSDEC – 1/10/14 – Email to Christine Fetten,P.E., Director of
Municipal Works regarding North Sea Transfer Station rain gauge.
Joshua Y. Horton, Horton Dredge & Dock – 1/10/14 – Email to Trustees regarding 51 Indian Run Road.
Southampton Town – 1/10/14 – Notice of Violation issued to Pink Ginger LTD, John and Irene
Gertzbourger C/O R. Bosworth.
Adam Garrett Santiago – 1/10/14 – Email to Merriah Eberts, Driver Messenger, regarding Army Corps of
Engineers contact.
Andrew C. Walker, Regional Manager, Bureau of Habitat, NYSDEC – 1/13/14 – Notice of Violation to the
Trustees for Mecox Bay dredging.
Clare Vail, Principal Planner – 1/13/14 – Letter to Eric Shultz, President regarding 336 Town Point Rd.,
site plan – application.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 1/13/14 – Letter to Eric Shultz, President regarding
Mill Pond Project.
Jenn Hartnagel, Senior Environmental Advocate, Group for the East End – 1/13/14 – Letter to the Trustees
regarding the East End Medication Disposal Program.
Southampton Town – 1/14/14 – Sagaponack and Bridgehampton Erosion Control District Nourishment
Project schedule.
Eileen Governale – 1/14/14 – Letter to Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer regarding Julie Governale,
18 East Landing Rd., Hamptons Bays, Trustee Permit Status.

Robert Manning – 1/14/14 – Email to Joseph Lombardo, interim office manager, regarding annual audit
field work.
VEP Computer Sysytems, Inc. – 1/14/14 – Proposal for the Trustees.
Stephen & Lisa Funsch – 1/15/14 – Letter to the Trustees regarding a violation.
Anthony C. Pasca, Esseks, Hefter, & Angel, LLP – 1/15/14 – Letter to the Trustees regarding 1265, 1271,
1285, and 1299 Flying Point Road.
Eric Shultz, President – 1/16/14 – Facsimile to Evan Kaye, Citibank Representative regarding Northwest
Path.

A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Ray Overton, to pay for the following out of the Trustees
special account:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

AMENDED PERMITS ISSUED

PERMITS ISSUED

PERSONAL WATERCRAFT LIFT/HOIST/FLOAT PERMITS

TEMPORARY MOORING PERMITS

MOORING PERMITS

GILL NET PERMITS

POT PERMITS

FISH TRAP PERMITS

WATERFOWL HUNTING LOCATION PERMITS

(continued January 27, 2014 – regular)

January 27, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
Wednesday, January 27, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Scott Horowitz, Trustee
William Pell IV, Trustee Ray Overton., and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
A motion was made by Trustee Eric Shultz, seconded by Trustee Edward Warner Jr. and duly carried to
waive the reading of the minutes of the regular meeting of January 8, 2014.
A motion was made by Trustee Eric Shultz, seconded by Trustee Ray Overton and duly carried to accept
the minutes of the regular meeting of January 8, 2014.
A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by Trustee Edward Warner Jr. and duly carried to pass
the following resolution:
Resolved, to approve the set-up of the new technology, have the office staff trained, as well as
implementing the use of mobile devices. This would also include quick books training for the new Legislative
Secretary.
Trustee Shultz opened the floor to discuss The Hills subdivision, East Quogue. The public has concerns
regarding a recent PDD proposal before the Town board. At this time the Trustees have not received the PDD
proposal or been asked to comment at this time, therefore at this time the floor is open for the Trustees to listen
to comment from the public.
Al Algeri, President East Quogue Civic Association came forward to speak. Mr. Algeri informed the
board the proposal was readily available for the Board to review and was surprised they had not seen it yet. Mr.
Algeri has many concerns regarding this proposal as our waters are deteriorating and the problem is only getting
worse. Mr. Algeri asked the Board for their input and support on how to mitigate these problems. The Hills plan
is a large plan scale plan rejected by Suffolk County. The plan is to construct a golf course, a 55,000 square foot
house, six or seven units for an inn as well as a 300 occupancy catering hall. This would be the largest change of
zoning within Southampton Town, ever. Mr. Algeri emphasized the negative environmental impacts this project
would have on the town. He thanked the board. Trustee Shultz thanked him for his input.
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Susan Baily, of East Quogue came forward to express her opposition to this project. At a meeting she
recently attended, she was told Weesuck Creek is the most polluted creek flowing into an already polluted bay.
The town uses CPF monies to purchase a dune, why couldn’t they buy this piece of pine barren land? The water
is already unhealthy, who is responsible for the future health of our community? Trustee Shultz replied the
Trustees have a responsibility to the bays and clean waters. The Town Board oversees the social and economic
benefits of upland development. This project underscores the need for the two Boards to work together and
decide the right course of action to take. Ms. Baily agreed and stated the East End needs a consortium to deal
with these complex water quality issues.
Joseph Vertello, East Quogue Civic Association board member came forward. He informed the Board that
County Executive Steven Bellone will be holding an open forum via television and telephone to address the
quality of county drinking water for anyone interested. Mr. Vertello also stated he found it interesting that even
though the Trustees protect our waters, the Town has not really given the Trustees the power to do so. Moving
forward he felt the citizens of the Town should get together to develop a plan to incorporate the Trustees in more
of these decisions.
Trustee Horowitz explained that the Trustees have to follow a process, at the moment the process is just
beginning. The Trustees have yet to be briefed on this project. Eventually the Trustees will be asked to make
comments, but that has not happened to date.
Mr. Vertello stated ultimately that the Trustees, have no vote, only the option to comment. Moving forward
perhaps it would be beneficial for the public to help the Trustees expand their jurisdiction so they could be more
involved in indirect impacts to water quality. Trustee Shultz agreed stating this project is not under the Trustees
jurisdiction and all the East End Trustees will be meeting to discuss these very issues. Trustee Warner reiterated
issues on land effect water quality. Water issues have no boundaries therefore it is important to have a regional
plan to tackle these issues.
Donna Lanzetta came forward in support of this project on behalf of the East Quogue Chamber of
Commerce as acting President. The chamber is in support of this project as it will preserve acres of pine barren
land, lower taxes and prevent 82 separate septic systems from being installed if this parcel was ever sold and sub
divided. She thanked the Board for all that they do.
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Ron Nappi, East Quogue resident, came forward to ask if there would be another public hearing after the
Board reviews the proposal. Attorney Kara Bak responded that this time there has been no referral made to the
Trustees. Trustee Shultz said he will be referring this plan to our experts to see how this sub division will affect
the waterways. It is premature to state that we will be having a public hearing because we do not know how this
proposal will proceed. Mr. Nappi encouraged the Board to hear comments again when the specifics of the PDD
is released by the developer. Trustee Shultz stated the public is always encouraged to speak about Trustee
matters at any time.
Don Bennett, Commercial Baymen, Speonk came forward to discuss mechanical dredging of crabs in
Southampton Town waters. This is not legal within Southampton Town. He stated that Brookhaven Baymen
have been mechanically dredging in Southampton Town waters. He has contacted the Bay Constables and this
problem is still continuing. Mr. Bennett was told to make a formal complaint with Senior Bay Constable
Kohnken. The Trustees asked to be informed on this matter and told Mr. Bennett to notify the Trustees if more
issues arise.
Trustee Shultz made a motion to open the public hearing for the acquisition of a parcel on Long Neck
Boulevard in Flanders. Trustee Warner seconded the motion, all in favor. The floor was opened to comments,
there were none. Trustee Shultz provided a history of the parcel. The property currently owned by Suffolk
County was frequently used as a spoil site for dredging projects in the past. The Trustees feel this property would
benefit the community as a public beach as well as serve as a spoil site for future dredging projects. The last
price quoted was $41,000, but this still needs to be confirmed. The community is in support of this acquisition,
though a representative was unable to attend the meeting. Trustee Shultz made a motion to close the public
hearing. Motion made by Trustee Pell, seconded Trustee Horowitz, all in favor.
Trustee Warner called Josh Belury, representative for the Sea Scouts to come forward to discuss the
Conscious Point Shellfish Hatchery to provide an update. Mr. Belury reported the DEC permits for this year
have been renewed. Last year the on/off bottom culture permit was not obtained but they are attempting to obtain
one for this year. The hatchery produced 350,000 clams last year and this season they hope to create an area of
study for these clams. The hatchery is in the process of getting DEC permits and will be back to present to the
Board at a later date. Plans for the Tiana Bay reef are under way. The seeding is expected to happen in the
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spring, early summer as the shells need to sit for 3 to 6 months. The shells are being kept at the end of Triton
Lane, Hampton Bays.
Nick Palumbo came forward to discuss the Lake Agawam ferry company that he supports. This ferry
company would like to operate an electric boat on Lake Agawam. Southampton Village supports this project.
Mr. Palumbo was asked to provide the Trustees with more information.
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of Town of Southampton Highway Department to maintenance
dredge in North Sea Creek 60 c.y. of creek bottom as per attached plans, and retain spoil on upland site utilizing
hay bales. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review. The fees were waived, motion made by Trustee Shultz and seconded by
Trustee Warner.
Trustee Warner brought up 43 Nautilus Drive, Hampton Bays. There is a fence that leads to the bulkhead
that interferes with pass and re-pass. Attorney Bak stated that the terms and conditions of the Blue Book need to
be followed. Therefore the fence should be removed.
Trustee Shultz brought up the road review application for 250 Noyac Path. Trustee Shultz explained the
road review process for the new Trustees. Trustee Shultz asked for a motion to accept the $12,500.00 for this
application, motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell. The board discussed the road review
process as Trustee Horowitz wanted to know how long the fee has been set at $12,500.00. Trustee Horowitz
thought the Trustees should have another discussion regarding road review fees at a later meeting. Trustee Shultz
also suggested a meeting with the Town Engineer, as there are many roads that are in need of repair.
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental came forward to discuss Pink Ginger Ltd. He would like to set up a
meeting at the property. Trustee Warner stated he as well as Trustee Shultz and Trustee Horowitz have already
been to the site. Mr. Ivans asked the Board what they would like from him. Trustee Warner said he would like to
see the initial application to determine what is legal and what is not. The Board thanked him.
Trustee Horowitz brought up security cameras for the Trustee office and would like to pass a resolution for
an amount not to exceed $2,000.00, for the purchase of security cameras and a DVR. Trustee Warner suggested
we reach out to the Town Board for support. Attorney Bak stated any installations would need to be approved by
the Town Board. Trustee Horowitz agreed to notify the Town Board. Motion to approve was made by Trustee
Horowitz, seconded Trustee Warner.
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Motion made to order four (4) Trustee badges, seconded by Trustee Warner. All were in favor.
Motion made to approve QuickBooks training for the Legislative Secretary at a fee of $75.00 an hour by
Jones & Little. The training will take roughly two to three hours. Motion made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by
Trustee Warner.
Trustee Shultz began the review of bills to be paid. It was determined they would discuss the bills in
executive session and approve them later in the meeting. Attorney Bak asked why the bills were being discussed
in executive session. Trustee Overton stated he had questions that pertain to litigation.
Motion was made to open the public hearing to discuss the applications submitted on Flying Point Road.
Due to the re-scheduled meeting it was determined the public hearing would be held at a later time so the
applicants could be notified. Motion was made by Trustee Shultz to hold the public hearing at the March 3rd
meeting, seconded by Trustee Pell. All were in favor.
The Board discussed a meeting with all of the East End Trustees. Currently the Board is waiting for the
availability of the other Town Board members to determine when the meeting will be held.
Motion made by Trustee Shultz to move into executive session, seconded Trustee Warner, all in favor.
Motion made by Trustee Shultz to re-open the public meeting, seconded Trustee Warner.
One

(1)

Application for permits were approved

Three

(3)

Applications for personal watercraft Moorings were approved

Twenty Two

(22)

Applications for mooring permits were approved

()

Applications for commercial moorings were approved

One

(1)

Applications for gill net permits were approved

Five

(5)

Applications for pot permits were approved

()

Applications for fish traps were approved

()

Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Eric Shultz, seconded by Trustee Edward Warner Jr., and duly carried to
waive the reading of the correspondence.
Dune Graphics – 12/19/13 – Estimate for computer services.
Ron Fisher, Hampton Signs office manager – 12/20/13 – Email regarding a sign proposal.
John LaRosa, Assistant Town Engineer – 1/8/14 – Memo regarding Road Review.
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Sundy A. Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 1/8/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-36, Appoint
facilities/infrastructure committee.
Brush Master – 1/6/14 – Quote to Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer for a sign.
Shawn F. Leonard, Architect – 1/9/14 – Letter to the Trustees regarding Idol Residence, 411 Rose Hill
Road, Water Mill.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 1/9/14 – Letter to John Marra, NYSDEC regarding
Mill Pond 1-4736-05563/0004.
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer – 1/9/14 – Memorandum to the Trustees regarding estimates for
sign.
Steve Boerner – 1/10/14 – Email to Joseph Lombardo, interim office manager, regarding invoices.
Christine Fetten, P.E., Director of Municipal Works – 1/10/14 – Email to Lisa P. Tettelbach, Marine
Biologist, NYSDEC regarding North Sea Transfer Station rain gauge.
Lisa P. Tettelbach, Marine Biologist, NYSDEC – 1/10/14 – Email to Christine Fetten,P.E., Director of
Municipal Works regarding North Sea Transfer Station rain gauge.
Joshua Y. Horton, Horton Dredge & Dock – 1/10/14 – Email to Trustees regarding 51 Indian Run Road.
Southampton Town – 1/10/14 – Notice of Violation issued to Pink Ginger LTD, John and Irene
Gertzbourger C/O R. Bosworth.
Adam Garrett Santiago – 1/10/14 – Email to Merriah Eberts, Driver Messenger, regarding Army Corps of
Engineers contact.
Andrew C. Walker, Regional Manager, Bureau of Habitat, NYSDEC – 1/13/14 – Notice of Violation to the
Trustees for Mecox Bay dredging.
Clare Vail, Principal Planner – 1/13/14 – Letter to Eric Shultz, President regarding 336 Town Point Rd.,
site plan – application.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 1/13/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond Project.
Jenn Hartnagel, Senior Environmental Advocate, Group for the East End – 1/13/14 – Letter to the Trustees
regarding the East End Medication Disposal Program.
Southampton Town – 1/14/14 – Sagaponack and Bridgehampton Erosion Control District Nourishment
Project schedule.
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Eileen Governale – 1/14/14 – Letter to Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer regarding Julie Governale,
18 East Landing Rd., Hamptons Bays, Trustee Permit Status.
Robert Manning – 1/14/14 – Email to Joseph Lombardo, interim office manager, regarding annual audit
field work.
VEP Computer Sysytems, Inc. – 1/14/14 – Proposal for the Trustees.
Stephen & Lisa Funsch – 1/15/14 – Letter to the Trustees regarding a violation.
Anthony C. Pasca, Esseks, Hefter, & Angel, LLP – 1/15/14 – Letter to the Trustees regarding 1265, 1271,
1285, and 1299 Flying Point Road.
Eric Shultz, President – 1/16/14 – Facsimile to Evan Kaye, Citibank Representative regarding Northwest
Path.
Lee D. Lyman, President Lyman Environmental LLC – 1/14/14 – Email regarding invoices for September
and October.
Scott Horowitz, Town Trustee – 1/16/14 – Memo regarding Quick book training.
James LWalker, Prinipal Planner – 1/17/14 – Facsimile regarding Mill Pond.
Joseph Lombardo, Special Counsel – 1/17/14 – Letter of commencement for Mecox Bay to the Department
of Environmental Conservation.
Raymond Overton, Town Trustee – 1/17/14 – Email update for Thurday January 16, 2014.
Tara Coady, GIS Supervisor – 1/17/14 – Email regarding Trustee email accounts.
William Pell, Town Trustee – 1/17/14 – Email regarding Trustee computers.
Edward Warner Jr., Town Trustees – 1/17/14 – Letter regarding Shinnecock Inlet project.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 1/17/14 – Email update for new office managers first day.
William Pell, Town Trustees – 1/21/17 – Email regarding 53A South Bay Ave, Eastport.
Southampton Press – 1/23/14 – Copy of Public notice for the dock lottery.
Julia King, Trustee Intern – 1/21/14 – Letter regarding summer employment.
Lisa Tettelbach, Marine Biologist 1 – 1/21/14 – Memo regarding the Conditional Shellfish areas.
Cancellation Notice – 1/21/14 – Notice to public of the cancellation of the 1/22/14 meeting.
Gilbert Anderson, P.E. Suffolk County – 1/23/14 – Letter regarding the Intermuniciple agreement for the
2013/2014 dredging season.
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Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores Inc. – 1/23/14 – Letter regarding 23 Old Point Road, Quogue.
Steve Sinkevich, Senior Biologist USFW – 1/23/14 – Email regarding Mecox Bay and the Threatened and
Endangered species for the 2014 season.
Robert Young, PhD, Geologist – 1/23/14 – Email regarding an invoice.
Jennifer Keys, Resident – 1/24/14 – Email regarding deer culling.
Thomas Hoffman, DEC Bureau of Watershed Compliance – 1/24/14 – Notice of Violation.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 1/24/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Julie Nace, DEC – 1/24/14 – Email regarding a conference for managing cesspools and septic systems.
Ray Overton, Town Trustee – 1/27/14 – Email regarding Trustee matters.
Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores Inc – 1/27/14 – Facsimile reagarding pending applications.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 1/27/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond Project invoice.
A motion was made by Trustee Edward Warner Jr., seconded by Trustee William Pell IV, to pay for the following
out of the Trustees Special Account:
1.

Cahn & Cahn LLP

Westhampton Dunes

$11,484.00

ck #1798

2

Sialia Environmental

Consultation – WH Dunes

$9245.12

ck# 1799

3.

Lyman Environmental

Mill Pond – Inv 10,11,13

$5387.00

ck#1800

4.

Inter-Science

Davis Creek & Mill Pond

$2636.00

ck#1801

5.

Suffolk Environmental Cons Aerial Map Inv 6321,6345

$985.00

ck#1802

6.

Spectrum Analytical Inc

$828.00

ck#1803

7.

Steven Russell Boerner,CA Archival Research

$750.00

ck#1804

8.

Hampton Graphics

Bird Sanctuary Signs

$275.00

ck#1805

9.

Suburban Propane

Jackson Ave(inv7305-08168)

$174.55

ck#1806

10.

East Coast Mines & Materials Inv#298388223

$143.82

ck#1807

11.

Long Island East Inc

$108.00

ck#1808

12.

Riverhead Building Supply 12/28/2013 statement

$47.89

ck#1809

13.

Mercury Marine

Invoice #7067282

$25.90

ck#1810

14.

Mercury Marine

Inv#1990643 & 7068958

$274.92

ck#1811

Mill Pond – Invoice S1319933

Inv#4536 Business cards
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Motion was made by Trustee Edward Warner Jr. to accept the official meeting dates for 2014, second by
Trustee Scott Horowitz, all in favor.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10669 is issued to TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, North Sea Road,
North Sea, NY (SCTM# 900-76-01-06) to maintenance dredge in North Sea Creek 60 c.y. of creek bottom as per
attached plans, and retain spoil on upland site utilizing hay bales. A Silt Curtin must be used during dredging
operation.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
Project is located on owner's property off North Sea Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

PERSONAL WATERCRAFT MOORING PERMITS
PWCM 14-001 is issued to MAURICE D. GOLDMAN, 14 Carmel Lane, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a personal watercraft Float for a 10' Yamaha
(NY7585UXG) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo
Fee Paid: $250.00
PWCM14-002 is issued to TINA L. LIEBERMAN, 646 Dune Road, Westhampton Dunes, NY 11978
to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a personal watercraft Float for a 10'
Kawaski (NJ9627HBG) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus
Fee Paid: $250.00
PWCM 14-003 is issued to TINA L. LIEBERMAN, 646 Dune Road, Westhampton Dunes, NY 11978
to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a personal watercraft Float for a 10'
Kawaski (NJ9628HBG) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus
Fee Paid: $250.00
MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-034 is issued to JOHN P. CAREY, 97A Lynn Avenue, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Boston Whaler (Reg. No. NY4321US ) in
Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-035 is issued to JOSEPH R. SETTINERI, 660 Dune Road, Westhampton Dunes NY
11978 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' Grady White (Reg. No.
NY6014MC ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
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PERMIT NO. 14-036 is issued to THOMAS POWELL, 14 Bay Drive, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Sea Pro (Reg. No. NY8325UV) in West
Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-037 is issued to DAVID A. DEUTSCH, 511 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach, NY
11978 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' Proline Gale (Reg. No.
NY7782GC) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-038 is issued to MICHAEL VIGLIAROLO, 12 Last Lane, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 75 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 11' Yamaha (Reg. No.NY5321MH )
in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-039 is issued to MICHAEL VIGLIAROLO, 12 Last Lane, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 75 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 11' Yamaha (Reg. No. NY5322MH )
in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-040 is issued to MICHAEL VIGLIAROLO, 12 Last Lane, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 75 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a Walker Bay (Reg. No. NY3307MH )
in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-041 is issued to MICHAEL VIGLIAROLO, 12 Last Lane, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' Nautic Star (Reg. No.
NY3306MH ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-042 is issued to STEPHEN F. MCLAUGHLIN, 2820 Noyack Road, Sag Harbor NY
11963 to place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Sailstar "Ho Hum" (Reg. No.
NY5242GJ ) in Noyac Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-043 is issued to RONALD R. BRANCACCIO, 40 Cove's End Lane, Sag Harbor NY
11963 to place a 200lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Contender (Reg. No.
NY1015MG ) in Sag Harbor Cove, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-044 is issued to FRANCOIS TEISSONNIERE, 2 North Shore Rd, Hampton Bays
NY 11946 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Boston Whaler Dori (Reg.
No. NY9109MC ) in Flanders Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-045 is issued to JOHN KOTTMANN, 10 Sims Drive, Sag Harbor, NY 11963 to
place a 75 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 15' Boston Whaler (Reg. No. NY6660GK ) in
Sag Harbor Cove, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-046 is issued to THOMAS P. LUPO, 54 Cold Spring Point Road, Southampton NY
11968 to place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Sea Ray (Reg. No.NY5543MC)
in Cold Spring Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Richard Franks.
PERMIT NO. 14-047 is issued to WARREN B. POULSON, 18 Duckwood Lane, Hampton Bays NY
11946 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 30' Hunter Loki (Reg. No.
NY5088GJ ) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-048 is issued to JOHN P. MCDONOUGH, 24 Point Road, Westhampton Beach, NY
11978 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Mako Buzzie (Reg. No.
NY7122JR ) in Pond Point, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
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PERMIT NO. 14-049 is issued to SIMON H. BROMBERG, 1 Glenview Drive, Southampton, NY
11968 to place a wooden stake mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Lady Bug (Reg. No.
NY9498FS ) in Noyack Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-050 is issued to JULIA E. TUCKER, 1 Duckwood Court, Hampton Bays NY 11946
to place a 75 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 15' Boston Whaler (Reg. No. NY5366UD )
in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-051 is issued to MICHAEL MAMPREYAN, 47 Old Riverhead Road, Hampton
Bays, NY 11946 to place a wooden stakes mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a Crab Cars (Reg.
No. none ) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-052 is issued to ANTONIO MAGONE, 80 Harbor Road, Westhampton Beach, NY
11978 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' Wellcraft (Reg. No.
NY6311MC ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-053 is issued to FLORENCE A. TUZZI, 5 Herne Place, Southampton NY 11968 to
place a wooden stake mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 14' MFG Tri-Hull "TRI-HULL" (Reg.
No. NY4252CB ) in Fresh Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-054 is issued to SHINNECOCK YACHT CLUB, East End of Niamogue Ln.,
Quogue NY 11959 to place a 50-100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 33 moorings (Reg.
No. none ) in Pennimans Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-055 is issued to NATHAN TROUTMAN, 16 Ocean View Drive, Southampton, NY
11968 to place a 200 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Sea Ray (Reg. No.
NY7247MB ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Richard Franks.

GILL NET PERMITS
PERMIT NO.GN - 009 is issued to Norman Stiansen Jr, 55 Ocean Avenue Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place
gill nets in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT - 002 is issued to MICHAEL MAMPREYAN, 47 Old Riverhead Road, Hampton Bays, NY
11946, to place 160 eel, 70 crab & 30 killie on Trustees' bottom in Mecox, Reeves, Peconic River, Cold
Spring Pond, Sag Harbor Cove, Shinnecock Bay, Sagaponack Pond, North Sea Harbor, Red Creek, & West
Neck Creek for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 073 is issued to NORMAN L. STIANSEN, JR., 55 Ocean Avenue, Hampton Bays NY
11946, to place 10 Lobster, & 10 eel on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 012 is issued to JOHN F. RAYNOR, 25 Alanson Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 10 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-245 is issued to APRIL H. GONZALES, 71 Millstone Brook Road, Southampton NY
11968, to place 5 Lobster on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-261 is issued to ANNE DOSCH, 139 Sebonac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place 9
Crab on Trustees' bottom in National for 2014.
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February 3, 2014

CANCELLED DUE TO SNOWSTORM

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
Monday, February 3, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Ray Overton, Trustee
Scott Horowitz and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Edward Warner Jr. and duly carried to waive the reading
of the minutes of the regular meeting of January 22, 2014.
A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Ray Overton and duly carried to accept the minutes of the
regular meeting of January 22, 2014.
A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Scott Horowitz and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of

Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of

Trustee Overton brought up the application of
Trustee Overton brought up the application of
Trustee Overton brought up the application of
Trustee Overton brought up the application of

Trustee Pell brought up the application of
Trustee Pell brought up the application of
Trustee Pell brought up the application of
Trustee Pell brought up the application of

Trustee Warner brought up the application of
Trustee Warner brought up the application of
Trustee Warner brought up the application of
Trustee Warner brought up the application of
()

Applications for permits were approved

()

Applications for personal watercraft lifts/hoists/floats were approved

()

Applications for mooring permits were approved

()

Application for temporary moorings permit were approved

()

Applications for commercial moorings were approved

()

Applications for gill net permits were approved

()

Applications for pot permits were approved

()

Applications for fish traps were approved

()

Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved

A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Scott Horowitz and duly carried to waive the reading of
the correspondence.

A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Ray Overton, to pay for the following out of the Trustees
special account:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr. Secretary / Treasurer

AMENDED PERMITS ISSUED

PERMITS ISSUED

PERSONAL WATERCRAFT LIFT/HOIST/FLOAT PERMITS

TEMPORARY MOORING PERMITS

MOORING PERMITS

GILL NET PERMITS

POT PERMITS

FISH TRAP PERMITS

WATERFOWL HUNTING LOCATION PERMITS

February 12, 2014

THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2014, AT 6:30 PM. THE SPECIAL MEETING WAS HELD WITH THE
EAST HAMPTON AND SOUTHOLD TRUSTEES.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz, Secretary, Edward Warner Jr., Trustee Scott Horowitz, Trustee
Ray Overton, and Trustee William Pell IV, Attorney Richard Cahn. Guests were members of the East Hampton
and Southold Trustees, Michael Wright, and William Mack.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner Jr. and seconded by Trustee Shultz to open the special meeting.
Trustee Shultz opened the meeting with an overview of recent court decisions affecting the way in which the
Southampton Town Trustees conduct business.
Richard Cahn, outside counsel for the Southampton Town Trustees, further explained the recent rulings
and how this could affect how all three Town Trustees conduct business. Diane McNally, Easthampton Trustees
Clerk, voiced that she was uncomfortable talking about these court decisions without her attorney present.
Trustee Shultz also spoke of the Brookhaven Baymen’s case, which if the Southampton Trustees lose,
would mean that only state regulations would be enforceable. Other topics discussed were shore hardening
structures, conditional shellfish areas, the Long Island waterfront revitalization plan and mosquitoes.
Water Quality was also a major topic of discussion. All three towns agreed this is a challenging issue as
they have little to no control over the circumstances that lead to poor water quality. All agreed that upland
problems greatly impact their efforts. East Hampton Trustees discussed a report Dr. Christopher Gobler was to
provide on his water quality tests run in East Hampton Town. The report is supposed to be ready this spring.
Education and public outreach are essential. All three townships agreed it is vital to educate the public on
what the Trustees actually do.
On motion the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
_____________________________
Edward Warner Jr. Secretary / Treasurer
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February 12, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Ray Overton, Trustee
Scott Horowitz and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak. Diane Fisher, Clerk Typist,
recorded the minutes.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner Jr. to go into executive session as per
request by the Town Attorney Tiffany Scarlato.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz to resume the meeting, seconded by Trustee Pell IV and duly
carried. Trustee Shultz stated that the court injunction received today prohibits the Trustees from having a
meeting today; therefore the Trustee meeting will be closed.
Trustee Shultz made a motion to close the meeting, seconded by Trustee Warner Jr. and duly carried
The following correspondence was to be approved but was put off until the next meeting due to the court
injunction:
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 1/27/14 – Letter to Leo B. Strogach, Project Manager,
USACE, regarding permit application number NAN-2013-00519-EST.
Joe Fratello, Executive Board of the East Quogue Civic Association – 1/27/14 – Letter to the Trustees
regarding the “Hills” application.
Christine Fetten, P.E., Director of Municipal Works – 1/271/14 – Email to Lisa Tettelbach regarding the
Trustee’s rain gauge at the Sag Harbor Transfer Station.
GovConnection – 1/27/14 – Quote to Paula Pobat, Southampton Town, for computer products.
Carey Karmel – 1/27/14 – Email to Eric Shultz, President, requesting dredging in North Sea Harbor.
Great Lakes – 1/28/14 – Updated schedule for the Sagaponack and Bridgehampton beach erosion control
district nourishment project.
Agena Ridgdon, DKR Shores Inc. – 1/28/14 – Email to Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst about
92 Red Creek Road, Hampton Bays.
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James J. Fuchs, Environmental Engineer, Peconic Institute – 1/28/14 – Email to William Pell IV, Trustee,
regarding Mecox Bay Resiliency Replenishment Strategy.
Southampton Town Police Department – 1/7/14 – Notice of Violation for Steven Funsch at 43 Nautilus
Drive, Hampton Bays.
Bay Constable McManus – 1/12/14 – Field Report for flare sighting at Moriches Bay.
Bay Constable Ruocco - 1/13/14 – Field Report for an animal complaint at the end of Sunset Avenue.
Bay Constable Tuzzolo – 1/13/14 – Field Report for a vessel in distress in Peconic Bay.
Victoria Reith – 1/24/14 – Letter to the Trustees regarding a duck blind on her property on Cold Spring
Pond.
Bay Constable Tuzzolo - 1/25/14 – Field Report regarding the Coast Guard’s request to respond to a
possible vessel in distress in Atlantic Ocean off of Ocean Road.
James J. Fuchs, Environmental Engineer, Peconic Institute – 1/28/14 – Email to Merriah Eberts,
Driver/Messenger regarding Mecox Bay Resiliency Replenishment Strategy.
Tara Coady, GIS Supervisor – 1/28/14 –Email to Tanya Dawson, Legislative Secretary regarding the
purchasing of IPads for the Trustees.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 1/28/14 – Letter to Eric Shultz, President, regarding
the Mill Pond Project.
Eric Shultz, President – 1/28/14 – Memorandum to Town Engineer regarding road review application of
250 Noyac Path, LLC.
Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 1/28/14 – Email to Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores Inc.,
regarding 92 Red Creek Road, Hampton Bays.
Norman Soule, Soule’s Aquatics – 1/30/14 – Email to Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer, regarding
trout stocking proposal for 2014.
Edward C. DiMonda Sr., North Sea Fire District Commissioner – 1/30/14 – Letter to Mr. Hillman, Suffolk
County Department of Public Works, requesting Fresh Pond to be dredged.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 1/30/14 – Letter to Mr. Hoffman, NYSDEC, regarding
NY0267473.
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Thomas Barr IV – 1/30/14 – Letter to the Trustees regarding a public hearing in front of the Zoning Board
of Appeals about putting up a carport on his property.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 1/30/14 – Facsimile to Eric Shultz, President,
regarding the Mill Pond Project.
John LaRosa, P.E., Assistant Town Engineer – 1/30/14 – Letter to Michael Benincasa, Chief Building
Inspector, regarding Road Review Application for Mark Sypher, Old Noyack Road.
John LaRosa, P.E., Assistant Town Engineer – 1/31/14 – Memo to Eric Shultz, President, advising that the
Road Review Committee Meeting has been rescheduled for February 11.
James J. Fuchs, Environmental Engineer, Peconic Institute – 2/4/14 – Email to Merriah Eberts, DriverMessenger, confirming his attendance at the Trustee meeting.
Great Lakes – 2/4/14 - Updated schedule for the Sagaponack and Bridgehampton beach erosion control
district nourishment project.
Bob Malafronte, Sag Harbor CAC – 2/4/14 – Invitation to the Trustees to attend the Sag Harbor CAC
meeting on Friday February 7.
Lisa P. Tettelbach, Biologist I, Marine, NYSDEC – 2/4/14 – Letter to Eric Shultz, President, regarding the
2014 Conditional Shellfishing Program in North Sea and Sag Harbor.
The New York Community Trust – 2/4/14 – Listing of donor events for 2014.
Julia King, Clerk/Typist – 2/4/14 – Letter to Michael A. Capasso regarding his mooring application for
Little Peconic Bay.
Alison Branco, Ph.D., Director, Peconic Estuary Program – 2/4/14 – Email to the Trustees inviting them to
the PEP Technical Advisory Committee and Natural Resources Subcommittee.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 2/4/14 – Letter to Eric Shultz, President, regarding
Mill Pond, Davis Creek, and Eastport.
Catherine Kovalsky, Exec. Secretarial Assistant – 2/6/14 – Memorandum to Leonard Marchese,
Comptroller, regarding road review contribution from 250 Noyac Path, LLC.
John La Rosa, Assistant Town Engineer -2/6/14 – Memorandum to Michael Benincasa, Chief Building
Inspector, regarding road review contribution from 250 Noyac Path, LLC.
Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores, Inc. – 2/5/14 – Letter regarding 23 Old Point Road, Quogue.
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Julia King, Clerk Typist – 2/6/14 – Letter regarding a void for a 4x4 permit.
Cold Spring Fish Hatchery – 2/6/14 – Quote for fish stocking.
Tanya Dawson, Legislative Secretary – 2/7/14 – Email update regarding Minute Traq training.
Tanya Dawson, Legislative Secretary – 2/7/14 – Email regarding February meetings.
Paul D’ Andrea, The Nature Conservancy – 2/7/14 – Letter regarding the Long Pond Greenbelt.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 2/10/14 – Commencement notice to the DEC for Mecox.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 2/11/14 – letter regarding Mill Pond.
Jamie Cunningham, Legislative Aide – 2/11/14 – Updated list of Citizens Advisory Committee for 2014.
Angela Petrone, Senior Program Analyst – 2/11/14 – Email regarding the Pump Out Boat program for
2014.
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental – 2/11/14 – Memo regarding 70 Cedar Lane, Remsenburg.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 2/11/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Martin E. Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 2/11/14 – Letter regarding 56 Shinnecock Road, Hampton
Bays.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 2/11/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee Secretary- Treasurer – 2/11/14 – Email regarding Foster Creek.
Martin E. Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 2/11/14 – Email regarding Foster Creek.
Jennifer Garvey, Deputy Chief of Staff – 2/11/14 – Letter regarding Old Fort Pond dredging.
Scott Hilary, Senior Environmental Planner – 2/12/14 – Public Notice for Fosters Creek dredging project.
Wayne Bruyn, O’Shea, Marcincuk & Bruyn, LLP – 2/12/14 – Letter regarding the property of W.
Thaddeus and Mary Ellyn Miller.
J. Lee Snead, Esq – 2/12/14 – Order on Motion for Preliminary Injunction regarding Gessin et al. v.
Throne-Holst et al.

The following checks were to be approved and paid out of the Trustees special account but were put off
until the next meeting due to the court injunction:
1.

Long Island East Inc.

2 Sided Shellfish Licenses

$312.00

ck#1812

2.

Spectrum Analytical

Mill Pond Project – InvS1400153 $753.00

ck#1813
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3.

Greenwater Lab

Inv# 5887 (1/9/14)

$1620.00

ck#1814

4.

Joseph Lombardo Esq

Legal Representation/Office Mgr

$5925.00

ck#1815

5.

Gregory Prime

Overpyt app fee – 13Leaward lane Quogue $5.00

ck#1816

6.

First Coastal Corp

Overpyt app fee-Felshman

ck#1817

7.

Jones, Little & Co CPAs Feb 14 Acct. Retainer/ QB training/Audit 2013 $400.00

8.

Lewis Marine Supply

9.

Riverhead Building Supply Inv# 880847,880886,899954

10.

Scotto’s Italian Pork Store Dinner for Special Trustee Mtg Town of EH & Southold $260.00 ck#1821

11.

Inter-Science Research Assoc

Inv#1705891/Acct S0110711

Inv# 36326

$5.00

$6.98

ck#1819

$130.40

ck#1820

$1588.67

The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr. Secretary / Treasurer
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February 12, 2014

THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 12, 2014, AT 3:29 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee William Pell IV, Trustee
Scott Horowitz, and Special Council Joseph Lombardo and Attorney Richard Cahn. Diane Fisher, Clerk Typist,
and Merriah Eberts recorded the minutes.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner to enter into Executive Session, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly
carried.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz to exit Executive Session and resume the special meeting, seconded
by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried.
Trustee Shultz noted Trustee Overton entered the meeting late and took part in the Executive Session and
was present for the remainder of the special meeting.
Trustee Pell made a motion to appeal the Gessin Case (the case index #10-41686), Trustee Overton asked if
they were going to appeal the case or request a stay of the injunction. Trustee Shultz requested Attorney Richard
Cahn to address the language of what will be presented. Attorney Richard Cahn stated: ‘If the resolution is adopted
it will authorize an appeal to the State Supreme Court that was dated January 31, 2014, signed by Judge Mayer, and
entered in the Office of the Suffolk County Clerk.” Mr. Cahn explained, in his opinion, the following legal effects
of filing an appeal; the provision of the injunction order will be stayed and need not be complied with pending any
further order of the appellate division. The authority for the automatic stay is section # 5519A1 of the civil practice
law and rules. In summary, if the resolution is adopted and the appeal documents are served to Mr. Snead, it will
result in an automatic stay of the injunctive provisions that were served upon the Trustees today. Trustee Pell made a
motion to appeal the Gessin Case, Trustee Warner seconded; Trustee Shultz made a roll call vote and the motion
was duly carried.
Trustee Pell questioned council if a resolution was needed to clarify council working pro bono since
Trustees cannot issue checks. Mr. Cahn stated that even with the injunction order, they have the power to retain and
authorize the payment of compensation to outside council.
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Mr. Cahn suggested a similar resolution for Westhampton Dunes vs. Semlear (Index #10-39304) decision
ordered by Judge Mayer on February 6, 2014. The Judge appeared to attempt to make changes to his 2012 decision
in the Quogue vs Albert Marine case in which he had ruled the Trustees had the power to regulate the ocean beaches
in the Town of Southampton to protect the rights of the public under the historic easement along the ocean beaches
that was given to the residence of the Town of Southampton. The Judge stated in his recent decision that the
Trustees only have the power to regulate specific activities in this case chapter 155 and laws of 1818.
Trustee Pell mentioned other villages respect the Trustees regulations and the authority within the
Southampton Town.
Trustee Pell made a motion to appeal the Westhampton Dunes vs. Semlear, Trustee Shultz seconded and
Trustee Shultz made a roll call vote and the motion was duly carried.
Trustee Shultz made a motion to continue the professional relationship with Mr. Cahn, seconded by Trustee
Pell and the motion was duly carried.
Special Counsel Joe Lombardo requested a motion to continue his professional relationship with Mr. Cahn
and the Trustees. Mr. Lombardo withdrew his request. The Trustees granted permission to allow Special Counsel
Joseph Lombardo to assist Mr. Cahn as needed.
Trustee Shultz made a motion to close the meeting; Trustee Horowitz seconded and the motion was duly
carried.

Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr. Secretary / Treasurer
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March 3, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, MARCH 3, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Scott Horowitz, Trustee
Ray Overton, and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak. Diane Fisher, Clerk Typist,
recorded the minutes.
Trustee Shultz introduced Merriah Eberts, Program Coordinator for the Threatened and Endangered
Species program to discuss the 2014 season. Merriah asked how many employees could be hired this year, and
requested to have the same amount of Stewards as last year, with a possible crew leader; she presented a list of
the current inventory and supplies needed. Merriah informed the board her request for a crew leader is because of
the additional area in Hampton Bays and the amount of paperwork that is required; she needs a responsible crew
leader in the field in her absence. Trustee Shultz recommended keeping the same amount of staff as last year,
three (3) seasonal full time and two (2) seasonal part time, the program has been recognized by the Fish and Wild
Life Services as one of the best run programs on the eastern seaboard. Trustee Warner stated the Southampton
Village compensates the Trustees for their area and suggested the other villages also contribute.The Trustees
agreed and suggested Merriah evaluate the mileage and hours spent at each village location, and present it to the
board when completed. Trustee Shultz stated that the program is federally mandated.

Trustee Pell made a

motion to fund the Piping Plover Program; Trustee Horowitz seconded and was duly carried.
Trustee Pell began a discussion of the maintenance of Trustee Roads. Trustee Pell recommended having a
contract with the highway department to maintain the Trustee roads; he requested permission from the Trustees
to speak with the highway Superintendant Alex Gregor. Trustee Shultz stated he was going with Marine
Maintenance Harry Miller and the Town Engineer to evaluate the Trustee roads. Trustee Shultz stated that the
Trustees own thirty (30) roads and would like to eventually turn the roads over to the town. A motion was made
for Trustee Pell to speak with highway Superintendant Alex Gregor regarding a maintenance contract and cost of
Trustee roads, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried.
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Trustee Warner mentioned the dune restoration project with the Army Corp west of Shinnecock Inlet is
moving forward with the assistance of Congressman Bishop. Trustee Horowitz recommended correspondence be
sent to all parties involved regarding Trustee concerns.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion the fish stocking proposal for seven of the Trustee Ponds. Two bids
were submitted and they were from Cold Spring Harbor for $2,508.00 and Norman Soule Aquatics for
$2,525.00. Trustee Warner reviewed both proposals and Norman Soule Aquatics proposal gives Trustees a larger
amount of fish. Trustee Warner made a motion to use Norman Soule Aquatics for the restocking of fish in
Trustee Ponds seconded by Trustee Shultz and duly carried.
Trustee Shultz presented a priority list for dredging in Southampton Town waters. Trustee Warner brought
to discussion Foster Creek, Hampton Bays. Suffolk County has requested a letter written from the Trustees
office stating the area is a number one priority. Bill Stubelek and Jessie Gettling from Ponquogue Marine and
Lenny Molnar from Molars’ Landing came forward to speak with the Trustees. The condition of the creek is
hazardous and the United State Coast Guard has no emergency access. Trustee Warner stated he has put
enormous amount of work into the project, as well as his father before him.
Trustee Warner put forth a resolution for Foster’s Creek to be number one priority on the priority dredge
list, preferably in May but the 2014 dredge season. Trustee Pell seconded the motion to approve; it was duly
carried.
Bill Stubelek wanted it put on record that as a local businessman, he and his family supports the Trustees
as an institution and wants the heritage of the Trustees to remain as it is the oldest form of democracy in this
country. Trustees are freely elected by the people in a direct vote, which is pure democracy which is guaranteed
under the constitution and as a freeholder the Trustees are the stewards. Trustees thanked Bill Stubelek and his
family for the comment and expressed how appreciative they were at this time.
A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Edward Warner Jr. and duly carried to waive the reading
of the minutes of the regular meeting of February 3, 2014.
A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Scott Horowitz and duly carried to accept the minutes of
the regular meeting of February 3, 2014.
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Trustee Shultz brought up the application of Dareen LLC, 120 Meadow Lane, Southampton to perform
dune restoration by placing approximately 2,250 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, replant with beach
grass 12” o.c. and install 170 ’ sand fence using wooden posts only. The motion to approve was duly carried.
The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of 83 Dune Road LLC, 83 Dune Road, Quogue, to reconstruct
226’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing, with a 5’ buffer using beach grass and a 5’ buffer using
rock or sand. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of Lester Levy, 35 Dune Road, Quogue, to reconstruct 211’
bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of Gregory Prime, 13 Leaward Lane, Quogue, to reconstruct
275’bulkhead (in kind/ in place) using vinyl sheathing, install two (2) 4’ returns, and reconstruct 4’ x 64’
walkway. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of Frederick Lenz, 5 Doris Lane, North Sea, to reconstruct a 4’ x
23’ fixed pier, 4’ x 28’ fixed pier, 4’ x 12’ ramp and an 8’ x 20’ float. The motion to approve was duly carried.
The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of DGC Reality LLC/Doug Oakland, 369 Beach Road, Hampton
Bays, reconstruction (in kind/ in place) 16’ x 93’ pier, 12’ x 63’pier, 14.5’ x 48’ pier, four (4) piles and damaged
pile caps, cross bracing and decking of existing pier, no additional work will be done, and maintenance dredge
in the boat basin. Trustee Shultz commented the fees will be corrected before permit is released. Trustee Warner
and Trustee Pell recused themselves. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type
2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of Laura Berdon, 11 Bay Road, Quogue, to amend Permit
#10606, to reconstruct 298’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing, a 3’x 12’ ramp and a 6’x 20’ floating dock secured
by two (2) 6” piles, and to relocate dock on the property. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
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Trustee Overton brought up the application of S3MK Associates, LLC, 136 Dune Road, Westhampton
Beach, to renew Permit #10481 for one year, to dewater existing pool during construction, Trustees require an
eight (8) foot dry well to be located upland from waterfront. The motion to approve was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought up the application of Sandpiper Court Association, 7 Sandpiper Court,
Westhampton, to renew Permit #10418 for one year, The Association would like to maintenance dredge 5,000
c.y. spoil from inside this private lagoon (Sandpiper Lagoon). The spoil will be taken away by barge and
transported by truck to an approved disposal site. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought up the application of Randall & Jennifer Stone, 51 Tuthill Lane, Remsenburg, to
renew Permit #10424 for one year, to construct a 4’x 66’ catwalk and 4’x10’ stairs using open-grate decking, as
the water is very shallow at this location. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a
Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought up the application of 13 Stacy Drive, LLC, 13 Stacy Drive Westhampton Beach,
the drawings to the application were not clear enough for approval, consultant Billy Mack from First Coastal was
asked to revise the drawings. Trustee Overton made a motion to hold for next meeting, and was duly carried.
Trustee Overton brought up the application of Myrna D. Felshman, 63 Shore Road, Westhampton, to
remove non-conforming deck and patio, the area is to be restored from the bulkhead by placing 5’ stone for pass
and repass with a 5’ natural buffer. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought up the application of Joan Postel, 38 Remsen Lane, Remsenburg, to reconstruct
95’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing, install two (2) 10’ returns, construct a 4’ x 75’ walkway
landward of bulkhead. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action
under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought up the application of Non GST Trust, 140 Dune Road, Westhampton to legalize
dock, the application was placed on hold.
Trustee Overton brought up the application of James Drvostep 6 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach, the
application was placed on hold.
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Trustee Pell brought up the application of James Pressman, 793 Daniels Lane, Sagaponack, to renew
Permit #10453 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 2,000 c.y. of clean sand along
face of eroded dune, replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and install 166’ sand fence using wooden posts only, and
reconstruct 4’ x 30’ stairs. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action
under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of Alan Stillman, 143 Crestview Lane, Sagaponack, to renew
Permit #10393 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 3,000 c.y. of clean sand along
face of eroded dune, replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and install 33’ sand fencing using wooden posts only. The
motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of Walter Schupfer, 51 Dumar Drive, Noyack, to construct a 3’ x
55’ extension to existing fixed catwalk using thru-flow decking, 3’ x 15’ ramp, 6’ x 20’ floating dock secured by
two (2) 6” x 6” piles. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of Leslie Alexander, 384 Barons Lane, Southampton, to renew
Permit # 10441 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 5,200 c.y. of clean sand along
face of eroded dune, replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and install 440’ sand fence using wooden posts only. The
motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of Robert Sahn, 40 Dune Road, Bridgehampton, to renew Permit
#10417 for one year, to construct 4’ x 12’ ramp, 4’ x 114’ catwalk and 4’ x 10’ “T” dock. The motion to
approve was duly carried.

The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no

environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of Lylamas LLC, 567 Ox Pasture Road, Southampton, to amend
Permit #10585 for one year, to add on to existing dock structure a 4’x 36’ catwalk extension, a seasonal 4’x12’
ramp and a seasonal 6’x 20’ floating dock, secured in a “T” configuration by two (2) 6” piles, and include a 2’ x
4’ handrail and rope for safety. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
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Trustee Warner brought up the application of Anthony Depalma, 37 Gardners Lane, Hampton Bays, to
reconstruct 4’ x 40’ catwalk secured by 4” x 4” posts, 3’ x 20’ ramp, and a 6’x 20’ perpendicular float secured by
two (2) 8” piles. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of Muriel Brandolini, 110 Newtown Road, Hampton Bays, to
reconstruct 245’ storm damaged rock revetment, remove storm debris, reset filter cloth, rocks and create an
inline length of rock at same elevation, place 500 c.y. of clean sand, remove and reset walkway and steps.
Establish 10’ non-fertilization buffer zone upland of the revetment. The motion to approve was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of Stephen & Lillian Cidoni, 11 Wells Lane, Hampton Bays, to
raise height of existing bulkhead 18”, install three (3) 6” x 6” timbers on top of the stringers install 50 c.y. of
sand and pea gravel behind the bulkhead, install a 4’ x 8’ catwalk, 3’ x 10’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ floating dock
secured by two (2) 8” piles. Trustee Warner clarified the application with agent before meeting. The motion to
approve was duly carried.

The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no

environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion 43 Noyac Harbor Road. There is an old dock at this location and the
office has received numerous complaints. Senior Bay Constable Chris Kohnken did a site inspection and found
the house seems to be vacant, and code enforcement had been to the address for previous violations. No
violations were served by the Bay Constable because the ownership is very vague, Town Attorney Kara Bak
suggested Senior Bay Constable Chris Kohnken come to her office after the meeting and she can help him with
the procedure.
Josh Belury, director of the Conscience Point Shellfish Hatchery and Sea Scouts 908, came forward asking
the board for an on-off bottom culture permit, letter of permission from the Trustees for the DEC and a new
location for the project.
Trustee Warner passed a resolution to send a letter to the DEC from the Southampton Town Trustees in
support of the Aquaculture program in Southampton Town waters, Trustee Horowitz seconded, the motion to
approve was duly carried.
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Trustee Shultz introduced Jim Walker and Emily Leve from Inter-Science Research Associates Inc., to
discuss 70 Mid Ocean Drive, Bridgehampton to construct a dock, catwalk, ramp, floats supported by piles and
requested handrails on part of the catwalk. Trustees informed them the permits are now discussed at the work
session, and when they are approved they are finalized at the meeting.
Jim Walker gave the Trustees a Mill Pond update, as an electronic update has been submitted to Albany
and a year-end summary will be given to the Trustees. Trustee Shultz stated the DEC is expected to give a report,
analyze the data and make a decision if they will extend the permit. Trustee Shultz contacted the DEC and they
are reducing the expensive testing requirements, the last testing will be in April. Jim Walker said because of the
bad winter and ice there was no testing in January or February. Trustee Warner commented that the board needs
a copy of the year-end report to discuss with the Town Board.
Trustee Shultz introduced Steve Storch, from Watermill; he commented on the Algae growing in Mill
Pond, this comes from the use of chemicals used on lawns and farm fields. The shellfish feed on the algae in
Mecox Bay, which is a concern and he would like to have a copy of the data when the Trustees have the report.
Steve Storch wanted to discuss the concerns of the chemical run off entering Southampton Town water bodies
and feels a ruling should be considered. He stated the population in the township is growing and would like the
support of the Trustees. He suggested tougher rules and regulations put forth for the homeowners, landscapers
etc. on the use chemicals. Trustee Shultz commented the Town Board is responsible for the upland, and the
Trustees jurisdiction is the low to high water mark. Trustee Shultz recommended Mr. Storch present his concerns
in a letter, so the Trustees could present the letter to the Town Board.
Alice Coolie of Eagan & Matthews PLLC, 241 Pantigo Road, Easthampton, came forward to discuss
access to Peters Pond Lane. Trustee Pell stated he had spoken with the highway department regarding prices for
4” stone to be placed on the road and the price was estimated at $100,000. The Trustees agreed road review
committee would have to review the road and make a decision for the Trustees.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
Whereas, the Trustees occasionally require the assistance of an outside consultant to
provide assistance to them on various issues; and
Whereas, the Trustees have identified Joseph Lombardo as a person that has the requisite
professional background and skills necessary to aid in the completion of these tasks; and
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Whereas, Joseph Lombardo has agreed to provide consulting services to the Trustees at a
rate of $125.00 per hour; and the contract is not to exceed $10,000; now therefore, be it
Resolved, the Board of Trustees of the Freeholders and Commonalty hereby authorizes
the President to execute a consulting contract with Joseph Lombardo for the above referenced
services for a period commencing on January 1st, 2014 and expiring on December 31, 2014.
Trustee Overton asked for clarification between consulting and legal services. Mr. Lombardo explained the
difference. Discussion about contracts followed.
Trustee Warner Jr. brought up Easthampton Town Trustees covenants that he received from Diane
McNally.
Trustee Pell and Horowitz brought up waterfowl regulations and a desire to hold a forum to discuss the
rules and regulations in April. Trustee Pell requested the Board’s permission to secure a place in Hampton Bays
for the forum. The board granted permission.
Trustee Shultz read the dock lottery list in the order the names were pulled:
1) Nidzyn, Robert 2) Flynn, Debra 3) Cappazzola, Kenny 4) Digesu, Robert, 5) Janis, Marc
6) Hermus, Tim 7) Cento, Frank 8) Heckman, Howard 9) Collins, Michael 10) Rose, Roger
11) Baker, Jeff 12) Baggott, Donald 13) Dismore, Thomas 14) Connolly, William 15) Kluepfel,
Steven 16) Roney, Cynthia 17) Napoli, James 18) Fogg, Rhett 19) Alfred, Bruce 20) Philips,
Darren 21) Bezubek, Barry 22) Schreiber, Judith 23) Albin, Thomas 24) Murphy, James
25) Hunter, Christopher 26) Cheroff,Ira 27) Adams, Douglas 28) Reid,Kimberely 29) Fiorello,
Larry 30) Johnson, Frederick 31) Kryl, Anthony 32) Maugel, Tom 33) Rubano, Anthony 34)
Ruggiero, Louis 35) Norton, Timothy 36) Misisco, Michael 37) Botsford, Peter 38 ) Sullivan,
Kathleen 39) Czaplick, Andrew 40) Simmons, Darrel 41) Winter, David 42) Repp, Allan 43)
Kirmse, Stephen 44) Fitch, Robert 45) Ferreira, Fernado 46) Tuttle, Nathan 47) Quinn, Michael
48) Raynor, Stephen 49) Rose, Stuart 50) Watson, James 51) Levasseur, Mary 52) Kearns, John
53) Staskowski, Thomas 54) Grist, Ann 55) Smith, Paul 56) Iacobelli, Frank 57) Grenga, Louis
58) Graham, William 59) Mercready, Paul 60) Galovic, Norman 61) Collins, Jeremiah 62)
Cooper, Francis 63) Degrado, Jack 64) O'keefe, Thomas 65)Nowakowski, Ted 66) Stanley, Gregg
67) Musalo, Raymond 68) Knieriemen, David69) Montillo, Jerri 70) Saul, Michael 71) Breithack,
William 72) Ippolito, Sharron 73) Galasso, Andrew 74) Truscott, Jennifer 75) Malone, William
76) Ridgely, James 77) Wells, Derek 78) Clark, Drew 79) Calise, Robert 80) Roessle, Meredith
81) Marano, Marc 82) Dunlap, Harold 83) King Ryan
Trustee Warner discussed a $25,000 contract with Cornell Co-op Extension and the breakdown in prices
for the clams, oysters and scallops. Trustee Warner recommended purchasing the shellfish from Cornell Co-op
Extension for various reasons. Discussion about the contract followed. Trustee Shultz requested justification for
the prices.
Eighteen

(18)

Applications for permits were approved

Two

(2)

Applications for Amended permit was approved
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton, and duly carried to waive the reading
of the correspondence.
Norman Soule, Soule’s Aquatics – 2/11/14 – Estimate for Trout Stocking.
Notice of Public Hearing – 2/11/14 – Properties in Watermill.
New York Community Trust, Shinnecock Bay Restoration Fund – 2/11/14 – Quarterly Statement.
Brian Baker, Bureau of Water DEC – 2/12/14 – Email regarding Mill Pond.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 2/12/14 – Letter regarding 2013 audit.
Eric Shultz, Trustee Presdent – 2/12/14 – 2014 Conditional Shellfish agreement.
Sundy A. Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 2/12/14 – Res 2014-273 regarding emergency contract to close
Mecox Bay by Chesterfeld Associates.
Anna Throne- Holst, Town Supervisor – 2/14/14 – Notice of special executive session.
Sundy A. Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 2/14/14 – Res 2014-235 regarding bond authorization for existing
bulkhead repair.
Richard Cahn, Esq – 2/14/14 – Copy of appeal regarding Gessin et al v. Anna Throne Holst et al.
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 2/14/14 – Res 2014-253.
Richard Cahn, Esq. – 2/14/14 – Letter regarding Gessin v. throne-Holst, et al.
Kathryn Garvin, Town Attorney – 2/14/14 – Res 2014-19744
Sandra Segelke, First Coastal Inc. – 2/14/14 – Pictures of 313 Dune Road, Bridgehampton.
Anonymous Concerned Citizen – 2/14/14 – Letter regarding Swans.
Cynthia DeRosa, President Vost Realty – 2/14/14 – letter regarding the bulkhead at 105 Shore Road, North
Sea.
Steve M. Mezynieski, Steven M. Mezynieski Inc. – 2/14/14 – Estimate to close the Mecox inlet.
Diane E. McNally, Easthampton Town Clerk – 2/18/14 – Information regarding covenants.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner – 2/18/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Tiffany S. Scarlato, Town Attorney – 2/19/14 – Letter regarding Gessin v. Throne- Holst.
Jennifer Skilbred, Group for the East End – 2/19/14 – Email regarding Peconic Community Water Quality
Workshop.
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Aram Terchunian, First Coastal Inc. – 2/19/14 – Letter regarding the Shinnecock West County Park Public
Access Walkover.
Tyler Borenstein, Town Resident – 2/19/14 – Email inquiring about how to make a foil request.
Stephen Jayne, Town Resident – 2/19/14 – Email regarding a dock.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner – 2/20/14 – Email regarding Mill Pond.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner – 2/20/14 – Facsimile regarding Mill Pond.
Richard Cahn, Esq. – 2/21/14 – Letter regarding Brookhaven Baymen’s Association v. Town of
Southampton.
Bryon Young, Town Resident – 2/21/14 – 2013 Alewife monitoring report.
Edward Warner Jr., Town Trustee – 2/24/14 – Letter of permission to continue alewife monitoring for the
2014 season.
Sarah Lansdale, A.I.C.P. director of planning – 2/24/14 – Public notice for aquaculture lease program in
Peconic Bay and Gardiners Bay.
Richard Lalomia, Comptrollers Office – 2/24/14 – Email regarding standard mileage rates.
Merriah Eberts, Driver Messenger – 2/25/14 – Email regarding 2013 Pump Out boat program.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner – 2/26/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 2/26/14 – Letter regarding 451 Daniels Lane, Sagaponack.
Alice Cooley, Eagan & Matthews PLLC – 2/26/14 – Letter regarding 451 Daniels Lane, Sagaponack.
J. Lee Snead, Esq. – 2/26/14 – Letter regarding Brookhaven Baymen’s Association Inc. v. Town of
Southampton et al.
Bob Leo & Steven Katz, Co-Committee Share Tiana Beach Erosion Control Tax District – 2/26/14 – Letter
regarding Dune Maintenance.
John Dunne, Easthampton Town Shellfish Hatchery – 2/27/14 – Email regarding the March 26, 2014
meeting.
Kara Bak, Assistant Town Attorney – Email regarding the March 3. 2014 meeting.
Christine Fetten, Director of Munciple Works – 2/27/14 – Email regarding water quality testing.
Merriah Eberts, Driver Messenger – 2/27/14 – Email regarding Pump Out boat program 2013.
Anthony Libaire, Town Resident – 2/28/14 – Letter regarding his commercial shellfish application.
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Jennifer Garvey, Deputy Chief of Staff – Email regarding West of Shinnecock Inlet project.
Bob Roessle, Town Resident – 2/28/14 – Letter regarding beach erosion.
Gregg Rivara, Cornell Univeristy Cooperative Extension – 2/28/14 – estimate of shellfish seed.
Ray Overton, Town Trustee – 2/28/14 – Email regarding Gessin and Fabrizio.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

Long Island East Inc.

2 Sided Shellfish Licenses

$312.00

ck#1812

2.

Spectrum Analytical

Mill Pond Project – InvS1400153 $753.00

ck#1813

3.

Greenwater Lab

Inv# 5887 (1/9/14)

$1620.00

ck#1814

4.

Joseph Lombardo Esq

Legal Representation/Office Mgr

$5925.00

ck#1815

5.

Gregory Prime

Overpyt app fee – 13Leaward lane Quogue $5.00

ck#1816

6.

First Coastal Corp

Overpyt app fee-Felshman

ck#1817

7.

Jones, Little & Co CPAs Feb 14 Acctg Retainer/ QB training/Audit 2013 $400.00

8.

Lewis Marine Supply

9.

Riverhead Building Supply Inv# 880847,880886,899954

10.

Scotto’s Italian Pork Store Dinner for Special Trustee Mtg Town of EH & Southold $260.00 ck#1821

11.

Inter-Science Research Assoc

Inv#1705891/Acct S0110711

Inv# 36326

$5.00

$6.98

ck#1819

$130.40

ck#1820

$1588.67

ck#1818

ck#1822

Trustee Warner Jr. brought up the meeting Trustee Pell and Horowitz had with the Baymen’s Association.
Discussion about relocating the clams followed.
Trustee Pell and Trustee Horowitz have discussed public relation opportunities with a woman named
Marie. She would work with the Trustees on informing the public with their projects, for example the pump out boat
program and the Threatened and Endangered species program. Trustee Pell requested permission to continue this
discussion with Marie. Trustee Shultz requested she present a proposal to the Board and permission was granted.
Trustee Warner Jr. brought up requests for sampling of alewives. Trustee Warner Jr. stated that Trustees
should strive to remove the damns located in the town to facilitate the movement of the fish. Discussion about the
dam in the Peconic River and LIPAs role in the project followed.
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A motion to close the meeting and enter the executive session was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by
Trustee Pell and duly carried.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

AMENDED PERMITS ISSUED
AMEND PERMIT NO.10585 is issued to Land Use Ecological Services, Inc., as agent for LYLAMAS LLC,
567 Ox Pasture Road, Southampton , NY (SCTM# 904-11-01-48.4) to amend Permit #10585, to construct (using
open grate decking) 4’x 36’ dock extension to the existing 4’ x 36’ fixed dock supported by 4” x 4” posts, a
seasonal 4’x 12’ ramp and a seasonal 6’x 20’ floating dock, secured in a “T” configuration by two (2) 6” piles,
and include a 2’ x 4’ handrail and rope for safety. The structure is required to have a light on the seaward end of
the dock.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
Seaward end of fixed catwalk/dock must not exceed height of 26 inches at average high tide to top of
deck.
3.
Posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
4.
Hand rails allowed on ramp only to specifications allowed for safety standards.
5.
Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
6.
All seasonal dock structures must be removed from water by December 1st each year.
7.
Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
8.
Dock and ramp must be stored upland off of Marsh.
9.
The dock is required to have a light on the seaward end of the dock.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Heady Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
AMEND PERMIT NO. 10606 is issued to Land Use Ecological Services, Inc. , as agent for LAURA M.
BERDON, 11 Bay Road, Quogue , NY (SCTM# 902-06-01-08) to amend Permit #10606, to reconstruct (in
kind/in place) 298’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing, to construct a 3’x 12’ ramp down to a 6’x 20’ floating dock
in a “T” configuration, secured by two (2) 6” piles, and to relocate dock on the property.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
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4.

To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7
Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
8
Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
9.
Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at average
high tide to top of deck.
10. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
11. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Stone Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10670 is issued to DKR Shores, Inc , as agent for 83 DUNE ROAD LLC,83 Dune Road, Quogue
, NY (SCTM# 902-13-01-23) to reconstruct 226’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing, with a 5’
buffer using beach grass and a 5’ buffer using rock or sand.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quogue Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10671 is issued to First Coastal Corp , as agent for LESLIE ALEXANDER, 384 Barons Lane,
Southampton , NY (SCTM# 904-30-01-45.3) to renew Permit #10441for one year, to perform dune restoration
by placing approximately 5,200 c.y. of clean sifted beach compatible sand along face of eroded dune, install 440’
sand fence using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. Prior to sand replacement Trustees
must Inspect the sand.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th
3. Sand fencing shall not be installed before March 1st (after the winter storms end) or during Piping
Plover season (March 31st – September 15th) without a plover inspection being done first.
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4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10672 is issued to Shore Solutions, Inc, as agent for MURIEL BRANDOLINI, 110 Newtown
Road, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-186-02-36.4) to reconstruct 245’ storm damaged rock revetment,
remove storm debris, reset filter cloth, rocks and create an inline length of rock at same elevation, place 500 c.y.
of clean sand, remove and reset walkway and steps. Establish 10’ non-fertilization buffer zone upland of the
revetment.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Great Peconic Gay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10673 is issued to Horton Dredge & Dock , as agent for STEPHEN & LILLIAN CIDONI, 11
Wells Lane, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-321-04-20) to raise height of existing bulkhead 18”, install three
(3) 6” x 6” timbers on top of the stringers install 50 c.y. of sand and pea gravel behind the bulkhead, install a 4’ x
8’ catwalk, 3’ x 10’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ floating dock secured by two (2) 8” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7.
Posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
8.
Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
9.
Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Wells Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO.10674 is issued to DKR Shores, Inc , as agent for DAREEN LLC, 120 Meadow Lane,
Southampton , NY (SCTM# 900-26-01-17) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 2,250 c.y. of
clean sifted beach compatible sand along face of eroded dune, replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and install 170 ’
sand fence using wooden posts only. Prior to sand replacement Trustees must Inspect the sand.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th
3. Sand fencing shall not be installed before March 1st (after the winter storms end) or during Piping
Plover season (March 31st – September 15th) without a plover inspection being done first.
4. Sand fence must be installed within 10’ of toe of dune.
5. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10675 is issued to Shore Solutions Inc., as agent for DGC REALTY LLC., 369 Beach Road,
Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-364-01-6.1) to reconstruct (in kind/ in place) 16’ x 93’ pier, repairs of no more
than 10% of 12’ x 63’pier, 14.5’ x 48’ pier, repair decking of piers not to exceed 10% of entire structure, repair
74.5’ Breakwater. Install four (4) steel fender piles. Maintenance dredge both basins within owners property line.
Reset/replace timber security fence on pier.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3) Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4) To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5) Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6) Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10676 is issued to Land Planning Services, Ltd., as agent for FREDERICK LENZ, 5 Doris Lane,
North Sea, NY (SCTM# 900-62-01-23) to reconstruct (using thru-flow decking) a 4’ x 23’ fixed pier down to a
4’ x 28’ fixed pier secured by 8” piles, 4’ x 12’ ramp down to an 8’ x 20’ float.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4) Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
5) Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
6) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
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7) Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
8) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Fish Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10677 is issued to First Coastal Corp., as agent for LESTER LEVY, 35 Dune Road, Quogue ,
NY (SCTM# 902-12-01-18.1) to reconstruct 211’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quogue Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10678 is issued to First Coastal Corp., as agent for JAMES PRESSMAN, 793 Daniels Lane,
Sagaponack, NY (SCTM# 908-10-04-28) to renew Permit #10453 for one year, to perform dune restoration by
placing approximately 2,000 c.y. of clean sifted beach compatible sand along face of eroded dune, replant with
beach grass 12” o.c. and install 166’ sand fence using wooden posts only, and reconstruct 4’ x 30’ stairs. Prior to
sand replacement Trustees must Inspect the sand.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
5. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
6. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10679 is issued to DKR Shores, Inc, as agent for GREGORY PRIME, 13 Leaward Lane, Quogue
, NY (SCTM# 902-11-03-26) to reconstruct 275’bulkhead (in kind/ in place) using vinyl sheathing, install two
(2) 4’ returns, and reconstruct 4’ x 64’ walkway.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
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Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7.
There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
8.
A 10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the bulkhead landward.
9.
No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
10. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of walkway.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quogue Canal, as per application and survey submitted.

3.

PERMIT NO. 10680 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for S3MK ASSOCIATES, LLC, 136 Dune Road,
Westhampton Beach, NY (SCTM# 905-21-01-02) to renew Permit #10481 for one year, to dewater existing pool
during construction, Trustees require an eight (8) foot dry well to be located upland from waterfront.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Trustees require an eight-(8) foot dry well located upland from waterfront and constructed in such a
way as to contain any back flushing and drainage from the swimming pool.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moniebogue Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10681 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for ROBERT SAHN, 40 Dune Road, Bridgehampton,
NY (SCTM# 900-134-03-08.1) to renew Permit #10417 for one year, to construct 4’ x 12’ inclined ramp, 4’ x
114’ fixed catwalk and 4’ x 10’ fixed “T” dock all supported by 4” x 4” posts, using thru-flow deck.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 35’ from MLW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must not exceed 34” above deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. No handrails are allowed on this structure.
7. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Mecox Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10682 is issued to En-Consultants , as agent for SANDPIPER COURT ASSOCIATION, 7
Sandpiper Court, Westhampton , NY (SCTM# 900-382-01-50 thru 53) to renew Permit #10418 for one year, to
maintenance dredge 5,000 c.y. of spoil from inside of private lagoon.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
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Project is located on owner's property off Sandpiper Lagoon, as per application and survey submitted.

PERMIT NO. 10683 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc., as agent for WALTER SCHUPFER,
51 Dumar Drive, Noyack, NY (SCTM# 900-04-01-33.2) to construct a 3’ x 55’ extension to existing fixed
catwalk using thru-flow decking, 3’ x 15’hinged ramp, 6’ x 20’ floating dock secured by two (2) 6” x 6” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4) Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
5) Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
6) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
7) Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
8) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Noyack Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10684 is issued to First Coastal Corp. , as agent for ALAN STILLMAN, 143 Crestview Lane,
Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-09-02-34) to renew Permit #10393 for one year, to perform dune restoration by
placing approximately 3,000 c.y. of clean sifted beach compatible sand along face of eroded dune, replant with
beach grass 12” o.c. and install 33’ sand fencing using wooden posts only. Prior to sand replacement Trustees
must Inspect the sand.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th
3. Sand fencing shall not be installed before March 1st (after the winter storms end) or during Piping
Plover season (March 31st – September 15th) without a plover inspection being done first.
4. Sand fence must be installed within 10’ of toe of dune.
5. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10685 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for RANDALL & JENNIFER STONE, 51 Tuthill
Lane, Remsenburg , NY (SCTM# 900-380-02-77) to renew Permit #10424 for one year, to construct a 4’x 66’
catwalk, using open-grate decking and 4’x 10’ stairs down to water, seaward 31’ must be seasonal.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 50’ from MHW.
4) Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
5) Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
6) Handrails on stairs only.
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7) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moriches Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10686 is issued to ANTHONY DEPALMA, 37 Gardners Lane, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM#
900-322-04-03) to reconstruct 4’ x 40’ catwalk secured by 4” x 4” posts, 3’ x 20’ ramp, and a 6’x 20’
perpendicular float secured by two (2) 8” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 65’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
7. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Penny Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10687 is issued to DKR Shores, Inc, as agent for JOAN POSTEL,38 Remsen Lane, Remsenburg,
NY (SCTM# 900-380-01-32) to reconstruct 95’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing, install two (2)
10’ returns, construct a 4’ x 75’ walkway landward of bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7.
There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
8.
A 10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the bulkhead landward.
9.
No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moriches Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
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March 6, 2014

THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
THURSDAY, MARCH 6, 2014, AT 10 A.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary/Treasurer, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Scott
Horowitz, and Trustee William Pell IV.
A motion was made by Trustee Edward Warner Jr., and seconded by Trustee William Pell IV, to open the
special meeting.
A motion was made by Trustee Edward Warner Jr., and seconded by Trustee William Pell IV, to pay for
the following out of the Trustees’ special account:
1.

Shore Line Bulkheading

Overpyt app fee Delaney

$24.00

ck#1823

2.

Shinnecock Hardware

Inv# 78968 (1/13/14)

$28.48

ck#1824

3.

Mercury Marine

Inv#2010350

$30.00

ck#1825

4.

Riverhead Building Supply

Inv#902474

$40.79

ck# 1826

5.

Loper’s Equipment Corp

Inv# 8722-10

$49.99

ck# 1827

6.

William Pell IV

Reimbursement – Money Order fee Injunction papers $56.25 ck#1828

7.

Keck Water Lab DWFI

Mill Pond 4th Qtr Water Testing

$126.00

ck#1829

8.

Jones, Little, Co CPA’s

March 2014 Acct Retainer

$175.00

ck#1830

9.

Long Island East Inc.

Business Cards

$216.00

ck#1831

10.

Eric Shultz Reimbursement Scotto’s dinner unable to pay by check due to injunction $260 ck#1832

11.

Pace Analytical

Mill Pond Project – Inv#14-41092

$540.00

ck#1833

12.

Lyman Environmental LLC

Sampling Inv# 15(2/3/14)

$975.00

ck#1834

13.

Cornell Cooperative Extension

Shellfish Hatchery Program

$4166.67

ck#1835

14.

Chesterfield Associates Inc

Mecox Inlet opening/closing

$4550.00

ck#1836

15.

Joseph Lombardo Esq.

Litigation /Consultation

$5625.00

ck#1837

16.

Lewis Marine Supply

Inv#1708967 & Inv #1708977

$476.84

ck#1838

17.

Inter-Science Research Assoc

Mill Pond Inv# 36455

$768.54

ck#1839
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18.

Cahn & Cahn LLP Prof. Legal Fees Inv#14343-14346

$19520.00

ck#1840

19.

Total Fire Protection

$397.65

ck# 1841

Inv#34745

The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer
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March 17, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, MARCH 17, 2014, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Scott Horowitz, Trustee
Edward Warner Jr., and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak. Diane Fisher, Clerk
Typist, recorded the minutes.
Trustee Shultz introduced James Fuchs, Peconic Institute, to present the Mecox Bay Resiliency
Replenishment Strategy. Mr. Fuchs outlined the strategy for the Board and explained the DEC timeline for the
grant submission. Trustee Pell asked to see the entire application and asked for clarification on access rights for
Southampton Town residents. Trustee Shultz requested the proposal be submitted to the Board for review and
discussion followed. Clarification of the goals of the proposal was discussed.
A motion to allow Merriah Eberts our Coastal Steward, to attend the cesspool and septic tank management
meeting was made by Trustee Overton, seconded by Trustee Warner and was duly carried.
Trustee Shultz introduced Charles Darling to discuss Lake Agawam parking. Mr. Darling would like to
know which ponds residents have legal access to. Trustee Shultz stated there is a list of ponds available for the
public, and some locations are limited. Discussion about trailer parking for Lake Agawam access followed.
There is an updated survey and the Board will identify potential areas for parking. Discussion about public
access to ponds followed. Mr. Darling brought up the use of fertilizers and the effect on ponds. Fertilization
regulations are maintained by Suffolk County and need to be enforced by Suffolk County.

Trustee Warner

assured Mr. Darling that the Trustees will add a list of pond access points to the website.
Harry Miller, Marine Maintenance Director needs to place an ad in the paper for pump-out boat operators.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and was duly carried.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the requirements for the Southampton Town commercial shellfish
permit application. Special Counsel Joe Lombardo emphasized the importance of the DEC commercial license
in regards to the Bayman case. The blue book does not require the DEC permit for the application. The Board
agreed that the DEC commercial license will be required to secure a Town commercial shellfish license.
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DEC commercial license must state the applicant’s primary domicile. This requirement must be added to the
Blue Book and will be addressed at the next Blue Book meeting.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion Bradley’s Fishing Station, 43 Canoe Road, Hampton Bays to
renew a permit. Trustee Warner recused himself. Discussion about boat slips, parking and ferry regulations
followed. Trustee Overton asked if they need to hold a hearing for this permit. The application is placed on hold
until more current information is received. Trustee Shultz suggested that the Trustees should coordinate this
permit with other offices in Southampton Town.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion the Baycrest Avenue pier and bulkhead which are in poor shape
after the storms. The situation is a safety concern. Trustee Overton would like to know how the Board would
like him to proceed. The approved DEC permit expires in 2018. Trustee Warner suggested conducting a site
visit with several contractors to determine what can be done. Trustee Overton is looking for an immediate
solution to make the pier safe. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner Jr. and was
duly carried to authorize Trustee Overton to contact the Engineering office and contract with an engineering firm
to create a proposal. Trustee Shultz brought up Old Fort Pond and suggested doing the work on Baycrest
Avenue and Old Fort Pond at the same time.
Trustee Shultz introduced Cliff Gibbons of 53 S. Bay Ave, Eastport who was present to discuss a light
issue on his neighbor’s property, Mr. Mattone, 53A S. Bay Ave. The Board has jurisdiction over the dock; not
the upland area where the lights are located, nor the lights on the dock and this complaint should be directed to
Code Enforcement in regards to the dark skies law. Town Attorney Kara Bak advised the Board to review the
permit before taking action.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion a letter received from Howard Kessler regarding a duck blind
located at the end of Tanner’s Lane. Trustee Overton summarized the contents of the letter. Mr. Kessler
requested that the duck blind be re-instated to him. This was tabled until Senior Bay Constable Chris Kohnken is
present to discuss the matter.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Orson Munn, III, regarding a duck blind issue. This topic was tabled.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion, Mercy High School/Flanders Men’s Club, 1018 Flanders Road,
Flanders to construct a 10’ x 10’ seasonal ramp, to a 10’ x 20’ seasonal floating dock using open grate material
and secured by four (4) 12” piles for public access, and all fees will be waived. The motion to approve was duly
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carried with conditions.

The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no

environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion Copacabana Realty LLC, 757 Daniels Lane, Sagaponack, Trustee
Pell recused himself from this application to renew a permit. There is no current trustee permit on file and some
of the work was completed. A Bay Constable needs to inspect the site and write the appropriate summons. The
applicant needs to apply to legalize the project and a soil analysis will need to be conducted on the sand being
placed it’s not beach compatible.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion, Seafield Lane One, LLC, 60 Seafield Lane, Westhampton Beach to
construct a 4’ x 68’ catwalk, 3’ x 20’ ramp, to a 6’ x 20’ float secured by three (3) 8” piles using thru-flow
decking. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion 4 Cox Curve Road, Westhampton Beach, to amend Permit #10518
and transfer permit to new owner Eric Nelson. The permit is to construct a 4’ x 64’ walkway landward of
existing bulkhead, 4’x 58’ fixed catwalk, 3’x 12’ hinged ramp, and a 6’x 20’ float secured by two (2) 8” piles.
The application is placed on hold.
Trustee Overton placed the applications for Robert Pholy, 4 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach and James
Drovstep, 6 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach.
The application is placed on hold.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion 13 Stacy Drive, Westhampton to construct and modify the existing
dock. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell placed the following applications on hold: Skyfields Holding, Sembro LLC, Siegel, Goldman,
Brant, Appel, 450 Gin LLC, and 436 Gin Lane.
Trustee Overton asked Senior Bay Constable Chris Kohnken’s opinion on the lighting issue at 53A S. Bay
Avenue and he advised that code enforcement should be contacted.
Trustee Overton asked Senior Bay Constable Chris Kohnken if the homeowner hunted the location at the
end of Tanner’s Lane. Senior Bay Constable Kohnken will discuss this issue with Bay Constable Rich Franks.
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Senior Bay Constable Kohnken presented a violation that was issued at 112 Towd Point Road for working
in the wetlands.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion the Suffolk County overtime request for Foster’s Creek Dredging
project. The Suffolk County is requesting $15,000 for overtime. Discussion about the dredging project and
request followed. Town Attorney Kara Bak advised that as long as the stay is in place the Board is able to enter
into contracts and pay bills, should the stay be lifted, the Board will need authorization from the Town Board to
pay the county. Trustee Overton made a motion to table this topic until after the executive session. The topic
will be discussed in executive session.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton, and duly carried to enter executive
session.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell, and duly carried to reopen the meeting.
Trustee Warner brought back to discussion the Suffolk County Department of Public Works overtime
request for Foster’s Creek Dredging project. The Southampton Town Trustees would enter into an agreement with
the Town Board to reimburse the Town Board up to $15,000 for the appropriation of overtime for the completion of
the Foster’s Creek dredging project to occur in one dredging cycle.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, The Southampton Town Trustees agree to reimburse Suffolk County for overtime relative to
dredging Foster’s Creek, in the Town of Southampton in an amount not to exceed $15,000.00. Trustee Warner
hereby motioned to enter into an IMA with the County of Suffolk for this overtime.
The motion was second by Trustee Warner and was duly carried.
Two

(2)

Applications for permits were approved

Twenty Six

(26)

Applications for mooring permits were approved

One

(1)

Application for gill net permits were approved

Eight

(8)

Applications for pot permits were approved

One

(1)

Application for fish traps were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton, and duly carried to waive the reading
of the correspondence.
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DEC- Discharge Monitoring Report for Mill Pond – 3/3/14 – Report for Phoslock monitoring report.
Orson Munn III, Town Resident – 3/3/14 – Letter regarding his duck blind renewal.
Ron Barnish, South Shore Docks – 3/3/14 – Estimate to remove the Stacey Lynn, Smiths Creek, Hampton
Bays.
Jennifer Garvey, Deputy Chief of Staff – 3/3/14 – Email regarding the erosion control districts.
Seth D. Allen, VP Chesterfield Associates, Inc. – 3/3/14 – estimate to remove the Stacey Lynne, Smiths
Creek, Hampton Bays.
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consulting Inc. – 3/3/14 – Memo regarding 22 Cove Rd,
Bridgehampton.
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consulting Inc. – 3/3/14 – Memo regarding 166 Towd Point Road,
Southampton.
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consulting Inc. – 3/3/14 – Memo regarding 70 Cedar Lane,
Remsenburg.
Jay Blatt, Communications Director/MSA – 3/3/14 – Email of support.
J. Lee Snead, Esq – 3/3/14 – Facsimile regarding the Brookhaven Baymen’s Ass’n Inc. v. Town of
Southampton et al.
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer Trustee – 3/4/14 – Letter regarding the Priority dredging list and
Fosters Creek.
William Pell IV, Town Trustee – 3/4/14 – Memo regarding the April 30 Water Fowl meeting.
Gregg Rivara, Cornell Cooperative – 3/4/14 - List of the New York State Shellfish Seed Suppliers for 2014
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer Trustee – 3/4/14 – Letter of support to the DEC for the Conscious
Point Shellfish Hatchery.
Albert Tuzzolo, Bay Constable Southampton Town – 3/4/14 – Notice of violation for 18 East Landing,
Hampton Bays.
Joseph Lombardo, Esq. – 3/5/14 – Letter to 18 East Landing, Hampton Bays.
Stephen Funsch, Town Resident – 3/5/14 – Email regarding 43 Nautilus Drive, Hampton Bays.
Henry Bokuniewicz, Town Resident – 3/5/14 – Email regarding Fosters Creek.
Robert Marsh, Natural Resources Supervisor – 3/5/14 – Letter regarding the Mecox Inlet.
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Kara Bak, Assistant Town Trustee – 3/5/14 – Copy of resolutions.
Julie Nace, Bureau of Marine Resources DEC – 3/5/14 – agenda for the Municipal Officials Conference on
the Management of Septic Systems and Cesspools to Protect Long Islands Waters.
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/ Treasurer Trustee – 3/6/14 – letter regarding Charles Altenkirch Park,
Shinnecock East County Park.
The Olson Family, 56 Far Pond Road, Southampton – 3/6/14 – Letter of support.
Karen Rivara, Aeros Cultured Oyster Company – 3/7/14 – Estimate for shellfish seeding.
Public Notice – 3/7/14 – Public notice regarding the April 30, 2014 waterfowl meeting.
Merriah Eberts, Driver Messenger – 3/10/14 – Email regarding Fosters Creek.
Sarah Lansdale, A.I.C.P. – 3/10/14 – Letter regarding the Suffolk County Aquaculture Lease Board
meeting.
Howard Kesseler, Executive Managing Director – 3/10/14 – Email regarding Beaver Dam Creek.
Merriah Eberts, Driver Messenger – 3/10/14 – Email regarding Fosters Creek.
Shaun Hyde, Water Quality and Technology Leader – 3/10/14 – Email regarding Mill Pond.
Sarah Lansdale, A.I.C.P. – 3/10/14 – Public Notice for Suffolk County Aquaculture lease.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner – 3/11/14 – Facsimile regarding Mill Pond.
Albert Tuzzolo, Southampton Town Bay Constable – 3/11/14 – Notice of compliance for 43 Nautilus
Drive, Hampton Bays.
George Hammarth, Deputy Regional Permit Administrator – 3/10/14 – Letter regarding a request for
additional information regarding the Swan Island Oyster Reef project.
Cornelia Schlenk, New York Sea Grant Chair – 3/12/14 – Memorandum regarding the NYS Shellfish
Advisory Committee on Wednesday March 26th.
Merriah Eberts, Driver Messenger – 3/12/14 – Memo regarding the 2014 threatened and endangered
species program.
Matthew Sclafani, Senior Extension Resource Educator – 3/12/14 – Letter requesting approval to horseshoe
crab monitor.
Seth D. Allen, VP Chesterfield Associates, Inc. – 3/12/14 – Cost estimate to open Mecox Inlet.
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Gordon Jackson, President Jackson’s Marina – 3/12/14 – Letter requesting a letter of support to have their
basin dredged.
Terry Contracting & Materials, Inc. – 3/12/14 – Cost estimate to remove the Stacey Lynn, Smiths Creek,
Hampton Bays.
Joseph Lombardo, Esq. – 3/13/14 – Letter regarding Strough v. Village of Westhampton Dunes.
Tiffany Scarlato, Town Attorney – 3/13/14 – 2014 Work Plan for the Town Attorney’s office.
Sundy A. Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 3/13/14 – Res-2014- 339.
Rich Naso, Town Resident – 3/13/14 – Email regarding the use of materials on certain project.
Eric Shultz, Town President – 3/13/14 – Memo regarding a date change for the public informational forum.
Leslie Bowles-Early, Regulatory Project Manager – 3/14/14 – Email regarding Davis Creek.
Scott Hillary, Senior Environmental Planner – 3/14/14 – Email regarding overtime costs for Fosters Creek.
Agena Ridgeon, DKR Shores Inc – 3/14/14 – Facsimile regarding Dareen LLC.
Seth D. Allen, Chesterfields Associates Inc – 3/14/14 –Facsimile regarding the Mecox inlet and the Suffolk
County contract.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner – 3/13/14 – Facsimile regarding Mill Pond.
Scott M. Horowitz, Town Trustee – 3/14/14 – Letter regarding the Jacksons Marina to Gordon Jackson.
Scott M. Horowitz, Town Trustee – 3/14/14 – Letter regarding the Jacksons Marina to the DEC.
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer Trustee – 3/14/14 – Letter of permission for horseshoe crab
monitoring.
Trustee Overton requested copies of receipts be attached to petty cash replenishment requests.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell, to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

Suffolk County Clerk

Notary renewal Tanya S. Dawson

2.

Southampton Town Trustees

3.

Uncle Bob’s Self Storage

$60.00

ck# 1842

Replenish Petty Cash

$100.00

ck#1843

Annual Renewal #505

$1860.00

ck#1844

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz, and duly carried to close the
meeting.
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The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO.10688 is issued to First Coastal Corp. , as agent for 13 STACY DRIVE, INC., 13 Stacy Drive,
Westhampton Beach, NY (SCTM# 905-10-05-28) to renew and amend Permit #10469 for one year, to construct
(using open grate decking) 4’ x 100’seasonal catwalk, 3’ x 15’ ramp and a 6’ x 20’ float secured by two (2) 8”
green heart piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 94’ from MHW.
4) As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6) Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
7) All seasonal dock structures must be removed from water by December 1st each year.
8) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moriches Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10690 is issued to DKR Shores, Inc. , as agent for SEAFIELD LANE ONE , LLC, 60 Seafield
Lane, Westhampton Beach, NY (SCTM# 905-15-03-15.2) to construct a 4’ x 68’ catwalk, 3’ x 20’ ramp, to a 6’ x
20’ float secured by three (3) 8” piles using thru-flow decking.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
7. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Aspatuck Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
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MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-056 is issued to KENNETH H. DEEG, 149 Marys Lane, Southampton, NY 11968 to
place a 400 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Makee (Reg. No. NY4783GM ) in Sag
Harbor Cove (inside of Bridge, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-057 is issued to WILLIAM F. HALE, 67 Pine Neck Avenue, Noyack NY 11963 to
place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' O'Day Sailboat (Reg. No. none ) in Mill
Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-058 is issued to ANGELO F. VIGNOLA, 65 East Shore Road, North Sea, NY 11968
to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Steigercraft (Reg. No. NY6530GK ) in
Fresh Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-059 is issued to JOHN B. LANDES, 21 Bluff Point Rd, Sag Harbor NY 11963 to
place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Searay Auntie Diz (Reg. No.NY5501MC )
in Morris Cove, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-060 is issued to JOHN C. NEILL, 19 Deer Trail Road, Southampton NY 11968 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Seafarer Sailboat "Grateful" (Reg. No.
NY8296GD ) in Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-061 is issued to JOHN M. ANDERSON, 168 Wildwood Road, Sag Harbor NY
11963 to place a 50 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 11' homemade wood boat (Reg. No.
NY6521EP ) in Noyac Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-062 is issued to JOHN M. ANDERSON, 168 Wildwood Road, Sag Harbor NY
11963 to place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 25' Grady White "Retirement Daze"
(Reg. No. NY8127UG ) in Noyac Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-063 is issued to ROBERT R. FITCH, 7 Yacht Club Drive, Remsenburg NY 11960 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 14' Sunfish (Reg. No. none ) in Moriches
Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Michael Tenaglia.
PERMIT NO. 14-064 is issued to GREGORY J. TARAS, 6 Ajay Court, Hampton Bays NY 11946 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Pearson (Reg. No. NY2804HK ) in
Bullhead Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-065 is issued to DAILY S. HILL, 860 Dune Road, Westhampton Dunes, NY 11978
to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Grady White Bella Gionatta (Reg. No.
NY0017UX ) in 860 Dune Rd/S.Swan Island, under the direction of Bay Constable Michael Tenaglia.
PERMIT NO. 14-066 is issued to EDWARD P. KELLY, 9 Joysan Court, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' O'Day (Reg. No. NY0422PN ) in
Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-067 is issued to MICHAEL J. NELSON, 5 Old Country Road, Quogue NY 11959 to
place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Grady White "OFF THE HOOK" (Reg.
No. NY30009MD ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Michael Tenaglia.
PERMIT NO. 14-068 is issued to ROBERT ZALESKI, 30 Carter Road, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' Hunter (Reg. No. NY2719PJ ) in Red
Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
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PERMIT NO. 14-069 is issued to ROBERT J. GENTILE, 25 Birch Street, Sag Harbor, NY 11963 to
place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 15' Edewater "Fresh Ketch" (Reg. No.
NY5986US ) in Mill Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-070 is issued to WILLIAM E. HAYEK, 13-15 Indian Run, East Quogue NY 11942
to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 21' Aquasport Playpen III (Reg. No.
NY5696US ) in Mouth of Carter Creek/ Tiana Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle
McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-071 is issued to JOHN R. MCKEON, 423 Mill Road, Westhampton, NY 11978 to
place a 150lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Key West Myles Style (Reg. No.
NY1096MD ) in Beaver Dam Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-072 is issued to PETER J. VATTER, 87 Powell Ave., Southampton, NY 11968 to
place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 21' Parker (Reg. No. NY5482FX ) in
Bullhead Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-073 is issued to ELEANOR/ WILLIAM RATCHELOUS, 190 Washington Heights
Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place a 75 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 18'
Rhodes Cape Cod (Reg. No. NY8366FR ) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable
Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-074 is issued to JAMES T. GIORGIO, 29 Bluff Point Road, Sag Harbor NY 11963
to place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 16' Roth Skiff (Reg. No. NY2586MJ ) in
Sag Harbor Cove, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-075 is issued to WILBERT T. BUHL, 118 Montuak Highway, Quogue NY 11959 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 25' Tristate (Reg. No. NY6197GM ) in
Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-076 is issued to CHRISTOPHER G. CREED, 19 Linda Lane, Noyac NY 11768 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Key West (Reg. No. NY4000MB ) in Sag
Harbor Cove, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-077 is issued to BRADLEY H. ALLAN, 69 Towd Point Road, Southampton, NY
11968 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 21' Bayliner (Reg. No.NY6120MB )
in North Sea Harbor, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-078 is issued to MARCELLA M. WEISS, 931 Dune Road, Westhampton Dunes NY
11977 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 23' Key West (Reg. No.
NY4538UP ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-079 is issued to HOBART S. VAN NOSTRAND III, 19 Bay Drive, Hampton Bays,
NY 11946 to place a 200 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Scout (Reg. No.
NY2086UP ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-080 is issued to ANDREA S. DENNETT, 508 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach, NY
11978 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Yamaha (Reg. No.NY9543GL)
in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-081 is issued to DAVID S WACHTER, 761 Flying Point Road, Water Mill, NY
11976 to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Boston Whaler (Reg. No.
NY2506MK ) in Mecox Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Richard Franks.
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GILL NET PERMITS
PERMIT NO.GN-022 is issued to James Kraus, 82 Springville Road Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock Bay and Tiana Bay for 2014.

POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT - 062 is issued to RICHARD W. GEMINSKI, 36 Willow Street, Southampton NY 11968,
to place 9 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 205 is issued to WILLIAM H. BENNETT, 7 Parlato Place, Westhampton Beach NY
11978, to place 9 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-229 is issued to JONATHAN N. REWINSKI, 40 Inlet Road East, Southampton NY
11968, to place 100 eel on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-232 is issued to JAMES KRAUS, 82 Springville Rd, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place
24 eel, crab, & oysters on Trustees' bottom in Peconic Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-249 is issued to RONALD L. GRZYBOWSKI, 425 Little Noyac Path, Water Mill NY
11976, to place 7 crab pots on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-251 is issued to JACQUELINE P. BENNETT, 7 Parlato Place, Westhampton Beach, NY
11978, to place 9 crab pots on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-260 is issued to KURT J. DOSCH, 139 Sebonac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place 9
Crab on Trustees' bottom in National for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-267 is issued to HENRY J. MCCAVANAGH, 9 Ocean Ave, East Quogue NY 11942, to
place 50 crab and 25 eels on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.

FISH TRAP PERMITS

PERMIT NO.FT-044, FT-061, FT-085, FT-124, FT-125, FT-240, is issued to James R.
Kraus, 82 Springville Road, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish trap in
Southampton Town Waters as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town
Waters for 2014.
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March 25, 2014

THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 2014 AT 4:30 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President Eric Shultz; Secretary/Treasurer, Edward J. Warner Jr.; Trustee Scott
Horowitz and Trustee William Pell IV.
A motion was made by Trustee Eric Shultz and seconded by Trustee Edward J. Warner Jr., to open the
special meeting.
The permit for Felshman, 63 Shore Road, Westhampton, New York was brought up for further clarification
on the approval that was made during the March 3, 2014 meeting. Trustee Overton clarified that it was approved
with the following conditions: a 35’ landward return, wood deck must be removed, they must maintain a 10’
buffer area with a 5’ pass and re-pass; the wood ramp from the existing bulkhead down to the beach are must be
removed.
A motion was made by Trustee Eric Shultz, seconded by Trustee Edward J. Warner Jr., and duly
carried to pass the following resolution:
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Trustees hereby designate Terra Dunlap as Crew Leader for the
Threatened and Endangered Species Protection Program at the rate of $16 per hour.
A motion was made by Trustee Scott Horowitz, seconded by Trustee William Pell IV and duly
carried to pass the following resolution:
WHEREAS, the Southampton Town Trustees have continually maintained the cut at Mecox Inlet since
1642 and
WHEREAS, the dynamic nature of the Mecox Inlet necessitates employing a firm with not only expertise
and knowledge of the area, but one that possesses reliable equipment and can react at short notice and
WHEREAS, in order to conform with bidding practices consistent with Town law, while recognizing the
routinely short notice of Mecox Inlet opening and closing operations and
WHEREAS, it has been determined that the Trustees can utilize contractors that have successfully bid on
the County of Suffolk list relative to operating costs of specific machinery and
WHEREAS, the contracting firm of Chesterfield Associates has successfully bid on the Suffolk County
Bid List of machines necessary for the tasks that the Trustees require for the maintenance of the inlet area
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Trustees wish to employee Chesterfield Associates
relative to work to be performed at the Mecox cut at the rate proscribed on the official Suffolk County Bid

A motion was made by Trustee Eric Shultz, seconded by Trustee Edward J. Warner Jr. and duly
carried to pass the following resolution:
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WHEREAS, it is important to Southampton’s Economy and Ecology that navigation channels in
waterways be maintained and
WHEREAS, the County of Suffolk has secured the permits for dredging and has chosen Fosters Creek to
be placed on their priority dredging list for the Spring 2014 season and
WHEREAS, due to the numerous time constraints that are imposed by different regulatory agencies that
dictate when dredging may occur and
WHEREAS, the permit that is issued by the New York State DEC and others allows for a May 15th, 2014
thru June 1, 2014, timeframe to perform the necessary dredging and
WHEREAS, the Division of waterways has determined that in order to complete the job adequately, taking
into account tidal action and spoil area constraints, overtime on the part of the dredge crew will be
necessary to complete the job during the short window of time and
WHEREAS, the County of Suffolk is facing budget constraints, they have requested that the Town
Trustees supplement the overtime costs that will accrue for the personnel involved with the project and
WHEREAS, the Trustees have deemed this project as necessary to insure the viability of the marine
related businesses that utilize Fosters Creek and provide adequate current flow to maintain the Health of the
water body,
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Southampton Town Trustees resolve to expend no
more than the sum of $15,000.00 to be paid to the County of Suffolk for the maintenance dredging of
Fosters Creek. A motion was made by Trustee Eric Shultz, seconded by Trustee William Pell IV and
unanimously carried to pass the following resolution:
A motion was made by Trustee Eric Shultz, seconded by Trustee William Pell IV. and duly
carried to pass the following resolution:
WHEREAS, the Southampton Town Trustees hereby authorizes the President and Legislative Secretary to
review the Verizon Wireless Government Plan and the More Plan proposals and
WHEREAS, the Southampton Town Trustees will enter into a new contract agreement with Verizon
Wireless under the plan that offers the best maximum Shared Minutes usage per line available and
WHEREAS, the Southampton Town Trustees will enter into a new contract agreement with Verizon
Wireless to provide 5-iPhones 5S, 6 Apple ipad Air 16GB and necessary accessories for all devices and
WHEREAS, the Southampton Town Trustees wish to purchase these devices for the use of the Board in
conducting official Trustee Business before March 31, 2014, in order to take advantage of all discounts
given in the proposals and
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Southampton Town Trustees wish to proceed with
the purchasing of the cellular phones, iPad devices and necessary accessories for their proper use, as long
as the amount of either plan is not to exceed the original proposal amount of $689.84 estimated monthly
cost and $4284.79 total equipment and accessories cost.
Trustee Warner brought up for discussion the property located 316 East Montauk Highway Hampton Bays,
New York owned by Anthony & Lucia Cenzoprano. The Trustees concluded that he should advise them to fill out
an application for renewal.

The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer
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PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10691 is issued to First Coastal Corp., as agent for MYRNA D. FELSHMAN, 63 Shore Road,
Westhampton, NY (SCTM# 900-376-03-18) to construct a 35’ landward return, maintain a 10’ buffer area with a
5’ pass and re-pass. The wood ramp and deck must be removed.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun; only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.

PERSONAL WATERCRAFT LIFT/HOIST/FLOAT PERMITS
PWC14-004 is issued to STACEY B. MINDICH, 91 Cobb Isle Road,Water Mill, NY 11976 to place a
personal watercraft Float for a Kawaski (Reg. No. NY2380ME ) in Mecox Bay, under the direction of
Trustee William Pell IV
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April 7, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, APRIL 7, 2014, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary Edward Warner Jr; Trustee Ray Overton, Trustee
Scott Horowitz, and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to approve the
minutes of the following meetings: January 27, 2014 Regular Meeting, February 12, 2014 Regular Meeting,
February 12, 2014 Special Meeting, February 12, 2014 Special Meeting with the Southold and East Hampton
Town Trustees, March 6, 2014 Special Meeting and the March 25, 2014 Special Meeting.
Matthew Sclafani and Ron Paulsen from Cornell Cooperative Extension presented the Nearshore
Groundwater Nitrogen Assessment and Reduction Program. Trustee Shultz thanked Mr. Sclafani and Mr.
Paulsen for their presentation.

Trustee Shultz and Trustee Warner Jr. suggested various sites for project

locations.
Trustee Horowitz thanked the Bay Constables for their hard work over the weekend.
Agena Rigdon of DKR Shores, Billy Mack of First Coastal, Justin Fullweller and Jill Purpira from Ben
Kupinski Builders were present to discuss the Dareen LLC, 120 Meadow Lane, Southampton dune restoration
project. Ms. Rigdon presented a sample of sand from March 20, 2014 after the project commenced. Trustee
Warner Jr. indicated the other samples that came from the site the previous Thursday. The sand contains organic
material, sticks, stones, asphalt and is not acceptable for dune replenishment. Discussion ensued among the
Trustees and the previously mentioned representatives. Mr. Mack proposed hand screening the 3 feet of fill that
was placed on site in order to remove organic material, stone and material. John Foster, Southampton Village
Building Inspector joined the discussion.

Mr. Foster advised that First Coastal needs to screen the sand as the

current sand is unacceptable. A Coastal Steward will be hired to monitor the site for piping plovers and ensure
the completion of sifting the sand. Trustee Shultz asked for a commencement and schedule of work to be done.
Marty Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst for Southampton Town stated that sand suppliers should be contacted
to see what materials are available so specifications can be identified for dune restoration projects.
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Trustee Shultz brought up Mecox Bay. Seth Allan, Chesterfield Associates reported that the Mecox cut
was open. Mr. Allan would like to begin new project on Wednesday. Trustee Pell and Horowitz are working
jointly on the Mecox Bay Committee.
Joseph Mattone Jr., 53A South Bay Avenue, Eastport and Michael Hanrahan, 382 Mill Road,
Westhampton. Discussion about the Brazilian wood oil treatment applied to Mr. Mattone’s dock. Ms. Bak read
from the blue book; section 3 “No treated lumber may be used on any Trustee structure.”

Trustee Shultz

suggests that Ms. Bak sets an adjournment and come up with a resolution to resolve the situation.
Lisa Poyer, Inter-science and Wayne Bruin representing the applicant, 1280 LLC, 1280 Meadow Lane,
Southampton brought up the Old Penny Boathouse. The boathouse was built in the early 1930’s on Shinnecock
Bay and was damaged in Hurricane Sandy. The applicant wants to restore the Boathouse but has not submitted a
permit application. The Board will review the documents supplied by Mr. Bruin.
Jim Walker, Inter-science, Gary Goleski, Superintendent of Public Works for Southampton Village, and
Kevin Luss brought up Lake Agawam Ferry Company proposal. Mr. Walker presented conceptual plans of the
project.

Josh Belury joined the discussion. Trustee Pell suggested waiving the application permit fee. The

Board agreed that they would be willing to review an application for the project. A copy of the insurance policy
would need to go in the file.
Trustee Shultz brought up the Mill Pond SPDES permit renewal. The renewal fee is $50.00 and Mr.
Walker will talk to the regional representative. March testing was completed and total phosphorous was within
standards.
Trustee Warner brought up parking for trailers at the south end of Lake Agawam Park.
Mr. Belury asked if there is a slip available in Old Fort Pond for the ferry boat.
Angelo Vignola, Chris Corzzano, Bill Ward brought up Fresh Pond Dredging. Trustee Warner Jr. said the
County has committed resources to Foster’s Creek and the Fresh Pond project will require an alternative method.
Trustee Warner asked Senior Bay Constable Chris Kohnken to take depth soundings.

Discussion about

removing the shoal and placing the spoil material on the east side followed. Trustee Warner Jr. explained the
changes to the dredging permits and dredging windows.
Trustee Shultz brought up Southampton Historical Museum Lake Agawam Parking Pass. Tabled until next
meeting.
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to pass the
following resolution:
WHEREAS, the Trustees occasionally require the assistance of an outside attorney to
perform legal work on their behalf; and
WHEREAS, the Trustees have identified Joseph Lombardo as an attorney with the
requisite experience to provide legal counsel to them; and
WHEREAS, Joseph Lombardo has agreed to provide legal services to the Trustees at a
rate of $200.00 per hour; and not to exceed $10,000 a year; now therefore, be it
RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees of the Freeholders and Commonalty hereby
authorizes the President to execute a consulting contract with Joseph Lombardo for legal services
during the year 2014.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner Jr. and duly carried to pass the
following resolution:
Resolution to extend the date from June 1 to June 15 relative to a previous resolution dated March
17th regarding overtime costs payable to the County of Suffolk for dredging of Foster’s Creek.
Dr. Chris Gobler, Stony Brook University, provided the Board with a year 2 report on the Shinnecock Bay
Restoration Program. There is evidence that the shellfish are surviving, restored sea grass is surviving, and the
water quality in the Bay is improving. The brown tide was gone by the time the clams spawned. The red tide
was gone early as well. Spawning sanctuaries were discussed. Trustee Warner Jr. asked if there were any DEC
permits for the western portion of the bay. Mr. Belury presented comments on behalf of the public.
Albert Algeri, president of East Quogue Civic Association and on behalf of the CAC, acknowledged East
Quogue’s support of the Trustees and urged everyone to attend the meeting on 4/29/14 and to support the
Trustees as elected officials.
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of David and Marybeth Lohuis, 22 Post Lane, Quogue to
reconstruct 119’ bulkhead (in kind/ in place) using vinyl sheathing. To construct a 4’ x 4’ catwalk using thru flo
material, 4’ x 16’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ float secured by (4) four 6” pilings. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought up the application of Weikert Family Trust, 38 Dolphin Road, East Quogue to
reconstruct 75’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing. To construct (2) two 10’ returns, and a 4’ x
75’ walkway landward of bulkhead. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type
2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
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Trustee Overton brought up the application of Robert Pholy, 4 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach to
reconstruct (in kind/in place) 175’ bulkhead, (1) one 10’ return, (1) 16’ return. To construct a 4’ x 65’ fixed
elevated catwalk, to a 3.5’ x 12’ hinged ramp and a 6’ x 20’ float, secured by (2) two10” pilings. The motion to
approve was duly carried.

The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no

environmental review.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton and was duly carried for the
following resolution:
RESOLVED, that for the Southern portion of Quantuck Bay, specifically pertaining to lots on the
barrier beach; the town wide dock regulations regarding length and depth requirement in Article
VII, Section 6 shall apply.
Trustee Overton brought up the application of James Drvostep, 6 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach. To
reconstruct (in kind/in place) 140’ bulkhead, using vinyl sheathing. To construct a 4’ x 84’ dock, 3’ x 12’ ramp
to a 6’ x 20’ float, secured by (2) two 6” piles. This is approved contingent upon the plans revised in the March
3rd & March 18th submittals from their agent First Coastal. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project
is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought up the application of Levi Citarella, 20 Mitchell Road, Westhampton Beach to
reconstruct (in kind/in place) 50’ bulkhead, and install (2) two 10’ returns, using vinyl sheathing. To construct a
4’ x 6’ platform, 3’ x 12’ ramp, to a 6’x 20’ float secured by (2) two 10” piles. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought up the application of Barry Brandeis, 10 Bob White Lane, Remsenburg to
reconstruct 41’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing and install a 10’ return. Put in 25 cubic yards of clean fill; restore
the area behind the bulkhead with native vegetation. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought up the application Eric Nelson, 4 Cox Curve, Westhampton Beach to transfer
Permit # 10518, modify dock configuration; to construct a 4’x 62’and 4’ x 64’ sections of walkway landward of
existing bulkhead, 4’x 58’ fixed catwalk, 3’x 12’ hinged ramp, and a 6’x 20’ float secured by two (2) 8” piles.
The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires
no environmental review.
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Trustee Overton brought up the application Margaret Brush, 6 S. Crestview Drive, Remsenburg to
construct (using open grate decking) a 4’ x 320’ catwalk, steps supported by 4” x 6” posts. The motion to
approve was duly carried.

The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no

environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of Eileen (Julie) Governale, 18 East Landing Rd, Hampton
Bays to restore property embankment with a 92’ rock revetment, remove storm debris, set filter cloth, rocks.
Establish 10’ non-fertilization buffer zone upland of the revetment. The motion to approve was duly carried.
The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of Lucia Cenzoprano, 316 E. Montauk Highway, Hampton
Bays to renew Permit #10329, Permit #10108 & Permit #9972 for six months from this date of approval, to
reconstruct (using vinyl sheathing) 125’ bulkhead , 22’ return (west side) , and a 40’ return (east side). To
construct 4’ x 4’ platform and 4’ x 5’ stairs down to beach. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project
is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of Joan Standish, 36 Rampasture Road, Hampton Bays to
construct a 4’ x 12’ ramp, (2) two stairs for pass and repass, 4’ x 8’ fixed catwalk, 4’ x 84’ catwalk using open
grate material, a seasonal 3’ x 12’ ramp, (2) two 6’ x 10’ float in a shore perpendicular configuration, supported
by (3) three 6” pilings and install (2) two 6” mooring piles. The motion to approve was duly carried upon receipt
of new drawings to scale.

The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no

environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of Stephen Saloy, 13 Middle Pond Lane, Southampton to
reconstruct (in kind/in place) bulkhead 8’ return on south side, 75’ return on west side a and 20’ return on north
side of property line using vinyl sheathing; 5 cubic yards clean fill. To construct a 4’ x 40’ fixed elevated
catwalk, 4’ x 16’ ramp to (2) two 6’ x 10’ float, using thru flo material and secured by (2) two 6” piles. The
motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of Nabeela Al Mulla, 112 Newtown Road, Hampton Bays to
reconstruct 10’ storm damaged rock revetment, remove storm debris, reset filter cloth, rocks. Establish 10’ nonfertilization buffer zone upland of the revetment. Reconstruct an 8’ x 20’ deck landward of existing bulkhead.
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The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires
no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of Thaddeus and Mary Ellyn Miller, 14 Bay Avenue,
Shinnecock Hills, to reconstruct 333’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using steel material. The motion to approve
was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental
review. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton and was duly carried for the
following resolution:
Resolution to authorize the president to sign the access agreement which is revised for the April, 7th
meeting between the Trustees and Thaddeus Miller located at 4 Bay Road, Hampton Bays.
A roll call vote to ratify Miller permit, Trustee Shultz motioned for a roll call vote to ratify Miller permit, Trustee
Pell seconded; Trustee Pell; aye, Trustee Horowitz; aye, Trustee Schultz; aye, Trustee Overton; aye, Trustee
Warner; aye.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of Dorian Goldman, 31 Surfside Drive, Bridgehampton, to
construct a 4’ x 10’ stairs up to a 4’ x 28’ catwalk, 4’ x 16’ stairs down, using thru flo material, and supported by
4” x 4” post. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of Herbert Sambol, 22 Cove Road, Sag Harbor to construct a 4’ x
25’ stairs, 4’ x 56’ elevated catwalk using thru flo material, to a 3’ x 15’ hinged ramp and a 6’ x 20’ float,
secured by (4) four 6” pilings. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of John and Annalia Idol, 411 Rose Hill Road, Watermill to
reconstruct 4’ x 25’ fixed catwalk, to a 6’ x 14.5’ fixed “T” configuration dock using thru flo decking with no
handrails and lower it 26 inches off the ground.

The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is

classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of Redwood Anchorage, 40 Redwood Rd, Sag Harbor to
reconstruct (in kind/in place) a 338’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing. The motion to approve was duly carried.
The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
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Nineteen

(19)

Applications for permits were approved

One

(1)

Application for personal watercraft lifts/hoists/floats were approved

One

(1)

Application for personal watercraft Mooring

Nine

(9)

Applications for mooring permits were approved

One

(1)

Application for gill net permits were approved

Three

(3)

Applications for pot permits were approved

Eight

(8)

Applications for fish traps were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner Jr. and duly carried to waive the
reading of the correspondence.
Scott Hilary, Senior Environmental Planner Suffolk County – 3/17/14 – Email regarding overtime costs for
the Fosters Creek, Hampton Bays dredging project.
John Dunne, East Hampton Town Shellfish Hatchery Director – 3/17/14 – Email invitation to the Long
Island Shellfish Managers meeting.
Tom Garber, Third Wave Films – 3/17/14 – Letter regarding a proposal for a film about all east end
Trustees.
Peconic River Fish Restoration Commission – 3/17/14 – Agenda for the March 27th meeting.
Diane McNally, East Hampton Trustee Clerk – 3/17/14 – Memorandum inviting the Southampton Trustees
to a water sample presentation by Dr. Chris Gobler.
James Walker, Inter- Science Principle Planner – 3/17/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Edward Warner Jr., Town Trustee – 3/18/14 – Letter regarding 95 Inlet Road West, Southampton.
James J Fuchs, Peconic Institute Environmental Engineer – 3/18/14 – Mecox Bay Resiliency
Replenishment Strategy proposal.
James Walker, Inter- Science Principle Planner – 3/18/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
C. Theresa Masin, Environmental Analyst – 3/18/14 – Copy of Coastal Compliance for the Bridgehampton
and Sagaponack beach re-nourishment projects.
Long Island Waterfront Revitalization Program – 3/18/14 – Discussion points from the meeting.
Army Corp of Engineers – 3/18/14 – Permit for 81 Pine Avenue, Goose Creek, Peconic Bay.
Edward Warner Jr., Town Trustee – 3/18/14 – Letter regarding 43 Nautilus Drive, Hampton Bays.
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James Walker, Inter- Science Principle Planner – 3/19/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Brian J. Lester, Town Resident – 3/19/14 – Letter regarding 51 Round Pond Lane, Sag Harbor.
Eric Shultz, Town President – 3/20/14 – Memorandum regarding the informational session on April 29th,
2014.
Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores, Inc. – 3/21/14 – Email regarding 120 Meadow Lane, Southampton.
Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores, Inc. – 3/24/14 – Email regarding 120 Meadow Lane, Southampton.
Blue Gate Consulting Corp. – 3/24/14 – Facsimile regarding 36 Rampasture Rd, Hampton Bays.
Municipal Officials Conference – 3/24/14 – Information regarding managing cesspools and septic systems
to protect Long Island waters.
Scott Horowitz, Town Trustee – 3/24/14 – Letter regarding 17 Shinnecock Rd, East Quogue.
John Dunne, East Hampton Town Shellfish Hatchery Director – 3/26/14 – Annual East Hampton Shellfish
Hatchery 2013 report.
John Dunne, East Hampton Town Shellfish Hatchery Director – 3/26/14 – Agenda and meeting minutes
from the meeting on 2/6/13.
Lawrence K. Gross, President Core Title Services – 3/26/14 – Facsimile regarding 86 Old Noyack Path,
Sag Harbor.
Paul Bollo, Town Resident – 3/26/14 – Email regarding a boat lift.
Julia Priolo, Consultant Land Use Ecological Services – 3/26/14 – Letter regarding 23 Willow Shade Ave,
East Quogue.
Andrew Walker, Regional Manager Bureau of Habitat – 3/26/14 – letter regarding Mecox Bay dredging.
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 3/27/14 – Resolution 2014-452 and 2014-464.
Melissa Martin, Riverhead Foundation – 3/27/14 – Email regarding their programs.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 3/27/14 – Letter regarding the Mecox cut.
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 3/27/14 – Resolution 2014-403 for Fosters Creek dredging project.
Gary Goleski, Southampton Village Superintendent of Public Works – 3/27/14 – email regarding Lake
Agawam.
Tanya Dawson, Legislative Secretary – 3/28/14 – Email to the Town Attorney regarding the Mecox cut and
sand.
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Scott Hilary, Senior Environmental Planner – 3/28/14 – Email regarding Fosters Creek.
William Pell IV, Town Trustee – 3/31/14 – Letter regarding Lionsgate LLC.
Edward Warner Jr., Town Trustee – Memorandum to the Town Supervisor regarding the Fosters Creek
dredging project.
James J. Gilmore, Bureau of Marine Resources Chief – 3/31/14 – Letter regarding emergency shellfish
closures.
William Hastback, Marine Biologist 2 – 3/31/14 – Email regarding shellfish closures.
Tom Edmonds – Southampton Historical Museum executive director – 3/31/14 – Letter regarding
permission to use the Lake Agawam parking lot.
Kathy Ferguson, Eminent Abstract, Inc. – 3/31/14 – Email regarding Trustee roads.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 3/31/14 – Letter regarding Trustee roads.
Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 4/1/14 – Email regarding the Tiana erosion control district.
Aram V. Terchunian, First Coastal Inc. – 4/1/14 – Email regarding projects for dune reconstruction of town
beaches.
C. Theresa Masin, Environmental Analyst – 4/1/14 – Email regarding language for dune restoration permits
for the Conservation Board.
Renee Rignola, Suffolk County Department of Public Works – 4/1/14 – Email regarding Foster’s Creek.
Eileen Governale, Town Resident – 4/1/14 – Letter regarding 18 East Landing Road, Hampton Bays.
Orson D. Munn, Town Resident – 4/1/14 – Letter regarding a duck blind.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 4/1/14 – Commencement for the dredging of Mecox inlet.
Christine Fetten, Town P.E. – 4/2/14 – Email regarding electric powered vehicles.
Allison Mancuso, Contracts Technician – 4/2/14 – Email regarding shellfish.
Norman Soule, Soule’s Aquatics – 4/2/14 – Contract for Trout stocking for 2014.
Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores Inc. – 4/3/14 – Copy of covenant for 27 Oakhurst Road, Hampton Bays.
Susanna Herrmann, En-Consultants – 4/3/14 – Email regarding 443 Sagaponack Road, Sagaponack.
Josh Belury, Sea Scouts – 4/3/14 – Email regarding the Conscience Point hatchery.
James L. Walker, P.P. Inter-Science – 4/3/14 – Email regarding 1320 Meadow Lane, Southampton.
William J. Hutchinson – 4/3/14 – Letter regarding a duck blind.
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Angelo Vignola, Town Resident – 4/3/14 – Email regarding the April 7, 2014 regular meeting.
Mid-Atlantic Regional Planning Body – 4/4/14 – Letter of invitation to attend a public listening session
regarding the Mid- Atlantic Regional Ocean Planning Framework.
James L. Walker, P.P. Inter-Science – 4/4/14 – Email regarding Mill Pond
Debra A. Barnes, Shellfisheries Section Head NYSDEC – 4/4/14 – Rescission of emergency designation of
shellfish lands.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell, to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

Loper’s Equipment

Inv# 58339

$22.50

ck#1845

2.

NYS DEC

Renew Freshwater Wetland Permit $50.00

ck# 1846

3.

East Coast Mines

Inv# 298388398

$125.20

ck# 1847

4.

Jones, Little & Co. Inc

April 2014 Acct. Retainer

$175.00

ck#1848

5.

Lewis Marine Supply

Inv# 1710026, 1710027, 1711718 $243.35

ck# 1849

6.

Riverhead Trailer Inc

Inv date 3/27/2014

$288.00

ck# 1850

7.

Pace Analytical

Inv#41092

$540.00

ck#1851

8.

Inter-Science Research Assoc

Inv# 36604

$1182.73

ck# 1852

9.

Cahn & Cahn LLP

Inv # 14360-14363

$13,777.21

ck# 1853

A motion to close the meeting was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner Jr. and duly
carried.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer
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PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10692 is issued to Shore Solutions Inc., as agent for NABEELA AL-MULLA, 112 Newtown
Road, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-186-02-36.3) to reconstruct 10’ storm damaged rock revetment, remove
storm debris, reset filter cloth, rocks. Establish 10’ non-fertilization buffer zone upland of the revetment.
Reconstruct an 8’ x 20’ deck landward of existing bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Great Peconic Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10693 is issued to DKR Shores, Inc., as agent for BARRY BRANDEIS, 10 Bob White Lane,
Remsenburg, NY (SCTM# 900-381-03-41) to reconstruct 41’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing and install a 10’
return.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off dug canal off Moriches Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10694 is issued to Peter Simmons, as agent for MARGARET BRUSH, 6 South Crestview Drive,
Remsenburg , NY (SCTM# 900-369-01-93) to construct (using open grate decking) a 4’ x 320’ catwalk, steps
supported by 4” x 6” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
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1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Steps must be installed on either side of fixed walkway between MHW and MLW for public pass
and repass purposes.
3) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
4) Entire dock structure must not extend past 20’ from MHW.
5) As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
6) Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
7) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
8) There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
9) No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Speonk River, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10695 is issued to Clay Coefield, as agent for ANTHONY JR. & LUCIA CENZOPRANO,316
East Montauk Highway, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-231-01-37) to renew Permit #10329, Permit # 10108
& Permit #9972 for six months from this date of approval, to reconstruct ( using vinyl sheathing) 125’ bulkhead ,
22’ return (west side) , and a 40’ return (east side). To construct 4’ x 4’ platform and 4’ x 5’ stairs down to beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement &
completion of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement & Completion notice must
be mailed to Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
8. If any part of the bulkhead, returns, platform or stairs should exist on a Trustees' right of way
known as Shinnecock Beach Road and, in the future, the public demands restoration of this
road, the bulkhead, returns, platform or stairs will have to be removed.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10696 is issued to DKR Shores Inc., as agent for LEVI CITARELLA,20 Mitchell Road,
Westhampton Beach, NY (SCTM# 905-11-02-07.1) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 50’ bulkhead, and install (2)
two 10’ returns, using vinyl sheathing. To construct a 4’ x 6’ platform, 3’ x 12’ ramp, to a 6’x 20’ float secured
by (2) two 10” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
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All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
8. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
9. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moneybogue Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
2.

PERMIT NO. 10697 is issued to First Coastal Corp. , as agent for JAMES DRVOSTEOP, 6 Dune Road,
Westhampton Beach , NY (SCTM# 905-22-01-25) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 140’ bulkhead, using vinyl
sheathing. To construct a 4’ x 84’ dock, 3’ x 12’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ float, secured by (2) two 6” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high
tide to top of deck.
8. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
9. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
10. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
11. Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
12. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quantuck Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10698 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc., as agent for DORIAN GOLDMAN,
31 Surfside Drive, Bridgehampton, NY (SCTM# 900-134-05-55) to construct a 4’ x 10’ stairs up to a 4’ x 28’
catwalk, 4’ x 16’ stairs down, using thru flo material, and supported by 4” x 4” post .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
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1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
3) Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
4) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
5) There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
6) A 10' buffer zone must be created.
7) No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10699 is issued to Eileen Governale , as agent for JULIE GOVERNALE, 18 East Landing Road,
Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-186-02-2.1) to restore property embankment with a 92’ rock revetment,
remove storm debris, set filter cloth, rocks. Establish 10’ non-fertilization buffer zone upland of the revetment.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Peconic Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10700 is issued to Shawn F. Leonard, as agent for JOHN & ANNALIA IDOL, 411 Rose Hill
Road, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-115-03-16) to reconstruct 4’ x 25’ fixed catwalk, to a 6’ x 14.5’ fixed “T”
configuration dock using thru flo decking, with no handrails and lower it 26 inches off the ground.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4) As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Hayground Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10701 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc., as agent for DAVID & MARYBETH
LOHUIS, 22 Post Lane, Quogue , NY (SCTM# 902-14-01-47) to reconstruct 119’ bulkhead (in kind/ in place)
using vinyl sheathing. To construct a 4’ x 4’ catwalk using thru flo material, 4’ x 16’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ float
secured by (4) four 6” pilings.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
8. Entire dock structure must not extend past 90’ from MHW.
9. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
10. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
11. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
12. Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
13. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off dug canal tributary of Quogue Canal, as per application and survey
submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10702 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc., as agent for W. THADDEUS &
MARYELLEN MILLER, 14 Bay Road, Shinnecock Hills, NY (SCTM# 900-232-03-37.5) to reconstruct 333’
bulkhead (in kind/in place) using steel material.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
4. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If steel or vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
5. Installation of a stone "scour pad" to protect the bulkhead backfill in case of overwash. The
scour pad shall consist of a
minimum 1-foot layer of cobble size stone set on filter fabric.
6. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
7. A 5’ pass way landward of bulkhead must be maintained.
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If any part of the bulkhead should exist on a Trustees' right of way known as Shinnecock Beach Road and,
in the future, the public demands restoration of this road, the bulkhead will have to be removed at the
homeowners expense.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10703 is issued to DKR Shores, Inc., as agent for ERIC NELSON, 4 Cox Curve Road,
Westhampton Beach, NY (SCTM# 905-15-04-12) to amend and renew Permit #10518 to construct a 4’ x 62’
walkway, 4’ x 64’ walkway landward of existing bulkhead, 4’x 58’ fixed catwalk, 3’x 12’ hinged ramp, and a 6’x
20’ float secured by two (2) 8” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 88’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must not extend over 34” above deck of catwalk.
5. Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quantuck Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10704 is issued to Shawn M. Barron, M.S., as agent for 4 DUNE ROAD LLC, 4 Dune Road,
Westhampton Beach, NY (SCTM# 905-22-01-26) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 175’ bulkhead, (1) one 10’
return, (1) 16’ return. To construct a 4’ x 65’ fixed elevated catwalk, to a 3.5’ x 12’ hinged ramp and a 6’ x 20’
float, secured by (2) two10” pilings.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
8. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
9. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
10. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
11. Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
12. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quantuck Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10705 is issued to First Coastal Corp., as agent for REDWOOD ANCHORAGE, 40 Redwood
Road, Sag Harbor, NY (SCTM# 903-01-03-19.1) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) a 338’ bulkhead using vinyl
sheathing.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sag Harbor Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10706 is issued to Dennis W. Cole, as agent for STEPHEN SALOY, 13 Middle Pond Lane,
Southampton, NY (SCTM# 900-272-02-03) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 75’ bulkhead with a 8’ return on
south side, and 20’ return on north side of property line using vinyl sheathing. To construct a 4’ x 40’ fixed
elevated catwalk, 4’ x 16’ ramp to (2) two 6’ x 10’ float, using thru flo material and secured by (2) two 6” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high
tide to top of deck.
8. Entire dock structure must not extend past 60’ from MHW.
9. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
10. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
11. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
12. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
13. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Middle Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10707 is issued to Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc., as agent for HERBERT H. SAMBOL,
22 Cove Road, Sag Harbor, NY (SCTM# 903-01-03-22) to construct a 4’ x 25’ stairs, 4’ x 56’ elevated catwalk
using thru flo material, to a 3’ x 15’ hinged ramp and a 6’ x 20’ float, secured by (4) four 6” pilings.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Steps must be installed on either side of fixed walkway between MHW and MLW for public pass
and repass purposes.
3. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
4. Entire dock structure must not extend past 65’ from MHW.
5. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
6. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
7. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
8. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sag Harbor Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10708 is issued to Blue Gate Consulting Corp., as agent for JOAN STANDISH, 36 Rampasture
Road, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-320-01-02) to construct a 4’ x 12’ ramp, (2) two 4’ x 4 stairs for pass
and repass, 4’ x 8’ fixed catwalk, 4’ x 84’ catwalk using open grate material, a seasonal 3’ x 12’ ramp, (2) two 6’
x 10’ float in a shore perpendicular configuration, supported by (3) three 6” pilings and install (2) two 6” mooring
piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Steps must be installed on either side of fixed walkway between MHW and MLW for public pass
and repass purposes.
3. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high
tide to top of deck.
4. Entire dock structure must not extend past 125’ from MHW.
5. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
6. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
7. Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
8. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Tiana Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10709 is issued to DKR Shores Inc., as agent for WEICKERT FAMILY TRUST, 38 Dolphin
Road, East Quogue NY (SCTM# 900-384-01-25) to reconstruct 75’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl
sheathing. To construct (2) two 10’ returns, and a 4’ x 75’ walkway landward of bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
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4.

To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
8. A 10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the bulkhead landward.
9. No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Shores, as per application and survey submitted.
PERSONAL WATERCRAFT LIFT/HOIST/FLOAT PERMITS
PWC14-005 is issued to PATRICIA A CITRONE, 154 Springville Road, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a personal watercraft Lift for a 24' Montura (Reg. No. NY1596UX ) in Smiths Creek, under the
direction of Trustee Ed Warner Jr.
PERSONAL WATERCRAFT MOORING PERMITS
PWCM 14-004 is issued to BARRY GOLDFEDER, 855 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach, NY 11978
to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a personal watercraft Float for a Yamah
(NY7823MGG) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus
Fee Paid: $250.00

MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-082 is issued to CLIFFORD S. MAENZA, 31 Romana Drive, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 27' Grady White (Reg. No.
NY6605ME ) in Tiana Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-083 is issued to CLIFFORD S. MAENZA, 31 Romana Drive, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 75 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 16' Hobie Cat (Reg. No. none ) in
Tiana Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-084 is issued to ARTHUR H. HAAS, 27 Canoe Place Road, Hampton Bays NY
11946 to place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 18' Sport Craft (Reg. No.
NY5844JR ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-085 is issued to WALTER B. WEITZNER, 265 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach
NY 11978 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Flying Scot (Reg. No.
NY9934GC ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-086 is issued to JOSEPH R. ATTONITO, 10 Saralins Way, East Quogue NY 11942
to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' MA/CR "PEEP" (Reg. No. NY9401GJ )
in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-087 is issued to ELLEN P. KRISTIANSEN, 31 Walnut Street, Sag Harbor NY
11963 to place a 100lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 16' Bayliner "BOWRIDER" (Reg.
No. NY3076GT ) in Mill Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
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PERMIT NO. 14-088 is issued to GEORGE S. WAGNER, 244 Sebonac Road, Southampton, NY
11968 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Scout (Reg. No. NY1180MB )
in Bullhead Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-089 is issued to PHILIP BUCKING, 89 Crescent Street, Sag Harbor, NY 11963 to
place a 150lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 18' Angler (Reg. No. NY3163FF ) in Paynes
Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-090 is issued to MITCHELL J. MANDEL, 17 Lighthouse Road, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 200 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 23' Yamaha Jet Boat (Reg. No.
NY3814MG ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.

GILL NET PERMITS
PERMIT NO.GN-059 is issued to John Berglin, 18 Lynncliff Road Hampton Bays NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.

POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT - 032 is issued to JOHN E. BERGLIN, 18 Lyncliff Rd, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place
50 eel & 50 crab on Trustees' bottom in All Creek, Shinnecock Bay & Tiana Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 077 is issued to RONALD X. REMKUS, 109 Glover Street, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to
place 9 crab on Trustees' bottom in Upper Sag Harbor Cove for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 220 is issued to JOHN MORRIS, 466 Montauk Hwy, East Quogue NY 11942, to place
120 crab, 70 conchs & 35 eel on Trustees' bottom in Moriches Bay & Shinnecock Bay for 2014.

FISH TRAP PERMITS
PERMIT NO FT-014 is issued to John Berglin, P. O. Box 921, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish
trap in Shinnecock Bay, minimum 150' north of Lynn Ave as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map,
Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-015 is issued to John Berglin, P. O. Box 921, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish
trap in Shinnecock Bay, minimum 150' north of Carmel Lane as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map,
Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-043 is issued to John Berglin, P. O. Box 921, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish
trap in Shinnecock Bay, south of Rt. 27,1000' west of the Peconic Road ramp as per applicant’s marker on
Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-122 is issued to John Berglin, P. O. Box 921, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish
trap in outside of Mill Creek (east side) overall length of 300' as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map,
Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-214 is issued to John Berglin, P. O. Box 921, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish
trap in Shinnecock Bay approx. 500' south of Shinnecock Road as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map,
Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
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PERMIT NO FT-252 is issued to John Berglin, P. O. Box 921, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish
trap in in Peconic River, south side at the mouth as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town
Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-253 is issued to John Berglin, P. O. Box 921, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish
trap in in Peconic River, south side - off of Broad Meadow acrosss from Saw Mill Creek as per applicant’s
marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-254 is issued to John Berglin, P. O. Box 921, Hampton Bays NY, New York, to place a fish
trap in in Flanders Bay - 200' east of Long Neck Boulevard as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map,
Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
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April 21, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, APRIL 21, 2014, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Ray Overton, Trustee
Scott Horowitz., and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Shultz called the meeting to order.
Trustee Shultz introduced Suzanna Herman of En-consultants on behalf of Martha O’Neill, 1100 Ocean
Road, Bridgehampton. The O’Neill’s property is adjacent to a piece of property donated by her family to the
Trustees in the 1980’s. The O’Neill’s are applying to the Health Department to modify their lot. The O’Neill’s
are asking the Board to allow the water main located on the Trustee’s property to remain. Once the Board has
received and reviewed the metes, bounds and surveys, they would need to pass a resolution to authorize Trustee
Shultz to sign an agreement. Ms. Herman will supply all documents to Kara Bak for review.
Trustee Shultz introduced Dr. Christopher Gobler and Christina Santora. Dr. Gobler supplied maps to the
Board. The Board is still discussing the expansion of the spawning sanctuary in Shinnecock Bay. Ms. Santora
will supply the vendor for additional signs. The water quality of the west area of Tiana Bay is not ideal for hard
clam survival. By placing the proposed closure in the eastern portion of Tiana Bay, the water quality is better
and would increase the recruitment of hard clams. The Board expressed concern over loss of access for
recreational and commercial shellfishing in the eastern area of Tiana Bay. Trustee Shultz recommended
Murphy’s Cove as an alternative site for the sanctuary. Discussion regarding enforcement followed. The Board
requested a poll from the Baymen Associations. Trustee Shultz suggested a committee to present to the Baymen.
Dr. Gobler explained the next phase of project and the importance of collecting data. Dr. Gobler stated that the
project will benefit the Baymen and the Town as a whole. Discussion over the sanctuary boundaries and organic
composition of the bay bottom followed. The Board agreed to form a committee to work together to achieve the
most desirable solution. Trustee Overton stated the importance of a public hearing to inform the public and
garner support. Trustee Pell suggested Trustee Overton head the committee.
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton, and duly carried to waive the public
hearing for the following applications; Veronica Fitzgerald, Cindy Derosa, Richard Kane, Jordan Stern, Kathleen
Cuomo-Ficenes, Kit McQuiston, Keith OVerlander, Donald and Catherine Anzalone, Miriam Greenberg, LNALLC, Alan and Eugenia Sacks, 229 Quimby Lane LLC, 39 Fairfield Pond Lane and Bayonne Capital LLC.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Veronica Fitzgerald, 27 Oakhurst Road, Hampton Bays to reconstruct
87’bulkhead, 10’ return and 3’ x 27’ stairs for beach access. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project
is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Cindy DeRosa, 121 Shore Road, Southampton. The application is
placed on hold.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Richard Kane, 146 Newtown Road, Hampton Bays to install 125’
stone armor, 2 stones high, using 1-ton stones and backfill with up to 250 c.y. of clean fill and replant with beach
grass 1’ on center. To construct 4’ x 8’ stairs with two (2) 4’ x 4’ landing platforms. The motion to approve was
duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Jordan Stern, 9 Red Creek Park, Hampton Bays to construct 90’ x 4’
fixed dock (using open grate material), 15’ x 2.5’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ floating dock secured by two (2) 8” piles.
The motion to approve was duly carried with conditions. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Kathleen Cuomo-Ficenes, 132 Cold Spring Point Road, Southampton.
to renew and amend Permit # 10474 for one year, to reconstruct 32’ x 32’x 22’ boat slip, install two (2) 8” pile
dolphins. To construct 4’x 32’walkway, 4’ x 10’ ramp, 4’ x 16’ catwalk, 4’x 8’ platform, landward of and
attached to bulkhead (using open space decking), 4’x 15’ ramp and 6’x 20’ float secured by two (2) 6” piles.
The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires
no environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion Brian P. Convey, 27 Meadow Lane, Quogue to construct a 4’ x 4’
fixed dock, 3’ x 14’ ramp and a 6’ x 20’ float secured by two (2) 8” piles. The motion to approve was duly
carried with conditions.

The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no

environmental review.
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Trustee Overton brought to discussion Keith Overlander, 160 Dune Road, Westhampton to reconstruct (in
kind/ in place) 150’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing and construct a 4’ x 150’ walkway landward of bulkhead.
The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires
no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Donald and Catherine Anzalone, 28 South Beach Road, Hampton
Bays to replace 225’ bulkhead and to install 225’ of second tier retaining wall, clean fill and replace a set of
stairs. The motion to approve was duly carried with conditions upon the receipt of a new set of plans and signed
covenant that is as per the management of area that we set up along the Shinnecock Beach Road. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Miriam Greenberg, 145 Little Neck Road, Southampton to
reconstruct 40’ bulkhead, 10’ return, 4’ x 22’ walkway and 3’ x 4’ steps. The pre-existing 4’ fence must be
removed to a 10’ set back from bulkhead. The motion to approve was duly carried with conditions. The project
is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion LNA-LLC, 1138 Ocean Road, Bridgehampton to amend Permit #10310
for one year, to construct 2’ x 4’ steps up to a 4’ x 52’fixed catwalk (using open grate decking), supported by 4”
x 4” posts and a 6’ x 12’ platform placed in a “T” configuration supported by 4” x 4” posts. The motion to
approve was duly carried.

The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no

environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Alan and Eugenia Sacks, 443 Sagaponack Road, Sagaponack to renew
Permit #10500 for one year, to construct a fixed 3.5’ x 90’ catwalk using open grate decking, 3.5’x 10’ ramp,
3.5’x 126’ catwalk, 6’x 10’ platform with two (2) “L” shaped kayak racks and 4’ x 6’ steps to beach. Entire
structure will be supported by 4” x 4” posts. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified
as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion 229 Quimby Lane LLC, Bridgehampton to renew permit #10215 and
10425 for one year, to construct a 4’ x 32’ fixed catwalk, 4’ x 16’ ramp down to a 4’ x 28’ low profile fixed pier
catwalk and a 4’ x 10’ “T” configuration platform using open grate material. Entire structure will be supported
by 4” x 4” posts. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
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Trustee Pell brought to discussion 39 Fairfield Pond Lane, Sagaponack to install 500’ sand fence in a
double diamond configuration using wooden posts only, and plant beach grass 12” o.c. The motion to approve
was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental
review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Bayonne Capital LLC, 70 Mid Ocean Drive, Bridgehampton to
construct a 4’ x 12’ ramp, up to a 4’ x 25’ low profile fixed pier catwalk (elevated 26” above MHW), 4’ x 16’
dinghy sling attached to catwalk, 4’ x 10’ ramp (using thru flow material) to a 6’ x 20’ floating dock and two (2)
6’ x 14’ jet ski floats secured by two (2) 4” x 6” pilings. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to pass the
following resolution: Resolved to authorize the President to sign the stipulation of settlement in the matter of
Linda Pennfield against the Trustees of Freeholders and Commonalty of Southampton Town, Index 11-23495.
This will be pending Ms. Bak’s approval of the terms of the stipulation of settlement.
Trustee Shultz introduced Ronald Arcate to discuss quadski water access. Quadskis are registered as New
York State registered vehicle.

Mr. Arcate explained how the quadski operates.

Mr. Arcate asked for

clarification on where the vessels could be launched. Trustee Shultz stated that this could be an issue on islands
in the bay with nesting birds. When underway, the quadski is considered a PWC. The operator should not cross
over the dune. The Board will need to discuss this topic and concerns regarding the use on beaches and bays.
Mariner’s Cove sells them in the East End. Quadskis do not have 4x4 capabilities but could be used on bay
beaches. Discussion about permit stickers followed. The Board will discuss and devise a plan to allow access
for launching quadskis at boat ramps and access to the beach.
Trustee Shultz introduced Cheryl Craft, Chief Fire Marshall to discuss mulch fire at 209 Hayground over
the weekend. The homeowner removed wetland and aquifer overlay vegetation and the mulch extends into
Sayre’s Pond.

Ms. Kraft and the Board will discuss how to handle the tickets after the meeting. The owner is

in Colorado and the phone number is disconnected. The mulch could impact the water quality of the pond and
lead to a fish kill.
Senior Bay Constable, Chris Kohnken presented the soundings for Fresh Pond. There is a need for
dredging. An excavator could temporarily dredge if they work from the east side.
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Trustee Pell asked Mr. Kohnken to monitor the Mecox Bay cut for bonfires. Trustee Pell said that the
small pond that had formed between the ocean and the bay was gone.
Trustee Overton asked Mr. Kohnken about a dredging complaint at 123/125 Country Road, Remsenburg.
Trustee Pell suggested testing the water depth to see if they had in fact dredged.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following
resolution: Resolved that a $5,000.00 maximum limit be spent for advertising for the public forum to be held on
April 27th.
A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the
following resolution: Resolved to add a contact line to the permit application form for access to locked gates for
site inspections.
Trustee Shultz left the meeting.
Timothy McCulley updated the Board on the status of Old Sag Harbor Road. The client will pay the first
bill. The contractor will stake it out.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to pass the
following resolution: Resolved to remove, in the Alexander and Lea Defracisci Lis permit #10614, the correction
to remove the 40’ as written and leave it omitted.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to adjourn the
meeting.
Fourteen

(14)

Applications for permits were approved

()

Applications for personal watercraft lifts/hoists/floats were approved

()

Applications for mooring permits were approved

()

Application for temporary moorings permit were approved

()

Applications for commercial moorings were approved

()

Applications for gill net permits were approved

()

Applications for pot permits were approved

()

Applications for fish traps were approved

()

Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell, and duly carried to waive the reading of
the correspondence.
Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores Inc. – 4/7/14 – Email regarding beach compatible sand.
John Watson, Bay View Oaks Assoc. President – 4/7/14 – Email regarding Fresh Pond.
Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 4/7/14 – Email regarding fencing on Shinnecock Bay.
Scott Hilary, Senior Environmental Planner – 4/7/14 – Email regarding the Fosters Creek dredging project.
Shinnecock Bay Restoration Program – 4/7/14 – Report on year two activities and deliveries.
Suffolk Environmental Consulting Inc. – 4/7/14 – Aerial map of 22 Cove Road, Sag Harbor.
Inter-Science Research Associates – 4/7/14 – Lake Agawam boardwalk and dock plans.
Christopher Gobler, Stony Brook University Professor – 4/7/14 – data pertaining to spawner sanctuaries.
Inter-Science Research Associates – 4/7/14 – Proposal for the reconstruction of the boathouse located at
1281 Meadow Lane, Southampton.
Julie Nace, Environmental Analyst – 4/8/14 – email regarding prescription medicine and water resources.
Kyle Collins, A.I.C.P. – 4/8/14 – eighteen letters to residents within the Bridgehampton and Sagaponack
erosion control districts to remove geotextile cube systems.
Great Atlantic Shellfish Farms L.L.C – 4/8/14 – Proposal for shellfish seeding.
Alice Cooley, Eagan & Matthews PLLC Associate – 4/8/14 – Email regarding letter of permission to use
Peters Pond Lane.
Kevin Luss, The Luss Group Inc. – 4/8/14 – Email regarding the Agawam Ferry Company.
Anna Throne- Holst, Town Supervisor – 4/9/14 – Notice of special meeting on April 10, 2014.
NYS Department of Environmental Conservation – 4/9/14 – notice of re-opening of several additional
shellfishing areas within Suffolk County.
Tanya Dawson, Legislative Secretary – 4/9/14 – email regarding Pennifield v Feil stipulation.
Dan Hall, Land Use Ecological Services, Inc. – 4/10/14 – Letter regardind 28 South Beach Road.
Charles W. Darling III, Town Resident – 4/10/14 – Letter regarding 6 Wells Lane, Hampton Bays.
Debra A. Barnes, Shellfish Section Head – 4/10/14 – Rescission of emergency designation of shellfish
lands.
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C. Theresa Masin, Environmental Analyst – 4/10/14 – Letter regarding 75 West Tiana Raod, Hampton
Bays.
Christine Fetten, P.E. – 4/16/14 – Email regarding the storm water runoff mitigation program.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife – 4/14/14 – Copy of questions and answers for the comment period regarding the
proposal to protect the red knot.
Donna Olson, Town Resident – 4/14/14 – Email regarding a proposed event to raise money for the
Shinnecock Bay restoration fund.
George Hammarth, DEC Environmental Permits – 4/15/14 – Email regarding Fresh Pond.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 4/14/14 – Commencement of work at Mecox inlet.
William Pell IV – 4/14/14 – Letter regarding 49 Waters Edge, North Sea.
Aram Terchunian, First Coastal – 4/15/14 – Permit Compliance for the Sagaponack erosion control district.
Aram Terchunian, First Coastal – 4/15/14 – Permit Compliance for the Bridgehampton - Watermill erosion
control district.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 4/16/14 – Letter regarding the Lake Agawam bulkhead.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 4/16/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Britton PD Bistrian, Land Solutions – 4/16/14 – Letter regarding 121 Shore Road.
Catherine Kovalsky, Exec. Secretarial Assistant – 4/16/14 – Email regarding Noyac Path.
Christine Fetten, P.E. – 4/16/14 – Email regarding Southampton Colonial Society Stormwater Mitigation
concepts.
Manhassett Bay Protection Committee – 4/16/14 – Invitation to the Onsite Wastewater Treatment System
Inspector Training Class.
John LaRosa, Asst. Town Engineer – 4/16/14 – Letter regarding Little Noyac Path.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 4/16/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Christopher Kohnken, Senior Bay Constable – 4/18/14 – Soundings for fresh pond taken on 4/18/14.
Dan Hall, Land Use Ecological Services – 4/21/14 – Letter regarding 28 South Beach Road.
Priscilla Ciccariello, Town Resident – 4/21/14 – Letter regarding the Long Pond Greenbelt.
Joe Woltering, Town Resident – 4/21/14 – Email regarding the SPAT program.
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Julie Nace, DEC – 4/21/14 – Email regarding the Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan for
Long Island.
Joseph Lombardo, Esq. – 4/21/14 – Memorandum regarding Lionsgate.
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee Secretary/Treasurer – 4/21/14 – Letter of permission to Easthampton to remove
alewives.
Allison Mancuso, Contracts technician – 4/22/14 – Email regarding the proposal for fish stocking.
Chritine Santora, SUNY Stony Brook – 4/22/14 – Email regarding the information on clam sign closures.
Maxwell Yardley, Eagle Scout – 4/22/14 – Letter regarding the Liognee Creek restoration project.
Alessandro L. Antonacci, Esq. – 4/23/14 – Email regarding a floating boat lift.
Chritine Santora, SUNY Stony Brook – 4/23/14 – Email regarding oyster gardening in Pinesfield.
Allison Mancuso, Contracts technician – 4/22/14 – Email regarding the proposal for Shellfish Spawning.
Great Atlantic Shellfish Farms LLC – 4/24/14 Proposal for shellfish spawning.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 4/24/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Kimberly Barbour, Habitat restoration Outreach Specialist – 4/24/14 – request for letter of permission to
use 4x4 vehicles on the beach.
Richard Cahn, Esq. – 4/24/14 – Letter regarding Peter L. Hoffman v. Town of Southampton.
Richard Cahn, Esq. – 4/24/14 – Letter regarding Strough, et al. v Incorporated Village of Westhampton
Dunes.

James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 4/24/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 4/24/14 – Letter regarding the Rotondi.
Sundy A. Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 4/25/14 – Res-2014-570.
Robert Gossman, Town Resident – 4/28/14 – letter regarding a mooring.
J. Lee Snead, Esq. – 4/28/14 – Letter regarding the Brookhaven Baymen’s Ass’n et al. v. Town of
Southampton.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 4/28/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 4/28/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation – 4/28/14 – Notice of License renewal.
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James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 4/28/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 4/28/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
John Dunne, Easthampton Town Shellfish Hatchery – 4/29/14 – Copy of the minutes from the meeting on
3-26-14.
Gregg Rivara, Aquaculture Specialist – 4/29/14 – Proposal for shellfish seed.
Application for permit to stock fish – 4/29/14
Stuart Vorpahl, Town Resident – 4/29/14 – copy of a letter to the editor, Southampton Press.
Bob Terry, Terry Contracting – 4/29/14 – Facsimile proposal for the replacement of the Little Neck Road
bulkhead.
Donna Olson, Town Resident – 4/30/14 – Email regarding Weesuck Creek.
Edward Warner Jr., - 4/30/14 – Letter regarding 7 Bayberry Cove Lane, Southampton.
NYSDEC – 5/1/14 – Discharge Monitoring report.
Catherine Kovalsy, Exec. Secretarial Assistant – 5/1/14 – Notice of road review meeting on 5/13/14.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 5/01/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 5/01/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Aram V. Terchunian, M.Sc. – 5/2/14 – Letter regarding 103 Crestview Lane, Sagaponack.
Brooks Surgan, First Coastal – 5/2/14 – Letter regarding 63 Shore Road, Westhampton.
James L. Walker, Principle Planner Inter-Science – 5/02/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consutling Inc. – 5/2/14 – letter regarding 166 Towd Point Road, North
Sea.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pay for the
following out of the Trustees special account:
1.

Kathleen Cuomo Ficenes

refund# ck#1500 stale dated

$40.00

ck# 1855

2.

Keck Water Lab DFWI

Inv# 36604

$57.50

ck# 1856

3.

Campbell Republic

Inv# 34716

$562.88

ck# 1857

4.

Beaver Dam Marina

Dockage Fee 2014 Constable Boat $1500.00

ck# 1858

5.

Cornell Cooperative Ext

Inv# 1956 Nov 2013

$4166.66

ck# 1859

6.

Joseph Lombardo ESQ

March 2014 Legal/Consult Fees

$3925.00

ck# 1860
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The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

AMENDED PERMITS ISSUED
AMENDED PERMIT NO.10583 is issued to RICHARD & REBECA KANE, 11 Squires Terrace, Hampton
Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-186-02-7.1) to install 125’ stone armor, 2 stones high, using 1-ton stones and backfill
with up to 250 c.y. of clean fill and replant with beach grass 1’ on center. To construct 4’ x 8’ stairs with two (2)
4’ x 4’ landing platforms.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
4.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
5.
Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Peconic Bay, as per application and survey submitted.

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10710 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc, as agent for 39 FAIRFIELD POND
LANE LLC, 39 Fairfield Pond Lane, Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-09-02-52) to install 500’ sand fence in a
double diamond configuration using wooden posts only, and plant beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th
3. Sand fencing shall not be installed before March 1st (after the winter storms end) or during Piping
Plover season (March 31st – September 15th) without a plover inspection being done first.
4. Sand fence must be installed within 10’ of toe of dune.
5. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10711 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, as agent for 229 QUIMBY LANE LLC,
229 Quimby Lane, Bridgehampton, NY (SCTM# 900-117-01-04) to renew permit #10215 and 10425 for one
year, to construct a 4’ x 32’ fixed catwalk, 4’ x 16’ ramp down to a 4’ x 28’ low profile fixed pier catwalk and a
4’ x 10’ “T” configuration platform using open grate material. Entire structure will be supported by 4” x 4” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 50’ from MHW.
4) Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk. Piles on seaward catwalk
must be cut flush with deck.
5) Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards. Handrails only on
landward catwalk and ramp.
6) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
7) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sagaponack Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10712 is issued to Farrell Fritz, P.C. John C. Armentano, Esq. , as agent for DONALD &
CATHERINE ANZALONE, 28 South Beach Road, Southampton, NY (SCTM# 900-233-01-16.4) to replace
225’ bulkhead and to install 225’ of second tier retaining wall, clean fill and replace a 4 x 44’ of stairs, with
conditions upon the receipt of a new set of plans and signed covenant that is as per the management of area that
we set up along the Shinnecock Beach Road.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
4.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
If any part of the permitted structure should exist on a Trustees' right of way known as Shinnecock Beach
Road and, in the future, the public demands restoration of this road, the property owner will have to
remove at their expense.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10713 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, as agent for BAYONNE CAPITAL LLC,
70 Mid Ocean Drive, Bridgehampton, NY (SCTM# 900-134-04-29.6) to construct a 4’ x 12’ ramp, up to a 4’ x
25’ low profile fixed pier catwalk (elevated 26” above MHW), 4’ x 16’ dinghy sling attached to catwalk, 4’ x 10’
ramp (using thru flow material) to a 6’ x 20’ floating dock and two (2) 6’ x 14’ jet ski floats secured by two (2)
4” x 6” pilings.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
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3.
4.
5.

Entire dock structure must not extend past 50’ from MHW.
As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
7. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sams Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10714 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent KATHLEEN CUOMO-FICENES & MARCIN
FICENES, 132 Cold Spring Point Road, Southampton, NY (SCTM# 900-155-01-18) to renew and amend Permit
# 10474 for one year, to reconstruct 32’ x 32’x 22’ boat slip, install two (2) 8” pile dolphin. To construct 4’x
32’walkway, 4’ x 10’ ramp, 4’ x 16’ catwalk, 4’x 8’ platform, landward of and attached to bulkhead (using open
space decking), 4’x 15’ ramp and 6’x 20’ float secured by two (2) 6” piles. Bulkhead will tie into neighbor
Kuperberg’s bulkhead
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past outer edge of boat slip.
4) Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
5) Any handrails on ramp shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
6) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
7) Floating dock must be placed perpendicular, inside boat slip.
8) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Cold Spring Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10715 is issued to DKR Shores Inc., as agent for VERONICA M. FITZGERALD, 27 Oakhurst
Road, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-191-01-18) to reconstruct 87’bulkhead, 10’ return and 3’ x 27’ stairs for
beach access.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7.
As per covenants, landowner must replenish the beach as deemed necessary by the Trustees.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Peconic Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10716 is issued to MIRIAM R. GREENBERG, 145 Little Neck Road, Southampton, NY
(SCTM# 900-272-02-33) to reconstruct 40’ bulkhead, 10’ return, raising elevation 6” higher than pre-existing
bulkhead, 4’ x 22’ walkway and 3’ x 4’ steps. The pre-existing 4’ fence must be removed to a 10’ set back
from bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Middle Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10717 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for LNA, LLC, 1138 Ocean Road, Bridgehampton,
NY (SCTM# 900-134-04-48.3) to amend Permit #10310 for one year, to construct 2’ x 4’ steps up to a 4’ x
52’fixed catwalk (using open grate decking), supported by 4” x 4” posts and a 6’ x 12’ platform placed in a “T”
configuration supported by 4” x 4” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 60’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sams Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10718 is issued to JMO Environmental Consulting, as agent for BRIAN P. CONVEY, 27
Meadow Lane, Quogue, NY (SCTM# 902-11-01-5.1) to construct a 4’ x 4’ fixed dock, 3’ x 14’ ramp and a 6’ x
20’ float secured by two (2) 8” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
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6. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
7. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quantuck Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10719 is issued to DKR Shores, as agent for KEITH F. & KIMBERLEE K. OVERLANDER,
160 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach, NY (SCTM# 905-20-01-22) to reconstruct (in kind/ in place) 150’
bulkhead using vinyl sheathing and construct a 4’ x 150’ walkway landward of bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7.
There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
8.
A 10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the bulkhead landward.
9.
No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moneybogue Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10720 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for ALAN & EUGENIA SACKS, 443 Sagaponack
Road, Sagaponack, NY (SCTM# 908-03-02-02) to renew Permit 10500 for one year, to construct a fixed 3.5’ x
90’ catwalk using open grate decking, 3.5’x 10’ ramp, 3.5’x 126’ catwalk, 6’x 10’ platform with two (2) “L”
shaped kayak racks and 4’ x 6’ steps to beach. Entire structure will be supported by 4” x 4” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 30’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sagaponack Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10721 is issued to Surfside Environmental Planning Inc., as agent for JORDAN STERN, 9 Red
Creek Park, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-126-03-11) to construct 90’ x 4’ fixed dock (using open grate
material), 15’ x 2.5’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ floating dock secured by two (2) 8” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
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1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4) Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
5) Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
6) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
7) Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
8) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Red Creek Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
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April 29th, 2014
On the evening of Tuesday April 29th, 2014 an informational meeting was held by the
Southampton Town Board of Trustees, all were in attendance. Also in the audience were the Town
Supervisor and all the Town Council members.
President of the Trustees Eric Shultz began the meeting with a history of the Trustees, what they
do and who they are. Trustee Shultz went into detail explaining the Act of 1818 and the Act of 1832
which clarify the Trustees role in the governance of claimed property within the Town of Southampton.
Another court case that is very important to the role the Trustees play in governance is the Betts case.
This case enforced the “Dongan Patent” an easement that allows public pass and repass between the
high water mark and the crest of the dune.
Trustee Shultz then want into a brief description of the court cases the Town Trustees are
currently involved in. These include the Westhampton Dunes case, Quogue Village, the Department of
Environmental Conservation, and the Brookhaven Baymen’s case. Trustee Shultz explained that as a
Trustee they hold in trust the public access to the beach.
Trustee Pell explained that he and Trustee Horowitz manage the Mecox cut. Management
strategies include salinity readings, temperature, dissolved oxygen readings, tide cycles as well as wind
direction and speed. These conditions are all taken into consideration when opening and closing the
Mecox inlet. Trustees’ staff monitors these conditions on a regular basis. Trustee Pell explained the
water that enters the bay comes from many upland sources. The Town Trustees and Town Board are
working together on the drainage issues that face the bay, as water quality is a serious concern. The bay
is currently healthy and it is important that it stays this way. Trustee Horowitz explained the Trustees
spend a tremendous amount of time on various issues as water quality and recreational activity are the
heart of the town.
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Trustee Warner discussed shellfish and tourism, as many people visit this area seasonally and a
majority of our economy is driven by this influx of visitors. Water quality is important for the economy.
If the water quality continues to deteriorate this will directly affect our economy and people will no
longer visit our town. It is very important the Trustees manage our resources.
Trustee Overton thanked the room for attending this informational session. He stated the key
element to success is cooperation. Cooperation across the Town and working with villages is very
important. After Hurricane Sandy communities had a lot of issues they needed to deal with.
Cooperation among everyone is necessary to get through these tough situations. He also emphasized
they bays and waterways are assets of the town.
The floor was opened to the public to ask questions and voice opinions.
Resident, Donna Olson, spoke of the importance of water remediation. Clam seeding is a viable
way to help our waters, though the real issues are upland. Where is the money for water restoration?
Trustee Shultz: We are trying to come up with innovative ways to raise capital for these projects and are
we are working Chris Gobler from SUNY Stony Brook on clam seeding projects and bay quality. Trustee
Horowitz: Public awareness is an important component in any effort to restore water quality. We are
working on a project, a concert, to raise money and awareness for our bays. The details have not been
finalized.
Resident, Jerry Dolan, asked to clarify the Trustee easement and beach access. He lives near the
end of Newtown Road and is continually harassed by homeowners who claim to own the beach.
Trustee Warner: The owners do own the beach there but you are allowed to pass and repass.
Trustee Warner explained the partnership with Chris Gobler and the college as he was given
23,000 seed clams. The Trustees are also working with the DEC and the college to create 5-6
oyster/clam reefs to help the population. The Nature Conservancy years ago seeded 750,000 scallops in
Western Shinnecock Bay in an effort to restore the declining population. The college, Cornell
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Cooperative and the Nature Conservancy were all involved in this project and that is why the scallops
have improved, though the species that currently exist are not native to our waters. Josh Belury, Sea
Scouts, thanked the Trustees for the support they have given to his Sea Scout Troop. Last season they
raised 6.5 million shellfish. The Town of Easthampton has given a sizable amount of money toward
shellfish restoration, how much money will the Trustees give shellfish restoration next year?
Trustee Shultz: there are projects in the works and we expect to grow a lot more shellfish in the future
as they grow rapidly. I do not know how much money will be given next year,, in the past it has been
$25,000.
Trustee Warner: Shellfish Restoration can be costly. The budge line for next year is unclear. Mining of
sand in the past few years has created revenue that can be used for projects like these. Next year
hopefully more money will be invested in shellfish restoration.
Trustee Overton: There is a project in Moriches Bay that has been privately funded for shellfish
restoration.
Resident, Sandra Hope, thanked the board for their hard work. What is our position on the
development that is scheduled to occur in Shinnecock Hills? I am very concerned about the effect this
will have on Shinnecock Bay as well as this community.
Trustee Shultz: We are working with the Town Board to come up with solutions.
Resident, Mades, He has been a lifelong bayman and has watched the water quality decline.
Water quality is deteriorating because nothing is left to grow back. When he became a bayman there
were 175 full time bay men that could make a living. Now the eel grass is gone, the water quality is poor
and there are fewer and fewer baymen. Water Quality will never be the same.
Trustee Warner: There has not been adequate flushing in the bays. Dredging is important and could
help with flushing. Trustee Warner and Trustee Shultz will be meeting with the Department of Public
Works tomorrow (4/30/14) to discuss dredging projects in Southampton Town. There needs to be a
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capital project program for dredging as there was in the past. The Town Board has been asked to revisit this budget line.
Trustee Horowitz: We need to take better care of our navigational channels, for example Foster’s Creek,
Hampton Bays. These channels affect marinas and jobs that help stimulate our local economy.
Trustee Warner: The Shinnecock Bay was dead before the 1938 hurricane breached due to lack of
flushing.
Resident, Scott Lewis, Why doesn’t the town have a water superintendant, much like a highway
superintendant that would be responsible for water quality issues?
Trustee Shultz: we will discuss with the Town Board and look into it.
Resident Sandra Hope, stated that her original question was not answered.
Trustee Horowitz: we need to address your question at the appropriate time after the documents have
been reviewed.
Trustee Shultz: we need to speak to the board.
Trustee Warner: Personally we need to have as much public access along the Shinnecock canal as
possible.
Resident, George Lynch, thanked the board for all their hard work but the problem is much
deeper than their jurisdiction.
Trustee Overton: If everyone did a little bit and did their part these issues would be easier to
rectify. For example, stop using pesticides, all the small things add up.
Resident, Bill Stubelek, thanked the Trustees for their hard work. Disappointed the Town Board
was not sitting with them on stage, and asked if the Town Board indeed supported the Trustees.
Town Councilman Brad Bender: yes I do.
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Resident, Bruce King, stated the rules that govern the land are affecting the bay. Septic systems are
leaching into the water table. There are too many homes and too many people. Cesspools are not being
treated and are causing the water quality issue.
Resident, Finnerty, asked if there have been proposed laws by the Town Board to help protect
the water? This is not a new problem. We are in the richest place in the country but we cannot afford
new Septic Systems? Plastic bags are a huge problem and the Town Board will not do anything about it.
He hopes the Trustees will help.
Town Councilwoman, Bridget Flemming, thanked the Town Trustees for all their hard work. The
two boards are divided in jurisdiction, but we are committed to collaboration. I have been working on
the LWRP (Long Island waterfront revitalization plan), pesticide education, shellfish restoration, and a
pharmaceutical box to name a few. I am supportive and grateful for what the trustees do but this is not
our forum. I support the Trustees and their independence.
Trustee Shultz: The Community has changed, we need the Town Board to help by putting pressure on
Albany to help clarify who the Trustees are and what they do.
Trustee Overton: The Town Board has always supported the Trustees 100%.
Resident, Tom White, thanked the Trustees for all that they do. He understands that they are
under staffed and underfunded. Water quality is a serious issue. Potato farming plays a significant role in
this.
Resident, Christopher Garvey, it took 20 years to get Foster’s Creek dredged, this is outrageous.
The two boards need to work more efficiently together; this project should not have taken as long as it
did.
Trustee Shultz and Trustee Warner explained that the project was finally accomplished due to
the positive working relationship the Trustees have with the Suffolk County Department of Public
Works.
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Trustee Horowitz: Maritime activities are very important and we have been working very hard
to accomplish more dredging projects.
Christopher Garvey: Twenty years is too long.
Trustee Horowitz: Dynamics have changed.
Resident, Joy Flynn, thanked the board for all that they do. She has concerns about barrows
being used for beach re-nourishment and fisheries. Increased erosion is a problem and it is necessary to
come up with a policy for the whole beach.
Trustee Shultz and Trustee Warner: “The Trustees Board are opposed to hard structures on the
beach.”
Trustee Warner: “In reference to the beach re-nourishment project that was done in the fall, it
will take 3-4 years to determine whether or not this was a viable project.”
Trustee Shultz: We are looking forward to monitoring the effects of this project.
Resident, Bill Stubelek, apologized to the Town Board for making his previous comments, the
public is unaware the two boards communicate.
Town Supervisor, Anna Throne- Holst, Reassured the public the two boards are dedicated to
working together. “We support the Trustees and we work together to work together with other levels of
government.”
Trustee Shultz thanked everyone for their attendance.
The meeting closed at 9:00pm.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer
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April 30, 2014

THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF TIlE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT THE HAMPTON BAY’S
SENIOR CENTER ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 2014, AT 7 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Sectretary Edward Warner JR.; Trustee William Pell IV; Trustee
Scott Horowitz. Also present was Senior Bay Constable Chris Kohnken, Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo and Bay
Constable Richard Franks and waterfowl committee members Dan MacNamara, Sean Duchel and Mike Tessitore.
The topic for the special meeting was proposed waterfowl amendments to the Blue Book. Merriah Eberts,
Environmental Analyst recorded the minutes.
Trustee Shultz opened the meeting. Trustee Pell explained the purpose of the forum which is to discuss the
proposed changes to the rules governing waterfowl hunting. Trustee Pell explained that these are suggestions for
changes and the proposed changes are not set in stone. Trustee Horowitz introduced S.B.C Chris Kohnken, B.C.
Rich Franks and B.C Tuzzolo. Trustee Horowitz introduced the committee members. This year there will be many
permits being renewed. B.C. Franks relayed the rescue story of Jamie Krause.
The committee brought forward the proposed changes and allowed the attendants to provide comments.
B.C. Franks explained number 1.
1.

Form a committee for possible changes consisting of 2 trustees, 2 bay constables, 1 senior

bay constable, 1 from waiting list and 2 current registrants.
2.

Change 3 year permit to a … 2 year permit requiring registrants to submit copy of current

hunting license and duck stamp, hip # every year…by November 1st.
B.C. Franks explained that they are finding that the hunters are not getting their hunting license in between
renewal years.
Ira Friedman feels that the November 1st deadline could be a problem with getting a duck stamp and a
mailing should have been done.
Rich Diminski stated that having a 2 year blind would be more complicated. Why do they need a
identification placard made by the Town? It is going to cost more money.
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Ted Sadlier suggested keeping it a 3 year permit if the current hunting license and duck stamps are required
each year. There are a lot of issues. It is difficult to get grass; most guys do not hunt the first week.
Trustee Horowitz stated that this is an informational meeting and that the stakeholders should not feel
pressured as there will be another public forum meeting.
B.C. Franks stated that there are currently 295 regular duck blinds, floating duck blinds etc., 59 people on
the waiting list and 44 spots have been given out. The current rules were put in effect in 1996.
3.

Require a fee for each spot in the sum of 50.00 dollars per 2 year registration per

spot...which will be utilized as inspection fee and for bay constables’ inspections /waterfowl
enforcement. Also to include trustee supplied laminated identification placards 2 per blind w
trustees seal on each.
Donald Bennett Jr. stated that he has been hunting for 40 years and his family has several spots and they
don’t want to lose them. He suggested a $10.00 fee per year and a 5 year permit.
Patricia Downey stated there are a lot of duck blinds. The hunters are using private roads and properties to
access blinds and are parking illegally and are distracting the wetlands. She has called the Trustees, the bay
constables and the office to complain. She asked ‘please don’t destroy fragile wetlands.’
Leo Somma was on the waiting list in 2008 when it started and was waiting since 1980. He contacted a
different department because he is the person who Ms. Downey was referring to. Mr. Somma doesn’t want to
offend anyone in Red Cedar. Suffolk County Department has not told him that he is doing anything wrong.
The Trustees suggested Ms. Downey attends a Trustee meeting to discuss her concerns. Ted Sadlier stated
that both he and Don Bennett have more than 1 location and need a blind to be treated as a duck boat.
4.

Blue book #3 and #4 can stay same as stated

5.

Number of spots per single registrant.as of 2014 registrants will only be allowed a

maximum of 2 spots per single registrant.
6.

Landowner rules will also state if spot not hunted that year the trustees and the committee

should only make exceptions in extenuating circumstance… no excuses or exceptions otherwise
when permitted.
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7.

Should add all duck blinds in the township must be in place grassed and ready to hunt by

November 1st.With a maximum extension to opening day of waterfowl season.any blinds not in
place by such date will be deemed vacant un-used spots and subject to revocation.
8.

Blue book #8, #9, #10, #11 can stay same

9.

Each spot must be regularly hunted at least once a season.

10. Impounds. Any hunting device .ex. Floating blind, shore blind, duck boat, etc. conducted by
bay constables will be done at owners expense at the minimum sum of 250.00 to include the
determination of other equipment needed to remove it and revocation of your hunting location.
B.C. Franks stated that impounds are at the owner’s expense. Identification placards should be placed on
the inside and outside of the blind so that the owner can be easily identified.
11. Blue book #13 #14 and #15 stay same
12. Identification placard…should add blind #s also to be placed on interior of blind as
well.identification placards will be supplied by trustees office with inspection fee. Blind without #
shall be deemed not hunted and subject to impound
Mr. Geminski stated that the bay constables cannot access his blind because it is always locked.
B.C. Franks stated that this isn’t intended to pick out a particular person. This meeting and committee are
intended to put rules in place.
Sean Duehel stated that the identification placards are intended to help the bay constables identify blinds.
Joe Danarrow stated that identification placards are important; his blind was found in Jamesport.
Ted Sadlier said to not place personal information in blinds as it is a bad idea.
Sean Duehel stated that about half of the people don’t place identification placards on their blinds.
Trustee Shultz stated that we live in a different society and lawsuits are common now. After the meeting he
asked that the members of the meeting to send their comments to the Board.
Joe Dannarow thinks that the inspection is a good idea but asked how it will work with 295 blinds?
13. Blue book #17---#23 remain the same
14. Duck boat spot registrants will be required to call bay constables # 702-2268 and leave a
message to schedule there inspection on when they will be hunting there location to be in
compliance.
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B.C. Franks stated that there will be a 1 time inspection per boat.
Stan Bezubir feels that this is a stepping stone and is a way to start. It takes a lot of work to renew permits.
Trustee Horowitz stated that people do not use their locations and are blocking others from being able to
hunt the locations.
Mike Tessitore stated that the inspection isn’t for safety but it could open a liability to the town. This is an
inspection to see if the blind is being used.
B.C. Franks said that these suggestions aren’t set in stone and the committee has reviewed other townships
rules to gather ideas. There are those who do not care and the rules do need to be adjusted.
Ted Sadlier stated that he has had no violations, if the DEC or Feds revoked your license that has nothing to
do with the town.
Charles ‘Kenny’ Mades stated that some have received very bad tickets. I don’t think the Trustees
can do this or revoke our right to hunt.
15. Add: any person convicted of waterfowl hunting related charges …town, county, state or
federal will automatically have their spot/spots revoked.appeals will be heard and are at the
discretion of the board of trustees and the bay constables.
16. Pass shooting….legal in township, state and federal… gentlemen’s agreement among
hunters… will state there will be no pass/ jump shooting within 500 feet of a registered location
in the township either occupied or un-occupied..
Sean Duehel stated that this was a tough discussion and may be a wash.
Ira Friedman asked if you are on your own spot is it illegal to hunt other locations?
B.C. Franks stated that he thinks a registered blind should be able to jump shoot. The residential guide
should be free and the commercial guide should be charged.
17. Trustees guide license. Residents will be free and commercial guides registered w the town /
state will be subject to a fee of 250.00 dollars renewable every year before the start of waterfowl
season.
Trustee Warner stated that East Hampton Trustees have no guides or duck hunting regulations and they
wanted to know how we control the out of town people from coming in. We have control and it is good.
Ray Gimenski didn’t realize he needed a guide’s license.
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18. Proposal possible lottery system .trustee acquired registered spots and run a 1 year lease to
persons on waiting list with a fee of 25.00 dollars for the season also to be rotated throughout
waiting list for each upcoming hunting season. Blind locations will be available to be viewed for
participants by sept.15th.
B.C. Franks suggested a lottery system for Trustee owned spots so everyone would get a spot.
Don Bennett stated that charges are getting steep. I think charges on guides should remain as they are.
Fran Adamcheski asked what the price of a guide to take someone out? Maybe you should charge more for
taking people out.
B.C. Franks stated if any location becomes available the bay constables reviews it. You have to be held
responsible for your blind.
Hagen Hayden asked what happens if my blind breaks off and I’m out of town?
B.C. Tuzzolo these new proposed rules are not to punish anyone. This is to try to help everyone.
B.C. Franks stated that it can take months to determine whose blind it is. We need to be able to identify all
of the blinds.
19. Any new locations. Found by persons on waiting list or current registrants only holding 1
registered spot, that meet all current waterfowl hunting regulations goes to that person. At this
time current registrants will be at their max of .2 blinds and or waiting list participants will be
removed from the list.
20. When either a duck blind has broken free, permitee looses there spot , or blind becomes
derelict ,un-huntable and a new blind is constructed , blind permit holders are held responsible to
make every attempt to retrieve their blind and also for the removal of any and all debris
associated with that permitted hunting location.
Vince Warner asked if all duck blinds are to be moved.
B.C. Franks stated that not all have to be moved, only open bays and main portion is Mecox Bay.
An attendee asked if the Trustees own a blind for the lottery.
Trustee Horowitz stated that the concept was to try to let people go hunting from the waiting list.
Mike Lester stated I think what the Trustees want is a good idea with the identification placards. We need
to focus on the little things.
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21. Possible duck blind mentor program between current registrants and persons on the waiting
list. If registrants are willing to participate they can access the current waiting list through the
trustees office and choose who they would want to become partners with on their hunting location.
Doing so would help the current registrant along with the pressure of the waiting list and the lack
of available hunting locations in the town.
Make the waiting list public in case someone would like to add someone to their blind. Thanks everyone
for coming out. The next forum will be done by mail. The committee asked for additional comments.
B.C. Tuzzolo said it helps when someone calls to complain, bay constables are trying to help we get
numerous complaints.
Ted Sadlier said the regulations are good. Inspection to determine if the spot is being hunted is good. NO
charge for the blind.
Trustee Warner said blinds are costly and if they are well taken care of there will be no issues. They
support good ecosystem by allowing for waterfowl to nest on them.
Trustee Shultz said this is a move to keep your rights in Southampton Town.
Trustee Pell said he is now in Mecox and people do not like hunters and that is what B.C. Tuzzolo is
talking about.
Trustee Overton said he is a new Trustee and he is not a hunter. He said I like to protect the waterfowl.
We have property owners that are trying to claim the areas. We want to get people of the waiting list. Let’s work
together. We aren’t the enemy.
An attendee said he didn’t agree with all the rules but if you want to talk to me please feel free.
B.C. Franks there have been issues in Long Pond in Sag Harbor with them building a bridge and kicking 2
people out. Property owners are ejecting hunters we want this to work for everyone. The committee wants to hear
your opinion. East Hampton tried a lottery system and would rather do a system like ours.
Mike Tessitore said the gun club has waiting list. You pay a fee. I pay taxes but I have no blind. I’m on the
waiting list.
B.C. Franks stated he is part of the youth fowl program which is a great program as well as few other
people.
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Trustee Shultz closed the meeting.

Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer
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May 5, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, MAY 5, 2014, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr., Trustee Ray Overton, Trustee
Scott Horowitz, and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Shultz opened the meeting.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the property on Wells Lane. Trustee Warner has begun research on
the property; there was a bulkhead installed; documents requesting a lease from the Town Trustees and there is
no clear evidence of ownership. Trustee Warner believes it was deeded to the Town when the roads were
deeded. Trustee Warner will update the Board as he continues to research the topic.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion quadski access rules. Trustee Horowitz will work with the Bay
Constables to determine where the vessels may be used. Once the information is determined, it will be made
available to the public.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion the need for a new patrol boat. The new vessel will be an asset to
the residents and the Bay Constable’s ability to safely enforce regulations.

The proposed vessel will be

purchased from Silver Ship. Trustee Horowitz is researching possible funding options. The vessel is a low cost,
long life cycle vessel and will last for a while. The vessel is designed to beach, towing and for year round use.
Fred Thiele will assist with identifying grant opportunities. Trustee Horowitz explained the bond process. It will
take 240 days to receive the vessel. Trustee Horowitz will continue to work on the topic.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion shellfish seeding proposals.

Proposals were received from Great

Atlantic for $58,500 and Cornell Cooperative Extension for $25,000. A motion was made by Trustee Warner,
seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to purchase the shellfish seed from Cornell Cooperative
Extension. Discussion about turning the bay bottom followed. A motion was made by Trustee Pell, seconded
by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the resolution: Resolved that the Town Trustees will work with the
Baymen’s Association to turn over the shells in Mecox Bay and to not exceed $6,000 for the project.
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Trustee Overton brought to discussion the Village of Westhampton Beach and the Moriches Bay Project’s
Oyster Farm proposal. Discussion followed. Trustee Overton and Trustee Warner will work together to
determine an appropriate area for the project. Trustee Shultz suggested extending the previous project site.
Trustee Overton summarized the interest in and need for projects like this one. Trustee Warner suggested
selecting a site that could be used as a place for education and easy access.
Trustee Pell and Trustee Horowitz are interested in opening the cut due to high water. Trustee Pell has
inquired about the threatened and endangered species program to determine the bird activity. Trustee Pell and
Horowitz are carefully monitoring the water quality parameters. A motion was made by Trustee Pell, seconded
by Trustee Warner and duly carried to open Mecox Cut if needed.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion the dredging of Daves Creek in East Quogue. Trustee Warner
suggested setting up a capital budget line for dredging projects. A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz,
seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to obtain 2 quotes for bathymetric surveys and to select the lowest
quote. Discussion about dredging followed.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the Lobster Inn transfer. Trustee Shultz asked Kara Bak to work with
Timothy McCulley on the quick claim deed.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion SHINNECOCK SHORES ASSOCIATION, Marlin Road/
Shinnecock Road, East Quogue, NY (SCTM# 900-384-366) to maintenance dredge 200 c.y. at the mouth of
Marlin Road lagoon, and transport material to an offsite location. The motion to approve was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to waive the
readings of the public hearings.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion 92 REDCREEK ROAD LLC, 92 Red Creek Road, Hampton Bays to
reconstruct 333’bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing, install four (4) 12’ returns and reconstruct a 4’
x 10’ walkway and 4’ x 16’ stairs to beach. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as
a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion PROJECT 5A LLC, 5A Apuacuck Lane, Westhampton to renew
Permit #10545 for one year, to install 4’ x 186’elevated catwalk, using open grate decking, supported by 4” x 4”
posts. To reconstruct (in kind/in place) 172’ bulkhead using PVC sheathing, height of bulkhead to be 12” higher
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than existing bulkhead, reconstruct (in kind/in place) 25’ bulkhead with 25’low sill using PVC sheathing,
construct two (2) 15’ returns to match bulkhead and either side of launch ramp. Construct one (1) 4’ x 4’
platform, and one (1) 4’ x 7’ stairs on the seaward side of bulkhead. Install 10’ x 20’ kayak rack, 15’ x 25’
launch ramp within the indented area of bulkhead, 20’ x 10’ platform landward of and attached to bulkhead and
install two davits. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion INCORPORATED VILLAGE OF SOUTHAMPTON, Pond Lane &
Lake Agawam, Southampton to construct a 12’ walkway, 4’ x 25’ Aluminum gangway railing, 10’ x 24’ float,
secured by four (4) piles. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action
under SEQRA and requires no environmental review. The fees will be waived.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion THOMAS SANDELL MEADOWCORE LLC, 1320 Meadow Lane,
Southampton to construct 4’ x 93’ boardwalk landward, 4’ x 106’ seaward boardwalk using thru flow decking
and install 543.55’ of snow fence in a zig zag configuration. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project
is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion MAJESTIC MARINE SERVICES LLC, 124 Springville Road,
Hampton Bays to reconstruct (in kind/ in place) 353’ bulkhead and two (2) 1.5’ x 4.7’ travel lift. The motion to
approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion 86 FOSTER AVENUE LLC, 86 Foster Avenue, Hampton Bays to
maintenance dredge approximately 800 c.y. work to be done inside of owner’s man made basin. No work to be
done in Public waters or Town bottom. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a
Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion 86 FOSTER AVENUE LLC, 86 Foster Avenue, Hampton Bays to
reface 40’ of existing bulkhead with PVC and to construct a 20’ return. To reface 10’ of existing bulkhead with
PVC and to construct a 45’ return. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion 383 ROSE HILL ROAD, LLC, 383 Rose Hill Road, Water Mill to reconstruct
4’ x 28’ elevated catwalk supported by ten (10) 6” pilings, 3.5’ x 15’ hinged ramp attached to a 6’ x 20’ floating dock secured
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by two (2) 8” pilings. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under

SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion CHARLES V. & DIANE E. GUIDA, 45 Waters Edge Road,
Southampton to reconstruct a 4’ x 20’ walkway, 3’ x 12’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ float secured by two (2) 6” pilings.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion 1280 MEADOW LANE LLC, 1280 Meadow Lane, Southampton to
construct a 4’ x 10’ ramp up to a 4’ x 15’ catwalk, 4’ x 30’ catwalk, 4’ x 10’ ramp up to a 4’ x 5’ platform to the
original shaped boat house totaling 1850 square feet. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought up the amendments to the Blue Book. The Trustees will review the list and submit
their comments by the next meeting. Discussion of the timeline followed. A motion was made by Trustee
Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to schedule a public hearing for revisions to the Blue
Book for June 2nd.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to enter executive
session.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to leave executive
session.

Ten

(10)

Applications for permits were approved

Fifteen

(15)

Applications for mooring permits were approved

One

(1)

Applications for gill net permits were approved

Two

(2)

Applications for pot permits were approved

Ten

(10)

Applications for fish traps were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner, and duly carried to waive the reading
of the correspondence.
William Pell, Southampton Town Trustee. – 4/14/14 – Letter to consultant regarding incomplete
application.
Catherine Kovalsky, Exec. Secretarial Assistant, Town of Southampton – 4/16/14 – Email regarding Road
Review application for Marc Werner.
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Christine Fetten, Director of Municipal Works, Town of Southampton – 4/16/14 – Email regarding 1990
North Sea Road – Southampton Colonial Society Stormwater Mitigation Concepts.
Peconic Bay Marina at the Lobster Inn – 4/21/14 – Letter about availability of slips.
Dan Hall, Lane Use – 4/21/14 – Letter regarding Anzalone, 28 South Beach Road, Shinnecock Hills.
Priscilla Ciccariello, Resident – 4/21/14 – Letter regarding Ligonee Creek.
Joe Woltering – 4/21/14 – Email requesting information on oyster cultivation program.
Julie Nace, DEC – 4/21/14 – Email announcing the Long Island Sound Futures Fund 2014 Request for
Proposals.
Joeseph Lombardo, Esq.—4/21/14 – Memo regarding the Lionsgate application.
Roy Jager, Resident – 4/21/11 – Email requesting clarification of Trustee regions.
Edward Warner Jr, Secretary of Southampton Town Trustees – 4/21/14—Letter regarding alewife stocking
in Alewife Creek, North Sea.
Allison Mancuso, Contracts Technician – 4/22/14 – Email regarding proposal for shellfish spawning
Christine Santora – 4/22/14 – Email regarding information on clam closure signs for the Trustees.
Maxwell Yardley, Eagle Scout – 4/22/14 – Letter of thanks for allowing him to contribute to the Ligonee
Brook Restoration Project in Sag Harbor
Richard Cahn – 4/24/14 – Letter regarding the legal matters for Peter L. Hoffman v. Town of Southampton
Richard Cahn – 4/24/14 – Letter regarding Strough, et al. v Incorporated Village of West Hampton Dunes,
et al.
James Walker, Principal Planner – 4/24/14 – Letter regarding the March Discharge Monitoring Reports for
Mill Pond.
Alessandro Antonacci, Resident – 4/23/14 – Email regarding Floating boat lift at 52 East Tiana Road,
Hampton Bays.
Christine Santora – 4/23/14 – Email regarding Oyster gardening in Pinesfield
Tanya Dawson, Legislative Secretary – 4/23/14 – Email regarding a Proposal for Shellfish Spawning
James Walker, Principal Planner – 4/24/14 – Letter regarding Mill Pond Project
Tanya Dawson, Legislative Secretary – 4/24/14 – Email regarding Southampton shellfish seeding bid
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Kimberly Barour, Habitat Restoration Outreach Specialist – 4/24/14 – Facsimile requesting 4x4 vehicle use
on Southampton beaches in support of CCE’s education initiatives.
James Walker, Principal Planner – 4/24/14 – Letter regarding applicant Louis Rotondi
Janice Wilson, Executive Assistant to the Supervisor – 4/24/14 – Email regarding work session Agenda for
4/24/14
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 4/25/14 – Letter regarding Town board Resolution 2014-570
James Waller, Principal Planner – 4/28/14 – Facsimile with correspondence and contact information
regarding the Mill Pond Project
James Walker, Principal Planner – 4/28/14 – Letter regarding water quality testing for Mill Pond
Robert Gossman, Resident 4/28/14 -- Hand written letter regarding expired Mooring permit #11-017, Red
Creek Pond
Lee Snead, Attorney at Law – 4/28/14 – Letter regarding Brookhaven Baymen’s Ass’n et al. v Town of
Southampton – Adjournment of Deposition. About not receiving documents and correspondence with regard to the
demands.
DEC – 4/28/14 – Notice of License Renewal
John Dunne, Director of East Hampton Town Shellfish Hatchery – 4/29/14 – Email with minutes from last
LISM meeting
Tanya Dawson, Legislative Secretary – 4/29/14 – Email regarding Cornell shellfish seeding proposal
DEC – 4/29/14 – Application for permit to stock fish
Stuart Vorpahl, Resident – 4/29/14 – Letter regarding his feeling about the Supreme Court Docket
Bob Terry, Terry Contracting & Materials, Inc – 4/29/14 – Facsimile regarding quote for Little Neck Road
bulkhead replacement and installation of ramp & floats
Donna Olson, Resident – 4/30/14 – Email regarding meeting feedback, Weesuck Creek
Edward Warner, Secretary/Treasurer – 4/30/14 – Letter regarding 7 Bayberry, LLC Property Situate 7
Bayberry Cove Lane, Middle Pond.
NYSDEC – 5/1/14 – NPDES Discharge Monitoring Report for Mill Pond.
Catherine Kovalsky, Exec. Secretarial Assistant – 5/1/14 – Email regard road review meeting for 5/13/14
Janice Wilson, Executive Assistant to the Supervisor – 4/30/14 – Work Session Agenda for 5/1/14
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James Walker, Principal Planner – 5/1/14 – Letter regarding the sampling at Mill Pond to stop
James Walker, Principal Planner – 5/1/14 – Letter regarding the required biological assay work for the
Phoslock project
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consulting Inc, -- 5/2/14 – Memo regarding a proposed dock
construction for 166 Towd Point Road, North Sea
James Walker, Principal Planner – 5/2/14 – Mill Pong Photos
Brooks Surgan, Marine Scientist – 5/2/14 – Letter regarding Myrna Dawn Felshman – bulkhead return
extension permit.
Aram Terchunian, President First Coastal – 5/2/14 – Letter regarding the removal of Geotextile cube
systems, Chamonix LLC, 103 Crestview Lane, Sagaponack.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton, to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

Jones, Little & Co.

May 2014 Retainer

$175.00

ck# 1861

2.

Wainscott Sand & Gravel

Inv# 146856

$181.00

ck# 1862

3.

Spectrum Analytical

Inv# S1404529

$195.00

ck# 1863

4.

William Pell IV

Reimbursement Multi Media Ad

$200.00

ck# 1864

5.

Atlantic Coast

Inv# 1290

$271.50

ck#1865

6.

Star Lite Propane

Inv#

$416.66

ck# 1867

7.

Inter-Science Research

Inv # 36746

$779.20

ck# 1868

8.

Lyman Environmental

Inv# 19

$795.00

ck# 1869

9.

Campbell Republic Corp

Inv # 34753

$868.00

ck# 1870

10.

Independent News Group

Inv# 122284

$1050.00

ck#1871

11.

Joseph Lombardo Esq

April 2014 Consult/ Legal fees

$1750.00

ck# 1872

12.

The Press News Group

Inv# 8436850424/8434810424

$1903.00

ck#1873

13.

Cahn & Cahn LLP

Inv # 14393, 14394,14396-14398 $19850.50

ck# 1874

14.

William Pell IV

Reimbursmt: Madison Copy

ck# 1875

The meeting on motion was adjourned.
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Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10722 is issued to William Stubelek II , as agent for 86 FOSTER AVENUE LLC, 86 Foster
Avenue, Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-374-02-3.1) to maintenance dredge approximately 800 c.y. work to
be done inside of owner’s man made basin. No work to be done in Public waters or Town bottom.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay/Foster Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10723 is issued to DKR Shores Inc., as agent for 92 REDCREEK ROAD LLC, 92 Red Creek
Road, Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-152-01-36) to reconstruct 333’bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl
sheathing, install four (4) 12’ returns and reconstruct a 4’ x 10’ walkway and 4’ x 16’ stairs to beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Peconic Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10724 is issued to Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc., as agent for 383 ROSE HILL ROAD,
LLC, 383 Rose Hill Road, Water Mill , NY (SCTM# 900-115-02-15.1) to reconstruct 4’ x 28’ elevated catwalk
supported by ten (10) 6” pilings, 3.5’ x 15’ hinged ramp attached to a 6’ x 20’ floating dock secured by two (2)
8” pilings .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
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2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 48’ from MHW.
4) Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
5) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6) Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
7) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Hayground Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10725 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc., as agent for 1280 MEADOW LANE
LLC, 1281 Meadow Lane, Southampton , NY (SCTM# 904-22-01-20) to construct a 4’ x 10’ ramp up to a 4’ x
15’ catwalk, 4’ x 30’ catwalk, 4’ x 10’ ramp up to a 4’ x 5’ platform to the original shaped boat house totaling
1850 square feet.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10726 is issued to CHARLES V. & DIANE E. GUIDA, 45 Waters Edge Road, Southampton ,
NY (SCTM# 900-62-01-06) to reconstruct a 4’ x 20’ walkway, 3’ x 12’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ float secured by two
(2) 6” pilings .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
4. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
5. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Southampton Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10727 is issued to Land Use Ecological Services, Inc. , as agent for MAJESTIC MARINE
SERVICES LLC, 124 Springville Road, Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-293-04-02) to reconstruct (in kind/ in
place) 353’ bulkhead and two (2) 1.5’ x 4.7’ travel lift .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
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All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Smiths Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

2.

PERMIT NO.10728 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc. , as agent for THOMAS SANDELL
MEADOWCORE LLC, 1320 Meadow Lane, Southampton , NY (SCTM# 904-22-02-15 &16) to construct 4’ x
93’ boardwalk landward, 4’ x 106’ seaward boardwalk using thru flow decking and install 543.55’ of snow fence
in a zig zag configuration .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
3. There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
4. No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
5. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th
6. Sand fencing shall not be installed before March 1st (after the winter storms end) or during Piping
Plover season (March 31st – September 15th) without a plover inspection being done first.
7. Sand fence must be installed within 10’ of toe of dune.
8. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10729 is issued to First Coastal Corporation , as agent for PROJECT 5A LLC, 5A Apuacuck
Lane, Westhampton , NY (SCTM# 900-382-02-30.8) to renew Permit #10545 for one year, to install 4’ x
186’elevated catwalk, using open grate decking, supported by 4” x 4” posts. To reconstruct (in kind/in place)
172’ bulkhead using PVC sheathing, height of bulkhead to be 12” higher than existing bulkhead, reconstruct (in
kind/in place) 25’ bulkhead with 25’low sill using PVC sheathing, construct two (2) 15’ returns to match
bulkhead and either side of launch ramp. Construct one (1) 4’ x 4’ platform, and one (1) 4’ x 7’ stairs on the
seaward side of bulkhead. Install 10’ x 20’ kayak rack, 15’ x 25’ launch ramp within indented area of bulkhead,
20’ x 10’ platform landward of and attached to bulkhead and install two davits.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
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4.

To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
2. No handrails are allowed.
3. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moriches Bay, as per application and survey submitted.

PERMIT NO. 10730 is issued to SHINNECOCK SHORES ASSOCIATION, Marlin Road/ Shinnecock Road,
East Quogue, NY (SCTM# 900-384-366) to maintenance dredge 200 c.y. at the mouth of Marlin Road lagoon,
and transport material to a n off sight location.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10731 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc., as agent for INCORPORATED
VILLAGE OF SOUTHAMPTON, Pond Lane & Lake Agawam, Southampton, NY (SCTM# 904-15-02-22.2) to
construct a 12’ walkway, 4’ x 25’ Aluminum gangway railing, 10’ x 24’ float, secured by four (4) piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4) Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
5) Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
6) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
7) Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
8) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Lake Agawam, as per application and survey submitted.

MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-091 is issued to RICHARD FICARA, 1886 Noyac Path, Sag Harbor, NY 11963 to
place a 150lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Stuart Rhodes (Reg. No. NY6272HG )
in Noyack Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
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PERMIT NO. 14-092 is issued to BRENDAN L. COYNE, 4 Roberta Court, Hampton Bays NY
11946 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 16' Boston Whaler (Reg. No.
NY2102DL ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-093 is issued to LAURA RITTER, 60 Lake Drive, Southampton, NY 11968 to place
a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Formula Seaduction (Reg. No. NY9238EV ) in
Fresh Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-094 is issued to JAMES C. PATTON, 48 East Tiana Road, Hampton Bays NY
11946 to place a 75 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 18' Se/Sw Striper- Lady Helen (Reg.
No. NY4482MC ) in Tiana Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Chris Kohnken
PERMIT NO. 14-095 is issued to JOHN J. SHEEHAN, 33 Baywoods Drive, Hampton Bays NY 11946
to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 25' Seafarer Champagne Lady (Reg. No.
NY8755GL ) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-096 is issued to DENNIS ULRICH, 187 Bay Ave East, Hampton Bays, NY 11946
to place a 800 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 42' Atlantis (Reg. No. Doc1209239 ) in
Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-097 is issued to RALPH L. WAECKERLING II, 65 Cliff Drive, Sag Harbor, NY
11963 to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Aqua Sport (Reg. No.
NY7514UK ) in Upper Sag Harbor, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-098 is issued to BUJAR TARAKU, 35 Shrubland Road, Southampton, NY 11968 to
place a 250 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Four Winns Take 5 (Reg. No NY3862Uk )
in Cold Spring Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Richard Franks.
PERMIT NO. 14-099 is issued to GENE A. HALDEMAN, 24 Millstone Lane, Southampton NY
11968 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Catalina sailboat (Reg. No.
NY1231PF ) in Bullhead Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-100 is issued to DAVID S. WOOD, 145 Edgemere Drive, Southampton, NY 11968
to place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Sea Fox (Reg. No. NY6046GF ) in
Fresh Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-101 is issued to ADAM M. SANDBERG, 278 Towd Point Road, Southampton, NY
11968 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Rustler EMBLA (Reg. No.
NY9853GL ) in North Sea Harbor, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-102 is issued to LISA A. JAEGER, 100 Reeves Bay Trail, Flanders NY 11901 to
place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Marquis (Reg. No. NY9191PP ) in
Reeves Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-103 is issued to DAVID L. HELLER, 78 Collingswood Drive, Sag Harbor, NY
11963 to place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Catalina sailboat KGIII (Reg.
No. NY7141PN ) in Noyack Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-104 is issued to REGIS WALEKO JR., 12 Sunset Drive, Sag Harbor, NY 11963 to
place a 150 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 21' Sea King (Reg. No. NY3230ME ) in Sag
Harbor Cove, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
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PERMIT NO. 14-105 is issued to KIMBERLY A. COOPER, 55 Oak Grove Road, Southampton, NY
11968 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Sea Ray Hi Tide (Reg. No.
NY3131MA ) in Fresh Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-106 is issued to SANTO GENTILE, 45 Penny Lane, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Boston Whaler "Montauk" (Reg. No.
NY5471UU ) in Smith Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-107 is issued to ADAM B. FRISCH, 54 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach, NY 11978
to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 18' .5" Glastron (Reg. No. NY6194MD )
in Quantuck Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-108 is issued to JAMES W. MCGEE, 215 Towd Point Road, Southampton Ny 11968
to place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' MA/CR (Reg. No. NY4649FA ) in
Davis Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-109 is issued to ROBERT D GROSSMAN, 17 Jagger Lane, Westhampton, NY
11977 to place a 200 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 36' Friendship "CARY ALI" (Reg.
No. vessel #1250753 ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Chris Kohnken.

GILL NET PERMITS
PERMIT NO.GN-061 is issued to Samuel Rispoli, 39 Palo Alto Drive Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock & Tiana Bay for 2014.

POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT - 013 is issued to SAMUEL L. RISPOLI, 39 Palo Alto Drive, Hampton Bays NY 11946,
to place 50 eel, 50 Conch, & 50 crab on Trustees' bottom in Town Creeks and Bays in Town of Southampton
for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 180 is issued to ROBERT MCFARLAND, 16 Sunset Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942,
to place 5 crab, 2 eel & 1 killie on Trustees' bottom in Phillips Creek for 2014.

FISH TRAP PERMITS
PERMIT NO FT-022 is issued to Jeffrey Kraus, 95 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY, New York, to
place a fish trap in place a fish trap in Weesuck Creek, East Quogue, off of West End Avenue going 500 feet
from shore as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-023 is issued to Jeffrey Kraus, 95 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY, New York, to
place a fish trap in place a fish trap in Shinnecock Bay on west side of Pine Neck and 200' west of the last creek
to the west of Pine Neck. as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-024 is issued to Jeffrey Kraus, 95 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY, New York, to
place a fish trap in place a fish trap in Shinnecock Bay between the last two creeks on Pine Neck. as per
applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
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PERMIT NO FT-025 is issued to Jeffrey Kraus, 95 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY, New York, to
place a fish trap in place a fish trap in Tiana Bay 400 ' off shore of Romano Drive, Hampton Bays. as per
applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-040 is issued to Jeffrey Kraus, 95 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY, New York, to
place a fish trap in Place a fish trap on the east side of Tiana Bay , Hampton Bays off Eldor Avenue as per
applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-041 is issued to Jeffrey Kraus, 95 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY, New York, to
place a fish trap in Place a fish trap in Shinnecock Bay 100' west of Wells Creek Channel off southwest point of
Rosecrest. as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-062 is issued to Jeffrey Kraus, 95 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY, New York, to
place a fish trap in place a fish trap in Shinnecock Bay, between the East Point of Rampasture and Edward
Warner's easternmost trap as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-063 is issued to Jeffrey Kraus, 95 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY, New York, to
place a fish trap in place fish trap min Shinnecock Bay, on the northeast side of Pine Neck, 1,000' north of
Warner and 1,200' south of Carter Creek. as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town
Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-074 is issued to Jeffrey Kraus, 95 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY, New York, to
place a fish trap in place a fish trap 1500' west of the last creek on Pine Neck Point in Shinnecock Bay as per
applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-123 is issued to Jeffrey Kraus, 95 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY, New York, to
place a fish trap in place a fish trap on the east side of Tiana Bay, 500' southwest of Trap #40 on Northern tip of
West Point, Rampasture. as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map, Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
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May 19, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, MAY 19, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr., Trustee Scott Horowitz; and
Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kathryn Garvin.
Trustee Shultz called the meeting to order.
Trustee Shultz introduced Jim Walker, Inter-science to discuss Sam’s Creek Channel.

Mr. Walker

explained the history of the channel the current status. Mr. Walker asked if the Trustee’s would permit to open
the southern channel. Trustee Warner suggested that the Trustees apply for the permit and the homeowner’s will
pay for the work. Currently there are 2 channels and the natural jetty needs to be identified. Trustee Horowitz
suggested placing markers at the channel. Trustee Warner brought to attention the alewives that spawned the
prior year and suggested that the project be completed before fall. Trustee Warner asked for clarification of
timeline and expense for the project. Mr. Walker will talk to his client and report back to the Board.
Trustee Shultz introduced Christina Santora to discuss eel grass. Ms. Santora explained the new strategy
they will be using. They will be collecting adult eel grass, placed in the mesh bag and then deploy the mesh bags
attached to cinder blocks. Discussion of details followed. This method is intended to maximize survival and
settlement. Trustee Shultz suggested the timeline for establishing the oyster reef and then deploying the eel
grass. June 14th is the target date to deploy anchors. Ms. Santora will get coordinates for the location of the
project and will ask Dr. Peterson to call Trustee Shultz to discuss the other project in the same area. The Board
will discuss the shellfish sanctuaries during the June 2nd general meeting.

Ms. Santora introduced Sarah

Cernadas who is studying flounders. Ms. Cernadas is planning on tagging summer flounder with acoustic tags
and deploying acoustic receiver to determine the residence time and movement of the local summer flounder.
Trustee Pell suggested posting signs about the project in tackle shops and notify the fishermen. The project will
be conducted during the summer months. Ms. Cernadas is asking for permission to deploy acoustic receivers for
3 months. Discussion of placement and logistics followed. Trustee Warner suggested contacting the local radio
station to inform the public of the project and ask for cooperation.
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Dr. Peterson entered the discussion and answered questions about the eel grass project.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion the Bay Constable patrol boat debt services. Trustee Horowitz
believes the debt service is the best option for funding the patrol boat. Trustee Horowitz summarized the
necessity of purchasing reliable, safe vessels. Trustee Overton asked if there is a capital replacement schedule
for boats, trucks. Senior Bay Constable Kohnken responded that there is not a schedule.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion FEMA grants for trustee roads. Trustee Warner summarized the
conversation he had with the highway department. Trustee Warner is going to contact the highway department
to determine the status of the grant applications. Trustee Shultz suggested removing the asphalt and replacing
with loam.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion oyster cages in Moriches Bay. Trustee Overton believes there
should be some efforts made in Moriches Bay. Discussion of ongoing and proposed projects followed.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following
resolutions:
Resolved, that an extension be granted to Mark Underburgh for 1 year to complete work on Old Sag
Harbor Road.
Resolved, that the Board of Trustees accepts the $12,500 from 121 Noyack Path LLC for road
improvements to Noyack Path.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Carole Fine to construct a 147’ dock. The board is not in favor of a
147’ walkway over the wetlands. Discussion followed. Debbie suggested tabling the application until Kara Bak
is available. A motion was mady by Trustee Overton, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to table
the Fine application.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Trustee Alan & Eugenia Sacks, 443 Sagaponack Road, Sagaponack to
amend Permit 10720 to renew Permit 10500 for one year, to construct a fixed 4’ x 90’ catwalk using open grate
decking, 4’ x 10’ ramp, 4’x 126’ catwalk, 6’x 10’ platform with two (2) “L” shaped kayak racks and 4’ x 6’ steps
to beach. Entire structure will be supported by 4” x 4” posts. The motion to approve was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Jennifer Kuettner, resident of Cold Spring Point, asked to discuss the dredging of Cold Spring Pond. She
requested that the sand be placed on the east side of the point. In order to have the spoil placed on the east side,
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the homeowner’s need to agree to the placement of the spoil. The Board will contact the County to get the form
for the agreement and will coordinate with Ms. Kuettner to secure signatures.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion moorings. Trustee Shultz was contacted regarding the submersible
boat lifts that are larger than the 6’X14’ floats that are currently allowed. Trustee Warner would like to know the
square footage of the lift and suggested the issues with shading the eel grass beds. The Board is not in favor of
larger boat floats.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion a beach event affecting Peter’s Pond Lane. The applicants are
interested in using Peter’s Pond Lane for vehicle use on Wednesday, Thursday and possibly Friday. Discussion
followed. The Board is against the use of Peter’s Pond Lane on Friday.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the loss of a boat engine for marine maintenance. It will cost
approximately $9,000 to replace the engine. Discussion followed. The engine could be transferred to a new boat.
The topic will be discussed in detail at the next meeting.
Trustee Shultz stated that the need for a public hearing for the following applications has been waived.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of KATHLEEN BUCKLEY, 25 Cormorant Drive, Hampton
Bays to renew Permit #10584 & 10355 for one year, to reconstruct (in kind /in place) existing storm damaged
115’ bulkhead, install two (2) 12’ returns, 115’ top armor flex and 115’ base armor flex attached to bulkhead,
boulder armor 1,000 – 1,500 lb to be used in lieu of 490 lb. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project
is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of JAMES M. & ARLENE D. YASSER, 27 Cormorant Drive,
Hampton Bays to renew Permit # 10599 & 10361 for one year, to construct a 35’ return (on an angle) north
property line, 60’ return on the north property line , 12’ return on the south property line. To install twenty (20)
batter piles and construct 4’ x 24’ steps to beach, install boulder armor 1,000 to 1,500 lb in lieu of 490 lb,
between batter piles. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application of MURIEL BRANDOLINI, 110 Newtown Road, Hampton
Bays to Amend Permit #10672 to reconstruct 245’ storm damaged rock revetment, remove storm debris, reset
filter cloth, rocks and create an inline length of rock at same elevation, place 500 c.y. of clean sand, remove and
reset walkway and steps. Establish 10’ non-fertilization buffer zone upland of the revetment. To construct 4’ x
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15’ platform, 4’ x 55’ seasonal dock, supported by 4” x 4” post, 3’ x 14’ ramp, 6’ x 20’ float secured by two (2)
4” x 4” piles. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of GIBSON LANE LLC, 237 Gibson Lane, Sagaponack to perform
dune restoration by placing approximately 2,000 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 308’ sand
fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and construct 8’ x 12’ platform with 4’ x
37’ stairs down to beach. The plans list ACQ stringers and supports. A new set of plans are required and treated
lumber cannot be used. The motion to approve was duly carried with conditions. The project is classified as a
Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz suggested the following conditions for sand used for dune renourishments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

should be beach compatible
the sand will be sifted if it comes from upland sources which will be monitored by Trustee staff
the source of sand must be stated
the grain size should be no more than 10-20% of the existing sand grain size
No work on weekends
Work will be between 7am-5pm
Sand will be inspected by Trustee Staff

Trustee Shultz suggested the following conditions for use of the Trustee Access Roads for beach
renourishment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Trustees office will be notified 48 hours prior to commencement
The Bay Constables be notified
Bay Constables or Trustee Staff will assess the road with the application prior to the work
A daily fee for use of the road and for storage of the machines
Certificate of liability
The machines will be marked with the Contractor’s information
No work on weekends
Work will be between 7am-5pm
No stockpiling of material prior to Memorial Day for more than a week and after Memorial Day
for no more than one day.
No stockpiling or machinery to be parked within 100 feet of the access. 50% of parking will be
available during the work for residential parking
A person will be stationed at the access to direct pedestrians and vehicles
Applicants will be encouraged to not work during the summer months.
Road and beach needs to be regraded

The following applications are subject to the above mentioned conditions.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of DIANE BURKE, 35 Potato Road, Sagaponack , NY (SCTM#
908-10-03-20) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 4,000 c.y. of clean sand along face of
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eroded dune, install 240’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. reconstruct
4’ x 25’ stairs over crest of dune. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of 436 GIN LANE LLC., 436 Gin Lane, Southampton , NY
(SCTM# 904-29-01-15) to renew Permit #10439 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing
approximately 3,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 142’ sand fence, using wooden posts
only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as
a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of 450 GIN LANE LLC, 450 Gin Lane, Southampton to renew
Permit #10440 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 3,500 c.y. of clean sand along
face of eroded dune, install 230’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The
motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of ROBERT & HELEN APPEL, 795 Daniels Lane, Sagaponack to
renew Permit #10443 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,000 c.y. of clean sand
along face of eroded dune, install 170’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12”
o.c. To legalize and construct 4’ x 30’ stairs to beach. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of PETER BRANT, 159 Trees Lane, Sagaponack to renew Permit
#10445 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 2,000 c.y. of clean sand along face of
eroded dune, install 220’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The motion
to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of HERBERT A. ALLEN JR., 272 Gin Lane, Southampton to
renew Permit #10442 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,900 c.y. of clean sand
along face of eroded dune, install 453’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12”
o.c. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
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Trustee Pell brought up the application of PECONIC LAND TRUST, 305 Fowler Street, Southampton to
perform dune restoration by placing approximately 3,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install
812’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of GEMM ASSOCIATES, LLC., 295 Fowler Street to renew
Permit# 10448 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 2,500 c.y. of clean sand along
face of eroded dune, install 213’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and
reconstruct 4’ x 40’ stairs down to beach. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a
Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of MJR4 LLC, 240 Gin Lane, Southampton to renew Permit #
10449 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,900 c.y. of clean sand along face of
eroded dune, install 155’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and
reconstruct 4’ x 23’ stairway to beach. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a
Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of for 61 POTATO ROAD, LLC, 61 Potato Road, Sagaponack to
perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install
108’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of JDR81 LLC, 81 Potato Road, Sagaponack to perform dune
restoration by placing approximately 1,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 120’ sand fence,
using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The motion to approve was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of Melissa Meyer, 1 Potato Lane, Sagaponack to perform dune
restoration by placing approximately 1,000 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 98’ sand fence,
using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The motion to approve was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of Carol Holley, 4335 Noyac Road, Noyac to construct a 4’ x 72’
dock, 3’ x 12’ ramp, 6’ x 20’ float, “L” shape configuration, secured by 6” pilings, two (2) 6” mooring piles and
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two (2) 4’ x 4’ pass and repass stairs, using open grate decking throughout. The motion to approve was duly
carried upon receipt of new plans and the following conditions: the entire structure not to exceed 75’ from high
water, installation of steps for pass and repass and the use of open grate decking. The project is classified as a
Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of William Siegel, 227 Mid Ocean Drive Bridgehampton to
perform dune restoration by placing approximately 3,000 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune and
replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of SEMBRO LLC, 7 Fairfield Pond Lane, Sagaponack to renew
Permit #10456 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,800 c.y. of clean sand along
face of eroded dune, install 301’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and
reconstruct 4’ x 27’ stairs to beach. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Eighteen

(18)

Applications for permits were approved

Two

(2)

Applications for Amended permits were approved

One

(1)

Applications for pot permits were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton, and duly carried to waive the reading
of the correspondence.
Rick Stott, Flynn & Stott Architects – 5/2/14 – Email regarding 176B Bay Ave East, Hampton Bays.
William Milligan, Corcoran Real Estate – Copy of survey for 19 Canal Way.
Grace Kelly- McGovern – Suffolk County Department of Public Works – 5/5/14 – Notice of Aerial
larvicide application.
Stephan Ryba, Chief Eastern Section Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 5/6/14 – Letter
regarding permit application number NAN-2014-00390-ESW by Henry Davoli.
Army Corp of Engineers – 5/6/14 – Permit for 42 Little Neck Road, Shinnecock Hills.
Edward Hampston, P.E. Water Compliance Assurance – 5/6/14 – Notice of Violation for Mill Pond.
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/ Treasurer Trustee – 5/7/14 – Copy of letter regarding 28 South Beach Road.
James Walker, Principle Planner – 5/7/14 –Facsimile regarding Mill Pond.
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Priscilla Ciccariello, Town Resident – 5/7/14 – Long Pond Greenbelt newsletter
James Walker, Principle Planner – 5/8/14 –Facsimile regarding 55 Ambelside LLC.
. James Walker, Principle Planner – 5/8/14 –Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 5/9/14 – Notice of Commencement on 5/12/14 for the Mecox cut.
William Pell, Town Trustee – 5/9/14 – Memo regarding the opening of Mecox cut.
Department of Environmental Conservation – 5/13/14 – Permit for Fish Stocking.
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/ Treasurer Trustee – 5/13/14 – Memo regarding fish stocking.
Edward Rubio, Fireworks By Grucci, inc. – 5/13/14 – Facsimile regarding fireworks scheduled for 7/4/04.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 5/13/14 – Letter of permission to use Peters Pond Lane, Sagaponack.
John W. Olson – 5/13/14 – Email regarding bridge construction.
James Walker, Principle Planner – 5/14/14 –Letter regarding Mill Pond.
Christine Fetten, P.E. Town Engineer – 5/14/14 – Road Review application for 121 Noyack Path.
James Walker, Principle Planner – 5/14/14 –Letter regarding Davis Creek dredging.
Steve Pape, U.S. Fish and Wildlife – 5/14/14 – Notice of extension for the Red Knot comment period.
Sam Rispoli, Town Resident – 5/16/14 – Bayman contact list.
Southampton Town Board – 5/16/14 – Resolution for Fosters Creek dredging project.
Edward Warner Jr. – 5/16/14 – Permission letter for 4x4 access for filming of the Mecox cut.
James Walker, Principle Planner – 5/16/14 –Fascimile regarding Davis Creek dredging.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 4/8/14 – Regarding contract to provide trout to stock the Freshwaters.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 5/16/14 – Contract to provide trout to stock the Freshwaters of
Southampton Town.
Department of the Army Corp. – 5/16/14 – notice of authorization letter needed to commence work at
Davis Creek.
Sundy A. Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 5/16/14 – Res-2014-639.
Christine Santora, Suny Stonybrook – 5/18/14 –Email regarding flounder project.
James Walker, Principle Planner – 5/19/14 – Pictures of Sam’s Creek.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 5/19/14 – Notice of Commencement on 5/19/14 for the Mecox cut.
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner, to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

East Coast Mines

Inv# 298388528

$30.00

ck# 1876

2.

East Hampton Star

Inv# 577621

$42.00

ck# 1877

3.

The Press News Group

Inv# 843646

$53.60

ck# 1878

4.

The Sag Harbor Express Inv# 21966

$962.00

ck# 1879

5.

Independent News Co

Inv# 122284

$1050.00

ck# 1880

6.

Verizon Wireless

Inv# 9724455077

$1531.74

ck# 1881

Trustee Warner brought to discussion correspondence from Jim Walker regarding Davis Creek Dredging
Project. Trustee Warner has been working on it for 2 years and the paperwork to move the project forward needs to
be signed. The key to successful dredging applications is to identify deposition sites. Trustee Shultz stated that the
dredging window for Fresh Pond has been extended. The ponds were restocked. Mecox Bay is being opened and
the Board will make a site visit. The crayfish and minnows were placed in Silverbrook Pond.
Trustee Overton will have a meeting with Stan Glinka and Christine Fetten to discuss the property on Dock
Road as a spoil site. The core sample was 90% sand. A property owner may have a valid dredge permit and will
put the spoil on his property. A conversation should be had with Fred Thiele to define the uses of CPF property.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to close the
meeting.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

AMENDED PERMITS ISSUED
AMENDED PERMIT NO.10672 is issued to Shore Solutions, Inc, as agent for MURIEL BRANDOLINI, 110
Newtown Road, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-186-02-36.4) to Amend Permit #10672 to reconstruct 245’
storm damaged rock revetment, remove storm debris, reset filter cloth, rocks and create an inline length of rock at
same elevation, place 500 c.y. of clean sand, remove and reset walkway and steps. Establish 10’ non-fertilization
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buffer zone upland of the revetment. To construct 4’ x 15’ platform, 4’ x 55’ seasonal dock, supported by 4” x 4”
post, 3’ x 14’ ramp, 6’ x 20’ float secured by two (2) 4” x 4” piles
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
8. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
9. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
10. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
11. All seasonal dock structures must be removed from water by December 1st each year.
12. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Great Peconic Bay, as per application and survey submitted.

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10732 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for 436 GIN LANE LLC., 436 Gin Lane,
Southampton , NY (SCTM# 904-29-01-15)to renew Permit #10439 for one year, to perform dune restoration by
placing approximately 3,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 142’ sand fence, using wooden
posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10733 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for 450 GIN LANE LLC, 450 Gin Lane,
Southampton , NY (SCTM# 904-29-01-14) to renew Permit #10440 for one year, to perform dune restoration by
placing approximately 3,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 230’ sand fence, using wooden
posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
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2.

Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10734 is issued to First Coastal Corp. , as agent for 61 POTATO ROAD, LLC, 61 Potato Road,
Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-10-03-19) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,500 c.y. of
clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 108’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach
grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10735 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for HERBERT A. ALLEN JR., 272 Gin
Lane, Southampton, NY (SCTM# 904-29-01-21) to renew Permit #10442 for one year, to perform dune
restoration by placing approximately 1,900 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 453’ sand fence,
using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10736 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for ROBERT & HELEN APPEL, 795
Daniels Lane, Sagaponack, NY (SCTM# 908-10-04-32) to renew Permit #10443 for one year, to perform dune
restoration by placing approximately 1,000 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 170’ sand fence,
using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. To legalize and construct 4’ x 30’ stairs to beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
5. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
6. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10737 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for PETER BRANT, 159 Trees Lane,
Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-09-01-28) to renew Permit #10445 for one year, to perform dune restoration by
placing approximately 2,000 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 220’ sand fence, using wooden
posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10738 is issued to DKR Shores Inc , as agent for KATHLEEN BUCKLEY,25 Cormorant
Drive, Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-270-04-01.18)to renew Permit #10584 & 10355 for one year, to
reconstruct (in kind /in place) existing storm damaged 115’ bulkhead, install two (2) 12’ returns, 115’ top
armor flex and 115’ base armor flex attached to bulkhead, boulder armor 1,000 – 1,500 lb to be used in lieu of
490 lb
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10739 is issued to First Coastal Corp. , as agent for DIANE BURKE, 35 Potato Road,
Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-10-03-20) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 4,000 c.y. of
clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 240’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach
grass 12” o.c. reconstruct 4’ x 25’ stairs over crest of dune.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
5. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10740 is issued to First Coastal Corporation , as agent for GEMM ASSOCIATES, LLC., 295
Fowler Street, Southampton , NY (SCTM# 904-03-01-60.15 ) to renew Permit# 10448 for one year, to perform
dune restoration by placing approximately 2,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 213’ sand
fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and reconstruct 4’ x 40’ stairs down to
beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
5. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
6. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10741 is issued to First Coastal Corp , as agent for GIBSON LANE LLC, 237 Gibson Lane,
Sagaponack, NY (SCTM# 908-09-02-41) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 2,000 c.y. of
clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 308’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach
grass 12” o.c. and construct 8’ x 12’ platform with 4’ x 37’ stairs down to beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
5. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
6. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10742 is issued to First Coastal Corp., as agent for CAROL HOLLEY, 4335 Noyac Road, Noyac,
NY (SCTM# 900-19-01-36) to construct a 4’ x 72’ dock, 3’ x 12’ ramp, 6’ x 20’ float, “L” shape configuration,
secured by 6” pilings, two (2) 6” mooring piles and two (2) 4’ x 4’ pass and repass stairs, using open grate
decking throughout.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Steps must be installed on either side of fixed walkway between MHW and MLW for public pass
and repass purposes.
3. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high
tide to top of deck.
4. Entire dock structure must not extend past 75’ from MHW.
5. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
6. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
7. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
8. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
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Docks in Sag Harbor Cove area - catwalk/dock 4” x 4” posts above vegetated shoreline and
maximum 8” diameter piles seaward of vegetated shoreline. Maximum length 60’.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sag Harbor Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
9.

PERMIT NO.10743 is issued to First Coastal Corp. , as agent for JDR81 LLC, 81 Potato Road, Sagaponack ,
NY (SCTM# 908-10-03-17) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,500 c.y. of clean sand along
face of eroded dune, install 120’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10744 is issued to First Coastal Corp, as agent for MELISSA MEYER, 1 Potato Lane,
Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-10-03-23) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,000 c.y. of
clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 98’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach
grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10745 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for MJR4 LLC, 240 Gin Lane,
Southampton, NY (SCTM# 904-29-01-22) to renew Permit# 10449 for one year, to perform dune restoration by
placing approximately 1,900 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 155’ sand fence, using wooden
posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and reconstruct 4’ x 23’ stairway to beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
5. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
6. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10746 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for PECONIC LAND TRUST, 305 Fowler
Street, Southampton, NY (SCTM# 904-30-01-60-16) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 3,500
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c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 812’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with
beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted Permission is
PERMIT NO.10747 is issued to First Coastal Corporation , as agent for SEMBRO LLC, 7 Fairfield Pond Lane,
Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-09-02-50) to renew Permit #10456 for one year, to perform dune restoration by
placing approximately 1,800 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 301’ sand fence, using wooden
posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and reconstruct 4’ x 27’ stairs to beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
5. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
6. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10748 is issued to DKR Shores Inc , as agent for JAMES M. & ARLENE D. YASSER, 27
Cormorant Drive, Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-270-03-12) to renew Permit # 10599 & 10361 for one year,
to construct a 35’ return (on an angle) north property line, 60’ return on the north property line , 12’ return on the
south property line. To install twenty (20) batter piles and construct 4’ x 24’ steps to beach, install boulder armor
1,000 to 1,500 lb in lieu of 490 lb, between batter piles. Area must be replanted in kind/in place with
vegetation.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLYTO THE BULKHEAD:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLYTO THE STAIRS:
1. Posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
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2. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10749 is issued to En-Consultants , as agent for ALAN & EUGENIA SACKS,443 Sagaponack
Road, Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-03-02-02) to renew Permit #10500 for one year, to construct a fixed 4’ x
90’ catwalk using open grate decking, 4’x10’ ramp, up to a 4’x 126’ catwalk using open grate decking and a6’x
10’ platform, 4’ x 6’ steps, two (2) 2” x 4” kayak racks. Entire structure will be supported by 4” x 4” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 30’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sagg Pond, as per application and survey submitted.

POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT-277 is issued to ROBERT F. WETTER, 27 Widener Lane, Southampton NY 11968, to
place 1 crab on Trustees' bottom in North Sea Harbor for 2014.
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June 2, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, JUNE 2, 2014, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Scott Horowitz Trustee
Ray Overton, Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Shultz called the meeting to order.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion John Idol, 411 Rose Hill Road, Watermill to replace a dock. The
dock was destroyed by Hurricane Sandy. The applicant obtained a DEC permit and a Wetlands permit. The
applicant submitted an application to the Board to replace in kind the dock. Mr. Idol is attempting to follow the
rules and regulations and has had difficulties in securing the permits to reconstruct his property and dock. The
Board wants the catwalk to be lowered, flo-thru material is to be used and the handrails to be removed from the
project. Trustee Shultz will talk to the building department to find out the codes for elevation and handrails. Mr.
Idol is concerned about the safety of children on a dock without handrails. Trustee Shultz explained the purpose
of a dock is to grant access to a boat and the goal of the Board is to reduce the size of these structures.
Discussion of the conditions followed. Mr. Idol is requesting more substantial handrails to prevent children from
falling off the dock. Mr. Lombardo joined the discussion. Mr. Lombardo explained that the permit from 2005
was to legalize the structure and there is no record of the work having been done nor whether it was in
compliance. Mr. Idol had the CCA treated wood replaced. Discussion of the benefits of flo-thru followed.
Trustee Warner explained that Mr. Idol will be able to build the dock but the Board is asking him to comply with
the regulations. The Board will further investigate heights, handrails and spacing. The Board will confer with the
DEC and will do what they can to move the application forward. The application will be placed on the next
meeting’s agenda.
Bay Constable Tuzzolo reported that there were no complaints about the beach access at Towd Point.
There have been a number of complaints about duck blinds being left once the waterfowl season is over. There
are no regulations in the blue book requiring the hunters to move the duck blind. A resident complained about a
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duck blind in Middle Pond. Trustee Pell requested the Bay Constables provide the duck blind committee with a
list of water bodies where duck blinds should be removed.
There have been a number of complaints about the 5 mph sign near Oakland’s Marina. The Coast Guard
marks the east cut. Buoy placement or relocation must go through the Coast Guard and then the Army Corp.
The Board talked to the County about dredging the channel.

The Bay Constables issued several summons to a

spear fisherman in the inlet. Harry Miller presented prices for 5 mph buoys. The Buoys are approximately $339
a buoy and he is interested in purchasing 5, the Trustees suggested purchasing 10 buoys. Trustee Pell requested
a quote from the company.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to pass the
following resolution:
Resolved, to expend a sum not to exceed $2,500 for the purchase of speed buoys.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to pass the
following resolution:
WHEREAS, the Town of Southampton Bay Constable is in need of a new Patrol Boat in
order to effectively control the waters of the Town of Southampton, pursuant to the rules and
regulations for the management and products of the waters of the Town of Southampton and,
WHEREAS, the Trustees are seeking to purchase a boat which satisfies all the necessary
criteria from a Federal GSA contract in the amount not to exceed one hundred thirty thousand
dollars and,
WHEREAS, the Trustees find it necessary to raise the funds necessary to purchase the
boat through bonding and,
WHEREAS, the Trustees will work in conjunction with the Town Board of the Town of
Southampton to bond for the boat’s purchase and,
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the
Freeholders and Commonalty, hereby authorizes the President to execute a contract for the
purchase of the boat under a State Federal Contract Bid, for use by the Bay Constable and,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees hereby approves the purchase of
boat through bonding and authorize the President to sign all necessary paperwork in connection
with that bonding.

Trustee Warner asked Harry Miller if it would be possible to work on Lake Agawam Rain Garden. Mr.
Miller said the crew was working on it today.
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Trustee Shultz introduced Dr. Chris Gobler, Christina Santora, Sara Cernadas, Brad Peterson and Donna
Olson to provide more information on the summer flounder project with acoustic receivers and the eel grass project
Dr. Peterson is working on. Sara provided maps and a summary of how the receivers work and look to the Board.
Sara explained the methods and procedures for the project. The Board stipulated that Sara develop a safety plan for
the divers and contact the Board to get in touch with the Bay Constables. Sara requested approval for the placement
of the receivers. The Board suggested she find out when the fluker tournaments are held. The Board will provide
her with a letter of permission. Trustee Pell requested a flier for the facebook page. Sara is waiting to see the
numbers peak in the trawl survey and hopes to start the project the first week of July.
Dr. Peterson put the buoys out and has the coordinates for the Board. Dr. Peterson will provide a map. The
area will be 100 meters by 50 meters and ranges from 6.5’ to 3’ deep at high tide. Discussion followed.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
WHEREAS, The Trustees of the Town of Southampton met with the Baymen’s
Association to determine that Carter’s Creek should be temporarily closed to clamming for the
purposes of reseeding and spawning of hard clams in the area;
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees hereby declare
that Carter’s Creek shall be a sanctuary for hard clams and orders the closure of Carter’s Creek
easterly to Rampasture Point and north for the taking of all hard clams between 7/1/2014 and
7/1/2015.

Discussion about sanctuary signs followed. Specific signs containing contact information should be posted
where people launch their boats. Orange poles should be put in to indicate the sanctuary boundaries. The closure
will be added to the Blue Book. Dr. Gobler will work on the signs and the Trustees will install the signs as soon as
they are received. Trustee Shultz would like to send a letter to the homeowner’s. The Trustees will send a letter to
the Baymen’s Association as well. Dr. Gobler requested assistance from marine maintenance to place a new pile in
the Docker’s canal. Discussion followed. The Board will talk to Harry Miller.
Donna Olson explained the concerns with grant for the hatchery and how to grow out the shellfish. Ms.
Olson requested assistance and clarification from the Board. The DEC requested a sea grass survey. Discussion
followed. The Board feels that they should focus on a single hatchery before starting a second hatchery.
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Trustee Shultz invited Bill Claire to discuss water pollution, specifically in the Little Fresh Pond
Association. Mr. Claire requested the Board get involved with the sewage treatment facility proposed in that area.
The Board will contact the agent and get a copy of the plans.
Trustee Shultz invited Steve Abramson on behalf of the Watermill CAC and Rob Crook of Floating Islands
to present “Floating Island International”. The islands are designed to improve the water quality and to remove
nitrogen and phosphorous. The islands can be free floating or anchored.

Mr. Crook would work with local

nurseries, homeowners and the Trustees to determine the ideal plants. There are many plant options and his goal
would be to remove the vegetation annually from the island in order to remove phosphorous from the system. Mr.
Crook presented the different types of projects that they work with: Biohaven Floating Islands, Leviathan circulation
and aeration, Biocoral and Bioswales.

There are a number of case studies that can be viewed on

www.floatingislandinternational.com. The islands cost approximately $30/square foot (planted). Mr. Crook thinks
that the islands will last 20-30 years. The islands in Montana are 10 years old. Discussion followed. The Board
may be interested in working with homeowners to fund the project jointly. Mr. Crook stated that they also do work
with shorelines to aid in wave attenuation. Mr. Crook suggested a 2,000 to 3,000 square foot island for Mill Pond.
Trustee Warner suggested a joint project between the homeowners’, Trustees and the Town Board. It will be
difficult to get funding from homeowner. Steve Lerner joined the conversation. The Board will need to discuss the
project before the project can be moved forward. The Board requested a proposal for installation and maintenance
costs. Discussion of funding options followed. The Board will talk to Christine Fetten and Stan Glinka.
Trustee Shultz introduced Irene Tully to discuss her concerns regarding Rumba’s cesspool issue. Ms. Tully
is concerned the new system has failed. Ms. Tully supports the Trustees and wants to get involved. Trustee Shultz
brought to discussion the use of Argonne Road. Parking is limited and the Board is looking to create solutions to
alleviate the issue. Discussion followed. More signs need to be placed on Crab Road. The Board will contact the
Town Board regarding parking.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the Blue Book Changes. All the changes need to be itemized on the
public notice. Trustee Shultz read the proposed changes into the record:
Article 1: “Peconic Beach Road, bounded on the east by Sebonac Inlet, bounded on the west by the entrance of
Red Creek Pond” Proposed change: delete ‘Red Creek Pond’ and replace with ‘Shinnecock Canal’.
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Article 2, Section 3: “Residential applications shall be made in duplicate, in writing in the form prescribed by
Town Clerk and shall state:” Proposed change: replace ‘Town Clerk’ with ‘Trustees’.
Article 5
Section 1:
A.) 2) “All other permittees may take, individually, one (1) bushel per day.” Proposed change: replace
‘other’ with ‘recreational’
B.) 1.) “Commercial permittee:” Proposed change: add ‘limit to be determined by Board prior to
opening day.’
2.) “All other permittees may take, individually, one half bushel…..” Proposed change: replace ‘other’
with ‘recreational’
Trustee Overton requested a definition for recreation permittee be added.
E.) “No fish pound, fyke, trap, pot or other device as defined herein shall be set within 1,000 feet of an
inlet between the Atlantic Ocean nor shall any such device be set in any channel in town waters.” Proposed
change: add ‘unless that device has been put in the location described in the permit by GPS coordinates.
Section 6:
B: “Any abandoned vessel shall be removed by the Trustees at the expense of the owners, and shall be
destroyed, or sold to defray any expenses in connection with the removal or salvage of any abandoned vessel.”
Proposed change: Add after … of any abandoned vessel; ‘the Trustees shall have the option to recover the costs
of the salvage or removal by way of court action, or to have the costs added to the property tax bill of any real
property located in the Town of Southampton that is owned by the last known owner of the vessel’.
C. Proposed change: To be deleted
D. Proposed change: To be renamed subsection C and to state “The term abandoned vessel as herein used
shall mean any boat or floating structure whether seaworthy or wrecked that shall be anchored or wrecked in the
water of the Town of Southampton for a period of 30 days.”
E. Add ‘Notice of intention to remove or dispose of abandoned vessels shall be given by mail to any
known or reputed owner at the last known address of said owner and by publishing a known notice of intention
to remove and dispose of any abandoned vessels in at least 1 newspaper published in the Town of Southampton
at least 10 days in advance of the removal.
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Joe Lombardo stated that subsection C, regarding derelict docks will be removed. Trustee Shultz asked
that the derelict docks be left. Mr. Lombardo will restore subsection C and add derelict docks and bulkheads to
subsection B, D and E during the next wave of blue book amendments.
Section 7:
A.) “No person shall dam, open up, or drain in any manner whatsoever any of the bays, ponds, or streams
with the boundaries of the Town of Southampton unless duly authorized by written permit of the Trustees.”
Proposed change: Shall be amended to read “No person shall make an application for Trustee permit to dam,
open up, or drain in any manner whatsoever any of the bays, ponds or streams with the boundaries of the Town
of Southampton unless in possession of a current and valid permit to perform that activity from the New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation.”
Article 7, Section 1:
J.) Procedure for evaluating permit applications for public hearings: Proposed change: add ‘The Board of
Trustees may, in its discretion, require that a public hearing be held on applications where the proposed project
raises a significant degree of public interest, or where public input can aid the decision making process.’
Section 3:
J.) change to read ‘No chemically treated lumber may be used on any construction performed with a permit
issued by the Trustees.’
Discussion regarding the types of lumber followed. The types of lumber allowed and the date of effect
were previously added.
P.) Peconic Beach Road stipulation: If any part of the bulkhead should exist on a Trustees’ right of way
known as the Shinnecock Beach Road and, in the future, the public demands restoration of this road, the
bulkhead will have to be removed. Proposed change: change ‘Shinnecock’ to ‘Peconic’.
Article 12, Section 2
A.) 3. Peconic Beach Road – All that area, seventy five (75’) feet in width owned by the Southampton
Town Trustees, known as Peconic Beach Road, bounded on the east by Sebonac Inlet, bounded on the
west by the entrance of the Shinnecock Canal, bounded on the north by the high water mark of
Peconic Bay. West of the Canal is a right of way designated by the Act of 1783 which is east of Red
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Creek Pond. Proposed change: The last sentence shall read ‘West of the canal is a right of way
designated by the Act of 1738 which terminates east of the east side of Red Creek Pond Inlet.’
Parking by Permit on Trustees’ Road: add ‘Road D’ to the Hampton Bays “letter” roads.
Please take notice that a public hearing will be held at the Town Hall on July, 14th 2014 at 1 pm to hear any
and all persons for or against the rules and regulations for the management and products of the waters of the
Town of Southampton.
Trustee Pell put the following applications on hold until the June 16th meeting: Iovino, 91 Potato Road;
Goldman, 211 Mid Ocean Drive; Barons Lane LLC, 382 Barons Lane; William Condren Marital No. 2, 620 Old
Town Road; and Blau 313 Dune Road.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the ownership of Trustee Roads. Trustee Shultz made a motion,
seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the resolution to hire Steve Warner to work for the Board of
Trustees to determine the ownership of Trustee roads in the Town of Southampton; and not to exceed $2500 for
title work.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion trailer parking and signs at Lake Agawam Park. Discussion
followed. Trustee Warner will provide information as it develops.
Trustee Overton asked for clarification regarding shellfish purchasing. Trustee Warner stated that a
determination was received from the Town Attorney’s office that the Trustees may purchase from Cornell
Cooperative Extension.
Trustee Shultz stated that Bill Claire will be going out with the Bay Constables to take depth soundings of
Sebonac Inlet. The information will be given to the County. The goal is to expand the dredging project. The
window for the Fresh Pond dredging was extended.
Trustee Shultz made a motion, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to pass the resolution to
authorize the president to sign an application to the DEC for the 2014 off bottom culture permit.
Twelve

(12)

Applications for mooring permits were approved

Two

(2)

Application for temporary moorings permit were approved

Two

(2)

Applications for PWC moorings were approved
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to waive the reading
of the correspondence.
Julie Nace, Environmental Analyst – 5/7/14 – Email regarding 2014 Consolidations Funding Application
Environment Protection Fund/Local Waterfront Revitalization Programs Grants.
Cesar A. Perales, Secretary of State – 5/7/14 – Email regarding 2014 consolidated funding application.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science Research Associates Inc. – 5/8/14 – Facsimile regarding
Louis Rotondi re-approval of Permit.
Sundy Schumeyer, Town Clerk – 5/13/14 – Res-2014- 639.
Christine Scalera, Councilwoman -- 5/13/14 – Southampton Town Resolution 2014-639. Authorize
Supervisor to Execute an Intermunicipal Agreement with Suffolk County to Dredge Fosters Creek.
Anna Throne-Holst, Supervisor -- 5/14/14 – Southampton Town Work Session held on May 15, 2014
Executive Session – Acquisitions/Litigation/Personnel and a Vehicle Acquisition Plan Update.
Alison Branco, Director Peconic Estuary Program – 5/14/14 – Email regarding the Peconic Estuary
Program cancelation
Alison Branco, Peconic Estuary Program Director – 5/14/14 – Email regarding the meeting on 5/20/14.
Matt D. Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consulting – 5/15/14 – Letter regarding 11 Russell
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environment Consulting. – 5/15/14 – Memo regarding Kyle Property ~ Proposed
Bulkhead Reconstruction at 11 Russell Lane, Hampton Bays. SCTM #: 0900-324-02-011.
Paul Rubano, Director of Risk Management – 5/15/14 – Email regarding 2014 PSGP Shallow Water
Vessel Grant.
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consulting – 5/15/14 – Memo regarding Proposed Application at 166
Towd Point Road, Southampton. SCTM #: 0900-059-01-042.
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 5/16/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-630 Adopted [Unanimous]
Russell Kratoville, Administrator & Sandra Cirincione, Attorney-Human Resources – 5/16/14 –
Memorandum regarding new procedures for volunteers and Interns
Ryan Horn, CRC – 5/19/14 – Bridgehampton Citizens Advisory Committee, Agenda for May 19th meeting
Ryan Horn, CRC – 5/19/14 – Bridgehampton Citizens Advisory Committee, Minutes for April 22nd
Meeting.
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Margaret Griffin, The Bridgehampton Village Improvement Society -- 5/19/14 – Letter from BVIS asking
for help with Ocean Road Beach. (Photo sent with letter).
Suffolk County Department of Health Services, -- 5/19/14 – News Release regarding The Suffolk County
Department of Public Works’ Division of Vector Control list on areas where they plan on treating parts of the salt
marshes to control mosquito larvae.
Julie Nace, Environmental Analyst – 5/20/14 – Email regarding the Peconic Estuary program
Julia Nace, NEIWPCC Environmental Analyst – 5/20/14 – Email for volunteering opportunity for “Paddle
The River” Ludwigia Pull.
Diane McNally, Trustee Clerk Town of East Hampton – 5/20/14 – Letter Regarding proposed Management
Plan for Piping Plover and Least Tern Protection.
Eileen Governale, Permit applicant – 5/20/14 – Letter regarding Permit # 10699: Letter explaining how
she’s finding permit and special conditions for the project commencement/completion troublesome.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-science Research Associates – 5/20/14 – Letter/Photos regarding 55
Ambleside LLC.
Anna Throne-Holst, Supervisor – 5/21/14 – Cancelled work session for May 22, 2014.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science Research Associates – 5/22/14 – Letter regarding a
opportunity of resolution without penalty of a violation at Mill Pond 1-4736-05563/00004.
Wade Carden, Biologist 1 Marine at DEC – 5/22/14 – Letter Regarding renewal of On/Off-Bottom Culture
(OBC) Permit No. 03-T for 2014; hard clam sanctuaries in Shinnecock Bay.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-science Research Associates – 5/22/14 – Letter regarding Louis J.
Rotondi’s application for re-approval of Permit no. 9995 to match the issued NYSDEC, ACOE and NYSDOS
permits and approvals.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-science Research Associates – 5/22/14 – Transmittal regarding
Davis Creek Dredging Project.
Sarah Lansdale, AICP Director of Planning and Theodore, Senior Planner of Department of Economic
Development and planning – 5/22/14 – Letter to Laura Dalessandro, Village/Zoning Clerk regarding the referral of
Subdivision: “Map of Gregory Panayis”, Suffolk County Tax Map No: 0907-2-2-35, and Suffolk County Planning
File No: S-Wd-14-01 to the Suffolk County Planning Commission.
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Tanya Dawson, Legislative Secretary – 5/22/14 – Email regarding Shellfish Seeding Bid.
William Pell, Trustee – 5/23/14 – Memo regarding commencement letter DEC – Turning over oyster
grounds at Mecox.
Anna Throne-Holst, Supervisor – 5/27/14 – Letter regarding special town board executive session on May
27, 2014.
Ira Freiband, Resident – 5/27/14 – Proposed changes to blue book re: duck blind regulations.
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consulting – 5/27/14 – Hand delivered letter regarding Pink Ginger
Limited property shoreline restoration.
Eileen Sobeck, Department of Commerce – 5/28/14 – Thank you letter for endorsing the appointment of
Lisa Poyer.
James L. Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science Research Associates – 5/28/14 – Facsimile regarding the
Rotondi application.
John LaRosa, P.E., Assistant Town Engineer – 5/28/14 – Letter regarding road review committee meeting
cancellation.
James Warner, Resident – 5/29/14 – Regarding proposed changes to blue book re: duck blind regulations.
Donald Bennet Jr., Resident – 5/29/14 – Hand written letter regarding Waterfowl Proposals.
Eric Shultz, Trutees President – 5/29/14 – Letter regarding Permit No. 1-4736-01776/00005 Carter Creek,
East Quogue. Issued to Board Of Trustees.
Leo Somma, Resident – 5/29/14 – Regarding proposed changes to blue book re: duck blind regulations.
Bill Bennett, Resident – 5/29/14 – Letter regarding proposed changes to the blue book re: duck blind
regulations.
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 5/29/14 – Resolution 2014-656
Edward Hampston, P.E. Chief Water Compliance Assurance Section – 5/30/14 – Letter regarding notice of
violation: failure to submit complete SPDES DMR. Facility: Mill Pong SPDES No. NY0267473. DEC Region: 01.
Rich Stock, Resident – 5/30/14 – Dock Photos
Janice Wilson, Executive Assistant to the Supervisor – 5/28/14 – Work Session Agenda.
Stanley Doroski, Resident – 5/28/14 – Letter regarding Waterfowl Proposal.
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Cathy Kovalsky, Exec. Secretarial Assistant – 5/28/14 – Road review committee meeting cancelation/no
applications submitted.
Thonas DiNapoli, State Comptroller – 5/29/14 – The Update, Spring 2014 Newsletter.
Edward Warner, Trustee – 5/29/14 – Letter regarding Bid Proposal to Great Atlantic Shellfish Farms
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner, to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

The Press News Group

Inv# 844855

$34.20

ck# 1882

2.

Shinnecock Hardware

Inv# 80738,82142,83309

$43.75

ck#1883

3.

Jones, Little & Co Inc

Inv# 42907, 43083

$50.00

ck# 1884

4.

PSEGLI

ID # 0098-8008-64-5

$76.76

ck# 1885

5.

E.B. Dunkerley’s & Son

Inv # 413889, 414338

$298.92

ck# 1887

6.

Campbell Republic

Inv# 34800

$510.80

ck#1888

7.

Soule’s Aquatics

Freshwater Fish Stocking

$2525.00

ck# 1889

8.

Joseph Lombardo Esq

May 2014 Prof/Legal Fees

$3393.75

ck# 1890

9.

Cahn & Cahn LLP

Inv# 14418-14421

$14374.26

ck#1891

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to close the meeting.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

PERSONAL WATERCRAFT MOORING
PWCM 14-005 is issued to LOUIS E. BRUSCO, 594 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach, NY 11978 to
place a 100 lbs` mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a personal watercraft Float for a Sea-Doo
(NY2398MKG) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus
PWCM 14-006 is issued to LOUIS E. BRUSCO, 594 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach, NY 11978 to
place a 100 lbs` mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a personal watercraft Float for a Sea-Doo
(NY2399MKG) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus
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TEMPORARY MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-T01 is issued to PAOLO E. GRECO, 52 East Tiana Road, Hampton Bays, NY, to place
a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 23' Yamaha (Reg. No. NY2387ME) in Tiana Bay
under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-T02 is issued to TERRY S. CASSIDY JR., 88 Point Road, Westhampton Beach, to place
a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 18' Boston Whaler (Reg. No. NY9188MB) in
Moriches Bay under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.

MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-110 is issued to TIMOTHY E. MONFORT, 788A Dune Road, Westhampton Dunes,
NY 11978 to place a 100 lb mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 11' Kawasaki (jet ski) (Reg.
No. NY4334MJ ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-111 is issued to RAYMOND P. LECANN, 35 Walker Ave, East Quogue, NY 11942
to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 21' Century "MiMi" (Reg. No.
NY3915KD ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-112 is issued to DAVID H. FOSTER, 60 Shinnecok Road, Hampton Bays, NY 11946
to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 16' Boston Whaler Good-E-Nuf (Reg. No.
NY1093BN ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-113 is issued to KAREN MATZ, 21 School Street, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 15' JY-15 (Reg. No. None ) in Shinnecock
Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-114 is issued to PETER SCHOELS, 287 Towd Point Road, Southampton, NY 11968
to place a 140 lbs Pyramid Mooring mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 23' Chris Craft (Reg.
No. NY1246MK ) in Davis Creek (Boat must not Block Channel), under the direction of Bay Constable
Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-115 is issued to JOSEPH SECCAFICO, 8 Palo Alto Drive, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 15' Coranado (Reg. No. None ) in
Shinnecock Bay East, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-116 is issued to SARA J. TOPPING, 54 Turtle Cove Drive, Southampton, NY 11968
to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 23' Parker (Reg. No. NY1060ME ) in
Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-117 is issued to RONALD J. PAULSEN, 8 Bayview Drive, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 150' mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 25' Parker (Reg. No. NY1215MC )
in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-118 is issued to KATHRYN E. MAGEE, 450 North Main Street, Southampton, NY
11968 to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Savereign EDNA MAY (Reg.
No. NY4022GY ) in Mill Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
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PERMIT NO. 14-119 is issued to KYLE R. KELLY, 6 B Third Road, Southampton, NY 11968 to
place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Bayliner (Reg. No. NY9621UY ) in
Davis Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-120 is issued to ALEXANDER TSIGUTKIN, 9 Oak Place, Southampton, NY 11968
to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Nauticstar (Reg. No. NY8015MJ ) in
Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-121 is issued to DEIDRA A. MALENO, 29 West Beach Drive, Southampton, NY
11968 to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 15' Boston Whaler (Reg. No.
NY7832MJ ) in Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
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June 16, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, JUNE 16, 2014, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary Edward Warner Jr; Trustee Ray Overton Trustee Scott
Horowitz and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Warner called the meeting to order.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to waive the reading of
the minutes of the work session and the regular meeting of March 3rd, the work session and regular meeting of
April 7th, and the community forum meeting of April 29th.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to approve the minutes
of the work session and the regular meeting of March 3rd, the work session and regular meeting of April 7th, and
the community forum meeting of April 29th.
Trustee Warner invited Diter Von Lessen to discuss Big Fresh Pond. There is a proposal to construct a
building next to Big Fresh Pond. Mr. Von Lessen is concerned about the proximity of the septic system to the
pond and the effects it will have on the water quality of the pond. Mr. Von Lessen encouraged the Board to
examine the situation thoroughly and to confirm the proposal is in compliance. Discussion followed. The Board
does not have jurisdiction but will confer with Marty Shea. Mr. Von Lessen brought to discussion the ban on
plastic bags within Southampton Village and East Hampton Village. Mr. Von Lessen asked for the Boards
support to establish a ban on plastic bags within Southampton Town. Trustee Warner stated that the ban needs to
be issued by the state and the county. The Board will talk with their Town Board liaison.
Trustee Shultz entered the meeting.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion the Moriches Bay Oyster Cages at Lashley Beach, Westhampton
Beach. Trustee Overton is interested in working with the Village of Westhampton to establish oyster cages and
met with Greg Rivera of Cornell Cooperative to discuss the project and Mr. Rivera expressed interest. The cages
will be the same as those installed at 906 Dune Road. Trustee Overton is requesting support from the Board to
move the project forward.

Trustee Warner explained that the DEC permit application requires specific
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information. Trustee Overton stated that Cornell Cooperative holds the permit. Laura Fabrizio joined the
conversation and stated that there will be between 15 and 20 cages holding 250 oysters per cage. Trustee Shultz
voiced that the Board must be in control and that the program must be run through the SPAT program. Ms.
Fabrizio explained the purpose of the Moriches Bay Project whose goal is to increase the water quality and to
educate the public and children. Trustee Shultz is interested in knowing where the project stands in terms of
point source pollution. Discussion followed. Trustee Overton expressed his support of the project despite the
ongoing litigation. Trustee Shultz suggested that reduction of zoning and sewage treatment should also we
considered for the project. Trustee Warner offered his support of this project and other Cornell shellfish project.
Trustee Shultz stated the Cornell Cooperative should conduct a study and areas of the bay should be closed for
sanctuaries. Moriches Bay has been neglected and is in great need of attention. The seed must come from a
certified grower. Discussion about the decline of the health of Moriches Bay followed. Ms. Fabrizio stated that
they also work with Cornell Cooperative to plant eel grass. Trustee Pell read from the blue book. Article 7,
section 2 regarding structures being built. Trustee Horowitz stated that a permit process and procedure must be
implemented. Ms. Bak recommended that the Board require an application for the project. Trustee Overton will
present it at the next meeting and the Board will decide. Trustee Shultz stated that the Board must maintain a
focused, centralized goal using specified organizations. Discussion regarding the permitting project followed.
Ms. Bak stated that if the project involves the erection of a structure, an application must be submitted as per the
blue book. Trustee Shultz stated he doesn’t feel the need for an application rather suggested setting aside an area
of Moriches Bay that will be supervised by Cornell Cooperative and any groups involved must be a part of the
SPAT program. Ms. Bak stated that a permit must be applied for if there is a structure being implemented.
Trustee Horowitz deferred to council. Trustee Shultz stated that the Board could hold a special meeting to
approve the project since it has a hard deadline. The Board does not need a permit to conduct their own project.
Trustee Pell requested a new support letter. The individuals who are growing oysters in cages must be a member
of the SPAT program. The Board is in favor of closing the area and placing shellfish but needs to discuss what
the structure will be. The Board needs to determine what the best course of action is for the applicant.
Pat McCarthy came before the Board to discuss the Murphy’s Cove organization which is comprised of 18
homeowner’s located on Murphy’s Cove Canal/Romana Drive Canal. The organization has a permit to perform
dredging as long as they have an upland spoil site. There is no longer a viable spoil site. There was quite a bit of
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deposit after Hurricane Sandy. Currently the canal is 2.5’ at low tide and there has been continuous sediment fill
from what they believe is an illegal street discharge at the head of Murphy’s Cove. Discussion of a brush jetty
and sand accumulation followed.

Mr. McCarthy asked if there was any assistance available to maintain deep

water access. Discussion about spoil sites, Carter Creek and Shinnecock Shores followed. There has been
increasing difficulty locating spoil sites. There are jetties that could be removed and there have been tire tracks
on the beach. McCarthy said he saw an amphibious vehicle on the beach by Dockers. The Board will follow up.
Maxwell Yardley came forward to discuss the Ligonee Brook foot bridge in Sag Harbor. Mr. Yardley built
a pedestrian foot bridge over Ligonee Brook as part of his Eagle Scout project. The Board commended him on a
job well done. Trustee Shultz read the following resolution into the record: Maxwell Yardley Resolution
WHEREAS: The Town of Southampton exists as one of the finest communities in the United States due
largely to the generous contributions of its hardworking and conscientious people; and
WHEREAS: In order to achieve the Eagle Rank, which is the Boy Scouts’ highest honor, a candidate must
fulfill a rigorous set of requirements culminating in a service project that benefits the community; and
WHEREAS: As his project, MAXWELL YARDLEY chose to make improvements to Ligonee Brook by
removing a major obstruction and replacing it with a bridge that would provide for pedestrian and equestrian use
while allowing for the free flow of water; and
WHEREAS: Ligonee Brook has played an important role in Sag Harbor’s history relative to water needs
and migratory fish access to the Long Pond system; and
WHEREAS: Over time the conditions of the brook have deteriorated and the Trustees wish to restore it to
its former vitality. MAXWELL’s project will play an important role in this overall effort and be the first of many in
this area; and
WHEREAS: MAXWELL has exemplified the true meaning of community service by planning and
overseeing a project that will enable the public to enjoy the scenic and ecological beauty of the brook for generations
to come; and now
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Trustees of the Freeholders and Commonalty of the Town
of Southampton hereby congratulate MAXWELL on his attaining the rank of Eagle Scout, and a job well done. And
in so doing, the board wishes him the best of luck as he enters another era of accomplishments and begins his
service to our nation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we hereunto set our hands this Sixteenth Day of June, Two Thousand and
Fourteen.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion John Idol, 411 Rose Hill Road, Watermill to discuss the dock
application. Mr. Bregman provided the Board with a chronology of the issue. Mr. Leonard created 3 ways to
increase the light reaching the plants below the dock. The railings were adjusted. Mr. Idol is not interested in
using thru-flow material because it is plastic. Trustee Horowitz explained the benefits of thru-flow decking
material. Mr. Leonard presented a design that allows 20% light penetration compared to 35% light penetration
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allowed by the commercially available project. Mr. Lombardo entered the conversation and stated that there are
no notifications of commencement or completion of the original dock when the applicant attempted to legalize
the structure. The dock was also painted which is not in compliance with the blue book. The Board reviewed
the modified application. The DEC permit does not mandate thru flow decking material. Storage boxes are
illegal and it must be removed from the plans. Discussion regarding the benefits of light penetration was
discussed. Trustee Horowitz suggested designing a solution to provide the same benefits of thru-flow material.
The application will be placed on the agenda for the next meeting.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Harrison Niles, 8 Cold Spring Court, Southampton to revise
typographic errors on permit 10586. Trustee Warner reviewed the permit and it originally stated that the dock
must not exceed 50’. Trustee Warner motioned to amend the permit to read “the entire dock structure is to not
exceed 75’ from the mean high water.” Trustee Pell seconded, and the motion was duly carried to amend permit
10586.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Anthony and Lucia Cenzoprano to amend permit 10695. The permit
read “an extension for 6 months from the date of approval.” The date of approval for the permit is April 7, 2014.
The work is currently being conducted. A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and
duly carried to leave the permit as it reads.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Eric Nelson, 4 Cox Curve Road, West Hampton Beach to revise
permit 10703. The proposed work included a section of catwalk that was omitted in the original permit. The
permit will be amended to include the 4’ x 62’ catwalk. A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by
Trustee Pell and duly carried to amend the permit.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Pink Ginger LTD, 8 Russell Lane, Hampton Bays regarding the
existing rock revetment. Mr. Ivans will supply the Board with an ‘as built’ survey and a copy of the deed. The
public hearing will be held on July 14, 2014. A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell
and duly carried to set a public hearing for July 14, 2014.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the resolution for Dune Graphics. Trustee Warner received a quote
for the plaque for Agawam Park. The Village does not allow signs but will allow a plague on a rock. The cost
for the plague is $510. Trustee Warner will get a cost proposal for the rock and report back to the Board.
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Trustee Warner brought to discussion a new copier for the office. The Board was provided with a proposal
for a Toshiba estudio256 with the fax board for $83.35 per month for 36 monthsor $3,000.60 total. The copier
without the fax board will be $74.69 dollars a month for 36 months or for a total cost of $2,688.84. This is a
state bid. A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the
following resolution:
RESOLVED that the Town Trustees purchase the Toshiba estudio256 with the fax board for $3000.60 for
the office.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the necessity of purchasing 10 rolls of snow fence for the threatened
and endangered species program. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly
carried to pass the following resolution:
RESOLVED that the Town Trustees purchase 10 rolls of snow fence for $335.00 for the threatened and
endangered species program.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the bluebook changes. Mr. Lombardo implemented the changes
requested by the Board. Mr. Lombardo created a new article for the bluebook regarding the beach use permits
for beach events. The information was previously written and will now formally be added to the bluebook. Mrs.
Dawson brought to attention that the Trustees are not listed on the Park and Recreation permit and should be
considering the Trustees manage the threatened and endangered species program. The Board will contact the
Park and Recreation department regarding this omission. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by
Trustee Warner and duly carried to hold a public hearing on July 14, 2014 for the changes to the bluebook.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the promotion of Merriah Eberts to environmental analyst. Trustee
Warner stated that she will be able to assist with dredging permits. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz,
seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following resolution: RESOLVED that the
Southampton Town Trustees send a supporting resolution to the Town Board requesting that Merriah Eberts be
upgraded to environmental analyst.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to waive the public
hearing for the following applications.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Philip Murray, 166 Towd Point Road, North Sea to construct 4’ x 8’
ramp up to a 4’ x 56’fixed elevated catwalk, 6’ x 20’ platform in a “T” configuration, secured by 6” x 6” piles.
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The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires
no environmental review.
Trustee Howowitz brought to discussion David Novak, 26 Quantuck Lane, Quogue to construct a 4’ x 20’
dock supported by 4’ x 4” posts, and install two 4’ x 12’ elevated platforms and steps at the end of dock. The
motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Trustee Howowitz brought to discussion Stuart Aaronson, 53 Old Main Road, Quogue to amend Permit
10602, to construct a 4’ x 109’ fixed elevated catwalk using open grate material, supported by 4” x 4” posts not
to extend 50’ past grass line, and install two 4’ x 12’ elevated platforms with a access ladder at end as shown on
drawings. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Howowitz brought to discussion Helaine Lieberman-Liebelson, 37 Old Main Road, Quogue to
reconstruct (in kind/ in place) 45’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing. The motion to approve was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion Vito Montalto, 352 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach to renew
permit 10432 for one year, to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 56’ bulkhead upland (28’ and 28’ sections). Existing
returns shall be removed, all other remaining bulkheads 21’ and 59’ will be cut 6” below MHW to act as a low
sill bulkhead, 135’ revetment consisting of 500 to 1000 lb native boulders set on geo textile fabric, 4’x 38’
catwalk supported by 4” x 4” posts, 3’x 14’seasonal hinged ramp and 6’x 20’ seasonal floating dock secured by
three 8” piles. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion Kenneth and Mary McGorry, 350 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach
to renew permit 10564 for one year, to cut 6” below MHW existing nonfunctional 55’ bulkhead. The motion to
approve was duly carried.

The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no

environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion John Battiste, 13 Canal Way , Hampton Bays to remove both current
bulkheads and reconstruct 100’ bulkhead (in kind /in place), two 10’ returns using vinyl sheathing, 4’ x 5’
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platform, 6’ x 20’ floating dock 6’ x 12’ platform secured by 4” x 4” piles. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Stephen Fields Trust Property, 32 Oak Lane, Hampton Bays to
dredge 10’ x 120’ area off the bulkhead. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a
Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion 95 Inlet Road West LLC, 95 Inlet Road, Southampton to construct a
4’ x 15’ fixed catwalk using open grate material, supported by 6” x 6” posts, 3’ x 12’ seasonal ramp, and a 6’ x
20’ seasonal float secured by four 10” piles. Fence must be erected removed and signs made for public pass and
repass. A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to erect pass and
repass signs.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Santo and Josephine Gentile, 9 Duckwood Lane, Hampton Bays to
construct 3’ x 45’ catwalk to a 3’ x 12’ ramp, and 4’ x 16’ fixed dock supported by fourteen (14) 4” x 4” posts.
The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires
no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Thomas and Judith Iovino, 91 Potato Road, Sagaponack to perform dune
restoration by placing approximately 3,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, and install 70’ sand
fence using wooden posts only. Replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and replace seasonal 4’ x 20’ stairs to beach.
The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires
no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Goldman Family Split Purchase Residence Trust, 211 Mid Ocean Drive,
Bridgehampton, to amend and renew Permit 10430 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing
approximately 3,000 cubic yards of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 162’ sand fence using wooden
posts only and replant beach grass 12” o.c.

The motion to approve was duly carried conditional upon the

receipt of the revised application and fees. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires
no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Barons Lane LLC, 382 Barons Lane, Southampton to renew Permit
10444 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 3,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of
eroded dune, install 420’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The motion
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to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion William J. Condren Marital Trust NO.2, 620 Old Town Road,
Southampton to renew Permit 10458 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,500
c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 203’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with
beach grass 12” o.c. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Jeffrey Blau, 313 Dune Road, Bridgehampton to amend and renew
Permit 10426 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 3,000 cubic yards of clean sand
along face of eroded dune, install 156’ sand fence using wooden posts only and replant beach grass 12” o.c. The
motion to approve was duly carried conditional upon the receipt of the revised application and fees. The project
is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Marilyn Corradini, 2 Seagull Hill Road, North Haven to construct a 4’ x
80’ low profile catwalk, using a thru-flow material, with a 6’ x 6’ platform, supported by 4” pilings and steps to
grade. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Anna Chapman, 14 South Harbor Drive, North Haven to construct 4’ x
55’ fixed catwalk using thru-flow decking secured by 4” x 4” piles. The motion to approve was duly carried.
The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion David Zelter, 3955 Noyack Road, Southampton to renew permit 9996 to
replace 191’ timber bulkhead with vinyl sheathing. The motion failed to carry. The application expired in 2011
and a new application must be submitted.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Robert Reichenbach, 37 Romana Drive, Hampton Bays to construct
a 4’ x 20’ open grate fixed catwalk off the existing bulkhead, supported by 6” piles. The motion to approve was
duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Josephine J. Owen, 44 South Beach

Road, Southampton to

reconstruct 123’ bulkhead ( in kind/ in place) using vinyl sheathing, raise height 18”, install two 10’ returns and
reset 3’ x 8’ steps to beach, to establish a 10’ buffer. The motion to approve was duly carried conditional on the
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receipt of the signed covenant. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Nineteen

(19)

Applications for permits were approved

Nine

(9)

Applications for mooring permits were approved

One

(1)

Application for temporary moorings permit were approved

Three

(3)

Applications for gill net permits were approved

Eight

(8)

Applications for pot permits were approved

Three

(3)

Applications for fish traps were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner, and duly carried to waive the reading
of the correspondence.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science Research Associates – 6/2/14 – Facsimile of correspondence
about 55 Ambleside LLC, regarding the channel between Sam’s Creek and Mecox Bay.
Michael Hoffman, Resident – 6/2/14 – Letter to trustees requesting temporary beach parking passes for
their wedding guests.
Philip Gay, Resident – 6/2/14 – Letter regarding proposed duck blind changes.
Lisa Eppley, Concerned Resident – 6/2/14 – Photos of beach traffic at 23 West Beach Drive, Southampton.
She is asking for help with controlling the vehicle traffic.
Grace Kelly-McGovern, Suffolk County Department of Health Services – 6/2/14 – Aerial Larvicide notice
documents.
Town of Southampton – 6/3/14 – Proposal form to install bulkhead at Lake Agawam.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc – 6/3/14 – Facsimile regarding
Louis Rotondi’s application for re-approval of Permit No. 9995 to match the issued NYSDEC, ACOE and NYSDOS
permits and approvals.
Concerned citizens – 6/4/14 – Letter of complaint regarding the fishing net structure in the Great Peconic
Bay, between Red Creek Pong Inlet and Red Cedar Point. Asking for the current license to be revoked, and for the
netting structure to be removed as soon as possible. Attached with a list of resident signatures.
John Raynor, Resident – 6/4/14 – A Letter stating how he strongly opposes some of the changes being
made on the Waterfowl hunting.
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William T Crowley & William Crowley Jr, Residents – 6/4/14 – Hand written letter stating his concern
with the proposed duck blind changes.
Skip Tollesen, Resident – 6/4/14 – Letter to trustees of two men’s thoughts on Water Pollution.
Scott Kishbaugh, P.E. Environmental Engineer DEC – 6/5/14/ -- Letter regarding summary document
reviewing the PhosLock treatment results from Mill Pond in Southampton.
Richard Gise, Property Owner/Tax payer – 6/4/14 – Letter stating his concern with the changes for
waterfowl hunting.
Janice Wilson, Executive Assistant to the Supervisor – 6/4/14 – Email Regarding Work Session Agenda for
6/5/14.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc. – 6/5/14 – Facsimile with attached
articles from The Southampton Press and 27 East on floating plants. Also expressed concern with the peripheral
pond management techniques and The Phoslock Project.
Ed Warner, Trustee Secretary/Treasurer – Letter to DEC’s Mr. Carden regarding permit no. 03-T for 2014;
Hard Clam Sanctuaries in Shinnecock Bay.
Keri-Anne O’Connor, Confidential Secretary – 6/5/14 – Email regarding Anthony Libaire’s Commercial
Shellfish Application.
Joe Timpanaro Sr. & Jr., Residents – 6/5/14 – Concerns with the proposed changes to the duck hunting
regulations.
Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 6/6/14 – Conservation Board Wetland Permit Applications
Preliminary Advisory Report for William and Marion Pfluger, 39 Marlin Road, East Quogue.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc – 6/9/14 – Facsimile for Bill Pell
to get in touch with him about the dock application at the Rotondi Property.
Donna Olson, Shinnecock Reservation Restoration Fund -- 6/9/14 – Email with final draft for the grant for
Aquatic Enterprise, Conscience Point Hatchery.
Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 6/6/14 – Letter informing David Beccia of 62 Sunset Avenue,
East Quogue, that they are still waiting

submission of the required Conservation Board Wetlands Permit

application.
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Grace Kelly-McGovern, Suffolk County Department of Health Services – 6/9/14 – Aerial Larvicide notice
documents.
John Raynor & Robert Bourguignon, Residents – 6/10/14 – Letter stating they spent 3 days (may 27-28 and
June 2nd) each cultivation the bottom at Mecox Bay.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc. – 6/10/14 – Letter requesting to
have the proposed dock at Rotondi residence placed on the agenda for discussion.
Raymond Geminski, Resident – 6/11/14 – Hand written letter of suggestions to make to the duck blind
regulations.
DKR Shores, Inc – 6/11/14 – Facsimile regarding a list of application they want to put on the work session.
Jenn Hartnagel, Environmental Advocate Group for The East End – 6/11/14 – Facsimile of an attached
letter regarding the Sandy Hollow Cove project.
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 6/11/14 – Special Town Board Meeting for 6/12/14
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 6/11/14 – Work Session Agenda for 6/12/14
Elizabeth Lindtvit, Clerk-Treasurer of Incorporated Village of Wethampton Beach – 6/12/14 – Letter to
Ray Overton informing him that the Board of Trustees of the Village of Westhampton Beach adopted the resolution
to authorize use of village property-barrier beach preservation association.
Christine Santora, Stonybrook Edu – 6/12/14 – Email regarding Spawner Sanctuary Closures in
Shinnecock Bay—Signs and letter.
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 6/12/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-733
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 6/12/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-731
Edward Warner, Trustee Secretary/Treasurer – 6/12/14 – Letter to Ken Hann giving him permission to Tide
water Dock Building to drive their construction vehicles from the canal westerly to 112 Newtown Road.
John Barona, President Little Fresh Pond Association – 6/12/14 – Letter thanking the Trustees for attending
their members meeting.
Dan Hall, Land Use Ecological Services, Inc – 6/13/14 – Letter to Ed Warner with copy of a detailed
description in regards to Anzalone, 28 South Beach Road, Shinnecock Hills
Richard Geminski, Resident – 6/13/14 -- Letter to Trustees regarding proposed duck blind regulations.
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Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 6/13/14 – Letter to The Nature Conservancy regarding Peconic Beach
Road.
Dr. Stephanie Forsberg, Resident – 6/13/14 – Hand written note thanking the Trustees for attending the 1st
Research in Science Symposium at Hampton Bays High School.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner, to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

Riverhead Building Supply

Inv#’s 124384, 142624,171184, 191923

$110.63

Ck# 1892

2.

Emil Norsic & Son

Conscience Point, Port C

$112.90

Ck# 1893

3.

Stuart E. Rose

Dock Lottery Refund

$144.84

Ck# 1894

4.

The Press News Group

Inv# 845993

$49.40

Ck# 1895

5.

Peconic Marina Inc.

RO-131 Fuel

$149.96

Ck# 1896

6.

Jones, Little & Co Inc

Accounting Retaining

$175.00

Ck# 1897

7.

Port Supply

Inv#199

$235.71

Ck# 1898

8.

Hampton Watercraft & Marine Pump-out gas sales

$257.65

Ck# 1899

9.

Lewis Marine Supply

Inv# 1720837

$297.92

Ck# 1900

10.

Sag Harbor Yacht Club

Pump-out gas sales

$660.59

Ck# 1901

11.

Inter-Science Research

Davis Creek/Mill Pond

$874.18

Ck# 1902

12.

Wainscott Sand & Gravel

Inv# 147177

$1340.68

Ck# 1903

13.

Remsenburg Marina

Inv# 36149, 36127, 36114

$1784.88

Ck# 1904

14.

Rolyan Buoys

Inv# 628046

$2295.00

Ck# 1905

15.

Verizon Wireless

Inv# 9726166187

$5008.61

Ck# 1906

16.

Chesterfield Associates Inc.

Inv# 13454, 13542

$37,521.71

Ck# 1907

17.

Town of Southampton

Town Labor

$57,585.50

Ck# 1908

18.

John Raynor

Mecox Oyster Cultivating

19.

Robert Bourguignon

Mecox Oysters Cultivating

$600.00
$600.00

Ck# 1909
Ck# 1910

Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the purchase of buoys. The buoys that were available at a
discount are not suitable for tidal waters due to their shape and size. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz,
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seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to purchase 5 buoys. The marine maintenance department
reported that they will be ready to turn over the bay bottom once they complete the signs.
Trustee Warner stated that the Foster Creek dredging project is complete and the residents are satisfied.
Trustee Horowitz stated that Carter’s Creek dredging project is complete. Trustee Shultz stated that the purchase
of the Fantasy Drive property is still in the works.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to close the meeting.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to enter the executive
session.
Respectfully submitted,
______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer
PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10750 is issued to DKR Shores Inc , as agent for 95 INLET ROAD WEST LLC, 95 Inlet Road,
Southampton, NY (SCTM# 900-176-01-01) to construct a 4’ x 15’ fixed catwalk using open grate material,
supported by 6” x 6” posts, 3’ x 12’ seasonal ramp, and a 6’ x 20’ seasonal float secured by four (4) 10” piles.
Fence must be removed and signs made for public pass and repass.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Entire dock structure must not extend past 31’ from MHW.
3. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
4. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
5. All catwalk and dock decks shall be constructed with non-treated materials.
6. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
7. All seasonal dock structures must be removed from water by December 1st each year.
8. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quantuck Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10751 is issued to DKR Shores Inc , as agent for STUART AARONSON, 53 Old Main Road,
Quogue , NY (SCTM# 902-03-01-19.3) to amend Permit #10602, to construct a 4’ x 109’ fixed elevated
(minimum 3’ above grade) catwalk using open grate material, supported by 4” x 4” posts not to extend 50’ past
grass line, and install two (2) 4’ x 12’ elevated platforms with a access ladder at end as shown on drawings.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 50’ from MHW.
4. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
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5.
6.

Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quantuck Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10752 is issued to First Coastal Corporation , as agent for BARONS LANE LLC., 382 Barons
Lane, Southampton , NY (SCTM# 904-30-01-45.5) to renew Permit #10444 for one year, to perform dune
restoration by placing approximately 3,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 420’ sand fence,
using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10753 is issued to Young & Young, as agent for JOHN BATTISTE, 13 Canal Way , Hampton
Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-322-02-03) to remove both current bulkheads and reconstruct 100’ bulkhead (in kind
/in place), two (2) 10’ returns using vinyl sheathing, 4’ x 5’ platform, 6’ x 20’ floating dock 6’ x 12’ platform
secured by 4” x 4” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed
to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7.
Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide to
top of deck.
8. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
9. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
10. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at average
high tide to top of deck.
11. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
12. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Smiths Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10754 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for JEFFREY BLAU, 313 Dune Road,
Bridgehampton, NY (SCTM# 900-179-02-26.7) to amend and renew Permit #10426 for one year, to perform
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dune restoration by placing approximately 3,000 cubic yards of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 156’
sand fence using wooden posts only and replant beach grass 12” o.c. No Sand Cubes.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10755 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc., as agent for ANNA CHAPMAN, 14
South Harbor Drive, North Haven, NY (SCTM# 901-06-05-29) ) to construct 4’ x 55’ fixed catwalk using thruflow decking secured by 4” x 4” piles .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Great Pond Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10756 is issued to Rich Romanski, as agent for SANTO & JOSEPHINE GENTILE, 9 Duckwood
Lane, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-172-01-01-05) to construct 3’ x 45’ catwalk to a 3’ x 12’ ramp, 4’ x
16’ fixed dock supported by fourteen (14) 4” x 4” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Steps must be installed on either side of fixed walkway between MHW and MLW for public pass
and repass purposes.
3. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
4. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
5. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
6. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Red Creek Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10757 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for GOLDMAN FAMILY SPLIT
PURCHASE RESIDENCE TRUST, 211 Mid Ocean Drive, Bridgehampton, NY (SCTM# 900-134-04-49.8) to
amend and renew Permit #10430 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 3,000 cubic
yards of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 162’ sand fence using wooden posts only and replant
beach grass 12” o.c. No Sand Cubes.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
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1.

The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10758 is issued to First Coastal Corp., as agent for THOMAS & JUDITH IOVINO, 91 Potato
Road, Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-10-03-16) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 3,500
c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, and install 70’ sand fence using wooden posts only. Replant with
beach grass 12” o.c. and replace seasonal 4’ x 20’ stairs to beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement notice must be mailed to Trustee’s
office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
5. Certified Piping Plover and Endangered species monitor is present during construction. Trustees
are to be NOTIFIED prior to the start of construction and receive Progress reports each Friday at
close of business. Delineating percentage of completion of project, endangered species protection,
and estimated time until completion. Use of Trustee Roads shall require additional letter of
permission, failure to comply will result in immediate termination of Permit.
6. All seasonal dock structures must be removed by December 1st each year.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10759 is issued to DKR Shores Inc, as agent for HELAINE LIEBERMAN-LIEBELSON,37 Old
Main Road, Quogue, NY (SCTM# 902-03-01-16.2) to reconstruct (in kind/ in place) 45’ bulkhead using vinyl
sheathing .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement notice must be mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quantuck Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10760 is issued to Chesterfield Associates, Inc., as agent for KENNETH & MARY E.
MCGORRY, 350 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach, NY (SCTM# 905-18-01-09) to renew permit #10564 for one
year, to cut 6” below MHW existing nonfunctional 55’ bulkhead.
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THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moriches Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10761 is issued to Chesterfield Associates, Inc, as agent for VITO MONTALTO, 352 Dune
Road, Westhampton Beach , NY (SCTM# 905-18-01-08) to renew permit #10432 for one year, to reconstruct
(in kind/in place) 56’ bulkhead upland (28’ and 28’ sections). Existing returns shall be removed, all other
remaining bulkheads 21’ and 59’ will be cut 6” below MHW to act as a low sill bulkhead, 135’ revetment
consisting of 500 to 1000 lb native boulders set on geo textile fabric, 4’x 38’ catwalk supported by 4” x 4”
posts, 3’x 14’seasonal hinged ramp and 6’x 20’ seasonal floating dock secured by three (3) 8” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun; only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
2) Entire dock structure must not extend past 39’ from MHW.
3) Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
4) Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
5) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6) Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
7) All seasonal dock structures must be removed from water by December 1st each year.
8) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moriches Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10762 is issued to Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc. , as agent for PHILIP MURRAY, 166
Towd Point Road, North Sea, NY (SCTM# 900-59-01-42) to construct 4’ x 8’ ramp up to a 4’ x 56’fixed
elevated catwalk, 6’ x 20’ platform in a “T” configuration, secured by 6” x 6” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 70’ from Edge of Tidal Wetlands depicted on Survey.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
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5.

Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off North Sea Harbor as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10763 is issued to DKR Shores Inc , as agent for DAVID NOVAK, 26 Quantuck Lane, Quogue
, NY (SCTM# 902-11-02-4.1) to construct a 4’ x 20’ dock supported by 4’ x 4” posts, and install two (2) 4’ x 12’
elevated platforms and steps at the end of dock.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 50’ from MHW.
4) As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quantuck Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10764 is issued to Shore Solutions Inc., as agent for JOSEPHINE J. OWEN, 44 South Beach
Road, Southampton , NY (SCTM# 900-233-01-16.11 &16.12) to reconstruct 123’ bulkhead ( in kind/ in place)
using vinyl sheathing, raise height 18”, install two (2) 10’ returns and reset 3’ x 8’ steps to beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement notice must be mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10765 is issued to Land Use Ecological Services, Inc., as agent for ROBERT REICHENBACH,
37 Romana Drive, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-292-02-68) to construct a 4’ x 20’ open grate fixed catwalk
off the existing bulkhead, supported by 6” piles, no handrails permitted.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
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6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Tiana Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10766 is issued to DKR Shores Inc , as agent for STEPHEN FIELDS TRUST PROPERTY, 32
Oak Lane, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-322-02-24) to dredge 10’ x 120’ area off bulkhead .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10767 is issued to First Coastal Corporation , as agent for WILLIAM J. CONDREN MARITAL
TRUST NO.2, 620 Old Town Road, Southampton, NY (SCTM# 904-30-01-68.1) to renew Permit #10458 for
one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded
dune, install 203’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10821 is issued to Shawn M. Barron, as agent for MARILYN CORRADINI, 2 Seagull Hill Road,
North Haven, NY (SCTM# 901-06-01-15) to construct a 4’ x 80’ low profile catwalk, using a thru-flow material,
with a 6’ x 6’ platform, supported by 4” pilings and steps to grade.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Poles Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

TEMPORARY MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-T03 is issued to NEVILLE MCCAGHREN, 39 Cox Curve Road, Westhampton Beach, to
place a 200lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22'Mastercraft (Reg. No. NY5668FM) in
Quantuck Bay under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
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MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-122 is issued to PETER L. KOSZALKA, 9 Bayview Road, Southampton, NY 11968
to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 23' Sea Craft (Reg. No. NY1329GN) in
Fresh Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-123 is issued to WENSLEY E. MCKENNEY, 414 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach,
NY 11978 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Bayliner
"LACKAMODLA" (Reg. No. NY1584GN) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable
Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-124 is issued to WAYNE K. DUPREE, 153 Shore Road, Southampton, NY 11968 to
place a 200 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 26' Jagua (Reg. No. NY4053EJ) in North
Sea Harbor, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-125 is issued to JOHN B. DOUGLAS, 7 Trynz Lane, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 14' St/DE (Reg. No. NY8169JS) in
Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-126 is issued to PAMELA J. GLAZER, 54 East Way Drive, Southampton, NY 11968
to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' Proline (Reg. No. NY4626UJ) in
Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Richard Franks.
PERMIT NO. 14-127 is issued to PATRICK W. MCANDREWS, 37C Gardners Lane, Hampton Bays,
NY 11946 to place a 150lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 17' Boston Whaler (Reg. No.
NY8444MG) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-128 is issued to ANN HENRY, 21 Indian Run, East Quogue, NY 11942 to place a
150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 16' O'Day Sail boat (Reg. No. None) in Tiana Bay,
under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-129 is issued to JAMES J. BUTLER III, 88 Brennans Moor, Water Mill, NY 11976
to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 15' Boston Whaler "TBD" (Reg. No.
NY6099MK) in Mecox Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Richard Franks.
PERMIT NO. 14-130 is issued to JORDAN & SAMUEL MANOWITZ, 33 East Way Drive,
Southampton, NY 11968 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 19' O'Day
"O'Day Mariner" (Reg. No. NY9389PN ) in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable
Richard Franks.

GILL NET PERMITS
PERMIT NO.GN-030 is issued to Paul Smith, 33 Tuttle Avenue Eastport NY 11941 to place gill nets in
Eastport,Speonk Cove & Moriches Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-041 is issued to Philip Tocci, 87 East Street Flanders NY 11901 to place gill nets in
Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO.GN-051 is issued to Charles Seaman, 32 Midland Street Quogue NY 11959 to place gill nets
in Shinnecock & Moriches Bay for 2014.
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POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT - 008 is issued to WALTER H. LANE, 20 Rampasture Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place 20 eel & 4 crab on Trustees' bottom in Tiana & Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 015 is issued to PAUL H. SMITH, 33 Tuttle Avenue, Eastport NY 11941, to place 25
eels & 15 crab on Trustees' bottom in Speonk Cove & Tributaries for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 055 is issued to PHILIP TOCCI, 87 East Street, Flanders NY 11901, to place 50 crab &
50 eel on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 097 is issued to SANDRA A. DUMAIS, 20 Ocean Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to
place 10 crab on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 221 is issued to KEVIN E. SICKLER, 6 Easterly Road, Hampton Bays NY, to place 25
crab & 25 conch on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT - 225 is issued to RICHARD RICHARDSON, 504 Dune Rd, Westhampton Beach NY
11978, to place 5 crab on Trustees' bottom in Pond Point, Westhampton, Moriches Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-253 is issued to CHARLES W. SEAMAN, 32 Midland Street, Quogue NY 11959, to place
20 Crab, 20 Couch, 20 Killie & 20 eels on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-280 is issued to DOSCH J. FRANZ, 139 Sebonac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place
10 eel on Trustees' bottom in West Neck, National, Scallop Pond, North Sea,& Heady Creek for 2014.

FISH TRAP PERMITS
PERMIT NO FT-247 is issued to Philip Tocci, 87 East Street, Flanders NY, New York, to place a fish trap in
Moriches Bay south of intra-coastal waterway, 100 west of FT246 as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map,
Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-248 is issued to Philip Tocci, 87 East Street, Flanders NY, New York, to place a fish trap in
Moriches Bay south of intra-coastal waterway, 100 west of FT247 as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map,
Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO FT-249 is issued to Philip Tocci, 87 East Street, Flanders NY, New York, to place a fish trap in
Moriches Bay south of intra-coastal waterway, 100 west of FT248 as per applicant’s marker on Trustees’ map,
Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
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June 26, 2014

THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, JUNE 26, 2014, AT 3:30 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Trustee Ray Overton Trustee Scott Horowitz and Trustee
William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak. Absent was Secretary/Treasurer Edward Warner Jr.
Trustee Shultz called the meeting to order.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Trustee Warner’s proposal for tow raking in Hampton Bays. The first
is for Shinnecock Bay. Trustee Shultz read the resolution for the record.
The Trustees recognize that the key to restoring the bays depends on maintaining and increasing the population of
filter feeders and
WHEREAS, the Southampton Baymen’s Association has proposed an area in Shinnecock Bay to be
harvested by the method known as tow raking and
WHEREAS, the area proposed is sparsely populated with shellfish and is in close proximity to the spawner
sanctuary established by the Trustees and Stony Brook University and
WHEREAS, this method will allow a large area of bay bottom to be turned over which will provide a more
suitable growing medium for juvenile shellfish to prosper and
WHEREAS, the Trustees wish to maintain a large population of filter feeders in this area which will
hopefully purify the waters
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Southampton Trustees agree to open for tow raking
on a temporary basis Monday-Friday between Sunrise and Sunset from July 31st to October 31st the area south of the
intracoastal waterway from a point directly opposite Pine Neck Point to West Rampasture Point and all clams of
cherrystone and chowder size shall be transferred to the Trustees at an average market rate paid to commercial
harvesters for redistribution within the Shinnecock System Breeder Sanctuaries, not to exceed the amount of
$50,000.
Trustee Shultz feels that this is a win win situation. Trustee Pell thinks it is a great idea but asked if the
Board could use the balance of the rest of the money to buy shellfish. Discussion followed. The Board decided
to leave it as it stands. Discussion followed. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell
and duly carried to pass the resolution for western Shinnecock Bay.
Trustee Shultz felt that similar resolution should be passed for Moriches Bay. He read the resolution for
the record.
The Trustees recognize that the key to restoring the health of the bays depends on maintaining and
increasing the population of filter feeders and
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WHEREAS, the Town Trustees are working with Stony Brook University and Cornell Cooperative to
study the health of the bays and
WHEREAS, the Trustees wish to restore the health of Moriches Bay,
BE IT RESOLVED that the Trustees formally request Cornell and Stony Brook University to conduct a
study to identify
1.) Suitable locations for placement of oyster growing facilities
2.) Establish areas for spawner sanctuaries
3.) Establish areas suitable for tow raking of clams in order to harvest and transfer to said spawner
sanctuaries in a similar manner to the resolution adopted regarding Shinnecock Bay
4.) Identify areas suitable to planting of other types of shellfish
5.) Identify areas to be closed to shellfishing due to sensitivity
6.) Identify areas suitable for eelgrass replanting
AND THE TRUSTEES RESOLVE to expend the sum not to exceed $50,000 for the purchase of shellfish
under the same parameters set forth for the Shinnecock tow rake area.
Trustee Shultz stated that it has been quite a while since tow raking has occurred in Moriches Bay. Trustee
Overton stated his concern about the water chemistry that is leading to the brown tide which happens so quickly.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to approve the resolution.
The obvious answer tends to be nitrogen but Trustee Overton is interested in getting a better understanding of the
water quality. Trustee Shultz stated that it has been heavily studied but it is not just one parameter that affects
the blooms.
Trustee Shultz read a resolution for the Moriches Bay Project for the record.
WHEREAS, the Trustees of the Town of Southampton have primary jurisdiction over activities on
portions of Moriches Bay located within the borders of the Town of Southampton; and
WHEREAS, the Trustees of the Town of Southampton has utilized the research and services of the Cornell
University Co-Operative Extension to facilitate shellfish replenishment projects within the Town of Southampton;
and
WHEREAS, the Village of Westhampton Beach and the Moriches Bay Project in coordination and
cooperation with the Cornell University Co-Operative Extension propose to install a series of floating oyster cages
totaling 30’ x 50’ located in the waters off property owned by the Village of Westhampton Beach, specifically
located at 40°47’29.00”N - 72°39’51.22”W. more commonly referred to as the bayside of Lashley Beach on Dune
Road in Westhampton Beach; and

WHEREAS, the Trustees of the Town of Southampton support the efforts to replenish shellfish in the
waters of the Town of Southampton as well as efforts to educate the public about the important role shellfish play in
our aquatic eco-systems;
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Trustees approve the installation of oyster cages on a temporary basis as
described above with the Moriches Bay Project agreeing to follow the recommendations of Cornell Co-Operative for
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its installation, maintenance and removal. Moriches Bay Project will further provide the Trustees with an annual
update of the results of this installation, as well as a listing of educational efforts made in conjunction with this
installation. Such installation and educational efforts will be overseen by Trustee Raymond Overton.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the resolution.
Trustee Shultz asked if the Board had received anything from Dr. Gobler. Discussion about the contract
that the Board has with Dr. Gobler followed. Trustee Shultz suggested adding wording to the blue book for projects
like this.
A motion was made by Trustee Overton, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to approve the
resolution. Discussion about floats, permits and restoration projects followed. A motion was made by Trustee
Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to waive the fees. Trustee Shultz stated that the Board will
schedule a meeting with the Baymen’s Association.
Trustee Pell asked that the Board meet with Billy Mack and Aram Terchunian from First Coastal to discuss
complaints that the Board has been receiving. The Board will ask them to come to the July 14th meeting. Trustee
Overton stated that the Board needs to figure out a way to expedite the extensions. He would like to see changes to
the blue book. Trustee Shultz stated that Merriah Eberts will be hired as the environmental analyst and he envisions
her aiding in the permit process. Trustee Pell stated that an extension can’t be granted without reviewing what
changes may have happened in the environment and at the site.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell to close the meeting. The motion didn’t carry. Trustee Horowitz
asked what the status of the Bay Constable new boat is. Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak will look into it.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to close the meeting.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to enter into an
executive session.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer
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July 14, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, JULY 14, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.,; Trustee Scott Horowitz, Trustee
Ray Overton., and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Shultz called the meeting to order.
Trustee Shultz updated the board on the Foster’s Creek dredging project. He stated there is 10,000 yards of
dredged spoil. Trustee Shultz made a motion to advertise the removal of the spoil sand at a minimum rate of $2 a
yard paid to the Trustees for the removal of the sand, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried.
Trustee Shultz brought the resolution for the 2015 Quick books update. The motion was made by Trustee
Pell, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried.
Trustee Shultz brought up the discussion of Charles Ayres, Lake Agawam Parking Sticker (replacement
request) The Bathing Corp. Their sticker which was placed on the bumper of their car was stolen and they are
asking for a replacement sticker with no additional fee. A motion was made by Trustee Overton, seconded by
Trustee Pell and duly carried.
Trustee Shultz brought up the discussion of the Bay Constable overtime. Senior Bay Constable Al Tuzzolo
was introduced and brought up the need for overtime money to dedicate to the maintenance of the Trustees patrol
boats. A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:

RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees hereby approve Bay Constable overtime, cost not to exceed
$2,000 for the 2014 budget year for the purpose of maintenance on the Trustees owned vessels.

Trustee Pell brought up Mecox Cut and stated that he would like Chesterfield to open it, to start on
Wednesday, to take the sand and pile in on the West Side for the use of filling the cut back in when the time comes.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell to hire Chesterfield & Associates for their services and seconded by Trustee
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Warner and duly carried. A motion was made by Trustee Pell to open Mecox Cut on Wednesday July 16th,
seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried.
Trustee Horowitz brought up the discussion of hiring lifeguards for Mecox cut. A motion was made by
Trustee Pell, seconded by Trustee Shultz and duly carried to pass the following resolution:

RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees hereby approves the hiring of two lifeguards to be supplied from the
Town of Southampton Department of Parks and Recreation to patrol the Mecox Cut for a time period to be
determined by the Senior Bay Constable and the Superintendent of Parks and Recreation; and be it

FURTHER RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees shall reimburse the Town of Southampton Department of
Parks and Recreation for the cost of same.
Trustee Shultz brought a resolution to pay Robert Young. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz,
seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to pass the following resolution:
RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees shall pay Robert Young as a consultant for the Trustees for an
additional retainer of $5,000 which was exhausted doing legal work for Mr. Cahn.

Trustee Warner updated the Board regarding the SPDE permit. Trustee Warner stated that they received a
notice of violation from the DEC for not being in compliance as far as the sampling of the pond. Trustee Warner
stated that they need to have a conversation with the Town to determine if they’re going to continue with the project.
Trustee Warner suggested sending a letter to the department that issued the violation.
Trustee Warner brought the application of Donald & Catherine Anzalone, 28 South Beach Road,
Southampton and introduced Special Counsel Joseph Lombardo, Donald Anzalone and John Armentano from
Farrell Ritz PC for an issued bulkhead permit contingent on signing of a covenant on which they have been trying to
work out the verbiage that works for all involved. Mr. Armentano will be sending the proposed language for the
agreement as long as it’s in accordance with the initial agreement. The permit will be approved once the papers are
received, reviewed and all in agreement. A motion was made by Trustee Warner to authorize Trustee Shultz to sign
the covenant for the Anzalone property so long as it’s accepted by the Town Attorney, seconded by Trustee
Horowitz and duly carried.
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Trustee Warner updated the board on the spawner sanctuary signs. He received two quotes, one from the
Town bid for 20 signs 12 X 18 for $359 and the other from Minute Man Press for $175. A motion was made by
Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to pass the following resolution:
RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees shall hire Minute Man Press to build 20 waterproof color-plus signs
for $175.
Trustee Warner updated the Board regarding the hiring of a landscape company for Lake Agawam Park.
After further discussion with Marine Maintenance Harry Miller, Mr. Miller stated that it was too much work for
his crew to take on alone. A motion was made by Trustee Warner to put out a bid to hire a landscaping company
to oversee the maintenance of Agawam Park, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried.
Trustee Warner updated the Board on the dredging of Foster’s Creek. He stated would like to see a brush
jetty at the mouth of the creek where it was dredged. Trustee Pell suggested a low sill jetty. Trustee Warner
stated that it would be a temporary fix. Trustee Warner said he would get price quotes.
Trustee Warner informed the Board of the Southampton Yacht Club’s sailing event on July 17th & 18th
and they are asking permission to utilize the Little Neck parking lot in which they were given parking cards in
the past. A motion was made by Trustee Warner to provide parking and use of the launching ramp for the
Southampton Yacht Club event, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried.
Trustee Shultz informed the Board that the Conscience Point Shellfish Hatchery who would like a letter
from the Board of Trustees permitting them to have a Cardboard Boat Regatta at Conscience Point on Saturday
October 4th. Thomas Heine from the Conscience Point Shellfish Hatchery was introduced. Mr. Heine stated that
there would only be about 20 boats. SBC Al Tuzzolo stated his concern of the water temperature and the need for
their presence for safety reasons. SBC Al Tuzzolo stated that he would look into what kind of resources would be
required and come up with a plan. Mr. Heine will set up a meeting and inquire what the event will require. Mr
Heine also brought up the discussion of the Snapper Derby at Conscience Point on August 16th at 2PM. Trustee
Warner stated that they would the Sea Scouts on the August 4th meeting for further discussion.
Trustee Overton brought up the discussion on the Moriches Bay Project Resolution. Trustee Overton would
like to know what the conditions are for the resolution. Trustee Overton would like to have a meeting with the
villages as well and possibly get some contributions. Trustee Shultz suggested having the Mayor and Chris Gobler
come to the next meeting to start analyzing the parameters of what they would like to do.
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Trustee Shultz brought up the discussion of the Blue Book changes involving Cold Springs and several
other pieces of property, which goes from private to public property which affects the public right to pass and repass. Trustee Warner would like to purchase 20 signs on the same bid contractor as the Shellfish signs to put up
around the town in different areas. A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell duly carried.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz to open the public hearing for proposed amendments for the Blue
Book changes, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried.
Special Counsel Joseph Lombardo updated the Board on the changes for the Blue Book, instead of calling
it a recreational permit it should be called a non- commercial permit and also to a section regarding the beach
permits for the use of special events which is now listed as an “article”.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz to close the public hearing, seconded by Trustee Warner.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz to adopt the proposed Blue Book changes, seconded by Trustee Pell
and duly carried.
Cynthia DeRosa brought before the Board the application of 21 Shore Road, North Sea in which she would
like to replace brick with vinyl. Ms. DeRosa stated that it’s not a safe environment and she cannot get insurance on
her house. Trustee Shultz stated that he talked to Marty Shea about the property and he would like to keep the wall
in place. The DEC stated that the upland permit has nothing to do with the bulkhead permit. Ms. DeRosa stated that
10ft of her property is now washed away. Trustee Shultz suggested a low sill bulkhead. Trustee Shultz and Trustee
Horowitz will make a site visit. The application is placed on hold and they will discuss it at the August 4th meeting.
Trustee Shultz left the meeting.
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of for 94 DUNE ROAD HOLDING CORP., 94 Dune Road,
East Quogue, To renew and amend Permit 10387 for one year, to reconstruct (in kind/ in place) on west side
147’bulkhead and 23’return, using vinyl sheathing. To reconstruct (in kind/ in place) on east side of site,
61’bulkhead and 21’return, using vinyl sheathing. To remove existing ramp and create basin area by reconstructing (within basin) 70’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing. To construct, around basin, a 5’ x 70’ walkway,
landward of and attached to bulkhead. To install off bulkhead, a 4’ x 14’ ramp leading to two (2) existing relocated 6’ x 20’ floating docks secured by five (5) 8” diameter piles perpendicular to bulkhead. To install,
seaward of re-located floats, a 10’ x 20’ kayak float, secured by three (3) 8” diameter piles, parallel to bulkhead.
To construct ten (10) jet ski floats each 5’ x 10’- 6” This permit includes minimal sediment reclamation seaward
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of bulkhead, not to exceed a distance of 5’, not to exceed a depth of 2.5’ below MLW. Trustee Pell recused
himself.
Trustee Shultz re-entered the meeting.
The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires
no environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of William Pfluger, 39 Marlin Road, East Quogue, to legalize
a 4’ x 75’ walkway attached to and landward of bulkhead. Existing walkway must be removed and replaced with
compliant material. Buffer must be in coronation with Conservation Permit. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application of for H F DUNE ROAD LLC, 107 Dune Road, East Quogue,
to renew Permit 10085 and 9745 for one year, to relocate and construct 4’ x 89’catwalk, to 4’ x 3’ steps up to a 4’
x 60’catwalk, 4’ x 6’ steps down to a 4’ x 4’ platform to 4’ x 14’ stairs down to a 4’ x 4’ platform supported by
4” x 4” posts, to 4’ x 14’ stairs down to beach, entire structure must use open grate material. Entire structure to be
supported by 4” x 4” posts. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action
under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought up the application of Eli & Suzanne Oxenhorn, 636 Dune Road, Westhampton to
construct a 50’ extension to existing bulkhead, permit #10604 using vinyl sheathing. . The motion to approve
was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental
review.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell to approve the following applications; the motion to approve was duly
carried for the following applications.
David Wassong, 1265 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing 112’
bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and in front
of bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Benjamin Bram, 1271 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing 70’
bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and in front
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of bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Lynn Packard, 1277 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing 10’ bulkhead
using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at the construction site. Behind and in front of
bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
Melina Ooi Ling & Tony Siu Wing Cheng, 1285 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to reconstruct (in kind/in
place) existing 185’ bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
Behind and in front of bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
ARDK Holdings II, 1299 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing 102’
bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and in front
of bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Thomas H. Walker, 1311 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing 111’
bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and in front
of bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Ciarin O’Kelly, 1321 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing 111’
bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and in front
of bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Sally Breen, 1329 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing 61’ bulkhead
using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and in front of
bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
1335 Flying Point LLC, 1335 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing 63’
bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and in front
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of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Flying Point LLC, 1341 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing 134’
bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and in front
of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application for Edmund & Grace Sutton, 1115 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to
reconstruct 3’ x 45’ walkway to beach. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a
Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application for Rock Near The Bridge LLC, 67 Ferry Road, North Haven to
reconstruct (in kind/in place) 4’ x 10’ ramp, landward of bulkhead, 4’ x 48’ fixed catwalk, 3’ x 16’ hinged ramp,
6’ x 20’ float secured by (2) two 10” pilings and (2) two 10” tie-off pilings. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application of River Rock Structured Capital, LLC 186 Crescent Ave Water
Mill to remove and replace (18” higher) +/- 662’ existing timber bulkhead with vinyl bulkhead; 8’ eastern return;
and 20’ northern return deposit +/- 175 c.y. of clean sand fill as backfill; existing dock to be removed during
construction and replaced upon completion. The application is placed on hold until provided with a site plan of
the proposed buffer.
Trustee Pell brought up the application for William Siegel, 227 Mid Ocean Drive, Bridgehampton to
perform dune restoration by placing approximately 3,000 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install
164’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and construct a 4’ x 58’
walk/stairway. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application for RESI LLC, 380 Fowler Street, Water Mill to renew & amend
Permit 10600 for one year, to relocate and construct 3’x 4’ steps up to a 4’x 102’ fixed elevated catwalk, 1.5’x 5’
step down to a 3’x 5’ platform and 3’x10’ kayak rack. Entire structure will be supported by 4’x 4” posts. The
motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
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Trustee Pell brought up the application for ALAN & EUGENIA SACKS, 443 Sagaponack Road,
Sagaponack to amend Permit 10720 and renew Permit 10500 for one year, to construct a fixed 4’ x 90’ catwalk
using open grate decking, 4’x 10’ ramp, 4’x 126’ catwalk, 6’x 10’ platform with two (2) “L” shaped kayak racks
and 4’ x 6’ steps to beach. Entire structure will be supported by 4” x 4” posts. The project is classified as a Type
2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell informed the Board that the application of Marilyn Corradini 2 Seagull Hill Road, North
Haven is placed on hold.
One

(1)

Application for Amended Permits were approved

Eighteen

(18)

Applications for permits were approved

One

(1)

Application for personal watercraft lifts/hoists/floats were approved

Two

(2)

Applications for personal watercraft on moorings were approved

Four

(4)

Applications for mooring permits were approved

Two

(2)

Applications for pot permits were approved

Eighty Seven

(87)

Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz, and duly carried to waive the
reading of the correspondence.
Dean Stiffle, Resident – 6/10/14 – Letter regarding Area Variance Application public hearing on 6/19/14.
Kyle Swaringen, Associate civil engineer – 6/16/14 – email regarding Town of Southampton Culvert
projects.
Dan Hall, Land Use Ecological Services, Inc – 6/17/14 – Letter to Ed Warner regarding Anzalone Project,
28 South Beach Rd, Shinnecock Hills.
Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 6/17/14 – Letter to Melissa Dedovich regarding Property of
David Wassong, 1265 Flying Point Road, Water Mill, revised Coastal Erosion Management Permit.
Jennifer Garvey, Deputy Chief of Staff Office of the Supervisor – 6/17/14 – Resolution 2013-616.
Sea Level Mapping – 6/17/14 – Letter regarding Dave’s Creek Survey.
Kara Bak, Assistant Town Attorney – 6/25/14 – email regarding Flying Point Bulkheads.
Rose Harvey, Commissioner – 6/17/14 – Letter regarding New York Safe Boating.
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Christine Santora – 6/18/14 – Email regarding Spawner Sanctuary Closures in Shinnecock Bay—signs and
letter.
Joseph Lombardo, Special Counsel – 6/18/14 – Letter to Eileen Governale regarding 18E. Landing Rd.,
Hampton Bays/Trustee permit no. 10699.
William Pell & Scott Horowitz, Trustees – 6/20/14 – Memo to all trustee and bay constables regarding
Waterfowl Forum.
Anna Throne-Holst, Town Supervisor – 6/18/14 – Memo regarding Work Session Thursday, June 19, 2014.
Kyle Collins, Costal Erosion Hazard Area Administrator – 6/23/14 –Letter regarding Costal Erosion Permit
issued to 39 Fairfield Pond Lane, LLC.
Wade Carden, Biologist 1 Marine DEC – 6/20/14 – letter regarding Renewal of On/Off-Bottom Culture
(OBC) Permit no. 03-T for 2014.
Guy Barbolini, Presitent The colony Club of Southampton Shores, Inc. – 6/23/14 – Letter regarding High
tide mark, surveys and photos located on the beachfront of Southampton Shores.
Stephan Ryba, Chief, Eastern Section Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 6/25/14 – Letter
regarding Permit application Number NAN-2014-010307-ESW.
Jodi McDonald, Chief Regulatory Brand US army Corps of Engineers – 6/25/14 – Letter regarding
application of David Lohuis, 22 Post Lane, Quogue to fill in boat slip, bulkhead installation and pier installation.
Stephan Ryba, Chief Eastern Section Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 6/25/14 – Letter
regarding Permit application number NAN-2014-00219-EYA by SGI Marines, LLC- Sag Harbor Yacht Club EAST.
Stephan Ryba, Chief Eastern Section Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 6/25/14 – Letter
regarding Permit application number NAN-2014-00298-EYA by Kit McQuiston, 27 Meadow Lane, Quogue.
Stephan Ryba, Chief Eastern Section Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 6/25/14 – Letter
regarding Permit application number NAN-2014-00195-EYA by Anthony Hagen 320 Main Street, Sag Harbor.
Stephan Ryba, Chief Eastern Section Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 6/25/14 – Permit
application number NAN-2014-00390-ESW by Henry Davoli 42 Little Neck Road, Southampton.
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide Office of the Town Council – 6/25/14 – Memo regarding work
Session for Thursday, June 26, 2014.
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Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 6/25/14 – Letter regarding permit no. CB1400057 Joseph and
Marie Ipek, 36 Dolphin Road, East Quogue.
Lisa Tettelbach, Marine Biologist, DEC – 6/27/14 – Letter to follow up/thanks regarding a successful 2014
North Sea and Sag Harbor Conditional Shellfishing Program.
Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 6/25/14 – Letter regarding CB1400051 BBS Consulting
defined benefit pension plan.
Bruce Anderson, Suffolk Environmental Consulting Inc. – 6/25/14 – Letter (Hand Delivered) regarding
Coradini Application.
Wade Carden, Biologist 1 Marine DEC – 6/25/14 – Letter regarding complaints from Southampton
residents about a NYSDEC-permitted pound/trap net site west of Red Creek Pond inlet.
Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 6/25/14 – Letter Regarding project title: CB1400051 – BSS
consulting defined benefit pension plan.
Christine Fetten, Director of Municipal Works – 6/27/14 – Email regarding rain gauges for conditional
shellfishing program.
Ana Throne-Holst, Town Supervisor – 6/27/14 – Letter regarding cancellation of the Road review
committee meeting on July 8th 2014.
Lauren Gepes, Engineering Division – 6/27/14 – Letter regarding road review committee meeting
cancellation.
Ray Overton, trustee – 6/27/14 -- Letter to Barrier Beach Preservation Association regarding Moriches
Bay Project.
Christine Fetten, P.E. Director of Municipal Works – 6/27/14 – Email regarding rain gauges for conditional
shellfishing program
Antonio Vendome, Vendome Property Management Company, Inc – 6/27/14 – Letter regarding a dredging
issue at 17 East Shore Drive.
Keri-Anne O’Connor, Supervisor – 6/30/14 – Email regarding DMV implementing an Official License
Plate Replacement Program.
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System – 6/30/14 – Discharge monitoring report.
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Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc. – 6/30/14 – Memo regarding 383 Rose Hill Road, LLC
application. Proposed dock reconstruction.
William Bowman, Senior Scientist Land Use Ecological Services, Inc – 6/30/14 – Permit application for
dock modification for Conway—7 Dune Road, Quogue.
Margaret Griffin, BVIS – 7/1/14 – Photos of the overflowing garbage at Bridgehampton Main Beach.
Edward Warner, Trustee – 7/1/14 – Letter to Herbert Philips, chairman regarding application #1400056 JPS
& Co. LLC. Proposed addition.
Anne Illions, En-consultants – 7/1/14 – Letter regarding an application from The Rock Near The Bridge,
LLC 67 Ferry Road, North Haven.
Stephan Ryba, Chief Eastern Section Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 7/2/14 – Letter
regarding Permit application number NAN-2014-00364-ESW, applicant Jordan Stern.
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 7/2/14 – Email regarding Department Head Meeting Agenda. 2015
Budget preparation.
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 7/2/14 – Work Session Agenda for 7/3/14
Melanie Cirillo, Junior Sailing Committee, Southampton Yacht Club – 7/2/14 – Letter regarding permit for
sailing event.
Milton Raynor, Resident – 7/3/14 – Letter surrendering his duck hunting spot in Moriches Bay Permit
#11MO – 8.
Jennifer Garvey, Deputy Chief of Staff – 7/7/14 – Email message from NYS DEC about blue-green algae
blooms.
Laura Fabrizio, Resident – 7/7/14 – Letter regarding what was said at the meeting on Monday June 16th.
Margaret Lacey, Resident – 7/7/14 – Letter asking for an extension of time for mooring.
James Frazier, Chief Sag Harbor Fire Department – 7/7/14 – Letter of thanks for your donation to the fire
department.
Marilyn Corradini, Permit Applicant – 7/7/14 – Letter regarding catwalk, construction of catwalk and the
discontinuation of existing catwalk at 2 Sea Gull Hill Road, Sag Harbor.
Eileen Governale, Permit Applicant – 7/7/14 – Letter to Joe Lombardo regarding 18 E. Landing Rd,
Hampton Bays. SCTM: 0900-186-2-2.1 Trustee permit 10699
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Friends of the Long Pond Greenbelt – 7/8/14 – Events newsletter
Stephan Ryba, Chief, Eastern Section of Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 7/8/14 – Letter Regarding
permit application NAN-00556-EYR by Joseph Masi. Construction of a fixed and floating timber pier assembly at
Quantuck Bay.
George Hammarth, Deputy Regional Permit Administrator DEC – 7/8/14 – Letter regarding Permit #1-473606892/00004 Urgent maintenance dredging – Fresh pond entrance channel.
Edward Hampston, Chief, Water Compliance Assurance Secton DEC – 7/9/14 – Letter regarding a notice
of violation: Failure to submit complete SPDES DMR Permit #NY0267473.
William Pfluger, Resident – 7/9/14 – Photos of dock at 39 Marlin Road, East Quogue
Anna Throne-Holst, Town Supervisor – 7/9/14 – Letter regarding work session on Thursday, July 10, 2014.
Eric Shultz, Town President – 7/11/14 -- Letter regarding authorization of Permit no. 1-4736-03009/00005
to commence on July 15 or 16, 2014 (weather permitting).
William Pell, Trustee – 7/11/14 – Memo to Harry Miller regarding deep water signs.
William Pell, Trustee – 7/11/14 – Memo to Harry Miller, Al Tuzzolo, and Jon Erwin regarding
commencement Letter DEC- Opening Mecox cut.
Kimberley Walker, Senior Accountant Jones, Little & Co. – 7/11/14 – Letter to Tanya regarding
quickbooks pro upgrade. Extent price of $174.97, miscellaneous set up free of $100/hr, estimated 3 hours to clean.
Scott Horowitz, Trustee – 7/11/14 – letter to Delores Minor regarding Permit no. CB1400057 (Joseph and
Marie Ipek), section 1 and 3 not in compliance and needs to be addressed.
James Walker, Inter-Science Research Associates – 7/14/14 – Facsimile regarding the channel between
Sam’s Creek and Mecox Bay (55 Ambleside LLC)
Edward Warner, Trustee – 7/15/14 – Letter to Ms. Hodgson 31 Rampasture Rd Hampton Bays, regarding
the unlikelihood that a permit for construction of a bulkhead would be issued.
Diane Fisher, Clerk Typist - 5/23/14 - 7/19/14- Pump out Boat Total 40,039 of gallons.
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner, to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

Robert Young

Consulting

$5000.00

Ck# 1911

Trustee Horowitz updated the Board on the All For the Bays Concert at Ponquogue Bridge on July 31st
in which all the proceeds go to the Shinnecock Bays Fund.
The Board discussed the Tow Raking at Mecox Bay and Shinnecock Bay.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to close the
meeting.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

AMENDED PERMITS ISSUED
AMEND PERMIT NO. 10720 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for ALAN & EUGENIA SACKS, 443
Sagaponack Road, Sagaponack, NY (SCTM# 908-03-02-02) to amend Permit 10720 and renew Permit 10500 for
one year, to construct a fixed 4’ x 90’ catwalk using open grate decking, 4’x 10’ ramp, 4’x 126’ catwalk, 6’x 10’
platform with two (2) “L” shaped kayak racks and 4’ x 6’ steps to beach. Entire structure will be supported by 4”
x 4” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 30’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sagaponack Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10768 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc. as agent for 94 DUNE ROAD
HOLDING CORP., 94 Dune Road, East Quogue , NY (SCTM# 900-385-01-36.3) To renew and amend Permit
10387 for one year, to reconstruct (in kind/ in place) on west side 147’bulkhead and 23’return, using vinyl
sheathing. To reconstruct (in kind/ in place) on east side of site, 61’bulkhead and 21’return, using vinyl
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sheathing. To remove existing ramp and create basin area by re-constructing (within basin) 70’ bulkhead using
vinyl sheathing. To construct, around basin, a 5’ x 70’ walkway, landward of and attached to bulkhead. To install
off bulkhead, a 4’ x 14’ ramp leading to two (2) existing re-located 6’ x 20’ floating docks secured by five (5) 8”
diameter piles perpendicular to bulkhead. To install, seaward of re-located floats, a 10’ x 20’ kayak float, secured
by three (3) 8” diameter piles, parallel to bulkhead. To construct ten (10) jet ski floats each 5’ x 10’- 6” This
permit includes minimal sediment reclamation seaward of bulkhead, not to exceed a distance of 5’, not to exceed
a depth of 2.5’ below MLW.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY TO THE BULKHEAD:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
4.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
5.
Property owner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
6.
Bulkhead being rebuilt in kind/in place.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY TO THE DOCK FACILITY:
1. The nine (9) seasonal boat slips are limited to boats of a size of Twenty five (25’) feet or less
2. Sleeping is prohibited at any and all times on the boats located in both the seasonal and transient
slips
3. Signage must be provided and displayed at all times PROHIBITING sleeping at any and all
times on the boats located within both the seasonal and transient slips
4. The rental contracts for the seasonal slips shall include a clause clearly prohibiting sleeping on
the vessels at any and all times.
5. Docking at the seven (7) transient boat slips may only occur during the hours when the
restaurant/bar is open (11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.) and all transient slips shall remain vacant
between the hours of 2:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
6. The seven (7) transient slips shall have eight (8’) foot spacing between piles as per the submitted
plans
7. The entire catwalk must be of a light-penetrating open grid system (see typical specification
sheet). It shall be six (6’) feet wide and constructed with untreated materials including the
pilings.
8. There shall be no dredging allowed except for the retrieval of material within five (5’) feet and
not to exceed a depth of two and one half (2.5’) feet below mean low water from the bulkhead
reconstruction.
9. The entire bulkhead shall be reconstructed using vinyl sheathing and untreated lumber in kind
and in place
10. There shall be no fuel dock, no fueling, no pump out station and no servicing of boats on or at
any of the boat slips or on the entire property
11. Should the NYS DEC Bureau of Shellfisheries determine that the “as-built” conditions at the site
have definitely precipitated a closure to shell fishing in the waters adjacent to the facility, the
Board of Trustees reserves the right to modify this permit.
12. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum ten (10’) foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of
silts and fertilizers into the marine environment
13. The final grading of disturbed soils behind the new bulkhead shall be a minimum of four (4”)
inches below the finished height of the wall in order to hinder siltation
14. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead
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15. Property owner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less
than five (5’) feet in width to enable persons to pass and re-pass around said bulkhead
16. Maximum pile size for all slips shall be eight (8”) inch piles.
17. No fertilizers are to be used on grass buffer zone
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off dug lagoon off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey
submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10769 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc , as agent for 1335 FLYING POINT
LLC, 1335 Flying Point Road, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-179-01-32) to reconstruct (in kind/in place)
existing 63’ bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
7.
8. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10770 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc , as agent for 1341 FLYING POINT
LLC, 1341 Flying Point Road, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-179-01-33) to reconstruct (in kind/in place)
existing 134’ bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
7.
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8. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10771 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc , as agent for ARDK HOLDINGS II,
1299 Flying Point Road, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-179-01-28) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing
102’ bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and
in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
7.
8. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10772 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc , as agent for BENJAMIN BRAM,
1271 Flying Point Road, Water Mill , NY (SCTM# 900-179-01-27.7) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing
70’ bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and in
front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
8. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10773 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc , as agent for SALLY R. BREEN,
1329 Flying Point Road, Water Mill , NY (SCTM# 900-179-01-31) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing 61’
bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and in
front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
8. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10774 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc , as agent for MELINA OOI LING
& TONY SIU WING CHENG, 1285 Flying Point Road, Water Mill , NY (SCTM# 900-179-01-27.1) to
reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing 185’ bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they
are at construction site. Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
7.
8. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10775 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc., as agent for H F DUNE ROAD
LLC, 107 Dune Road, East Quogue, NY (SCTM# 900-385-02-9.2) to renew Permit 10085 and 9745 for one
year, to relocate and construct 4’ x 89’catwalk, to 4’ x 3’ steps up to a 4’ x 60’catwalk, 4’ x 6’ steps down to a
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4’ x 4’ platform to 4’ x 14’ stairs down to a 4’ x 4’ platform supported by 4” x 4” posts, to 4’ x 14’ stairs down
to beach, entire structure must use open grate material. Entire structure to be supported by 4” x 4” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
3. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10776 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc , as agent for CIARIN T. O’KELLY,
1321 Flying Point Road, Water Mill , NY (SCTM# 900-179-01-30) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing
111’ bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and
in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
7.
8. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10777 is issued to First Coastal Corp., as agent for ELI & SUZANNE OXENHORN, 636 Dune
Road, Westhampton, NY (SCTM# 900-391-01-29) to construct a 50’ extension to existing bulkhead, permit
#10604 using vinyl sheathing.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement and
completion of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
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6.

Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moriches Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10778 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc , as agent for LYNN PACKARD,
1277 Flying Point Road, Water Mill , NY (SCTM# 900-179-01-27.5) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing
10’ bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and in
front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
8. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10779 is issued to WILLIAM PFLUGER, 39 Marlin Road, East Quogue, NY (SCTM# 900-38403-20) to legalize a 4’ x 75’ walkway attached to and landward of bulkhead. Existing walkway must be removed
and replaced with compliant material. Buffer must be in coronation with Conservation Permit.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement and
completion of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2. There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
3. A 10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the bulkhead landward.
4. No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10780 is issued to Land Use Ecological Services, Inc., as agent for RESI LLC, 380 Fowler
Street, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-178-01-22.2) to renew & amend Permit 10600 for one year, to relocate and
construct 3’x 4’ steps up to a 4’x 102’ fixed elevated catwalk, 1.5’x 5’ step down to a 3’x 5’ platform and 3’x10’
kayak rack. Entire structure will be supported by 4’x 4” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 40’ from We Hands line.
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4.
5.

As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Jule Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10781 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for the ROCK NEAR THE BRIDGE, LLC, 67 Ferry
Road, North Haven, NY (SCTM# 901-06-04-06) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 4’ x 10’ ramp, landward of
bulkhead, 4’ x 48’ fixed catwalk, 3’ x 16’ hinged ramp, 6’ x 20’ float secured by (2) two 10” pilings and (2) two
10” tie-off pilings.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches at average high tide to top of deck.
3.
Posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
4.
All catwalk and dock decks shall be constructed with non-treated materials.
5.
Overall structure not to exceed 82’ from MHW line into Upper Sag Harbor Cove.
6.
Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
7.
Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sag Harbor Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10782 is issued to First Coastal , as agent for WILLIAM SIEGEL, 227 Mid Ocean Drive,
Bridgehampton, NY (SCTM# 900-134-04-49.9) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 3,000 c.y.
of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 164’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with
beach grass 12” o.c. and construct a 4’ x 58’ walk/stairway.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
5. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10783 is issued to Curt H. Schollenberger Farmstead Inc. , as agent for EDMUND & GRACE
SUTTON, 1115 Flying Point Road, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-178-02-13) to reconstruct 3’ x 45’ walkway to
beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
Catwalk deck must not exceed 34” above grade.
2.
Posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
3.
Handrail height shall not be taller than 34” above catwalk with only one mid-rail.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10784 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc , as agent for THOMAS H.
WALKER, 1311 Flying Point Road, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-179-01-29) to reconstruct (in kind/in place)
existing 111’ bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
7.
8. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10785 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc , as agent for DAVID WASSONG,
1265 Flying Point Road, Water Mill , NY (SCTM# 900-179-01-25) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) existing
112’ bulkhead using steel sheathing. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site. Behind and
in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
Behind and in front of Bulkhead must be covered with sand, continually.
7.
8. Buried cars must be removed if they are at construction site.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERSONAL WATERCRAFT LIFT/HOIST/FLOAT PERMITS
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PWC14-006 is issued to JOSHUA M. SCHWARTZ, 188 Redwood Road, Sag Harbor, NY 11963 to
place a personal watercraft Float for a 10' Bombardier (Reg. No. CT4699BC ) in Sag Harbor Cove,
under the direction of Trustee William Pell IV
PERSONAL WATERCRAFT MOORING PERMITS
PWCM 14-007 is issued to KATHERINE E. ANDERSON, 58 Straight Path, Southampton, NY 11968
to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a personal watercraft Float for a 10'
Yamaha (NY7061GNG) in North Sea Harbor, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco
PWCM 14-008 is issued to BETH ANN BYRNES, 409A Dune Road, Westhampton Beach, NY 11978
to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a personal watercraft Float for a 10' Polar
(NY5648GRG) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus

MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-131 is issued to DAVID GOLDSTEIN, 878 Dune Road, Westhampton Dunes, NY
11977 to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 15’ Boston Whaler (Reg. No.
noNY8518MB ) in Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-132 is issued to JOHN G. FEINBERG, 8 Forrest Lane, East Quogue, NY 11942 to
place a 200 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' Aquasport (Reg. No. NY2055MA ) in
Shinnecock/Tiana Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-133 is issued to JON A. HOLDERER, 40 Clay Pit, Remsenburg NY 11960 to place a
150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' Flying Scott Sailboat (Reg. No. none ) in
Moriches Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-134 is issued to PATRICK F. MALONEY, 42 Woods Lane, Southampton, NY 11968
to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 18' Wellcraft (Reg. No. NY2915UU ) in
North Sea Harbor, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
PERMIT NO. 14-135 is issued to PETER L. CANNIZZARO, 95 Turtle Cove Drive, Southampton, NY
11968 to place a wooden stake(Club Member) mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 14' Boston
Whaler (Reg. No. NY1801MG) in Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo.
PERMIT NO. 14-136 is issued to KEVIN GREENE, 9 Roses Grove Road, Southampton, NY 11968
to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 24' Homem (Reg. No. NY1301GN) in
Cold Spring Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Richard Franks.
PERMIT NO. 14-137 is issued to JASON T. SCHWARTZ, 3 Oakhurst Road, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 250 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 25' O'day " L'Chain" (Reg. No.
NY6497GL) in Bullhead Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.

POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT-281 is issued to ALLEN E. OTT, 33 Rosewood Court, Water Mill NY 11976, to place 3
crab on Trustees' bottom in Mecox Bay for 2014.
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PERMIT NO. PT - 049 is issued to DAVID M. DENIS, 71 Sunset Beach Rd, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place
9 crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.

WATERFOWL HUNTING LOCATION PERMITS

PERMIT NO. 14BC-01 is issued to Joseph C. Timpanaro, 12 Trail Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Birch Creek, mouth northwest side.
PERMIT NO. 14CS-02 is issued to Frank Dosch, 139 Sebonac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Cold Spring Pond, point located midway in the pond, on north side of
Cold Spring Pond.
PERMIT NO. 14CS-04 is issued to William H Altman, 18 Long Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in Cold Spring Pond, northern part of Cold Spring Pond-S & W of intersection
of Cold Spring Rd & Private Community Rd.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-05 is issued to Francis J. Adamczeski, 40 West Prospect Street, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, opposite side of Taylor creek, per
your conversation with Bay Constable Chris Kohnken.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-08 is issued to Frank J. Dosch, 139 Sebonac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, across from Dune Beach parking lot.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-10 is issued to John A. Casabianca, 600 Montauk Highway, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off East side of Road D off Dune Road.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-17 is issued to Donald Law, 8 Bonita Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off east side of Warner's Island.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-19 is issued to Shawn Deuel, 190 Big Fresh Pond, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, inside entrance to Old Fort Pond.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-21 is issued to Christopher Capalbo, 6 Savannah Lane North, Southampton, NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, north side, by Far Pond Channel.
PERMIT NO. 14FF-01 is issued to Shawn D. Deuel, 190 Big Fresh Pond Road, Southampton, NY 11968, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (Stake blind) in Fairfeild Pond, West Side.
PERMIT NO. 14HC-01 is issued to Harold Holzman, 54 Newtown Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Hubbards Creek, northwest.
PERMIT NO. 14HC-02 is issued to Harold Holzman, 54 Newtown Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Hubbards Creek, northeast.
PERMIT NO. 14HC-05 is issued to James V. Warner, 64 Canoe Place Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Hubbards Creek, Mid Creek, west side of Black Duck
Lodge(transferred from Eric Mamay).
PERMIT NO. 14JP-01 is issued to Philip D. Gay, Jr., 131 Upper Seven Ponds Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Jule Pond, off Jule Road, east side.
PERMIT NO. 14JP-02 is issued to Richard Grodski, 6 Stuart Court, Hampton Bays, NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Jule Pond, east side.
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PERMIT NO. 14KP-01 is issued to Donald Grodski, 25 Henry Road, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Kellis Pond, off Montauk Highway, Bridgehampton.
PERMIT NO. 14LP-03 is issued to Aaron J. Rozzi, 110 Denise Street, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Long Pond - Sag Harbor, southwest side of pond,(formerly Sal Lantiere
05LP-03).
PERMIT NO. 14MC-01 is issued to James O’Brien, 43 Widener Lane, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mill Creek, Peconic Bay, Flanders, by mouth of Mill Creek.
PERMIT NO. 14MP-02 is issued to Francis J. Adamczeski, 40 West Prospect Street, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mill Pond, west side.
PERMIT NO. 14MP-03 is issued to John Zaluski, 192 Watermill Towd Rd, Water Mill NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (stake blind) in Mill Pond, southwest point.
PERMIT NO. 14MP-06 is issued to Joseph Kirby, 17 Harrison Avenue, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mill Pond, southwest corner.
PERMIT NO. 14CS-01 is issued to Harold & Richard S. Wilson, 1726 Noyack Road, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Cold Spring Pond, northeast corner.
PERMIT NO. 14CS-01 is issued to Richard S. & Harold Wilson, 1726 Noyack Road, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Cold Spring Pond, northeast corner.
PERMIT NO. 14CS-03 is issued to J. Parker Hodges, 8 Millstone Lane, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Cold Spring Pond, north side of pond.
PERMIT NO. 14CS-05 is issued to Michael J. DePerte, 20 Sheridan Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Cold Spring Pond, off southern point.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-01 is issued to James R. Wright, 253 Downs Path, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off Dupont Nature Conservancy property Taylors Creek.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-02 is issued to Mark Parash, 106 Anns Lane, Southampton NY 11968, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, southeast corner of Taylors Creek.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-03 is issued to Kim R. & Michael K. Lester, 17 Alanson Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, by First Point, approx. 2000 feet
east of boat house.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-03 is issued to Michael K. & Kim R. Lester, 16 Alanson Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, by First Point, approx. 2000 feet
east of boat house.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-04 is issued to Kim R. & Michael K. Lester, 17 Alanson Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off Road D, approx. 1000 feet west
on the point.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-04 is issued to Michael K. & Kim R. Lester, 16 Alanson Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off Road D, approx. 1000 feet west
on the point.
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PERMIT NO. 14ES-06 is issued to John S. & Willaim P. Stubelek, 132 Springville Road, Hampton Bays NY
11946, to place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off point of land approx.
1000 feet east of island, east of inlet on mainland.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-06 is issued to William P. & John S. Stubelek, 132 Springville Road, Hampton Bays NY
11946, to place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off point of land approx.
1000 feet east of island, east of inlet on mainland.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-07 is issued to William P. Stubelek, 132 Springville Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, east side of the island, east of
Shinnecock Inlet, off Dune Road.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-11 is issued to Robert & Sean P. Terry, 57 Foster Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (duck boat/floating blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, Shinnecock Road West to
Coast Guard Station.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-11 is issued to Sean P. & Robert Terry, 57 Foster Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (duck boat/floating blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, Shinnecock Road West to
Coast Guard Station.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-12 is issued to Robert & Sean P. Terry, 57 Foster Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (duck boat/floating blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, east side of Ponquogue Bridge.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-12 is issued to Sean P. & Robert Terry, 57 Foster Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (duck boat/floating blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, east side of Ponquogue Bridge.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-13 is issued to Michael S. Halsey, 36 Red Creek Circle, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, Heady Creek, off point of land by Ruth
Wales Dupont Sanctuary.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-14 is issued to Michael S. Halsey, 36 Red Creek Circle, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, by Heady Creek, around point (west) from
existing permit #99ES-19.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-15 is issued to Patrick J. Walsh, 334 Flying Point Road, Water Mill, NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in East Shinnecock Bay, off Cormorant Point, east side between the forks.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-16 is issued to Legrand L. & Nicholas Klager, 127 Old Riverhead Road, Hampton Bays NY
11946, to place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off southeast corner of
Warner's Island.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-16 is issued to Nicholas & Legrand L. Klager, 127 Old Riverhead Road, Hampton Bays NY
11946, to place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off southeast corner of
Warner's Island.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-18 is issued to Legrand L. & Nicholas Klager, 127 Old Riverhead Road, Hampton Bays NY
11946, to place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, north end of Warner's
Island.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-18 is issued to Nicholas & Legrand L. Klager, 127 Old Riverhead Road, Hampton Bays NY
11946, to place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, north end of Warner's
Island.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-20 is issued to Ira Freiband, 16 Bettina Court, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off Dune Road, between Ponquogue Bridge
and Road I.
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PERMIT NO. 14ES-22 is issued to Rodney C. Pierson, 65 Wiltshire Street, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off mouth of Middle Pond (formerly S.
McMahons 02ES-22).
PERMIT NO. 14ES-26 is issued to Edward Schleicher, 3 Flocee Place, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, 500' east of end of roadway-(Bay Ave
East)-into Shinnecock Bay.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-27 is issued to Edward Schleicher, 3 Flocee Place, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, 500' off shore from end of Victoria Rd;
South of Montauk Hwy(Bird Sanctuary Sign) & 500' East of Bird Sanctuary Line on Bay.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-04 is issued to Harold Wilson, 1726 Noyack Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, west side of Channel Pond.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-04 is issued to Richard S. Wilson, 1726 Noyack Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, west side of Channel Pond.
PERMIT NO. 14FL-01 is issued to Raymond S. Sachtleben, 771 Edge of Woods Rd, Water Mill NY 11976, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in Flax Pond, various locations.
PERMIT NO. 14GS-01 is issued to Eric A. Cobb, 77 Fern Avneue, Flanders NY 11901, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in Goose Creek, east of Hart Ave. dead end.
PERMIT NO. 14GS-02 is issued to Lance Mion, 22 Indian Run, East Quogue, NY 11942, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in Goose Creek, east side.
PERMIT NO. 14GS-03 is issued to Michael S. Halsey, 36 Red Creek Circle, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (boat blind) in Goose Creek, off of Moon Avenue.
PERMIT NO. 14HC-03 is issued to William Hutchison, 19 Red Creek Circle, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Hubbards Creek, west side (formerly C. Schuler's spot - 02HC03).
PERMIT NO. 14HC-04 is issued to Attilio J. Somma, 40 Red Creek Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Hubbards Creek, off Elbow Island, north east side.
PERMIT NO. 14HC-06 is issued to William Hutchison, 19 Red Creek Circle, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Hubbards Creek, west side (formerly C. Schuler's spot - 02HC06).
PERMIT NO. 14JP-03 is issued to Richard Grodski, 6 Stuart Court, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Jule Pond, west side.
PERMIT NO. 14KP-02 is issued to Donald A. Murphy, Jr., 102 Halsey Lane, Bridgehampton NY 11932, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Kellis Pond, west side.
PERMIT NO. 14LB-02 is issued to Daniel P. McNamara, 378 Scuttle Hole Road, Water Mill, NY 11976, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Long Pond - Bridgehampton, northeast side(formerly Kevin
Cajowski).
PERMIT NO. 14LB-03 is issued to Alex K. Dzieman & James M. Ledermann, 19 Island View Drive East, Sag
Harbor NY 11963, to place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Long Pond - Bridgehampton,
southeast side.
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PERMIT NO. 14LB-03 is issued to James m. Ledermann & Alex K. Dzieman, Millstone Road, Sag Harbor NY
11963, to place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Long Pond - Bridgehampton, southeast side.
PERMIT NO. 14LB-04 is issued to Duane Arnister, 180 Blank Lane, Water Mill, NY 11976, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in Long Pond - Bridgehampton, Move his spot to the east side of Long Pond
(BH) opposite where it was..
PERMIT NO. 14LL-01 is issued to Christopher C. Kohnken, 36 Whalers Drive, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in Little Long Pond, south end.
PERMIT NO. 14LL-02 is issued to Stephen P. McLaughlin, 28 Rosewood Drive, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Little Long Pond, Sag Harbor, by the Island off Laurel Trail.
PERMIT NO. 14LP-01 is issued to Troy P. Muller, 154 Pelletreau Street, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Long Pond - Sag Harbor, Sag Harbor - southwest shore (formerly Howard
Norths 08LP-01).
PERMIT NO. 14LP-04 is issued to Fred G. Mayer, 20 Whalers Drive, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Long Pond - Sag Harbor, Sag Harbor - north end.
PERMIT NO. 14LP-05 is issued to Fred G. Mayer, 20 Whalers Drive, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Long Pond - Sag Harbor, Sag Harbor - northwest.
PERMIT NO. 14LP-06 is issued to Jeffrey M. Bieniewicz, 22 Inlet View Drive, Southampton, NY 11968, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (stake blind) in Long Pond - Sag Harbor, North east side of Pond.
PERMIT NO. 14LP-07 is issued to John M. Yates, 2 Graham Ct., Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (shore blind) in Long Pond - Sag Harbor, to the right of the launching ramp.
PERMIT NO. 14MB-01 is issued to Donald Bennett, 55 Seabreeze Avenue, Westhampton NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moneybogue Bay, off Reedy Island (center).
PERMIT NO. 14MO-01 is issued to Donald Bennett, 55 Seabreeze Avenue, Westhampton NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, off Widgeon Way & Dune Road, by Swan Island.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-02 is issued to Dennis J. Schmidt, 30 West Neck Road, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, off northwest side of Swan Island.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-03 is issued to Donald Bennett Jr., 20 Howell Place, Speonk, NY 11972, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, off Speonk Point (formerly T.J. DeMayoTranfered
to Donald Bennett Jr.).
PERMIT NO. 14MO-04 is issued to Richard C. Richardson, 504 Dune Road, Westhampton NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in Moriches Bay, off little peninsula (between gunning Pt. & Pond Pt.) across
from my house.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-06 is issued to Ted Sadleir, 7 Beaver Lane West, Westhampton NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, off Pike's Beach, east or west side of Pike's Point
(aka Breach Island, that isn't an island), #2.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-07 is issued to Ted Sadleir, 7 Beaver Lane West, Westhampton NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, at Stokes Pogue Marsh, between Westhampton
Yacht Squadron & Tuthill Lane.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-08 is issued to Duane A. Arnister, 180 Blank Lane, Water Mill NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, off east side of Pickett Point.
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PERMIT NO. 14MO-09 is issued to William Bennett, 7 Parlato Place, Westhampton Beach NY 11978, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Moriches Bay, off Daisy Lane & Dune Road.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-10 is issued to William Bennett, 7 Parlato Place, Westhampton Beach NY 11978, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, off Hummer Island or sand bar, by Oneck.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-11 is issued to William Bennett, 7 Parlato Place, Westhampton Beach NY 11978, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, off Oneck drain & Stacy Dr. or canal at Bridge.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-12 is issued to Howard J. Kesseler, Jr., 211 Oneck Lane, Westhampton Beach NY 11978, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, off Beaver Dam Cove.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-14 is issued to Richard M. LaRocca, Sr., 30 East Pond Lane, Eastport NY 11941, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, east side of Swan Island.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-15 is issued to William H. Bennett, 7 Parlato Place, Westhampton Beach NY 11978, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, south side Taylors Hole.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-19 is issued to Ernest J. Davis, 38 South Country Road, Westhampton NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in Moriches Bay, east side off Gunning Point.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-22 is issued to Justin P. Topping, 109 O'Neck Lane, Westhampton NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in Moriches Bay, off Apaucuck Point, Westhampton.
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July 15, 2014

THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF TIlE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT THE HAMPTON BAY’S
SENIOR CENTER ON TUESDAY, JULY 15, 2014 AT 7 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Trustee William Pell IV; Trustee Scott Horowitz; Trustee Ray
Overton. Also present were Senior Bay Constable Albert Tuzzolo and Bay Constable Richard Franks and Special
Counsel, Joe Lombardo. The topic for the special meeting was proposed waterforl amendments to the Blue Book.
Terra Dunlop, Program Aide recorded the minutes.
Trustee Shultz called the meeting to order.
Trustee Pell explained the set up for the evening and stated that each person would have 2 minutes to talk.
Bay Constable Rich Franks explained how the proposed changes were determined.
Trustee Horowitz thanked everyone for coming down, explained the point of the meeting and asked all to
be respectful. The Board is taking everything very seriously.
Trustee Shultz stated that the process will start with the public forum to discuss the changes, then formalize
the changes and hold a public hearing to accept the changes.
1.

Form a committee for possible changes consisting of 2 trustees, 1 bay constable, 1 senior bay constable, 1 from
waiting list and 2 current registrants.
B.C Franks stated that number 1 was good for everyone

2.

Will remain 3 year permit requiring registrants to submit copy of current hunting license and duck stamp, hip #
every year…by December 31st.
B.C. Franks stated that the proposed change originally said 2 years but was changed to 3.
Terry Crowley said they should save the paper.
Bill Bennett said that submitting paperwork makes more work for the freeholders. Mike Tessitore said the

solution is for the freeholders to mail a copy into the office.
Trustee Pell stated that the Board wants to keep the sport available and open for everyone.
Ken Mades stated that some guy was in someone else’s blind on Sunday and there aren’t bay constables on
duty.
S.B.C Tuzzolo explained that there will be changes to the bay constable’s schedule. He is asking for
feedback. 300 mailings went out and he only received comments from 15 people. He appreciated the problems in
the past but is trying to change things now and for the future.
Trustee Horowitz said he appreciates the history and experience that everyone brought to the meeting. He
asked all attendees to please stay on task.
Phil Gay said changes will complicate the system that has worked for years. More rules result in more
complications.
An attendee said that the New York State license is only good for one year.
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Trustee Shultz said that things are different now. The Board is in court because of purchasing a hat for
Trustee Pell. Things are different now. These changes are to protect the hunters. The Board wants to create
common sense laws. The Brookhaven Baymen’s case is in appeal. If we lose, then anyone can shellfish in
Southampton town waters.
Rich Geminski said it is unnecessary to submit the hunting license every year. It is a double standard to
require it for the duck blind but not for shellfish license. The Trustees should give out the hunting licenses instead
of the clerk's ’office so that they have it on file.
Trustee Overton explained needing the reason for needing the hunting license and asked if the attendees
had any ideas.
An attendee said that the Trustees never had jurisdiction so they should just get out of it.
S.B.C. Tuzzolo responded that if we get out of it then everyone from Suffolk County can hunt.
B.C. Franks explained the visual inspection of the blind.
Trustee Shultz talked about the Dongan Patent.
An attendee said that they shouldn’t have to buy a hunting license.
Trustee Shultz stated that maybe they could get a list from the State.
Phil Gay asked what happens if they forget?
S.B.C. Tuzzolo said that you won’t get denied. Seventy-three of 290 of you are here. These rules are
meant to protect you that hunt. We aren’t looking to take your blinds away but to protect their rights. Someone
could FOIL to see if Trustee’s are following their own rules.
John Raynor doesn’t think the Bay Constables should be involved. He wrote a letter expressing his
concerns and opposition to changes. The tax on the blind is an insult. Mr. Raynor read his letter into the record
“Board of Trustees Gentlemen,
I was born here; my family has lived here in Southampton for many generations. We are
descendents from Thurston Raynor (the first magistrate in the colonial village) my grandfather was the
keeper of the Ponquogue Lighthouse. My grandfather was a lifesaver at the Shinnecock and Tiana Stations
of the U.S.L.S.S. I come from a long line of fishermen, watermen, and baymen. We have hunted
waterfowl on Shinnecock Bay since colonial times. A privilege afforded by the Donagon Patent.
I strongly oppose the following changes:
1) I am a retired senior living on a fixed income. The increases in town property tax in recent
years have become a hardship. Many sacrifices have had to be made to meet this new
unexpected financial burden. To charge a fee to have a duck blind adds insult to injury to an
already over burdened taxpaying resident. Once a fee is instituted on anything it is never
removed, never decreases, only increases.
2) We currently have an abundance of rules, regulations and laws in regards to waterfowl
hunting. There are volumes of them from both the state and federal government. These
agencies have more than adequate number of game wardens to enforce them. To have our
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bay constables added to the mix is overkill. It is not necessary, and just an added expense.
New laws are easily made, almost impossible to get rid of.
3) An inspection of my duck blind is also not necessary. It is identified as belonging to me;
therefore I am already responsible to ensure that it stays put on my designated location (that
proper ground tackle is employed, anchors, chain, lines etc.) I am also aware that I am
personally responsible for any damage my blind may cause to other property. To be forced to
place my blind on station by November first is a bad idea. We are subject to coastal storms,
nor-Easters, possible hurricanes or remnants thereof. I don’t want to place my equipment out
in harm’s way almost a month prior to the opening day of the season, where it could be
damaged or destroyed. It is possible to cause damage to someone else’s property. To do this
for the convenience of a bay constable to conduct an unnecessary inspection is unreasonable.
4) To subject me to possible revocation of my spot as the result of a game violation is also
unreasonable. Anyone can sprinkle a little bait around a spot and pick up the telephone. This
has already happened, case in point, Chuck Seamen’s son.
Gentlemen with no disrespect intended, it just seems that someone has stayed up late nights
thinking of new rules and regulations that are not reasonable or necessary. It is my sincere wish that I may
be able to live out the remainder of my life in the land of my forefathers and enjoy the same rights and
privileges that they did.”
Leo Somma has had trouble every 3 years. He asked about clarification for medical situations.
B.C. Franks responded that these issues will be handled on a case by case basis.
Kim Lester stated with 200 plus duck blinds the changes should be put up to a vote. You can’t cry if you
didn’t show up and you have no right to say yes or no to the changes.
3.

Require a fee for each spot in the sum of 50.00 dollars per 3 year registration per spot...which will be
utilized …which will be utilized for trustee waterfowl management program… also to include trustee
supplied laminated placards 2 per blind w trustees seal on each.
Ira Friedman said that he does not have a problem paying $50 for 3 years. Maybe for some it is a hassle,

maybe the Trustees can offer a reduced fee for senior citizens.
Ken Mades said that they are supposed to be able to hunt without hindrance. Trustees are not supposed to
charge. He votes no to fees.
Linda Hagen agrees with Mr. Mades. There needs to be some criteria as this is not Hampton Bays 1953.
There are a lot of people who come out. Paying taxes, beach stickers, the Town is supposed to work for the
residents. Doesn’t think there should be a fee.
An attendee suggested a standardization of presentation of tags and to ask for voluntary donation to cover
costs instead of a mandatory fee.
John asked about the placards; where they are going?
B.C. Franks responded that they will go on the outside on the back and be clearly visible.
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4.

Blue book #3 and #4 can stay same as stated

5.

Number of spots per single registrant...as of 2014 registrants will only be allowed a maximum of 2 spots
per single registrant.
There were no comments.

6.

Landowner rules will also state if spot not hunted that year the trustees and the committee should only
make exceptions in extenuating circumstance… no excuses or exceptions otherwise when permitted
Ted Sadlier stated that the Bay Constables need to make sure that the landowner’s are hunting the spot.

The Board agreed and this is why they need a visual inspection.
Trustee Pell talked about the incident where homeowner was kicked out. It would have been easier to
handle if the Board had copies of hunting license and visual inspection. He would have been out sooner.

7.

Should add all duck blinds in the township must be in place grassed and ready to hunt by December 31st …
any blinds not in place by such date will be deemed vacant un-used spots and subject to revocation.
An attendee said that the deadline could be a hardship.
B.C. Tuzzolo said if the hunters inform the committee, the committee will be able to work with the

hunters.
Trustee Shultz said that the hunters have the ability to appeal to the Board.

8.

Blue book #8 ,#9,#10,#11 can stay same

9.

Each spot must be regularly hunted at least once a season.
No comments were made.

10. Impounds. any hunting device ex. floating blind, shore blind, duck boat, etc.conducted by bay constables will be
done at owners expense at the minimum sum of 250.00 to include the determination of other equipment needed
to remove it and revocation of your hunting location.
Ted Sadlier stated that it isn’t fair if there is a storm or hurricane.
S.B.C. Tuzzolo said that the bay constables make every attempt to get it back. They will not automatically
impound it if it breaks free.

11. Blue book #13 #14 and #15 stay same

12. Placard…should add blind #s also to be placed on interior of blind as well. Placards will be supplied by
trustees office. Blind without # shall be deemed not hunted and subject to impound
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No comments were made.

13. Blue book #17---#23 remain the same

14. Duck boat spot registrants will be required to call bay constables # 702-2268 and leave a message to schedule
there inspection on when they will be hunting there location to be in compliance.
No comments were made.

15. Pass shooting….legal in township, state and federal… gentlemen’s agreement among hunters… will state there
will be no pass/ jump shooting within 500 feet of a registered location in the township either occupied or unoccupied.
An attendee suggested that the distance should be increased from 500 feet.
B.C. Franks stated that there were a lot of issues this year with jump shooting.
Ted Sadlier thinks this is a good idea but the Trustees do not have jurisdiction of the meadows.
S.B.C. Tuzzolo stated that this was to stop out of towners and wait list people. There are 60 people on the
waiting list. The committee wants to put something in motion.
Bill Bennett said that the State owns a lot of land. He has a special access permit and he can do anything he
likes.
Trustee Horowitz asked how many had experienced this? Approximately 7 answered yes.
Trustee Pell stated that he will talk to the town attorney.

16. Trustees guide license. Residents will be free and commercial guides registered w the town / state will be
subject to a fee of 250.00 dollars. Renewable every year before the start of waterfowl season.
An attendee asked if charging money for a guide’s license is against the Dongan Patent?
S.B.C. Tuzzolo said that they have to take into consideration that they are making money.
Discussion about the fee followed.
An attendee doesn’t feel it is right for the Trustees to charge. The guys use it to supplement their income in
the winter.
Dwayne Arnister is 1 of the 3 commercial guides’ present. Why are they getting hit with a fee? They are
upholding a tradition. The Trustees should just leave it alone.
S.B.C. Tuzzolo explained the current situation and asked if everyone wants to pay $100.00.
Ted Sadlier said that they should remain separate.
S.B.C. Tuzzolo said then $100 for a 3 year commercial and free for resident guides. It is up to the
committee but will you be ok with commercial for $100 and resident for free?
An attendee said that prior to NYS making the state license, the town license made sense. He doesn’t
understand why he needs to get the town one now.
Discussion about lifetime guides and taxpayer vs. freeholder followed.
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17. . Proposal possible lottery system. Trustee acquired registered spots and run a 1 year lease to persons on
waiting list with a fee of 25.00 dollars for the season also to be rotated through out waiting list for each
upcoming hunting season. Blind locations will be available to be viewed for participants by sept.15th. This
program will be added at a later date depending on the availability of hunting locations.
Jason Poremda asked how the committee will determine which spots?
S.B.C Tuzzolo stated that they will be from revocations.

18. Any new locations for blind placement… a location will be granted to a qualified hunter either a current
registrant holding no greater than 1 spot or a member of the waiting list so as the requested spot meet all
requirements of the board of trustees and the requesting applicant meet all applicable waterfowl hunting
regulations. Applicant if approved will be removed from the waiting list. There will be a maximum of 2
blinds allowed.
Bill Benson asked how many locations are available?
B.C. Franks stated that there may be spots available that only some people have access to.
19. When either a duck blind has broken free, permittee looses there spot, or blind becomes derelict, un-huntable
and a new blind is constructed, blind permit holders are held responsible to make every attempt to retrieve
their blind and also for the removal of any and all debris associated with that permitted hunting location.
George asked what if someone cuts their blind loose if angry.
Bill Bennet stated that out of 750 floating docks, none have identification. When Pike’s inlet was created
docks were removed. Taxpayer money had to pay to remove them. He would know that day if his blind was loose.
He would be out there looking for it.

20.

Possible duck blind mentor program between current registrants and persons on the waiting list.. If registrants
are willing to participate they can access the current waiting list through the trustees office and choose who
they would want to become partners with on their hunting location. Doing so would help the current registrant
along with the pressure of the waiting list and the lack of available hunting locations in the town. This proposal
has gotten a lot of positive feedback and should work very well for everyone.
No comments were made.
B.C. Franks asked for any ideas. Ken Mades thanked the Trustees for having the meeting. Ted Sadlier
wants to go back to number 1. Not enough duck hunters to Bay Constables/Trustees on the committee. Trustee
Horowitz stated that the committee meetings have been held similar to these forums. B.C. Franks stated that the
intent of the meeting is to get input from everyone. A new revision will be sent out to everyone and there will
be another public hearing. S.B.C. Tuzzolo stated that it is a different regime now. If you call, the Bay
Constables will call back the next day. If there is a problem, they will work with you to solve it. The point of
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these meetings and the proposed revisions are to protect your right to hunt. Discussion about how the process
will advance followed. Trustee Shultz closed the meeting.

Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer
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July 21, 2014

THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, JULY 21, 2014, AT 11 A.M.
Trustee Eric Shultz opened the special meeting. Special Counsel Joseph Lombardo stated that he would
like to establish for the record that we have a quorum before proceeding. He asked everyone to please state their
name for the record. PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz, Trustee Scott Horowitz, Trustee William Pell IV
and Special Counsel Joseph Lombardo.
A motion was made by Trustee Eric Shultz, and seconded by Trustee William Pell IV, and duly carried to
pay for the following out of the Trustees’ special account:
1.

Lewis Marine

Inv# 1723672

$25.70

Ck# 1912

2.

Riverhead Building Supply

Inv# 246544, 288963

$27.16

Ck# 1913

3

Advance Auto Parts

ID# 1872131393

$32.17

Ck# 1914

4.

Zima Tire Supply

Repairs & Maintenance

$45.00

Ck# 1915

5.

Jones, Little & Co Inc

Accounting Retaining

$175.00

Ck# 1916

6.

Dunkerley’s

Inv# 414145, 414146

$205.79

Ck# 1917

7.

Inter-Science Research Inc.

Inv# 37038

$225.00

Ck# 1918

8.

Port Lumber Corp.

Inv# 121608

$385.60

Ck# 1919

9.

Thomas E. Dismore

Refund for Dock Slip

$423.80

Ck# 1920

10.

Nugent & Potter Inc.

Pump-out equipment

$517.71

Ck# 1921

11.

Hampton Watercraft & Marine

Pump-out gas sales

$572.85

Ck# 1922

12.

Wainscott Sand & Gravel

Inv# 147496

$673.70

Ck# 1923

13.

Verizon Wireless

Inv# 9727869743

$702.32

Ck# 1924

14.

East Coast Mines & Materials

Inv# 29838874

$598.30

Ck# 1925

15.

Steve Russell Boerner, CA

Archive, Research, Consult

$2,350.00

Ck# 1926

16.

Joseph Lombardo Esq.

Prof/Legal Fees

$5,675.00

Ck# 1927

17.

Town of Southampton

Funding/Environmental Analyst
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18.

Cahn & Cahn LLP

Inv#14455-14459

$44,219.86

Ck# 1929

19.

Peconic Environmental

Refund/Plover Monitor Fee

$600.00

Ck# 1932

20.

Minuteman Press

Spawner Sanctuary Signs

$175.00

Ck# 1933

21.

Joan Standish

Refund/Overpayment

$24.00

Ck#1934

Trustee Shultz asked if there was any new business. Trustee Pell IV stated that he had a conversation with
Andrew Pollack of the Jason Pollack Foundation in regards to holding a Memorial Service on Friday, August 1,
2014, from 6p.m.-9p.m. and have a 20’x30’ tent. They already had a permit for Flying Point but were considering
moving it down to Mecox Cut. Trustee Shultz made a motion to approve this Memorial Service upon receiving
backup from the Town Attorney’s office to see if it’s alright for them to do it and for him to write a letter of
permission. It was properly seconded by Trustee Pell, duly carried by all. Special Counsel Joseph Lombardo
pointed out that before making the final approval, they will need a tent permit from the Fire Marshal’s Office.
Trustee Pell stated that he will have the applicant submit a beach event application.

The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer
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August 4, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, AUGUST 4, 2014, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr; Trustee Scott Horowitz, Trustee
Ray Overton, and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Warner opened the meeting.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to accept the minutes of
April 30, 2014 and July 15, 2014.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion the Foster’s Creek dredge spoil. The Trustees put out a bid for the
dredge spoil. The Board received a single bid from Hampton Manor LLC for $2.00 a cubic yard. A motion was
made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to accept the bid.
Senior Bay Constable came forward to provide the bay constables report. There have been several boat
accidents and many issues with illegal crabbing in Mecox and Sagg which resulted in approximately 72 tickets.
The majority of the violations occurred between 8pm and 12am. SBC Tuzzolo requested additional overtime
funds. A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:

RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees recognizes the diligent efforts of the Southampton Town Bay
Constables, in enforcing various regulations of the Southampton Town Trustees and hereby authorizes an
additional one thousand dollars toward Bay Constable Overtime.
SBC Tuzzolo thanked the Marine Maintenance crew for helping the bay constables. A gas bladder washed
up and it is allegedly sold to a Mr. Bailey who was chartering his boat from the Hamptons to Bermuda. Trustee
Overton asked if the shellfishing issue has dissipated since the bay constables have started enforcing the rules
and regulations. SBC Tuzzolo feels that it may have increased and it is large groups of people who come in
multiple vehicles. Trustee Pell has received numerous complaints. Trustee Warner requested another update at
the next meeting.
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Josh Belury and Matt Matthews came forward to discuss the Snapper Derby. They decided to postpone it
for 1 year. Mr. Belury said that they will be placing various shellfish aside for the Trustees to be placed in
Southampton Town waters. Discussion about the Maritime Center followed. The cardboard boat race is also
postponed for 1 year. Mr. Belury provided a summary of the events slated to occur on October 4th and he invited
the Board to attend. Trustee Warner asked about the status of the property which belongs to CPF that was used
as a clam transfer program. The property will no longer be used for those purposed but they are working with
the Town Board to lease the property to create an oyster culture and co-op. Mr. Belury has approached his
interns about building a clam rack and the Shinnecock Nation has approached the hatchery to discuss building an
oyster reef for which they received funding. Mr. Belury feels that the project is critical to the future of oyster
cultivation.
Andy Spreitzer came forward to ask what is being done and what he could do within the community
regarding the college, the Shinnecock Bay Restoration Project and Chris Gobler. Trustee Warner explained that
extensive measures are being taken to mitigate the brown tide. In his research, Mr. Spreitzer discovered that the
nitrates from sewage are the main problem. Trustee Pell suggested how he could help minimize nitrogen.
Discussion followed about what a complex issue this is and what measures are being taken. Trustee Warner feels
that updating septic systems would have the biggest impact. Mr. Spreitzer asked if compostable toilets would be
something the Town would be interested in. The Board advised him to see the Town Board regarding these
upland issues. Discussion followed about run off and permeable surfaces.
Kevin McAllister came forward to describe his new group ‘Defend H20’ and the work he is currently
doing related to methoprene. He has worked in numerous positions and was most recently the Peconic Bay
Keeper. Over the past years, there have been numerous discussions about methoprene which is used for vector
control and is used approximately every 2 weeks that is blanket sprayed over the marshes. It is used widely,
including Suffolk County. Mr. McAllister explained how methoprene works and summarized studies which
suggest that it affects non-target species including amphibians and blue crab larvae. The County has been
successful in defending the use of methoprene and Mr. McAllister will challenge the environmental impact
statement which was developed 7 or 8 years ago. Several states have revised the regulations regarding the use of
methoprene in recent years. Legislator Schneiderman has tried to bring about changes to its use but has been
unsuccessful. Mr. McAllister stated that the larvae are not carriers of West Nile and spraying for larvae does not
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suppress the West Nile virus. The County is opposed to using BTI because they feel that it is not as effective as
methoprene. Mr. McAllister is before the Board to ask for their support in his efforts. Trustee Warner stated that
the Health Department trumps the environmental concerns. Discussion followed. Mr. McAllister will provide
the Board with studies and information about BTI and methoprene.
Trustee Warner invited the Smiths to discuss 10S Marina Corp. located on Smith’s Creek. Mrs. Smith is
concerned about the number of boats permitted on land, the bow of the boats extending over the property lines
and how far the boats extend into the creek. Mrs Smith said the property is classified as a marina which by
definition does not allow storage of boats on the upland. The Board would be able to assist the Smiths with their
concerns regarding the creek. The Smiths would need to talk to code enforcement regarding the dry storage.
The Smiths are concerned with how many boats are being stored on the property. The Smiths need to talk to the
land use department. Trustee Warner has not heard any complaints from the adjacent home owners. The Smiths
claim that a small boat was tethered and it is causing a navigation issue. A bay constable has conducted a site
inspection and will provide the Board with a report. The Board instructed the Smiths to contact the bay
constable office when they see boats tethered. Discussion about the length of the docks followed. Mrs. Smith
stated that the docks are encroaching into the middle of the creek. The Smiths will contact Ms. Bak. Trustee
Warner has a summary of the marinas on Smith’s Creek.
Trustee Warner invited Cynthia DeRosa and Erin Mistrian to discuss the application for 121Shore Road,
North Sea. Trustee Shultz was handling this application but he is not in attendance. Trustee Pell said that Trustee
Shultz is in favor of the retaining wall but will stipulate the height of the bulkhead and it will be replaced with
vinyl. Trustee Warner would like to have a discussion at the next meeting as Trustee Shultz is not here today.
The Board needs to vote on the application after discussion.

The application is placed on hold until the

September 3 meeting.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner and seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to pass the
following resolution:
BE IT RESOLVED, that the President of the Board of the Trustees of the Freeholders and Commonalty of
the Town of Southampton is hereby authorized to execute on behalf of the Board, covenants and restrictions
regarding the property located at 28 South Beach Road, Southampton, NY (SCTM: 900-233-1-16.4) owned by
Donald and Catherine Anzalone.
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A motion was made by Trustee Warner and seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the
following resolution:
BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of the Trustees of the Freeholders and Commonalty of the Town of
Southampton is hereby authorizing 100 hours of overtime for office staff to complete backlog work.

A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, the Board of the Trustees of the Freeholders and Commonalty of the Town of Southampton
authorizes the purchase of colorplast signs indicating pass and repass for properties that adjoin town property for
a total sum of $175.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Luke & Allison Babcock, 17 Bluff Point Road, Sag Harbor to
reconstruct 157’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing, backfill 50 c.y. clean sand, reconstruct 4’ x
23’ catwalk, 3’ x 15’ ramp, 6’ x 20’ float, using flow-thru material, supported by two (2) 8”x8” piles. The
application was placed on hold during the work session but the agent provided revised plans with water depths
prior to the 1pm meeting. The agent extended the catwalk by 8’ so that the float will be sitting in 30” of water.
Trustee Horowitz is against the handrails.

The handrails will be removed.

The application to approve

conditionally upon receipt of revised plans is duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Christopher & Franscesca Beale, 44 Cobb Isle Road, Water Mill to
construct a 3’ x 12’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ float supported by two (2) 6” x 6” piles. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up Jay Scott and Steven Chiros, 46 Noyack Harbor Road, Noyack to construct a 4’ x
6’ ramp up to a 4’ x 35’ fixed catwalk using 60% flow-thru material, supported by 4” posts, 3’ x 10’ ramp to a 6’
x 20’ float supported by two (2) 6” x 6” posts. The structure will be oriented in a T configuration to stay within
property lines. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up David Jannetti, 53 Oak Grove Road, Southampton to construct 4’x46’ fixed timber
catwalk, 4’x10’ ramp, 6’x20’ float (2) 8” piles in Fresh Pond. The application is place on hold. The Board felt
that the structure would encroach on the neighboring property line and would extend too far into the creek.
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Trustee Pell brought to discussion River Rock Structured Capital LLC, 186 Crescent Avenue, Water Mill
to reconstruct 662’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) raising height 18” using vinyl sheathing, install a 8’ eastern
return, and a 20’ northern return. A site plan was provided for the buffer zone. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell will look to see if he received an application for Sullivan in North Haven.
Senior Bay Constable reported that the speed buoys had been placed by Oaklands and discussion about
a sign by Meschutt County Beach. He hasn’t heard anything about the status of the locks. Trustee Horowitz feels
that the locks need to be repaired immediately. Discussion about the buoys by Jackson’s Marina followed.
Trustee Overton updated the Board regarding Fish Creek Dredge Spoil. First Coastal is going to contact
the DEC to find out if the property would be able to take anymore dredge spoil. Trustee Overton will keep the
Board posted.
Trustee Warner brought up the status of dredging the Far and Middle Pond. The County has requested
the areas for the priority dredge list. Trustee Warner recommends the 2 as the number 1 priority as well as the
east cut which would be the third. Middle and Far Ponds have a current permit. If there isn’t a current permit,
then the creek likely won’t be dredged this year.
Trustee Warner requested a proposal for the Lake Agawam rain garden maintenance and Inter-science
has provided the Board with a site plant. Trustee Warner would like to put it out to bid.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion Alison Schneider, 53 West End Avenue, East Quogue to attach
to existing bulkhead and construct 3’ x 11’ steps up to a 5’ x 24’ walkway, 2’ x 8’ steps up to a 5’ x 5’ x 5’
triangle space on each side of walkway, construct a 11’ x 11’ deck and 5’ x 14’ walkway. All additional buffers
must be in conjunction with the Conservation Board’s wetland permit. A 5’ section of fence on south end of
property at water’s edge must be removed. Trustee Horowitz has been working with the Conservation
department. The motion to approve conditionally up receipt of new plans and survey was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion Irwin S. and Donna R. Kruger, 37 Basket Neck Lane,
Remsenburg to renew permit 10601 to dredge area adjacent to existing bulkhead to a depth of -4’ below MLW.
The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires
no environmental review.
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Trustee Warner brought to discussion Freedom Beach LLC, 38 Dune Road, East Quogue to renew
permit 10574 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing 1500 c.y. beach compatible sand along face of
eroded dune, install 96’ sand fence using wooden posts only, and re-attach 4’ x 40’ seasonal stairs (permit
10574) to beach supported by 4” x 4” posts. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as
a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion William G. Rajwan, 37B Gardners Lane, Hampton Bays to renew &
amend Permit 10280 for one year, to reconstruct 48’ bulkhead using vinyl navy bulkhead (in kind/in place) raise
bulkhead 1’. Install two (2) 10’ returns; install 4’ x 30’ seasonal dock, with two (2) 4’ x 6’ steps pass and repass,
4’ x 5’ steps down to water and install a 4’ x 48’ capping boardwalk, with a 10’ set back on end. The motion to
approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion 1050 Meadow Lane LLC, 1049 Meadow Lane, Southampton to
construct a 4’ x 10’ ramp up to a 4’ x 197’ fixed catwalk using flow-thru decking supported by 4” x 4” piles over
the upland area and 6” x 6” piles over the wetland area and 4’ x 4’ steps down to water. The motion to approve
was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental
review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Sunburst Properties, LLC, 23 West Pond Drive, Bridgehampton, NY
(SCTM# 900-84-01-32.23) to construct 4’ x 64’ stairway down to a 4’ x 20’ catwalk, and a 4’ x 10’ fixed low
profile dock with an access ladder off the seaward end. Entire structure supported by 4” x 4” posts, thru-flow
material and hot dipped fasteners. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Barbara Slifka, 71 Potato Road, Sagaponack to perform dune
restoration by placing 2000 c.y. sand along face of eroded dune, install 94’ sand fence using wooden posts only,
and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type
2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Anthony G & Melissa Blumberg, 719 Daniels Lane, Sagaponack to
renew Permit 10603 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 2,500 cubic yards of
clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 150’ sand fence using wooden posts only and replant beach grass
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12” o.c. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion 561 Daniels Lane LLC, 1131 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to
perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 98’
sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and construct a 4’ x 43’ stairway
over dune. The stairway is being legalized on this permit. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Phillip Lim, 84 Cedar Avenue, North Sea to construct a 4’ x 60’ fixed
catwalk using flow thru decking, supported by sixteen (16) 4” x 4” piles. No light at end of dock and no
handrails. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.

Fourteen

(14)

Applications for permits were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Warner seconded by Trustee Horowitz., and duly carried to waive the
reading of the correspondence.
Stephan Ryba, Chief Eastern Section Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 7/8/14 – Letter
regarding Permit application number NAN-00556-EYR by Joseph Masi
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 7/10/14 – Resolution 2014-800/Merriah Eberts
Sundy Schemeyer, Town Clerk – 7/10/14 – Resolution 2014-795/Albert Tuzzolo
Sundy Schemeyer, Town Clerk – 7/10/14 – Resolution 2014-782/Standard Work Day
Sundy Schemeyer, Town Clerk – 7/10/14 – Resolution 2014-775/ pump-out boat program
Sundy Schemeyer, Town Clerk – 7/10/14 – Resolution 2014-811/Capital Program procedure
Timothy McCulley, Esq Burke & Sullivan, PLLC – 7/14/14 – Letter regarding JF II (Eastport Marina)
applications for the grant to defray costs of installing the pimp out facility.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-science – 7/14/14 – Hand delivered letter regarding 94 Dune Road
Holding Corp.
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Edward Warner Jr., Trustee – 7/15/14 – Letter to Joan Hodgson regarding 31 Rampasture Rd, Hampton
Bays.
Martin Shea, Acting Coastal Erosion Hazard Area Administrator – 7/16/14 – Letter regarding Coastal
Erosion Hazard Area Permit Applications No. 1401546.
Tanya Dawson, Legislative Secretary – 7/16/14 – Memo to all trustees regarding the special meeting
revised date.
Jennifer Garvey, Deputy Chief of Staff – 7/16/14 – Email regarding work session for Thursday, July 17,
2014.
United States Department of Commerce – 7/14/14 – Letter regarding Permit/Public notice of completion
report #NAN-2013-00519-EST Davis Creek-North Sea Channel.
Elana Loreto, President Noyac Civic Council – 7/17/14 – Letter regarding requested support for the
Commemorative 60th Anniversary journal.
William Pell IV, Trustee – 7/14/14 – Letter regarding Edmund & Grace Sutton’s approval of their permit at
1115 Flying Point Road, Watermill.
Sag Harbor Volunteer Ambulance Corps – 7/21/14 – Letter regarding request of support.
J.Lee Snead, Esq – 7/21/14 – Letter regarding a foil request – trustee permit # 10580 Charles Abramovitz,
29 Canoe Place Road, Hampton Bays.
Eric Shultz, Trustees President – 7/21/14 – Letter regarding supporting JFII Eastport Marina for a pumpout facility.
Gilbert Anderson, P.E. Suffolk County Department of Public Works – 7/21/14 – Letter regarding Fall
2014/Winter 2015 Dredging Schedule.
Albert Tuzzolo, Senior Bay Constable – 7/21/14 – Email to trustees regarding Mecox crabbing.
Eric Shultz, Trustees President – 7/22/14 – Letter regarding dredging requirements for Foster’s Creek
Bidders.
Stephan Ryba, Chief Eastern Section Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 7/23/14 – Letter
regarding permit application number NAN-2014-00642-EYR by Christopher and Francesca Beale.
Anna Throne-Holst, Supervisor – 7/24/14 – Email regarding special town board meeting of Thursday, July
24th 2014 at 11:30 A.M.
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Town of Trustees – 7/28/14 – Commencement for the Fresh Pond dredging.
Eric Shultz, Trustees President – 7/28/14 – Letter to all commercial baymen regarding the opening area in
Shinnecock Bay for tow raking.
Stephan Ryba, Chief Eastern Section Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 7/28/14 – Letter
regarding Permit application number NAN-2014-00470-EYA. Howard Lipson 376 Dune Road, Bridgehampton.
Robert Fischette, Fernan & Fishette, LLP – 7/28/14 – Letter/plans regarding ZBA application of Jason and
Allison Liebnitzky at 7 Turtle Pond Road Southampton.
Carolyn Smith, Resident – 7/29/14 – Letter of complaint regarding 23 Rampasture Road in Hampton Bays
(photos included).
Ana Throne-Holst, Supervisor – 7/30/14 – letter regarding work session for Thusday, July 31,2014
Jim Bigart, Resident (on behalf of Chris Bean) – 7/31/14 – Email regarding Private Beach in
Southampton/Bridgehampton Surf and Tennis Club. (photo included)
James Walker, Principal Planner, Inter-Science – 7/31/14 – Transmittal regarding Lake Agawam Project.
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc – 7/31/14 – Memo regarding Pink Ginger Limited
property Shoreline Restoration Clarification at 8 Russell Lane, Hampton Bays.
Thomas Canty, Vice President & GM Blue Cross Blue Shield – 7/31/14 – Letter regarding the latest
healthcare news from empire.
Anthony Trezza, Principal Planner – 8/1/14 – Letter regarding Golisky Properties, Subdivision—Final
Colleen Jones, Citizens Response Center – 8/1/14 – Letter regarding the distribution of the emergency
preparedness guide.
Kim Ottati, Deputy Town Clerk – 7/2/14 -- Email regarding a communication from the U.S. Army Corp of
Engineers permit for Howard Lipson at 376 Dune Road Bridgehampton.

A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Horowitz, to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

DKR Shores Inc

Refund/Overpayment

$20.00

Ck# 1935

2.

First Coastal Corp.

Refund/Overpayment

$80.00

Ck# 1936

3.

Keith Overlander

Refund/Overpayment

$125.00

Ck# 1937
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4.

PSEGLI

ID # 0054-2001-77-0

$130.50

Ck# 1938

5.

Riverhead Building Supply

Inv# 363630, 377286

$142.29

Ck# 1939

6.

PSEGLI

ID # 0098-8008-64-5

$176.33

Ck# 1940

7.

The Press News Group

Inv# 848218, 847973, 847977, 849307

8.

Hampton Watercraft & Marine

9.

$181.08

Ck# 1941

Pump-out gas sales

$480.35

Ck# 1942

Campbell Republic

Marine Supplies

$651.00

Ck# 1943

10.

Joseph Lombardo Esq

July 2014 Prof/Legal Fees

$6357.50

Ck# 1944

11.

Town of Southampton

Bay Constable Overtime

$3000.00

Ck# 1945

12.

Minuteman Press

Public/Private Signs

$175.00

Ck# 1946

Trustee Pell cancelled the executive session. Trustee Pell told the Board that Mecox closed naturally and
the salinity is around 18ppt. Trustee Pell is not sure when the next opening will occur as it is based on salinity and
rain fall but the Board should consider opening it before the first frost.
A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to adjourn the
meeting.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10786 is issued to Peconic Environmental Associates, Inc, as agent for 1050 MEADOW LANE
LLC, 1049 Meadow Lane, Southampton, NY (SCTM# 904-23-01-05) to construct a 4’ x 10’ ramp up to a 4’ x
197’ fixed catwalk using flow-thru decking supported by 4” x 4” piles over the upland area and 6” x 6” piles over
the wetland area and 4’ x 4’ steps down to water.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
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5.

Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10787 is issued to First Coastal , as agent for 561 DANIELS LANE,LLC, 1131 Flying Point
Road, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-178-02-14) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,500 c.y.
of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 98’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach
grass 12” o.c. and construct a 4’ x 43’ stairway over dune.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
5. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10788 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for LUKE & ALLISON BABCOCK, 17 Bluff Point
Road, Sag Harbor , NY (SCTM# 903-04-01-22) to reconstruct 157’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl
sheathing, reconstruct 4’ x 15’ catwalk, 3’ x 15’ ramp, 6’ x 20’ float, using flow-thru material, supported by two
(2) 6” x 6” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
8. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
9. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
10. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
11. Floating dock must be placed perpendicular to shoreline.
12. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Morris Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10789 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for CHRISTOPHER & FRANSCESCA BEALE, 44
Cobb Isle Road, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-160-03-09 &10) to construct a 3’ x 12’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ float
supported by two (2) 6” x 6” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Steps must be installed on either side of fixed walkway between MHW and MLW for public pass
and repass purposes.
3. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
4. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
5. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
6. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
7. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
8. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Meyers Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10790 is issued to First Coastal Corp. , as agent for ANTHONY G & MELISSA BLUMBERG,
719 Daniels Lane, Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-10-04-13) to renew Permit 10603 for one year, to perform
dune restoration by placing approximately 2,500 cubic yards of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 150’
sand fence using wooden posts only and replant beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement and
completion of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru August 31.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10791 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for JAY SCOTT & STEVEN CHIROS, 46 Noyack
Harbor Road, Noyac, NY (SCTM# 900-04-01-79) to construct a 4’ x 6’ ramp up to a 4’ x 35’ fixed catwalk
using flow-thru material, supported by 4” posts, 3’ x 10’ ramp to a 6’ x 20’ float supported by two (2) 6” x 6”
posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
7. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property dug canal off Noyac Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10792 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for FREEDOM BEACH LLC, 38 Dune
Road, East Quogue, NY (SCTM# 900-386-02-14.1) to renew permit 10574 for one year, to perform dune
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restoration by placing 1500 c.y. sand along face of eroded dune, install 96’ sand fence using wooden posts only,
and construct 4’ x 40’ seasonal stairs to beach supported by 4” x 4” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th
3. Sand fencing shall not be installed before March 1st (after the winter storms end) or during Piping
Plover season (March 31st – September 15th) without a plover inspection being done first.
4. Sand fence must be installed within 10’ of toe of dune.
5. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
6. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10793 is issued to First Coastal Corporation , as agent for IRWIN S. & DONA R. KRUGER, 37
Basket Neck Lane, Remsenburg , NY (SCTM# 900-375-02-26.8) to renew permit 10601 for one year, to dredge
area adjacent to existing bulkhead to a depth of -4’ below MLW.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Spoil must be removed off site to an approved upland location.
Project is located on owner's property off Moriches Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10794 is issued to Nigel Robert Williamson, as agent for PHILLIP LIM, 84 Cedar Avenue, North
Sea, NY (SCTM# 900-76-05-24) to construct a 4’ x 60’ fixed catwalk using flow thru decking, supported by
sixteen (16) 4” x 4” piles. No light at end of dock and no handrails.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off North Sea Harbor, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10795 is issued to Shore Solutions Inc., as agent for WILLIAM G. RAJWAN, 37B Gardners
Lane, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-322-04-07 &12) to renew & amend Permit 10280 for one year, to
reconstruct 48’ bulkhead using vinyl navy bulkhead (in kind/in place) raise bulkhead 1”. Install two (2) 10’
returns; install 4’ x 30’ seasonal dock, with two (2) 4’ x 6’ steps pass and repass, 4’ x 5’ steps down to water and
install a 4’ x 48’ capping boardwalk, with a 10’ set back on end.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
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3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. Steps must be installed on either side of fixed walkway between MHW and MLW for public pass
and repass purposes.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high
tide to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 30’ from Bulkhead.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10796 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for RIVER ROCK STRUCTURED CAPITAL, LLC,
186 Crescent Avenue, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-115-01-08) to reconstruct 662’bulkhead (in kind/in place)
raising height 18” using vinyl sheathing, install a 8’ eastern return, and a 20’ northern return.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Mill Creek/Mecox Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10797 is issued to ALLISON SCHNEIDER, 53 West End Avenue, East Quogue , NY (SCTM#
900-373-01-11) to attach to existing bulkhead and construct 3’ x 11’ steps up to a 5’ x 24’ walkway, 2’ x 8’ steps
up to a 5’ x 5’ x 5’ triangle space on each side of walkway, construct a 11’ x 11’ deck and 5’ x 14’ walkway. All
additional buffers must be in conjunction with the Environmental and Conservation Board. A 5’ section of fence
on south end of property at water’s edge must be removed.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement &
completion of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement & Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS APPLY TO THE WALKWAY:
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1.
There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
2.
A 10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the 4' wide walkway landward.
3.
No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Daves Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10798 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for BARBARA SLIFKA, 71 Potato Road,
Sagaponack, NY (SCTM# 908-10-03-18) to perform dune restoration by placing 2000 c.y. sand along face of
eroded dune, install 94’ sand fence using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th
3. Sand fencing shall not be installed before March 1st (after the winter storms end) or during Piping
Plover season (March 31st – September 15th) without a plover inspection being done first.
4. Sand fence must be installed within 10’ of toe of dune.
5. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10799 is issued to Shawn M. Barron M.S., as agent for SUNBURST PROPERTIES, LLC, 23
West Pond Drive, Bridgehampton, NY (SCTM# 900-84-01-32.23) to construct 4’ x 64’ stairway down to a 4’ x
20’ catwalk, and a 4’ x 10’ fixed low profile dock with a ladder off the seaward end. Entire structure supported
by 4” x 4” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches at average high tide to top of deck.
3.
Posts on stairs must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
4.
As per plans submitted posts/piles must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5.
Posts supporting dock structure must not exceed 4" x 6".
6.
Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Kellis Pond, as per application and survey submitted.

MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-138 is issued to STEPHEN E. BREITENBACH JR., 140 Wildwood Road, Sag
Harbor, NY 11963 to place a 75lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 15' Island (Reg. No.
NY3245GJ) in Noyac Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.
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August 18, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 18, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Trustee Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr; Trustee Pell IV and Assistant
Town Attorney Kara Bak. Absent: Scott Horowitz and Ray Overton.
Trustee Shultz called the meeting to order.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees would like to transfer Allyson Yeager and Brandy Campbell from
Seasonal to Part Time Employees as of September 1, 2014.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion of the Bay Constable overtime. A motion was made by Trustee
Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following resolution:
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees recognizes the diligent efforts of the Southampton Town Bay
Constables, in enforcing various regulations of the Southampton Town Trustees and hereby authorizes an additional
two thousand five hundred dollars toward Bay Constable overtime.

Trustee Warner brought up the discussion for the road review for 233 Old Sag Harbor Road, LLC. A
motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following resolution:
RESOLVED, that for the purpose of granting permission to build on a lot fronting on a Trustee Road, the
specifications recommended by the Road Review Committee for a portion of Old Sag Harbor Road situate at
Bridgehampton, in connection with the application of 233 Old Sag Harbor LLC are approved, pursuant to the
provisions of Article III, Chapter 123, of the Code of the Town of Southampton.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution to amend the June 2, 2014 resolution for a new patrol boat:

WHEREAS, the Town of Southampton Bay Constable is in need of a new Patrol Boat in order to
effectively control the waters of the Town of Southampton, pursuant to the rules and regulations for the management
and products of the waters of the Town of Southampton and,
WHEREAS, the Trustees are seeking to purchase a boat which satisfies all the necessary criteria from a
Federal GSA contract in the amount not to exceed one hundred thirty thousand dollars and,
WHEREAS, the Trustees find it necessary to raise the funds necessary to purchase the boat through
bonding and,
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WHEREAS, the Trustees will work in conjunction with the Town Board of the Town of Southampton to
bond for the boat’s purchase and,
RESOLVED, that based on the recommendation of the Senior Bay Constable, the Board of Trustees
hereby authorizes the Board President to execute a contract and all other necessary paperwork for the purchase of
the following vessel at the costs indicated per GSA contract under schedule 84, contract #GS-07F-0034J, one (1)
Freedom 21' Law Enforcement Vessel with add on equipment, trailer and freight, at a total cost not to exceed
$128,582.00; and be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, this vessel shall be added to the Town of Southampton owned Bay Constable
Division fleet; and be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, that the source of funding shall be new bond proceeds in an amount not to
exceed $130,000, with the Trustees of the Freeholders and Commonalty of the Town of Southampton repaying the
Town of Southampton over a period of five (5) years

A motion was made by Trustee Pell, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, that the application for non-resident shellfish permits shall require a notarized statement
from a resident taxpayer verifying that the applicant is temporarily residing with that taxpayer at the location listed
on the application.

A motion was made by Trustee Pell, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees will utilize Minuteman Press printing company to make 20
Crabbing Restriction waterproof coroplast signs costing $175 and 20 Freshwater Fish coroplast signs costing
$175.00.
Trustee Pell presented an update on some of the Trustee Roads and parking lot that need to be leveled off
because of potholes. He received pricing in which William Clair, Inc. provided the lowest quote. A motion was
made by Trustee Pell, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following resolution:
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees will accept the proposal submitted by William Clair Inc., for the
work to be done on the following Trustee Facilities: Conscience Point Ramp and Parking Lot, Scallop Pond Road
and Little Neck Road Parking Area and Ramp.

Trustee Warner brought up the discussion of the dredging permit for Genet Creek. Mr. Warner stated all
dredging permits will be handled by Environmental Analyst, Merriah Eberts. Ms. Eberts will be compiling a list of
areas that have been dredged and areas with outstanding permits that are enforced and not enforced to be able to
move forward in the future and know which permits need to be updated.
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Trustee Warner presented an update on the Ed Warner Senior Memorial Park in Hampton Bays at the old
Ponquogue Bridge fishing pier which has been in total disrepair since Hurricane Sandy. Trustee Warner stated that
he has met with contractors and spoken to Town Engineers and Town Counsel to try and come up with a plan best
suited for the area. Whether that would be to save the bridge if possible or construct a pier. Trustee Warner stated
that he is also in the process of getting a answer from the DEC regarding the ecosystem and the habitat. Once Mr.
Warner has the information from all involved he will present it to the Board.
Trustee Shultz that there should be enough funding from the dock lottery to repair Bay Crest Avenue dock
and Fort Pond dock.
Trustee Warner presented the Board with an update on the status of the dredging at Fort Pond. Trustee
Warner stated that he spoke with the Supervisor and Mr. Scully at the DEC and they are looking to do the dredging
this fall and would like to utilized a couple of the Trustees facilities to stock pile the disposal of the spoil. Trustee
Warner will inform the Board when he receives a final update from the DEC and the Supervisor. Trustee Warner
suggested doing the work and bulkhead at the pier this fall since there will already be a disturbance there. Trustee
Warner will put together a bid package in three separate parts, one for the removal of the sand and the demolition of
the pier, the other for the reconstruction of the bulkhead and shoreline restoration, and the third part for the
dredging.
Trustee Shultz brought up the application for DOMENIC M. & KIMBERLY A. RECCHIA, 2 Peconic
Crescent, Southampton to renew permit 10546 for one year, to reconstruct (in kind/in place) using vinyl
sheathing. 37.3’ bulkhead on owners’ property and 39.4’ bulkhead on Trustees property. The town portion of
property has to be re-vegetated with beach grass and the existing fence has to be removed off of the town
property. Install 3’ x 12’ seasonal steps to beach. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell read the permit for Trustee Horowitz in his absence for the Estate of Laura M. Berdon, 11 Bay
Road, Quogue to renew permit 10606 for one year, to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 298’ bulkhead using vinyl
sheathing, to construct a 3’x 12’ ramp down to a 6’x 20’ floating dock in a “T” configuration, secured by two
(2) 6” piles. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
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Trustee Warner brought to discussion the application for 86 FOSTER LLC, 86 Foster Avenue, Hampton
Bays to reconstruct 40’ bulkhead and 10’bulkhead ( in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing . To construct a 20’
return at south end of bulkhead and a 45’ return at the north end of bulkhead as per drawing. All new bulkhead
will be same height as the existing. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner updated on the spoil removal in Hampton Bays. Mr. Warner stated the success bidder; Mr.
Cardosi will do the removal for $2 a cubic yard. September 1st was the deadline for the bid and Mr. Warner
would like to extend the deadline until the end of October. Trustee Warner will speak to Mr. Stebeluk to ask if
the deadline extension is feasible with him. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner
and duly carried to amend the contract until the September 3rd meeting so as not to be in violation.
Trustee Warner informed the Board they have not received any bills form the County for the dredging
overtime for the Fosters Creek Project.
Trustee Warner brought up the application for William G. Rajwan, 37B Gardners Lane, Hampton Bays to
renew & amend Permit 10280 for one year, to reconstruct 48’ bulkhead using vinyl navy bulkhead (in kind/in
place) raise bulkhead 1’. Install two (2) 10’ returns; install 4’ x 30’ seasonal dock, with two (2) 4’ x 6’ steps pass
and repass, 4’ x 7’ steps down to water and install a 4’ x 48’ boardwalk, establish 10’ non-fertilization buffer
upland of bulkhead. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz informed the Board that he had the Marine Maintenance Supervisor Harry Miller obtain a
quote on clam racks in which we received a sample from Riverhead Town. The cost would $725.94 per rack.
Trustee Shultz suggest having students work off their community service by making the clam racks and have the
students stock pile them at Jackson Ave. while they’re building them. Trustee Shultz stated that they have
$17,000 in the Shinnecock Restoration Fund that could be used toward the racks. Trustee Warner will let the
Board know how many racks they will need after speaking with Greg Rivera from Cornell.
Trustee Pell informed the Board that he is holding back the application of Elizabeth George.
Trustee Pell brought up the application for Christian Sullivan, 30 Short Beach Road, Sag Harbor to
reconstruct a 1’ x 3’ ramp up to a 3’ x 32’ catwalk using open grate decking, to a 10’ x 8’ platform supported by
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4” x 4” posts. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz stated that the Trustees went over all of the applications in the work session this morning
and none of them reach the threshold of a public hearing.
Trustee Pell brought up the application for 143 MID OCEAN LLC, 143 Mid Ocean Drive, Bridgehampton
to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,600 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install
320’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application for 161 MID OCEAN LLC, 161 Mid Ocean Drive, Bridgehampton
to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,600 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install
320’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion the application for Adam Schwartz, 717 Daniels Lane, Sagaponack to
renew permit 10610 for one year, to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,500 cubic yards of
clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 99’ sand fence using wooden posts only and replant beach grass 12”
o.c. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion the application for Francis P. & Carolyn A. Gemino, 11 Potato Road,
Sagaponack to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 2,000 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded
dune, install 125’ sand fence, using wooden posts only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and reattach 4’ x
45’ seasonal stairs down to beach from previous permit 10447. The motion to approve was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED that the Board of Trustees will expend an additional $2500.00 for Archive work related to
ongoing litigation and scanning of Trustee records.
Trustee Pell introduced special counsel Joseph Lombardo to discuss the proposal of putting Mecox and Sag
Pond on a management plan for shellfishing. He would like to change the bag limit from 50 to 25 in the blue book
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because it would be easier to manage the area. Trustee Warner suggested not allowing the females to be harvested.
A discussion followed.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded Trustee Pell and duly carried to accept the minutes of the
April 21, 2014 work session and April 21, 2014 general meeting.

One

(1)

Eight

(8)

Application for Amended Permits were approved
Applications for permits were approved

One hundred and Nineteen (119) Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz to waive the reading of the correspondence until each Trustee
receive their individual copies, seconded by Trustee Warner and was duly carried.
Anthony Trezza, Principal Planner – 8/1/14 – Letter regarding Golisky Properties, Subdivision – Final
Antonio Vendome, Vendome Property Management Company, Inc – 8/4/14 – Thank you letter for
dredging the inlet off of little Peconic Bay.
Hampton Bay Manor LLC – 8/4/14 – Bid for Foster Creek spoil.
Devin Higgins, Don Higgins Realty Inc, -- 8/4/14 – Letter to Eric Shultz about 198 Sylvan Ave in Flanders
(with photos)
Bay Constable – 8/4/14 – Bay Constable report/site inspections
Marie Smith, Director of Donor relations & communications from Long Island Community Foundation –
8/4/14 – Quaterly statement for your charitable fund.
Carolyn Smith, Resident – 8/4/14 – photos and google earth map of Ten S. Marina.
Anthony Trezza, Principal Planner – 8/4/14 – Letter regarding Middle Line Highway, Subdivision – Pre
Application.
Laurie Collins, Southampton Historical Museum – 8/6/14 – Letter to Ed Warner asking him about
information on Dorothy Crowe, which they are researching.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 8/6/14 – Letter about 55 Ambleside LLC regarding the
channel between Sam’s Creek and Mecox Bay.
Martin Clausen, Senior Accountant Suffolk County Department of Public Works – 8/6/14 – Dredging
invoice for 5/1/13-5/31/13 and 10/1/13-1/14/14.
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Rand Araskog, resident – 8/7/14 – Letter to Tim Behringer responding to the Letter to the Editor of the
Southampton Press.
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 8/7/14 – Email regarding work Session for August 7, 2014
Stephan Ryba, Chief Eastern Section Department of the Army Corps of Engineers – 8/7/14 – Letter
regarding permit application number NAN-2014-00195 issued to Anthony Hagen.
Bruce Horwith, Consultant – 8/12/14 – Revised plans for 11 Noyack Harbor Road
Doris Alvarez, Clerk to the Harbor Committee – 8/12/14 – Letter regarding a public hearing in the village
of Sag Harbor on August 11, 2014.
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer – 8/13/14 – Letter to Anthony Trezza about Golisky Properties,
Subdivision.
Anna Throne-Holst, Supervisor – 8/13/14 – Email regarding Dune Road beaches
Anna Throne-Holst, Supervisor – 8/13/14 – Email regarding Special Meeting Notice for 8/14/14.
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 8/13/14 -- Work Session Doc for 8/14/14
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 8/14/14 – Town Board Resolution RES-2014-881/2014 Part-time
employee salaries.
Sundy Schemeyer, Town Clerk – 8/14/14 – Town Board Resolution Res-2014-858/adopt 2015 budget
process schedule.
Christine Fetten, Director of Municipal Work – 8/14/14 – Road Review Meeting August 12, 2014- Meeting
Minutes. Edward Gallagher 8 Waterview Road, Noyack.
Christine Fetten, Director of Municipal Work – 8/14/14 – Road Review Meeting August 12, 2014- Meeting
Minutes. Betts, David & Charlene 7 Helen Lane, North Sea
Christine Fetten, Director of Municipal Work – 8/14/14 – Road Review Meeting August 12, 2014- Meeting
Minutes. 233 Old Sag Harbor Road, LLC
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc. – 8/14/14 – Memo regarding KYLE property
~proposed bulkhead reconstruction. 11 Russell Lane, Hampton Bays.
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc. – 8/14/14 – Memo regarding Pink Ginger Limited
Property. 8 Russell Lane, Hampton Bays.
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Jennifer Garvey, Deputy Chief of Staff – 8/14/14 – Email regarding Dune Road Beaches/ Conference Call
with Commissioner Greg Dawson and Town of Southampton
Raymond Dowd, Partner of Dunnington, Bartholow & Miller LLP – Email regarding Stevens Lane Bridge
Westhampton Beach Improperly maintained bulkhead-hazard to children and boats. Photos included.
Al Algieri, Southampton Water Protection Alliance – 8/15/14 – Letter asking for support to safeguard our
waters and promote health in the marine enforcenment.
Ed Warner Jr., Secretary Treasurer – 8/15/14 – Letter to Matt Ivans regarding Pink Ginger Limited
Property. Need new revised survey.
Ed Warner Jr., Secretary Treasurer – 8/15/14 – Letter to Matt Ivans regarding a hold on the KYLE property
(proposed bulkhead reconstruction until the Pink Ginger Limited is resolved.
Diane Fisher, Clerk Typist - 5/23/14 - 8/16/14- Pump out Boat Total 74,685 of gallons.

Trustee Shultz made a motion to pay the bills, seconded by Trustee Pell and was duly carried to pay for the
following out of the Trustees special account:
1.

Lynch’s Garden Center

Inv# G1197454

$7.99

Ck# 1947

2

Loper’s Equipment Center

Inv# 61052

$17.99

Ck# 1948

3.

Riverhead Trailer Inc.

Repairs & Maintenance

$19.95

Ck# 1949

4.

Shinnecock Hardware Inc.

Inv# 84449, 84507, 85007

$85.43

Ck# 1950

5.

Town of Southampton

FedEx ID# 2-736-49103

$118.48

Ck# 1951

6.

Barnwell House of Tires Inc.

Inv# 912530

$135.00

Ck# 1952

7.

W.B. Mason, Inc.

Inv# I19768779

$167.50

Ck# 1953

8.

Jones, Little & Co Inc

Inv# 45335

$175.00

Ck# 1954

9.

Verizon Wireless

Inv# 9729586392

$633.41

Ck# 1955

10.

Wainscott Sand & Gravel

Inv# 147789

$769.50

Ck# 1956

11.

East Coast Mines & Materials

Inv# 298388897

$955.94

Ck# 1957

12.

Emil Norsic & Son

Inv# 1875170, 1893751

$1000.00

Ck# 1958

13.

Town of Southampton

Bay Constable Overtime

$2500.00

Ck# 1959

14.

Cahn & Cahn LLP

Inv# 14481, 14483

$14,517.53

Ck# 1960
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15.

Chesterfield Assoc. Inc.

Mecox Cut/Fresh Pond Dredging

$19,750.50

Ck# 1961

16.

Town of Southampton

2nd Qtr. Adopted budget

$57,585.50

Ck# 1962

17.

Minuteman Press

Freshwater Pond fishing/Crabbing Signs

$350.00

Ck# 1963

18.

Prest-O-Peconic Inc.

Marine Maintenance

$41.28

Ck# 1964

19.

Zima Tire Supply Inc.

Repairs and Maintenance

$390.00

Ck # 1965

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to close the meeting.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

AMENDED PERMITS ISSUED
AMENDED PERMIT NO. 10795 is issued to Shore Solutions Inc., as agent for WILLIAM G. RAJWAN, 37B
Gardners Lane, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-322-04-07 &12) to renew & amend Permit 10280 for one year,
to reconstruct 48’ bulkhead using vinyl navy bulkhead (in kind/in place) raise bulkhead 1’. Install two (2) 10’
returns; install 4’ x 30’ seasonal dock, with two (2) 4’ x 6’ steps pass and repass, 4’ x 7’ steps down to water and
install a 4’ x 48’ boardwalk, establish a 10’ non-fertilization buffer upland of bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. Steps must be installed on either side of fixed walkway between MHW and MLW for public pass
and repass purposes.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high
tide to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 30’ from Bulkhead.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
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5.

Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10800 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc., as agent for 143 MID OCEAN LLC,
143 Mid Ocean Drive, Bridgehampton, NY (SCTM# 900-134-04-49.4) to perform dune restoration by placing
approximately 1,600 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 320’ sand fence, using wooden posts
only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10801 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc., as agent for 161 MID OCEAN LLC,
161 Mid Ocean Drive, Bridgehampton, NY (SCTM# 900-134-04-49.5) to perform dune restoration by placing
approximately 1,600 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 320’ sand fence, using wooden posts
only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10802 is issued to Land Use Ecological Services, Inc. , as agent for ESTATE OF LAURA M.
BERDON, 11 Bay Road, Quogue , NY (SCTM# 902-06-01-08) to renew permit 10606 for one year, to
reconstruct (in kind/in place) 298’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing, to construct a 3’x 12’ ramp down to a 6’x 20’
floating dock in a “T” configuration, secured by two (2) 6” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
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4.

To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7
Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
8
Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
9.
Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at average
high tide to top of deck.
10. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
11. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Stone Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

PERMIT NO. 10803 is issued to William Stubelek II, as agent for 86 FOSTER LLC, 86 Foster Avenue,
Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-374-02-03.1) to reconstruct 40’ bulkhead and 10’bulkhead ( in kind/in place)
using vinyl sheathing .To construct a 20’ return at south end of bulkhead and a 45’ return at the north end of
bulkhead as per drawing. All new bulkhead will be same height as the existing.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay/Foster Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10804 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for FRANCIS P. & CAROLYN A.
GEMINO, 11 Potato Road, Sagaponack, NY (SCTM# 908-10-02-22) to perform dune restoration by placing
approximately 2,000 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 125’ sand fence, using wooden posts
only, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. and reattach 4’ x 45’ seasonal stairs down to beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th.
3. Sand fence cannot be installed until after March 1st
4. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
5. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
6. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
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Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10805 is issued to DKR Shores, Inc. , as agent for DOMENIC M. & KIMBERLY A. RECCHIA,
2 Peconic Crescent, Southampton , NY (SCTM# 900-191-04-11) to renew permit 10546 for one year, to
reconstruct (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing. 37.3’ bulkhead on owners’ property and 39.4’ bulkhead on
Trustees property. The town portion of property has to be re-vegetated with beach grass and the existing fence
has to be removed off of the town property. Install 3’ x 12’ seasonal steps to beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7.
If any part of the bulkhead should exist on a Trustees' right of way known as Peconic Beach Road
and, in the future, the public demands restoration of this road, the bulkhead will have to be removed
at owners’ expense.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Cold Spring, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10806 is issued to First Coastal Corp. , as agent for ADAM SCHWARTZ, 717 Daniels Lane,
Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-10-04-12) to renew permit 10610 for one year, to perform dune restoration by
placing approximately 1,500 cubic yards of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 99’ sand fence using
wooden posts only and replant beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement and
completion of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru August 31.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10807 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for CHRISTIAN SULLIVAN, 30 Short Beach Road,
Sag Harbor, NY (SCTM# 901-06-01-34.1) to reconstruct a 1’ x 3’ ramp up to a 3’ x 32’ catwalk using open grate
decking, to a 10’ x 8’ platform supported by 4” x 4” posts .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
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5.

Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Polles Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-139 is issued to MATTHEW PINCUS, c/o First Coastal P.O.Box1212, Westhampton
Beach, NY 11978 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 18' Boston Whaler
(Reg. No. NY2906UD) in Sebonic Creek, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.

PERMIT NO. 14MP-01 is issued to Eric M. Sachtleben, 771 Edge of Woods Rd, Water Mill NY 11976, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mill Pond, north point of Mill Pond (formerly Charles F.
Corwith Jrs. spot 02MP-01)
PERMIT NO. 14MP-05 is issued to Raymond S. Sachtleben, 771 Edge of Woods Rd, Water Mill NY 11976, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Mill Pond, north shore.
PERMIT NO. 14MP-07 is issued to Robert F. Renner, 22 Forrest Street, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duckblind) in Mill Pond, off Deerfield Road, in front of Arthur Mullers house..
PERMIT NO. 14MX-01 is issued to T. William Crowley, 172 Parsonage Lane, Sagaponack NY 11962, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, east of Horsemill Lane, north side.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-01 is issued to T. William Crowley Jr., 172 Parsonage Lane, Sagaponack NY 11962, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, east of Horsemill Lane, north side.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-02 is issued to Philip D. Gay, Jr., 131 Upper Seven Ponds Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, off west side of Hayground Cove.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-03 is issued to Harold H. Wilson, 1726 Noyac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat / floating blind) in Mecox Bay, east side of Channel Pond.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-03 is issued to Jerome T. Guerin, 28 Fern Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat / floating blind) in Mecox Bay, east side of Channel Pond.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-05 is issued to Randolph Riess, 35 Highland Road, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Mecox Bay, Hayground Cove, east side of upper right fork.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-05 is issued to Keith Micallef, 87 Ridge Road West, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Mecox Bay, Hayground Cove, east side of upper right fork.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-06 is issued to Duane A. Arnister, 180 Blank Lane, Water Mill NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, by Hayground Cove.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-07 is issued to James O'Brien, 43 Widenar Lane, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, 1/4 mile southeast of Bay Lane.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-08 is issued to James O'Brien, 43 Widenar Lane, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, approved for original location - between Bay Lane &
Hayground Cove.
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PERMIT NO. 14MX-09 is issued to Francis J. Adamczeski, 40 West Prospect Street, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, west side, off Cobb Isle Road.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-10 is issued to Dennis R. Kelly, 35 Fordham Road, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, north shore of Channel Pond.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-11 is issued to Timothy R. Sieger, 44 Greenleaf Lane, Sagaponack NY 11962, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, off Dune Road.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-12 is issued to Philip D. Gay, Jr., 131 Upper Seven Ponds Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, off northeast side of Hayground Cove.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-13 is issued to David G. Price, 4 Swan Hill Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Mecox Bay, east side of Mill Creek, southeast of Villa Maria.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-16 is issued to Duane Arnister, 180 Blank Lane, Water Mill, NY 11976, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, off Channel Pond(formerly Charles Gilbert).
PERMIT NO. 14MX-17 is issued to Stephen J. Dellapolla, 19 Dawnwood Lane, Wainscott, NY 11975, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Mecox Bay, off creek behind Wheaton Way.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-18 is issued to William H. Robinson, Jr., 203 Towd Point Road, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, west side of Mill Creek, north of Adamcheski.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-19 is issued to James O. Hagen III, 42 Newtown Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, southside, east of Mecox cut
PERMIT NO. 14MX-19 is issued to Eric O. Hagen, 42 Newtown Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, southside, east of Mecox cut.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-20 is issued to John N. Hopping III, 323 Lumber Lane, Bridgehampton NY 11932, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, east side of Inlet.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-21 is issued to Jake E. Hagen, 42 Newtown Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, east side of Hayground Cove (formerly Richard
Brennan and from Mike Krzenski spot 05MX-21).
PERMIT NO. 14MX-22 is issued to Michael P. Krzenski, 17 Farmstead Lane, Water Mill NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, Hayground - north side of spit at Borrok property.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-22 is issued to Peter J. Bertrand, 194 Upper Seven Ponds Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, Hayground - north side of spit at Borrok
property.
PERMIT NO. 14 MX-23 is issued to Michael P. Krzenski, 17 Farmstead Lane, Water Mill NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, east side of Mill Creek, 1st blind west of Mohawk
Avenue.
PERMIT NO. 14 MX-23 is issued to Peter J. Bertrand, 194 Upper Seven Ponds Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, east side of Mill Creek, 1st blind west of
Mohawk Avenue.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-24 is issued to Marc D. Zaluski, Deerfield Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, west of cut by Burnett Cove.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-25 is issued to Marc D. Zaluski, Deerfield Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, west of cut by Channel Pond.
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PERMIT NO. 14MX-26 is issued to Richard L. Daniels, 31 Parkway Drive, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, southeast off Dune Road, Bridgehampton.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-27 is issued to Robert M. Kruckel, 961 Noyac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, inside Mill Creek.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-28 is issued to Jonathan N. Rewinski, 40 Inlet Road East, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, southwest corner, by Burnetts Creek entrance
(formerly Martin J. Croke Jr.)
PERMIT NO. 14MX-29 is issued to John Berkoski, Jr., 353-A Sellentin Way, Bridgehampton NY 11932, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, north west of Horse Mill Lane - Mecox.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-30 is issued to Stephen Dellapolla, 19 Dawnwood Lane, Wainscott, NY 11975, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Mecox Bay, south east corner of Mecox Bay, near mouth of Sams
Creek.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-31 is issued to James R. Hanley, 228 Watermill Towd Road, Water Mill NY 11976, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in Mecox Bay, mecox bay off Rose Hill Road (formerly Israel C. Simoes)
PERMIT NO. 14NS-02 is issued to Joseph Kirby, 17 Harrison Avenue, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in North Sea Harbor, off Conscience Point National Wildlife Refuge.
PERMIT NO. 14NS-03 is issued to John A. Venturella, 300 Noyac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in North Sea Harbor, north east corner.
PERMIT NO. 14PH-01 is issued to Merritt B. White, 7 Shore Drive, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Phillips Pond - SHV, middle west side.
PERMIT NO. 14PH-02 is issued to Merritt B. White, 7 Shore Drive, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Phillips Pond - SHV, north end.
PERMIT NO. 14PH-03 is issued to Richard W. Geminski, 36 Willow Street, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Phillips Pond, west side.
PERMIT NO. 14PH-03 is issued to Raymond H. Geminski, 28 Skinner Street, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Phillips Pond, west side.
PERMIT NO. 14PR-01 is issued to Henry J. McCavanagh, 9 Ocean Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck blind) in Peconic River, along southern shore, Flanders.
PERMIT NO. 14PR-01 is issued to Andrew J. McCavanagh, 9 Ocean Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck blind) in Peconic River, along southern shore, Flanders.
PERMIT NO. 14PR-02 is issued to William R Altman, 18 Long Lane, Hampton Bays, NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in Peconic River, end of creek, northwest of intersection of route 24 and 105.
PERMIT NO. 14PR-03 is issued to Paul D. Brochu, 22 Old Squire Town Road, Hampton Bays, NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Peconic River, southside of Peconic River, east of
Colonel's Island.
PERMIT NO. 14PX-01 is issued to William J. Wintjen, 1475 Millstone Road, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Poxabogue Pond, on west side.
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PERMIT NO. 14PX-02 is issued to John N. Hopping III, 323 Lumber Lane, Bridgehampton NY 11932, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Poxabogue Pond, on south side.
PERMIT NO. 14PX-02 is issued to Richard K Kelly, 39 Sawasett Street, Bridgehampton NY 11932, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Poxabogue Pond, on south side.

PERMIT NO. 14WN-18 is issued to Richard W. Geminski, 36 Willow Street, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in West Neck, off Island Creek.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-18 is issued to Raymond H. Geminski, 28 Skinner Street, Southampton NY 11968, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in West Neck, off Island Creek.
PERMIT NO. 14QB-01 is issued to Donald Bennett, 55 Seabreeze Avenue, Westhampton NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Quantuck Bay, off Exchange Point, by Westhampton Canal.
PERMIT NO. 14QB-02 is issued to Andrew S Kuroski, 20 Central Ave, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Quantuck Bay, off both sides of Long Point.
PERMIT NO. 14QB-03 is issued to Randy J. Kracke, 73 Lewis Road, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Quantuck Bay, off Short Point (east side)(formerly J. Topping's
02QB-03).
PERMIT NO. 14QC-01 is issued to Frank Lenihan, 26 Bay Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Quogue Canal, at east end, North of Channel.
PERMIT NO. 14QC-02 is issued to Wilbert T. Buhl, 118 Montauk Highway, Quogue NY 11959, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Quogue Canal, off south side, across from Quogue Beach Club.
PERMIT NO. 14RB-01 is issued to Stanley V. Doroski, 7 Tree Haven Lane, Flanders NY 11901, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Reeve's Bay, off tip of Iron Point.
PERMIT NO. 14RB-02 is issued to John A. Venturella, 300 Noyac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Reeve's Bay, between the Point Road ramp and Iron Point.
PERMIT NO. 14RB-03 is issued to John A. Mangino, 18 Tall Pine Lane, Quogue NY 11959, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in Reeve's Bay, off the little island northeast of Flanders Men's Club.
PERMIT NO. 14RB-04 is issued to John A. Mangino, 18 Tall Pine Lane, Quogue NY 11959, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in Reeve's Bay, west shore.
PERMIT NO. 14RB-05 is issued to Bryan A. Cobb, 77 Fern Avenue, Flanders NY 11901, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in Reeve's Bay, Reeves Bay off of Temple Avenue.
PERMIT NO. 14SP-01 is issued to William T. Crowley, 172 Parsonage Lane, Sagaponack NY 11962, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Sagg Pond, north of Sagg Bridge.
PERMIT NO. 14SP-01 is issued to William T. Crowley Jr., 172 Parsonage Lane, Sagaponack NY 11962, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Sagg Pond, north of Sagg Bridge.
PERMIT NO. 14SP-02 is issued to Jay H Held, 67 Straight Path, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in Sagg Pond, east side south of bridge(transferred from Howard North
03/25/11).
PERMIT NO. 14SP-03 is issued to Dirk L. Early, 173 Noyac Ave, Sag Harbor, NY 11963, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in Sagg Pond, south end of pond, north corner.
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PERMIT NO. 14SP-06 is issued to Christian L. Topping, 5 Swan Creek Court, Bridgehampton NY 11932, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Sagg Pond, at Sagg Main Beach.
PERMIT NO. 14SQ-01 is issued to Robert Terry, 57 Foster Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Squires Pond, northwest side of pond.
PERMIT NO. 14SQ-01 is issued to Sean P. Terry, 57 Foster Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Squires Pond, northwest side of pond.
PERMIT NO. 14LB-01 is issued to Duane Arnister, 180 Blank Lane, Water Mill, NY 11976, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in Long Pond - Bridgehampton, Bridgehampton.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-01 is issued to James F Wilson, 1659 North Sea Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, West Neck Creek off of Island Creek Road (formerly
05WN-01 D. Petraskas spot).
PERMIT NO. 14WN-02 is issued to Henry H. Hildreth Jr., 28 Island Creek Road, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, off #28 Island Creek Road.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-03 is issued to Jason T. Poremba, 42 Long Spring Rd, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, off north east corner Scallop Pond(formerly Don
Poremba & Fran Adamcheski).
PERMIT NO. 14WN-04 is issued to Brian S. Doyle, 22 Station Road, Westhampton, NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, West Neck east side of channel opposite Rat Island.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-05 is issued to Chad W. Bezubek, 436 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton, NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, off Northwest Ram Island.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-06 is issued to Frederick C. Havemeyer III, 1874 Montauk Highway, Bridgehampton NY
11932, to place a waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in West Neck, off Island Creek Hunting & Fishing Club.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-06 is issued to Frederick C. Havemeyer IV, 1874 Montauk Highway, Bridgehampton NY
11932, to place a waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in West Neck, off Island Creek Hunting & Fishing Club.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-08 is issued to Michael G. Irving, 66 Prospect Street, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in West Neck, off Island Creek Hunting & Fishing Club (formerly E. P.
Sharretts, Jr. spot 02 WN-08).
PERMIT NO. 14WN-09 is issued to Frederick C. Havemeyer III, 1874 Montauk Highway, Bridgehampton NY
11932, to place a waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in West Neck, off Island Creek Hunting & Fishing
Club(former Leigh H.Berglund).
PERMIT NO. 14WN-09 is issued to Frederick C. Havemeyer IV, 1874 Montauk Highway, Bridgehampton NY
11932, to place a waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in West Neck, off Island Creek Hunting & Fishing
Club(former Leigh H.Berglund).
PERMIT NO. 14WN-10 is issued to William H. Robinson, Jr., 203 Towd Point Road, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, Bullhead Bay - south end of Ram Island.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-12 is issued to Joseph Kirby, 17 Harrison Avenue, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, southeast of Bullhead Yacht Club.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-14 is issued to Stanley J. Bezubek, 104 Toylesome Lane, Southampton NY 11968, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, off northwest corner of West Neck Cove.
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PERMIT NO. 14WN-14 is issued to John B. Bezubek, 96 Henry Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, off northwest corner of West Neck Cove.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-15 is issued to Charles W. Knoebel Jr., 10 Lake Side Drive, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, off West Neck Point Road.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-15 is issued to Charles W. Knoebel C. W. III, 1B Canal Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, off West Neck Point Road
PERMIT NO. 14WN-16 is issued to Chad W. Bezubek, 436 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, off southeast corner of Island Creek Road.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-16 is issued to Wayne S. Bezubek, 436 North Sea Mecox Road, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, off southeast corner of Island Creek Road.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-17 is issued to John A. Venturella, 300 Noyac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, off west side - Bullhead Bay.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-26 is issued to Kurt J. Dosch, 139 Sebonac Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, Bullhead Bay-off Barkers Island Road - 500 ft. south
(transferred from T. Petersen).
PERMIT NO. 14WN-27 is issued to Gregory J. Grzybowski, 7 Milton Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, in Scallop Pond - meadow by Nature Conservancy
Property & Peconic Land Trust.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-28 is issued to Bruce J. Simpson, 132 Old Town Road, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, in Scallop Pond - east side.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-29 is issued to Glenn E. Just, 121 Jessup Avenue, Quogue, NY 11959, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, off Island Creek Rd, Northeast.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-30 is issued to Charles O. Sharkey Jr., 1631 Majors Path, Southampton NY 11968, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, Scallop Pond Rd & Scott Rd. adjacent to Salm
Property.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-01 is issued to Errol R. Carter, 13 Shinnecock Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Dockers Restaurant, opposite of, off
Dune Rd.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-01 is issued to Shane R. Carter, 13 Shinnecock Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Dockers Restaurant, opposite of, off
Dune Rd.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-02 is issued to Anthony P. Danowski Jr., 1 Lewis Road, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, west side of Greater Greenback Island
(Ryder's or Ren's Island).
PERMIT NO. 14WS-02 is issued to Harry F. Miller, 23 Vail Ave, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, west side of Greater Greenback Island (Ryder's or
Ren's Island).
PERMIT NO. 14WS-03 is issued to Andrew S. Kuroski, 20 Central Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Pine Neck Point.
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PERMIT NO. 14WS-04 is issued to Roderick B. Perry, 108 Jessup Ave, Quogue NY 11959, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Triton Lane, 80 yards west of, in between Court
Raynor and Jeffrey Carter.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-05 is issued to Samuel H. Oliver, Jr., 12 Central Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Sedge Island, west side.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-05 is issued to James W. Hummel Jr., 9 Stonewood Lane, Hampton Bays, NY 11946, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Sedge Island, west side.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-06 is issued to Samuel H. Oliver, Jr., 12 Central Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Sedge Island - northwest, north and
northeast tips.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-06 is issued to James W. Hummel Jr., 9 Stonewood Lane, Hampton Bays, NY 11946, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Sedge Island - northwest, north and
northeast tips.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-07 is issued to Ted H. Sadleir, 7 Beaver Lane West, Westhampton NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Jackson's Fort, southeast side, Island
between Ponquogue Bridge & Road K.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-09 is issued to Richard A. Gise, 23 Cheviot Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Southampton Summer Police property,
across from Tiana beach.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-10 is issued to Edwin Shuttleworth, 87 Jagger Lane, Westhampton NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Greater Greenback Island (Ryder's
Island), east end, floating blind.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-10 is issued to Robert Bossung, 14 Canvasback Lane, East Quogue, NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Greater Greenback Island (Ryder's
Island), east end, floating blind.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-11 is issued to Scott M. Schleicher, 3 Flocee Place, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Dune Road east of police impound
yard.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-13 is issued to Leonard G. Knotoff, 58 Old Country Road L 88, East Quogue, NY 11942, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Phillips Creek entrance, by the
Quogue/East Quogue boundary.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-14 is issued to Leonard G. Knotoff, 58 Old Country Road L 88, East Quogue, NY 11942, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, by easterly point of entrance of
southern drain, Dune Road, by Quogue boundary.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-15 is issued to Leonard G. Knotoff, 58 Old Country Road L 88, East Quogue, NY 11942, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, by middle of southern drain, Dune
Road, Quogue/East Quogue boundary line.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-16 is issued to Robert D. Bossung, 14 Canvasback Lane, East Quogue, NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off west side Hong Kong
Channel(formerly Fred Scopinich).
PERMIT NO. 14WS-17 is issued to Shane A. Carter, 13 Shinnecock Ave, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, east of Sedge Island.
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PERMIT NO. 14WS-18 is issued to George Barkas, 4 Squiretown Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off tip of East Point Lane.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-19 is issued to Richard P. McChesney, 27 Indian Run, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off property, near mouth of Carter Creek Tiana Bay.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-20 is issued to Henry J. McCavanagh, 9 Ocean Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, Tiana Bay, off Romano Drive.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-20 is issued to Andrew McCavanagh, 9 Ocean Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, Tiana Bay, off Romano Drive.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-21 is issued to Lewis B. Scott, 45A Old Country Road, Westhampton, NY 11977, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off south corner of Lane's Island.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-21 is issued to John Scott, 34 Gravel Hill Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off south corner of Lane's Island.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-22 is issued to John F. Raynor, 25 Alanson Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, on point northwest of Mermaid Lane.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-23 is issued to Rene A. Klager, 8 Jackson Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Dune Road in creek behind Dockers.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-23 is issued to Rene J. Klager, 8 Jackson Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Dune Road in creek behind Dockers.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-24 is issued to Rene A. Klager, 8 Jackson Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off peninsula north of Dune Road by
Dockers.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-24 is issued to Rene J. Klager, 8 Jackson Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off peninsula north of Dune Road by
Dockers.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-25 is issued to Robert J. Downs, 12 Gardenia Avenue, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, Lanes Island, eastern most tip.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-26 is issued to Brian W. Downs, 29 Gravel Hill Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, Lanes Island, northeast side.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-27 is issued to Brian W. Downs, 29 Gravel Hill Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, Lanes Island, southeast side.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-30 is issued to Donald T. Law, 8 Bonita Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off point of land opposite Penniman's Creek.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-31 is issued to John Scott, 34 Gravel Hill Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off southwest side of Lane's Island.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-31 is issued to Donald Martin, 23-1 Old Squire Town Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off southwest side of Lane's Island.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-32 is issued to Eric K. Buhl, 9 Lamb Avenue, Quogue NY 11959, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off Penniman's Point by speed sign.
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PERMIT NO. 14WS-33 is issued to Kenneth D. Raynor, 6 Sylvan Place, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off small island north of Triton Lane
(Small Green Back Island).
PERMIT NO. 14WS-34 is issued to W. Thomas Rutyna IV, 24 Quail Run, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, west side of Jackson's Fort, island between
Ponquogue Bridge and Road K..
PERMIT NO. 14WS-35 is issued to W. Thomas Rutyna IV, 24 Quail Run, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, Goose Pen Point, between Road K & Road
L.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-36 is issued to John F. Raynor, 25 Alanson Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, northwest point of Lane's Island
(previously F. Muhs spot).
PERMIT NO. 14WS-37 is issued to Vivian A. Picheny, 31 Bay Road, Quogue NY 11959, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off point, off of owner's property (Bay Road).
PERMIT NO. 14WS-38 is issued to James H. Lockwood Jr., 5 Ocean Avenue, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, east side of peninsula next to east side of
Triton Road.
PERMIT NO. 14WS-41 is issued to John P Haynes Jr., 22 Shinnecock Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off east side of Penniman Creek.
PERMIT NO. 14QB-03 is issued to Kevin J. Rousell, 6 Pine Tree Lane, East Quogue NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Quantuck Bay, off Short Point (east side)(formerly J. Topping's
02QB-03).
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September 3, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Trustee Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr; Trustee Scott Horowitz,
Trustee Ray Overton., Trustee Trustee Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Shultz called the meeting to order.
SBC Al Tuzzolo provided the Board with a Bay Constable report. Mr. Tuzzolo stated that they have given
out 80 illegal shellfishing violations. New buoys at Oakland’s Marina working well and Harry Miller, Marine
Maintenance Supervisor, will be putting some buoys at Jacksons as well. Mr. Tuzzolo also has duck blind
revocation permit letters that need to go out that he will forward to the Legislative Secretary, Tanya Dawson. He
is working with Diane Fisher, the Trustee Clerk Typist on the moorings in Red Creek. Mr. Tuzzolo also stated
that he would like to request $3,500 for overtime to enforce the shellfish violations at Mecox. A motion was
made by Trustee Pell, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to pass the following resolution:
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustee recognizes the diligent efforts of the Southampton Town Bay
Constables, in enforcing various regulations of the Southampton Town Trustees and herby authorizes an
additional three thousand five hundred dollars towards Bay Constable overtime.
Trustee Shultz suggested a meeting with the Town to discuss where the violation revenues are going. A
discussion followed.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion the conditional shellfish program, in which he would like to
implement protocols to make sure everything, is set up prior to opening in December. Trustee Warner informed
the Board of the history of the water quality at North Sea Harbor and Sag Harbor. Trustee Shultz stated that he
would like to do some bottom testing to determine the inventory.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion the Bay Crest Avenue Dock, which they have a 5 year permit that
expires in 2018. Most of the damage to the dock was done by hurricane Sandy. There is a fence up now blocking
the end of the pier but it is quickly deteriorating. Mr. Overton asked Ray Allen from Chesterfield to take a look
at it to see if there is a temporary solution and Mr. Allen said that there is no temporary solution. Mr. Overton
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asked for pricing which was obtained by Jeff Gruby. If broken down as a permit in 2 sections, Mr. Allen stated
that the Bulkhead reconstruction would cost around $810,000 and the Pier reconstruction, which is Trustee
owned, would be around $360,000. Trustee Overton would like to go to the Town Board to see if there is
funding. A discussion followed. Trustee Shultz will set up a meeting with the Town Board.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion the final Waterfowl Meeting /Public Hearing Date. Trustee Pell made a
motion to hold the public hearing for the Amending article V of the rules and regulations for the management and
product of the waters of the Town of Southampton for September 15th at 2PM, seconded by Trustee Warner and was
duly carried.
Trustee Shultz brought up the application for John & Diana Gugliada, 5 Squires Terrace, Hampton Bays to
install a 32’ row of stone armor and cover with beach compatible clean sand and plant with beach grass 12” on
center. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application for Debra H. Tennyson-Feinstein, 29 Weesuck Avenue, East
Quogue to install a 128’ travel lift attached to existing bulkhead, Lip must be installed 4” on landward side of
travel lift to aid in run-off prevention and install seven (7) pilings. The motion to approve was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought up the application for Vikram Malhotra, 19 Ogden Lane, Quogue, to construct a
seasonal 3’ x 20’ ramp off existing bulkhead to a 6’ x 20’ seasonal float, supported by two (2) 8” piles. The
motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought up the application for Katherine Dearie, 46 Rogers Lane, Remsenburg to install a
20’ return using vinyl sheathing . The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought up the application for JNC INCORPORATED, 239 Oneck Lane, Westhampton
Beach, to reconstruct (in kind/ in place) 185’ bulkhead raising height up to 18” and construct a 6’ return using
vinyl sheathing . Wire back silt fence to be installed 1’ seaward of the bulkhead and no disturbance of work zone
seaward of the bulkhead. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action
under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
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Trustee Warner brought to discussion the application for Donald & Catherine Anzalone, 28 South Beach
Road, Southampton to amend permit number 10702 to replace 238.8’ bulkhead and to install 246.2’ of second
tier retaining wall, clean fill and replace a 4 x 44’ of stairs, the rock at base of seawall must be covered with 1’ of
sand and planted with grass. A yearly site review will be done to determine the need of sand replacement within
the rocks, and a signed covenant that goes with the property along the Shinnecock Beach Road. The motion to
approve was duly carried, upon receipt of the final payment. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought up the application for HOBBY STONES, LLC, 159 Lynn Ave, Hampton Bays to
renew Permit 10609 for one year, to legalize and reconstruct existing 4’x177’ fixed dock (in place), supported by
8” piles, using untreated lumber and open grate decking, supported by 8” piles and a light will be installed on the
seaward end. Dock must not go beyond the old dock structure. The motion to approve was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application for Pamela M. Schein Grantor Trust, 95 Surfside Drive,
Bridgehampton to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,500 cubic yards of clean sand along face
of eroded dune, install 137’ sand fence using wooden posts only and replant beach grass 12” o.c. and reattach
built stairs permitted by permit #10589. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a
Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought up the application for Jay Scott & Steven Chiros, 46 Noyack Harbor Road, Noyac to
amend permit #10791 to construct a 4’ x 6’ ramp up to a 4’ x 35’ fixed catwalk using flow-thru material,
supported by 4” posts, 3’ x 10’ ramp down to a 6’ x 20’ float in a “L” formation supported by two (2) 6” x 6”
posts. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz informed the Board that the piping plovers have left Mecox and they need to resume digging
operations in the cut to place the sand in measured piles. Trustee Shultz suggested using Chesterfield since he
already had the bid with the county. Trustee Shultz said they are expected to get about 15,000 yards of sand. They
will need to replace the one contractor’s pile of sand. They have about 5,000 already stock piled. A motion was
made by Trustee Shultz to authorize the President to contact Chesterfield to start mining 15,000 yards of sand,
seconded by Trustee Pell and was duly carried. Trustee Pell stated that mining at Mecox couldn’t take place until the
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cut is opened and also that there should be someone there to monitor while the work is being done. Trustee Shultz
read a couple of proposed rules and regulations for the worksite:
1) Sand removed from Mecox or Sag cut must remain in the Town of Southampton and on the Ocean Beach
2) Sand replenishment operations shall only take place during daylight hours
3) Vehicles shall not exceed 10mph
4) Tracks left by machinery must be back bladed by the end of the day
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz to waive the reading of the correspondence until each Trustee receives
their individual copies, seconded by Trustee Warner and was duly carried.
Trustee Pell brought back the discussion of the sand at Mecox and would like to discuss how the
contractors who are not purchasing sand from the Trustees, and going to get the sand on the beach. Trustee Shultz
stated there are an additional set of rules that have to be established for the use of the end of the Trustee, town and
village roads. Trustee Overton expressed his concern with the safety of the pedestrians and the beach access at the
Westhampton Beach access. Trustee Warner suggested talking to Mary Shea in the Environmental Division to see if
there is a plan within the Town that separates the beach access and the pedestrians. Trustee Shultz stated that he
would have sample of the rules and regulations for the use of the ends of the Trustee roads and for the sand renourishment projects.
Trustee Warner updated the Board on the Bid for the Lake Agawam maintenance in which he received one
cost proposal back from April Gonzales Garden Design Inc, with 2 proposal amounts. One for a wet garden for
$19,931.12 with required irrigation (that is not included) that could be used as a bio-filter. The second for a dry
garden for the price of $19,752.00.

Seven

(7)

Applications for permits were approved

Two

(2)

Applications for Amended permits were approved

One

(1)

Application for mooring permits were approved

Three

(3)

Applications for pot permits were approved

Five

(5)

Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved

A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Scott Horowitz, and duly carried to waive the reading of
the correspondence.
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Al Algieri, Southampton Water Protection Allicance – 8/15/14 – Letter for support to obtain conservation
outcome for “The Hills”.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 8/18/14 – Letter to Town Engineer regarding road review application, 233
Old Sag Harbor Road LLC, Bridgehampton recognizing $12,500.00 as an acceptable contribution.
Francis Zappone, Deputy Supervisor – 8/19/14 – Email regarding EOC Organizational Meeting
Christine Fetten, Town Engineer – 8/19/14 – Email regarding Road Review Application, 233 Old Sag
Harbor Road LLC, No objection of a building permit.
Kim Ottati, Deputy Town Clerk – 8/19/14 Email the communication with U.S. Department of the Army
regarding Application Number NAN-2014-00298-EYA, Kit McQuiston 27 Meadow Lane, Quogue.
Kim Ottati, Deputy Town Clerk – 8/19/14 Email the communication with U.S. Department of the Army
regarding Application Number NAN-2014-00219-EYA, Sag Harbor Yacht Club East.
Billy Sternberg, CraterBloch Communications – 8/20/14 – Hand written note to Ray Overton about signs
and happy he won and hope their paths cross.
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 8/20/14 – Email regarding Work Session for Thursday, August 21
Meeting.
James Walker, Principal Planner – 8/25/14 – Hand delivered note about 55 Ambleside LLC regarding
renewing permits to complete maintenance dredging.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 8/26/14 – Letter Regarding the authorization of Permit No. 1-473603007/00005, Issued to Board of Trustees, to commence.
Ronald Arcate, Counselor at Law – 8/27/14 – Letters to Board requesting a change in materials to use 8”
hardwood round piles, Reference permit # 10107, 91 Foster Ave, Hampton Bays.
Kyle Collins, AICP Coastal Erosion Hazard Area Administrator – 8/27/14 – Letter Regarding Costal
Erosion Management Permit application No. 14018287, 143 Mid Ocean Drive, Bridgehampton c/o Inter-Science.
Kyle Collins, AICP Coastal Erosion Hazard Area Administrator – 8/27/14 – Letter Regarding Costal
Erosion Management Permit application No. 1401828, 161 Mid Ocean Drive, Bridgehampton c/o Inter-Science.
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 8/27/14 – Email regarding Canceled work session for Thusday 28,
2014.
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 8/27/14 – Email regarding Special Town Board Meeting Notice
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On August 28, 2014 at 1:00PM.
Francis Zappone, Deputy Supervisor – 8/27/14 – Email regarding Facilities Committee Minutes of July
Meeting.
Scott Horowitz, Southampton Town Trustee – 8/27/14 – Letter regarding inaccuracies in paperwork for
application no. 1400095, Edward Jamie & Lynn Jamie.
Mark Balserus, Duck Blind Applicant – 8/28/14 – Letter regarding his unhappiness with his location and
wanting to be switch to a different location.
The Board of Directors, Shinnecock Shores Association – 8/28/14 – Letter to Scott Horowitz thanking him
for his presentation to the homeowners at the Annual Meeting held on August 23rd.
Ecobarrier LLC, The Eco Group – 8/29/14 – Foster Creek Bid.
Concerned Neighbor, Resident – 9/2/14 – Letter to the Trustees regarding the concern of a neighbor
dumping rocks in the marsh, also a rebuilt dock that was made larger and cutting of the reeds and trees at 31 Dumar
Drive in Sag Harbor.
Matt Ivans, Suffolk Environmental – 9/2/14 – Hand delivered letter regarding Skyfields Holdings, L.P.
Property Proposed Bulkhead reconstruction application, 236 Redwood Road, Sag Harbor.
Al Tuzzolo, Senior Bay Constable – 9/2/14 -- Email to trustees about overtime and asking for a few more
weeks to dedicate towards shellfish enforcement.
April Gonzales, President of April Gonzales Garden Design, Inc – 9/2/14 – Facsimile regarding two
propels for the Lake Agawam Rain Garden.
Friends of the Long Pond Greenbelt – 9/2/14 – Friend of The Long Pond Greenbelt Newsletter.
Anthony Cenzoprano, Concerned Resident – 9/2/14 – Letter to Ed Warner about the illegal jetty being
constructed at 316 East Montauk Highway, Hampton Bays in Shinnecock Bay.
Diane Fisher, Clerk Typist - 5/23/14 - 9/01/14- Pump out Boat Total 98,786 of gallons.
Trustee Shultz made a motion to pay the bills, seconded by Trustee Pell and was duly carried.
1.

Josephine Gentile

Refund/Overpayment

$12.00

Ck # 1966

2.

Dunkerly’s

Inv# 414727

$81.80

Ck# 1967

3.

Tanya Dawson

Reimb./Plover Staff Conference

$116.80

Ck# 1968

4.

Deluxe Graphics

Inv# 0086123

$540.00

Ck# 1970
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5.

Town of Southampton

3rd & 4th Qtr. Adopted budget

$115,171.00

Ck# 1971

6.

Mercury Marine

Dues & Subscriptions

$30.00

Ck# 1972

7.

Petty Cash

Replenish Office Petty Cash

$100.00

Ck# 1974

8.

Petty Cash

Replenish Marine Maintenance Petty Cash

$100.00

Ck# 1975

A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to close the
meeting.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

AMENDED PERMITS ISSUED
AMENDED PERMIT NO. 10712 is issued to Land Use Ecological Services, Inc. , as agent for DONALD &
CATHERINE ANZALONE, 28 South Beach Road, Southampton, NY (SCTM# 900-233-01-16.4) to replace
238.8’ bulkhead and to install 246.2’ of second tier retaining wall, clean fill and replace a 4 x 44’ of stairs, the
rock at base of seawall must be covered with 1’ of sand and planted with grass. A yearly site review will be
done to determine the need of sand replacement within the rocks, and a signed covenant that goes with the
property along the Shinnecock Beach Road.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
4.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
If any part of the permitted structure should exist on a Trustees' right of way known as Shinnecock Beach
Road and, in the future, the public demands restoration of this road, the property owner will have to
remove at their expense.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
AMENDED PERMIT NO. 10791 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for JAY SCOTT & STEVEN CHIROS,
46 Noyack Harbor Road, Noyac, NY (SCTM# 900-04-01-79) to construct a 4’ x 6’ ramp up to a 4’ x 35’ fixed
catwalk using flow-thru material, supported by 4” posts, 3’ x 10’ ramp down to a 6’ x 20’ float in a “L” formation
supported by two (2) 6” x 6” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
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1.

The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
7. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property dug canal off Noyac Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO.10808 is issued to DKR Shores Inc. , as agent for KATHERINE DEARIE, 46 Rogers Lane,
Remsenburg , NY (SCTM# 900-380-02-16) to install a 20’ return using vinyl sheathing .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moriches Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10809 is issued to DKR Shores Inc. , as agent for JOHN & DIANA GUGLIADA, 5 Squires
Terrace, Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-186-02-4.1) to install a 32’ row of stone armor and cover with beach
compatible clean sand and plant with beach grass 12” on center.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
Rock revetment must provide a minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the
lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into the marine environment.
3.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new revetment.
4.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said revetment.
Project is located on owner's property off Peconic Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10810 is issued to DKR Shores Inc., as agent for HOBBY STONES, LLC, 159 Lynn Ave,
Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-324-03-08) to renew Permit 10609 for one year, to legalize and reconstruct
existing 4’x177’ fixed dock (in place), supported by 8” piles, using untreated lumber and open grate decking,
supported by 8” piles and a light will be installed on the seaward end. Dock must not go beyond the old dock
structure.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Steps must be installed on either side of fixed walkway between MHW and MLW for public pass
and repass purposes.
3. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high
tide to top of deck.
4. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
5. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
6. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10811 is issued to DKR Shores Inc., as agent for JNC INCORPORATED, 239 Oneck Lane,
Westhampton Beach, NY (SCTM# 905-09-02-13.8) to reconstruct (in kind/ in place) 185’ bulkhead raising
height up to 18” and construct a 6’ return using vinyl sheathing . Wire back silt fence to be installed 1’ seaward
of the bulkhead and no disturbance of work zone seaward of the bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Oneck Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10812 is issued to Land Use Ecological Services, Inc , as agent for VIKRAM MALHOTRA, 19
Ogden Lane, Quogue , NY (SCTM# 902-14-01-24 & 25) to construct a seasonal 3’ x 20’ ramp off existing
bulkhead to a 6’ x 20’ seasonal float, supported by two (2) 8” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches at average high tide to top of deck.
3.
Posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
4.
Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
5.
Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
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6.
All seasonal dock structures must be removed from water by December 1st each year.
7.
Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Ogden Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10813 is issued to First Coastal Corp., as agent for PAMELA M. SCHEIN GRANTOR TRUST,
95 Surfside Drive, Bridgehampton , NY (SCTM# 900-134-05-50) to perform dune restoration by placing
approximately 1,500 cubic yards of clean sand along face of eroded dune, install 137’ sand fence using wooden
posts only and replant beach grass 12” o.c.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement and
completion of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru August 31.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10814 is issued to DEBRA H. TENNYSON-FEINSTEIN, 29 Weesuck Avenue, East Quogue,
NY (SCTM# 900-342-01-01) to install a 128’ travel lift attached to existing bulkhead, Lip must be installed 4” on
landward side of travel lift to aid in run-off prevention and install seven (7) pilings .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Weesuck Creek as per application and survey submitted.

MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-140 is issued to CATHERINE M. PIECORA, 1 Lynn Court, Hampton Bays, NY
11946 to place a 150 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 14' Aluma (Reg. No. NY7476EH)
in Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.

POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT-258 is issued to ROBERT (JOSH) BELURY, 81 Hillcrest Ave, Southampton NY 11968,
to place 7 Crab & 2 Killie on Trustees' bottom in Mecox Bay, Shinnecock Bay, North Sea Harbor for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-282 is issued to KATHRYN L. CAMERON, 21 Bay Road, Quogue NY 11959, to place 4
crab on Trustees' bottom in Southampton Town Waters for 2014.
PERMIT NO. PT-283 is issued to PETER JON VONLEHE, 58 Westway Drive, Southampton NY 11968, to
place 1 crab on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.

WATERFOWL HUNTING LOCATION PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14WN-19 is issued to David S. Amos, 2299 North Sea Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, Scallop Pond, north end (Location #1).
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PERMIT NO. 14WN-20 is issued to David S. Amos, 2299 North Sea Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, Scallop Pond, west side (Location #2).
PERMIT NO. 14WN-21 is issued to David S. Amos, 2299 North Sea Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, Scallop Pond, west side (Location #3).
PERMIT NO. 14WN-22 is issued to David S. Amos, 2299 North Sea Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, Scallop Pond, southwest corner (Location #4).
PERMIT NO. 14WN-23 is issued to David S. Amos, 2299 North Sea Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, Scallop Pond, south side (Location #5).
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September 15, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2014, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Ray Overton, Trustee
Scott Horowitz, and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Shultz called the meeting to order.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion a brush jetty proposal from Mr. Birakus of Eco-Barrier to be placed
at the opening of Foster’s Creek. The proposed project would cost approximately $8,000 for 2 60ft. brush jetties.
Trustee Horowitz suggested that they needed to preserve the hard work put in to dredging the creek. The project
would be placed on hold. The sand is being placed at Ponquogue Manor and Trustee Warner stated that he
wanted to speak with Alex Gregor at the Highway Department, to place left over sand on the washover at Tiana
Beach. The application for the brush jetty is placed on hold until Trustee Warner talks to the Stubelicks.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion the proposal for the Suffolk County Water Authority meter. April
Gonzales submitted a quote for maintenance and landscaping at Agawam, the only bid received by the Trustees.
Trustee Warner met with Ms. Gonzales and they discussed the need for a water source at Agawam because the
Health Department and the DEC stated that using the water from the lake is not feasible because of health
concerns with the blue/green algae. Trustee Warner stated that the cost of Suffolk County to tap a 1” meter
would be $1,800. The project is on hold until they receive an additional quote.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to pass the
following resolution: Subject to the 10 recommendations from the Town Engineer.
Resolved, that for the purpose of granting permission to build on a lot fronting on a
Trustee Road, the specifications recommended by the Road Review Committee for a portion of
Old Canoe Place Road, situate at Hampton Bays, in connection with the application of Steven
Poulakis 900-230-02-01 is approved, pursuant to the provisions of Article III, Chapter 123, of the
code of the Town of Southampton.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Sagg Pond. Trustee Warner proposed placing a ban on harvesting blue
crabs in the pond until further notice due to the blue/green algae and possible health risks. A motion was made by
Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to pass the following resolution:
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Resolved, Until further notice, there will be no blue crabs harvested out of Sagg Pond.
Trustee Overton presented an update on Bay Crest Avenue Pier. He stated that he received pricing from
Chesterfield for budgetary purposes and met with Stan Glinka who will present it to the Town Board to see if there
is available funding.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to enter the public
hearing for the proposed waterfowl Blue Book changes. Richard Nespola stated he is in full support of the proposed
amendments to the Blue Book. Trustee Shultz introduced Bay Constable Rich Franks who stated that he is in favor
of the proposed waterfowl changes.
Trustee Horowitz read the legislative intent into the record:
The Board of Trustees for the Town of Southampton after consultations with a advisory committee
consisting of waterfowl hunters and Bay Constables as well as the holding of two public forums with
members of the waterfowl hunting community, have agreed that a comprehensive revision of these portions
of the rules and regulations for the management parts of the waters of the Town of Southampton, the Blue
Book, pertaining to waterfowl hunting are in order. It is the intent of these revisions to preserve and protect
the public’s right to hunt waterfowl from the waters of the Town of Southampton in the face of dwindling
availability of location in which to do so.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to close the public
hearing. A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to adopt the
waterfowl blue book changes.
The following permits do not meet the requirements for a public hearing.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Kenneth and Diana Adams, 140 Newtown Road, Hampton Bays to
install a single row of 1 to 3 ton rock armoring at base of existing bulkhead as shown on plans by En-Consultants
dated 1/20/14. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Vost Realty, 121 Shore Road, Southampton to replace existing
masonry retaining wall with new vinyl retaining wall. He introduced Britton Bistrian from Vost Realty. There is
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currently a permit for work from the Conservation Board with the conditions of establishing a buffer with dune grass
and sea lavender. The height of the wall must be set in the field by the Trustees. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the stocking of oysters and introduced Josh Belury. Josh brought
photos of Napeague Harbor to show the floating system for growing out passive life with an off bottom culture
permit. Josh would like to make a proposal to the Board to do the same in the-grow out area right outside of Fish
Cove. Trustee Warner suggested using the clam sanctuary in North Sea Harbor which would result in minimal
conflict to navigation. Josh stated that he would bring back a tentative proposal to the Trustees.
Mr. Belury brought up the Hatchery and the permit for seeding. He would like to place the oysters in
uncertified areas like Scallop Pond, to take GPS coordinates and have the sizes recorded to benchmark the success.
Josh asked Trustee Pell to help find out where to strategically place the oysters and Trustee Pell agreed. Josh stated
that he would also put together a proposal for the Hatchery project to present to the Trustees.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion John & Anna Idol, 411 Rose Hill Road, Watermill to amend 10700
permit to construct 4’ x 9.5’ steps down, reconstruct 4’ x 20.5’ fixed catwalk, a 6’ x 14.5’ fixed “T” configuration
dock utilizing a wood and stainless steel light penetrating decking as per photo submitted. This decking option to be
treated as a pilot project to test the efficiency of alternate deck designs. The motion to approve was duly carried.
The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review
Trustee Shultz introduced the Senior Bay Constable Al Tuzzolo who presented the Bay Constable report.
Al Tuzzolo thanked the Trustees for their contribution to the overtime budget that was utilized for shellfish
enforcement. He also stated that they have increased the patrols for off road vehicles. Al stated in the spirit of
waterfowl, they put together two hunter safety classes; one for archery and one for hunting held at the Hampton
Bays Fire Department. Constable Tuzzolo also stated he ordered a site inspection on Ponquogue Marine Park
because of parking issues.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Ronald Arcate, 91 Foster Ave, Hampton Bays to amend permit
10622 & 9952 to include a 4’ x 60’ brush jetty using 6” x 6” hardwood. The motion to approve was duly carried.
The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review
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Trustee Pell brought to discussion David & Laurie Lederman, 125 Surfside Drive, Bridgehampton to place
approximately 1,500 cu yards beach-compatible sand to restore eroded dune, plant beach grass 12”o.c., install 148’
sand fence, reattach previously built seasonal stairs (per permit #10626). The motion to approve was duly carried.
The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Skyfields Holding LP, 236 Redwood Road, Village of Sag Harbor to
reconstruct (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing 99’ bulkhead, 18’ return (east side) and a 20’ return (west side).
The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Elizabeth George, 11 Noyac Harbor Road, Sag Harbor to construct a 4’
x 15’ walkway to a 6’ x 20’ seasonal floating dock, supported by (2) two 6” pilings. The motion to approve was
duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Louis Galasso, 128 Redwood Road, Sag Harbor to renew permit 10607.
The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review
Trustee Shultz informed the board that Kathryn Garvey, the county legislator, passed the bill allowing the
Trustees to purchase the property on Long Neck Blvd, Fantasy Drive in Flanders. Trustee Shultz stated that they
will be holding a press conference with Legislator Schniederman to thank him for his assistance. Trustee Shultz
stated that the property will be preserved in perpetuity as a beach for the local residents and will provide a site for
dredged spoil material.
Two

(2)

Applications for amended permits were approved

Six

(6)

Applications for permits were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz, and duly carried to waive the
reading of the correspondence.
A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by William Pell IV, and duly carried to waive the reading of
the correspondence.
Anthony Trezza, Principal Planner – 8/29/14 – Letter regarding Christopher & Susan Wolters, Subdivision
Pre-application for 21 Baycrest Ave. Westhampton.
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Donna Myers, Shore Solutions Inc – 9/3/14 – Letter regarding 21 Dolphin Drive, Westhampton about the
proposed boardwalk size not being reduced to 4’
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary/Treasurer – 9/3/14 – Priority dredging list
James Walker, Principal Planner at Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc. – 9/3/14 – Letter regarding 55
Ambleside LLC Maintenance dredging.
George Hammarth, Environmental Analyst 3 – 9/3/14 – Notice of Determination of Non-Significance/
Negative Declaration, dredging of the approach channels to the Shelter Island South Ferry.
George Hammarth, NYSDEC – 9/3/14 – DEC Notice of Complete Application at South Ferry Terminals
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 9/4/14 – Memo regarding temporary resident 4x4 permit letters
Jennifer Garvey, Deputy Chief of Staff – 9/5/14 – Email regarding Proposal towards the mitigation of
excessive nitrogen loads.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 9/5/14 – Letter to DEC regarding the commencement on permit no. 14736-03007/00005
Tanya Dawson, Trustee Legislative Secretary – 9/5/14 – Memo regarding Commencement Letter DEC –
Opening Sagg Pond Permit No. 1-4736-03007/00005 as per Bill Pell for September 8,2014
Richard Cahn, Cahn & Cahn, LLP – 9/8/14 – Letter regarding Gessin et al v. Anna Throne Holst et al. with
enclosed copy of the defendants response to plaintiffs’ amended notice to admit (town trustees #5) along with a copy
of Mr. Snead’s correspondence explain the reason for the amended that notice to admit.
Cathy Taylor, Port Supply Account Services – 9/8/14 – Letter to Harry Miller about his new Port Supply
account signer’s card.
Riverhead Building Supply – 9/9/14 – Facsimile of price quotes for clam rack material
Tanya Dawson, Trustee Legislative Secretary – 9/9/14 – Email regarding the renourishment
construction/Westhampton Interim Project.
William Pell, Trustee – 9/10/14 – Memo of commencement letter to DEC – Opening Sagg Pond permit No.
1-4736-03007/00005 for September 15, 2014
Tanya Dawson, Trustee Legislative Secretary – 9/10/14 – Memo requesting opening-closing Sagg &
Mecox
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William Pell, Trustee – 9/10/14 – Memo of commencement letter to DEC – Opening Sagg Pond permit No.
1-4736-03007/00005 for September 11, 2014
Anna Throne-Holst, Supervisor – 9/10/14 – Work Session for September 11, 2014
Trustees – 9/11/14 – Old Fort Pond Dredging 9/11/14
Diane Fisher, Trustee Clerk Typist – 9/11/14 – Blue-green Algae Warning Sagg Pong & Old Town Pond
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 9/11/14 – Town Board Res-2014-962
Diane Fisher, Clerk Typist - 5/23/14 - 9/13/14- Pump out Boat Total 111,011 of gallons.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner, and duly carried to pay for the
following out of the Trustees special account:
1.

Riverhead Building Supply

Inv# 436406

$13.85

Ck# 1976

2.

Wainscott Sand & Gravel

Inv# 148074/Wooley Pond Dredge

$20.00

Ck# 1977

3.

Riverhead Trailer

Repairs & Maintenance

$24.50

Ck# 1978

4.

Lynch’s Garden

Grass Seed for Wooley Pond

$29.50

Ck# 1979

5.

Prest-O-Peconic Inc.

Inv# 01136113, 01152956

$20.64

Ck# 1980

6.

Speonk Lumber Corp.

Inv# 136997

$34.57

Ck# 1981

7.

East Coast Mines & Material

Bay Ave. Dock Repairs

$47.28

Ck# 1982

8.

Hampton Watercraft & Marine

Pump-out gas sales

$58.65

Ck# 1983

9.

Lewis Marine Supply

Inv# 1736927

$81.79

Ck# 1984

10.

Jones, Little & Co Inc

Accounting Retaining

$175.00

Ck# 1985

11.

Verizon Wireless

Inv# 9731282875

$631.56

Ck#1986

12.

Joseph Lombardo Esq.

Aug. 2014 Prof/Legal Fees

$4712.50

Ck# 1987

13.

Emil Norsic & Son

Library Ave./Conscience Point

$3725.80

Ck# 1988

14.

Cahn & Cahn LLP

Legal – Inv# 14495-14498

$10,574.34 Ck# 1989

15.

Deluxe Graphics Inc

Freight Charge/Inv# 0086123

$15.00

Ck# 1990

16.

Peconic Marina Inc.

Pump-out gas sales

$155.15

Ck# 1991

17.

Steve Russell Bocner, CA

Archive, Research, Consult

$2,500.00

Ck# 1992

18.

Searless Graphics Inc

Shinnecock Bay Brochures

$900.00

Ck# 1993
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to enter executive
session.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to exit executive
session.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

AMENDED PERMITS ISSUED
AMENDED PERMIT NO. 10622 is issued to Ronald J. Arcate , as agent for ROBERT ARCATE, 91 Foster
Ave, Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-374-02-04) to amend Permit 10622 and Permit 9952 for one year, to
reconstruct 200’ bulkhead using corrugated plastic sheathing, repair 4’ x 60’ brush jetty using 6” x 6” hardwood
(no tires to be used) and dredge within owners’ boat basin.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
AMEND PERMIT NO. 10700 is issued to Shawn F. Leonard, as agent for JOHN & ANNALIA IDOL, 411
Rose Hill Road, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-115-03-16) to construct 4’ x 9.5’ steps down to reconstruct 4’ x
20.5’ fixed catwalk, to a 6’ x 14.5’ fixed “T” configuration dock, Utilizing a wood and stainless steel light
penetrating decking as per photo submitted. This decking option to be treated as a pilot project to test the
efficiency of alternate deck designs.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
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2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4) Posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
5) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6) Structure will be inspected on an annual basis to determine efficiency of Pilot Project design, if
design is deemed inadequate,the Trustees' have the right to Amend the permit to require that
standard light penetrating decking be installed.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Hayground Cove, as per application and survey submitted.

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10815 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for KENNETH & DIANA ADAMS, 140 Newtown
Road, Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-186-02-30) to install a 123’single row of stone armor at base of
existing bulkhead and cover with beach compatible clean sand and plant with beach grass 12” on center.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
Rock revetment must provide a minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the
lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into the marine environment.
3.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new revetment.
4.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said revetment.
Project is located on owner's property off Peconic Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10816 is issued to GEI Consultants Inc. , as agent for LOUIS GALASSO, 128 Redwood Road,
Sag Harbor , NY (SCTM# 903-01-01-11) to renew Permit 10607 for one year, to legalize existing 3’x 23’
ramp/access stairs down. To construct a 4’x 68’ catwalk, 3’x 6’ stairs, 3’x 10’aluminum ramp and a 6’x 20’
floating dock using flow thru material, and secured by four (4) 6” piles. Entire structure will be supported by 4” x
4” posts.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches at average high tide to top of deck.
3.
Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
4.
Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
5.
All catwalk and dock decks shall be constructed with non-treated materials.
6.
Overall structure not to exceed 60’ from MHW line into Upper Sag Harbor Cove.
7.
Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
8.
Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sag Harbor Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
REVISED PERMIT NO. 10817 is issued to Bruce Horwith, as agent for ELIZABETH GEORGE, 11 Noyac
Harbor Road, Sag Harbor , NY (SCTM# 900-04-01-58) to construct a 4’ x 22’ walkway to a 6’ x 20’ seasonal
floating dock, supported by (2) two 6” pilings.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
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1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4) As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6) Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
7) All seasonal dock structures must be removed from water by December 1st each year.
8) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Noyack Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10818 is issued to First Coastal Corp., as agent for DAVID S. & LAURIE Z LEDERMAN, 125
Surfside Drive, Bridgehampton, NY (SCTM# 900-134-05-48) to perform dune restoration by placing
approximately 1,500 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. Install
148’ sand fence using wooden posts only, and attach seasonal 4’ x 40’ stairs.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th
3. Sand fencing shall not be installed before March 1st (after the winter storms end) or during Piping
Plover season (March 31st – September 15th) without a plover inspection being done first.
4. Sand fence must be installed within 10’ of toe of dune.
5. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10819 is issued to Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc., as agent for SKYFIELDS HOLDING
L.P., 236 Redwood Road, Sag Harbor , NY (SCTM# 903-01-02-30) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) using vinyl
sheathing 99’bulkhead, 18’ return (east side) and a 20’ return (west side).
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to Trustee’s
office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sag Harbor Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10820 is issued to Britton Bistrian, as agent for VOST REALTY, 121 Shore Road, Southampton,
NY (SCTM# 900-76-02-04) to remove/replace a existing masonry retaining wall using vinyl, with the conditions
Trustee Shultz must be notified prior to commencement to set the height and location of the wall. A silt fence
must be installed within 6” seaward of line set by Trustees. All work to be preformed landward of proposed wall
and no treated materials. Revised as built plans must be submitted upon completion of project
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
4.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
5.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off North Sea Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

GILL NET PERMITS
PERMIT NO.GN-073 is issued to Kevin Greene, 9 Roses Grove Road Southampton NY 11968 to place gill
nets in Shinnecock Bay for 2014.

POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT-284 is issued to KEVIN GREENE, 9 Roses Grove Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place
112 fish & 20 eel on Trustees' bottom in Shinnecock, Tiana, Noyack & Sag Harbor for 2014
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October 6, 2014
THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, OCTOBER 6, 2014, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Ray Overton, Trustee
Scott Horowitz, and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Warner called the meeting to order.
Trustee Warner introduced the Alex Gregor, Superintendent of Highway. Mr. Gregor discussed the
ongoing issue with Dune Road from the Hampton Bays Inlet to the Quogue line in East Quogue (5.1 miles). He
stated that they were trying to get funding through Army Corp or FEMA but the area is classified as a Coastal
Barrier Resource Area, which FEMA has never granted funding for this area. They have a wetland permit from
the DEC and they looked in the registry and there’s a clear exemption that states, “If it is an existing roadway
with utilities could it be exempt”. The Army Corp is looking at it as well and they think a road could be there last
resort as a barrier. Mr. Gregor brought up the suggestion of abandoning a section of Dune Road between Road
“L” & Tiana and to try and let it go back to its natural state and promote walking and promote 4x4 driving. Mr.
Gregor also brought up the discussion of improving the water quality at Quantuck and Shinnecock and putting in
a pipe to promote flushing and circulation. He would like the Trustee to consider helping is this matter. A
discussion followed.
Trustee Shultz introduced Josh Belury of the Conscience Point Shellfish Hatchery. He discussed
overwintering 300,000 oysters as a feature biofilter for North Sea Harbor. Mr. Belury is requesting a letter from
the Board of Trustees to the Town Council and Department of Recreation to overwinter the oysters. A discussion
followed. A motion was made for Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to write a letter
to the Town Council and Department of Recreation.
Josh Belury also brought to discussion oyster seeding. He would like to place 300,000 in the North Sea
estuary. Mr. Belury presented the Board with a power point presentation. He is requesting a letter from the Board
of Trustees authorizing the seeding of the target estuaries. A discussion followed. The Board would like to
discuss this matter in further detail before issuing the letter.
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Mr. Belury also brought to discussion a bio-system for restoration, education and research to create a
floating system to grow eel grass. Mr. Belury presented the Board with a power point presentation. A discussion
followed. Mr. Belury is requesting a letter from the Board of Trustee granting permission to install this oyster
grow product as a bio-filter for North Sea Harbor. The Board would like to discuss this matter in further detail
before issuing the letter.
Trustee Shultz introduced Jim Walker from Inter-Science. Trustee Warner expressed his gratitude for
Mr. Walker’s timely efforts in retaining the amended permit for hydraulic dredging at Davis Creek.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Jackson Marina, 6 Teepee Street, Hampton Bays to renew permit
10582 for one year, to reconstruct 180’ and 160’ wave curtains and renew permit 10475 for one year, to
reconstruct (in kind/place) 72’ bulkhead and 98’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing. The motion to approve was
duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Sagaponack Village, Sagg Main Street to reconstruct pre-existing
culvert by installing new concrete headwalls, timer rail, pavement and associated improvements. A motion to
approve was duly carried. A motion was made by Trustee Pell, seconded by TrusteeWarner and duly carried to
waive the fees. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion 55 Ambleside LLC, 55 Ambleside Lane, Bridgehampton to construct
a 4’ x 14’ ramp up to a 4’ x 53’ low profile fixed catwalk, 4’ x 14’ ramp down to a 6’ x 20’ floating dock secured
by four (4) piles, using thru-flow material, and install a 4’ x 16’ dinghy sling. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Ann Aguanno & Gerald Gleason, 55 Cliff Drive, Sag Harbor to
reconstruct in kind/place a 75’ bulkhead, with two (2) 15’ returns on north side, two (2) 15’ returns on south side
of property boundaries and reconstruct a 5’ x 20’ walkway. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project
is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Richard Spolzino, 7 East Beach Drive, Southampton to renew permit
10634 for one year, to construct a 4’ x 42’ catwalk secured by 4’ x 4’ pilings (using 60% open grate decking), 3’
x 12’ seasonal ramp, 6 x 20’ seasonal float “L” configuration to the left, secured by two (2) 6’ piles. The dock
should not extend seaward of a line off the end of the float to the east. The motion to approve was duly carried.
The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
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Steve Storch was introduced and he made a suggestion on improving water quality. He suggested herbs
and compost starters for residents to put in their septic systems to help with the water quality. A discussion
followed. Trustee Shultz suggested that Mr. Storch put together an informative written presentation to present his
suggestions on improving the water quality.
Donald Grodski was introduced and brought to discussion his revocation letter of his duckblind and
would like to refute the letter. A discussion followed. Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak suggested that Mr.
Grodski and the Bay Constables hold a hearing about the revocation letter. The hearing will take place at the
next meeting on October 20, 2014.
Trustee Shultz introduced Susanna Hermann of En-Consultants who brought to discussion Thomas &
Eva Devito, 129 Shore Road, Southampton to remove & replace 110’ vinyl bulkhead in front of existing timber
bulkhead; new bulkhead to be 15” higher than existing timber bulkhead (proposed height meets neighboring
bulkhead); 11’ return on south property line; 6’ return on north property line; 50 cubic yards of top soil and 77
cubic yards of clean sand fill from an upland source. The application was placed on hold until further discussion
with the homeowners.
Trustee Shultz invited Susanna Hermann to discuss the 1100 Ocean Road easement agreement for
Martha O’Neill. The O’Neill family donated a piece of property to the Trustees but currently have a waterline
running across the corner of the donated property. Ms. Hermann is requesting a signed easement granting Ms.
O’Neill the right to leave her waterline on the Trustee’s property. The Board is in support of this request.
Trustee Shultz asked if it was okay to pass a resolution upon approval of the agreement by Kara Bak. Ms.
Hermann stated she would email the updated agreement to Ms. Bak. Ms. Hermann also requested a letter from
the Town Attorney stating that the property belongs to the Southampton Town Trustees as listed on the Title
Certificate and the deed. The property department lists Southampton Town as the owner. The letter must be sent
to the Suffolk County Health Department. Trustee Shultz said the Board needs to make a motion to authorize the
president to sign the document subject to the Town Attorney’s approval. Trustee Horowitz made the motion,
seconded by Trustee Pell and the motion was duly carried.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Bishop McGann-Mercy Diocesan High School, 1018 Flanders
Road, Riverhead to amend permit 10689 for one year, to read as follows, to construct 10’ x 60’ suspended
section of deck utilizing open grate decking as depicted in section A-A in details 1 of plans submitted. To
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construct (4) four 10’ x 20’ floating dock sections, as depicted in section B-B in details to, dock held in place
with (4) four 12’ piles. Trustee Shultz mad a motion to approve and waive the fees. The motion to approve was
duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion Joel & Julia Greenblatt, 755 Daniels Lane, Sagaponack to perform
dune restoration by placing approximately 1,300 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune, and replant with
beach grass 12’ o.c. Install 164’ sand fence using wooden posts only. Trustee Pell asked to be recused because of
his relationship with the applicants. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review
Trustee Warner updated the Board on dredging at Fosters Creek. A discussion followed.
One

(1)

Application for amended permits were approved

Seven

(7)

Applications for permits were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to waive the
reading of the correspondence.
Lisa Tettelbach, DEC – 9/12/14 – Email regarding conditional shellfish program.
Christopher Gobler, Associate Dean for Research, Stony Brook University – 9/12/14 – Email regarding
Sagg Pond blue crabs
Josh Belury, Resident – 9/15/14 – Photos of oyster racks
Shawn Leonard, Architect P.C. – 9/15/14 – Post sandy list of properties that applied and received permits
for dock reconstruction
Edward Warner, Trustee Secretary/Treasurer – 9/17/14 – Letter to Gilbert Anderson regarding the
Southampton Town Commercial Fishing Dock with letter from the Lofstads included
Edward Warner, Trustee Secretary/Treasurer – 9/17/14 – Letter to Jay Schneiderman regarding the
Southampton Town Commercial Fishing Dock with letter from the Lofstads included
Russell Kratoville, Town Management Services Administrator – 9/17/14 – Letter regarding management
training classes on October 7th&8th, 2014.
Anna Throne-Holst, Supervisor – 9/18/14 – Work Session for September 18, 2014
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Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 9/19/14 – Special Town Board Meeting for September 30, 2014 at
11am/presentation of tentative budget.
Louis Bacon, Cow Neck Farm – 9/19/14 – Letter granting Chris, Emerson, Timothy Moore, David Price
and Orson Munn the exclusive right to hunt on Rat Island.
Merriah Eberts, Environmental Analyst – 9/19/14 – Water quality readings for mecox bay.
Nigel Traill, Regional Manager Phoslock Water solutions Ltd – 9/21/14 – Email regarding Phoslock Mill
Pond water quality restoration project
William Pell, Tustee – 9/22/14 – Memo regarding commencement letter to DEC-opening Mecox pond
permit #1-4736-03009/00005
Police Department, Town of Southampton – 9/22/14 – Parking Complaint from Charles Darling at
Ponquogue Marine Park in Hampton Bays. Photos included
Southampton Town Trustees – 9/22/14 – Letter regarding new Duck blind/waterfowl hunting rules and
regulations
Tanya Dawson, Trustee Legislative Secretary – 9/22/14 – Letter to Michael Sachtleben regarding a copy of
his vehicle registration
Tanya Dawson, Trustee Legislative Secretary – 9/22/14 – Letter to Brian Hurley regarding a copy of his
vehicle registration
Jeff Gardner, resident – 9/22/14 – Letter from Jeff Gardner to amend his duck blind application
Jim Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 9/23/14 – Letter regarding Sagg Main St. Culvert – DEC
William Pell, Trustee – 9/23/14 – Memo regarding a commencement letter DEC – Opening Mecox Cut
Permit #1-4736-03009/00005
Edward Warner, Trustee Secretary/Treasurer – 9/23/14 – Letter regarding Davis Creek, copy of DEC
permit, site map, drawing of the dredge site and spoil site.
Edward Warner, Trustee Secretary/Treasurer – 9/23/14 – Letter regarding honey pot pond dredging permit
Keri-Anne O’Connor, Confidential Secretary – 9/24/14 – Email regarding the work session agenda for
September 25,2014
Dorothy Godlewski, Deputy Town Comptroller – 9/24/14 – Letter regarding new payment method
Mary Shea, Town Environment Division – 9/25/14 – Email regarding West Beach Drive beach access issue
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Suffolk County -- 9/25/14 – Project Manual, Dredging of South Ferry Terminals
Christopher Gobler, Associate Dean for Research, Professor – Email regarding a recent survey of blue
green algae in Suffolk County
Anna Throne-Holst, Supervisor – 9/26/14 – Town Board Res. 2014-978
William Pell, Trustee – 9/26/14 – Memo regarding a special meeting for waterfowl amendments/public
hearing notification
Lester, Resident – 9/26/14 – Photo of 348 Canoe Place Road, Southampton
Southampton Board of Trustees -- 9/29/14 – Notice of public hearing on October 20, 2014
Southampton Board of Trustees – 9/29/14 – Letter of Public notice for a special meeting on September 30,
2014
Emilie Jackson, Town resident – 9/30/14 – Letter to the Trustees regarding Fish Traps
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 9/30/14 – Letter of authorization for September 30, 2014 Commencement
for permit no. 1-4736-03009/00005
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 10/1/14 – Facsimile regarding permit application number
NAN-2013-00519-EST by Board of Trustees of the Freeholders and Commonalty of the Town of Southampton.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 10/1/14 – Facsimile regarding F-2010-1051 Davis Creek
Dredging Project
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 10/1/14 – Facsimile regarding DEC #1-4736-07662/00001
Dyani Brown, Citizen no.363 of Shinnecock Indian Nation – 10/1/14 – Letter regarding a parking ticket at
Coopers Beach, Southampton
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 10/1/14 – Email regarding permit application NAN-201300519-EBO (Hydraulic dredging)
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 10/1/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-1015
Anna Throne-Holst, Town Supervisor – 10/2/14 – Letter regarding October 2,2014 Work session
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 10/2/14 – Facsimile regarding Lake Agawam bulkhead
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 10/2/14 – Facsimile regarding revised plans for the
hydraulic dredging (1-4736-07662/00001)
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James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 10/2/14 – Letter regarding F-2010-1051 Davis Creek
Dredging Poject.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 10/2/14 – Letter regarding Permit application number
NAN-2013-00519-EST
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 10/2/14 – DEC #1-4736-07662/00001
Tanya Dawson, Trustee Legislative Secretary – 10/2/14 – Email of the Shellfish Hatchery agreement
William Pell, Trustee – 10/3/14 – Memo of the commencement letter DEC – Opening Mecox Cut Permit
#1-4736-03009-00005.
Martin Shea, Chief Environmental Analyst – 10/3/14 – Letter regarding administrative wetland permit
application no. 12-14A property of John & Irene Gentzbourger.
Diane Fisher, Clerk Typist - 5/23/14 - 10/04/14- Pump out Boat Total 118,121 of gallons.
Diane Fisher, Clerk Typist - 5/23/14 - 10/11/14- Pump out Boat Total 121,596 of gallons.

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to pay for the
following out of the Trustees special account:
1.

The News Press Group

Inv# 852637

$43.80

Ck# 1994

2.

Shinnecock Hardware

Inv# 87308, 88617, 89261

$47.94

Ck# 1995

3.

W.B. Mason, Inc.

Inv# 120741811

$135.60

Ck# 1996

4.

Jones, Little & Co, Inc.

Inv# 45633, 45666

$420.00

Ck# 1997

5.

Foster’s Farm Sagaponack, LLC

Opening of Sagg Pond

$1,200.00

Ck# 1998

6.

Emil Norsic & Son Inc.

Inv# 1929771

$1,500.00

Ck# 1999

7.

Remsenburg Marina

Inv# 36714, 36704, 36747

$1,871.63

Ck# 2000

8.

PSEGLI

ID# 0054-2011-77-0

$99.06

Ck# 2001

9.

PSEGLI

ID# 0098-8008-64-5

$77.41

Ck# 2002

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to adjourn the meeting.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
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Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

AMENDED PERMITS ISSUED
AMEND PERMIT NO.10689 is issued to Bishop McGann (Mercy Diocesan High School) , as agent for
FLANDERS MENS CLUB, 1018 Flanders Road, Riverhead , NY (SCTM# 900-146-41-04) to amend permit
10689 for one year, to read as follows, to construct 10’ x 60’ suspended section of deck utilizing open grate
decking as depicted in section A-A in details 1 of plans submitted. To construct (4) four 10’ x 20’ floating dock
sections, as depicted in section B-B in details to, dock held in place with (4) four 12” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. No disturbance of title marsh shall take place during construction
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Flanders Bay, as per application and survey submitted.

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10822 is issued to Gordon Jackson, as agent for JACKSON MARINA, INC., 6 Tepee Street,
Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-230-01-28-31-32.1) to renew Permit 10475 for one year, to reconstruct ( in
kind/in place) 72’ bulkhead and 98’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing. A Bay Constable (631-702-2268) must be
contacted to do a certified inspection of the material before work begins.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT OF
THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five (5)
feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO.10823 is issued to Gordon Jackson , as agent for JACKSON’S MARINA, 6 Teepee Street,
Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-230-01-29,31 &32.1) to renew Permit #10582 for one year, to reconstruct
180’ and 160’ wave curtains. No treated lumber is to be used.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10824 is issued to First Coastal Corp , as agent for RICHARD P. SPOLZINO & ROBERT A.
SPOLZINO, 7 East Beach Drive, Southampton, NY (SCTM# 900-42-01-18.1) to renew Permit 10634 for one
year, to construct a 4’ x 42’ catwalk secured by 4” x 4” pilings (using 60% open grate decking) , 3’ x 12’
seasonal ramp, 6’ x 20’ seasonal float “L” configuration to the left, secured by two (2) 6” piles. The dock should
not to extend seaward of a line off the end of the float to the east.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
1. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
2. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
3. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
4. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
5. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Wooleys Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10825 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc. , as agent for 55 AMBLESIDE LLC,
55 Ambleside Lane, Bridgehampton , NY (SCTM# 900-134-02-16.4) to construct a 4’ x 14’ramp up to a 4’ x 53’
low profile fixed catwalk, 4’ x 14’ ramp down to a 6’ x 20’ floating dock secured by four (4) piles, using thru
flow material ,and install a 4’ x 16’ dinghy sling.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. Posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
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5.

Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
7. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sams Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10826 is issued to Suffolk Environmental Consulting Inc. , as agent for ANN AGUANNO &
GERALD A. GLEASON, 55 Cliff Drive, Sag Harbor , NY (SCTM# 900-09-01-14) to reconstruct in kind/in
place a 75’ bulkhead, with two (2) 15’ returns on north side, two (2) 15’ returns on south side of property
boundaries and reconstruct a 5’ x 20’ walkway.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS APPLY TO THE WALKWAY:
1.
There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
2.
A 10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the bulkhead landward.
3.
No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sag Harbor Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10827 is issued to First Coastal Corp, as agent for JOEL M. GREENBLATT, 755 Daniels Lane,
Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# 908-10-04-23) to perform dune restoration by placing approximately 1,300 c.y. of
clean sand along face of eroded dune, and replant with beach grass 12” o.c. Install 164’ sand fence using wooden
posts only.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th
3. Sand fencing shall not be installed before March 1st (after the winter storms end) or during Piping
Plover season (March 31st – September 15th) without a plover inspection being done first.
4. Sand fence must be installed within 10’ of toe of dune.
5. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10828 is issued to Inter-Science Research Associates, Inc. , as agent for INCORPORATED
VILLAGE OF SAGAPONACK, Sagg Main Street, Sagaponack , NY (SCTM# Not Applicable Road Right of
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Way) to reconstruct pre-existing culvert by installing new concrete headwalls , timber rail, pavement and
associated improvements.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All pre-existing material must be removed from site.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sagaponack Pond, as per application and survey submitted.

MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-141 is issued to JOHN LEONIDAS, 24 Huckleberry, Hampton Bays, NY 11946 to
place a 200 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 20' Proline (Reg. No. NY4323PT) in
Shinnecock Bay, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.
PERMIT NO. 14-142 is issued to DIANE C. WEST, 87 Turtle Cove Drive, Southampton, NY 11968
to place a 100 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 16' Sail Fish (Reg. No. NY1428UX) in
Wooley Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Mark Ruocco.

WATERFOWL HUNTING LOCATION PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14LP-02 is issued to Christopher C. Kohnken, 36 Whalers Drive, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in Long Pond - Sag Harbor Pending, Sag Harbor - west side north of ( North
of LP-01).
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October 20, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2014, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Trustee Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr; Trustee Scott Horowitz,
Trustee Ray Overton., Trustee Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Shultz opened the meeting. Trustee Shultz left.
A motion was made by Trustee Overton, seconded by Trustee Shultz and duly carried to accept the
following minutes: January 27, 2014 work session, February 2, 2014 special meeting, March 17, 2014 work
session and general meeting, May 5, 2014 work session and regular meeting, May 19 work session, June 2, 2014
work session and July 21, 2014 special meeting.
Trustee Warner invited the Bay Constables forward to discuss the opening of scallop season. The season
opens on November 3rd and Trustee Warner asked the Bay Constables to erect signs at the appropriate locations.
He explained that some water bodies open later in the season for shellfishing.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion the Shinnecock Canal locks. The Board received numerous
complaints over the summer. A set of locks was not operational for the duration of the summer and there was
considerable damage done to boats. Trustee Horowitz stated that the Board needs to facilitate the repairs of the
locks. Trustee Warner suggested increased postage of signs informing boaters of the repairs being down. Trustee
Overton suggested working with Suffolk County Department of Public Works.
Trustee Pell stated that Chris Gobler stated that crabbing could be allowed after 6 weeks. The Board had
passed a resolution closing Sagg Pond to crabbing. Trustee Pell is waiting to hear from the DEC before opening
Sagg to crabbing.
A motion was made by Trustee Overton, seconded by Trustee and duly carried to schedule a public hearing
for shellfish sanctuaries on Monday, November 17th.
Trustee Warner brought up the duck blind revocation of Donald Grodski. Kara Bak entered the meeting.
Bay Constable Franks stated that Donald Grodski received a revocation notice and Mr. Grodski will provide his
testimony. Mr. Chip Pearson was sworn in. A duck blind was in place and they shot during the opening
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weekend. They went back a few days later and the blind was turned. They were unable to turn it and did not
shoot it again. They used a duck blind in Middle Pond. He stated that it was grassed but it was not a perfect
grass job. BC Franks stated that there were some calls regarding the blind which was facing the wrong direction,
it was not grassed but rather painted brown and it broke free from the mooring last week and now it is on the
reservation. The criteria for preparation of the blind as stated by the new rules; the blind must be grassed and
ready to go and will be maintained throughout the season. The current rules do not require it to be grassed by a
certain date. Mr. Pearson didn’t receive notification prior to the revocation letter. The Board will make a ruling
once Trustee Shultz returns.
A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees recognizes the diligent efforts of the Southampton
Town Bay Constables, in enforcing various regulations of the Southampton Town Trustees
and hereby authorizes an additional three thousand dollars towards Bay Constable overtime.
Trustee Warner requested a monthly update on the duck blind regulations. SBC Tuzzolo will be happy to
oblige.
Trustee Shultz entered the meeting.
Trustee Horowitz explained that the recently erected fences near Ponquogue Bridge are creating a safety
hazard. SBC Tuzzolo will send a bay constable to conduct a site visit and take pictures. Trustee Horowitz would
like to schedule a meeting to discuss the details of the situation. SBC Tuzzolo stated that the bay constables would
need a key in order to gain access to the fenced area.
Merriah Eberts, Environmental Analyst presented a list of supplies and a management plan for the
Threatened and Endangered Species Program. There is still seabeach amaranth in Quogue and there is some
fencing still in place. Ms. Eberts will provide a summary of the program as it stands at the next meeting. Trustee
Shultz explained that the Board manages the program to fulfill the requirements of the Endangered Species Act.
The program is fully funded by the Board of Trustees. If the program didn’t exist, the public access to the beach
would be greatly reduced and the risk of fines to the public and the Town would be increased. Trustee Warner
stated that the Board is able to accomplish more dredging as a result of the program.
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Josh Belury, Howard Riceman and Mark Matthews came before the Board to discuss the Conscience Point
Shellfish Hatchery. Last year the Board allowed them to over-winter shellfish at the Conscience Point Marina.
They have a meeting scheduled with the Town Board to discuss overwintering oysters at the marina and they are
requesting a letter of support from the Trustees. The oysters will be placed in racks, not on the bay bottom. Mr.
Belury discussed the floating grow out aquaculture system in Noyack Harbor. Greg Rivera has assisted them with
a seeding technique for eel grass. The DEC fees will be waived. Greg Rivera joined the conversation.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, in support, the Board of Trustees will petition the Town Board to use the Conscience Point
Marina to over winter oysters.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, to authorize the Conscience Point Shellfish Hatchery to act as an agent on
behalf of the Town of Southampton Trustees to apply for permits.
A total of 300,000 oysters will be donated to the Board and the Trustees will utilize their marine division to
distribute the oysters in the waters of Southampton.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, to accept the donation of 300,000 oysters from the Conscience Point Shellfish Hatchery.
Greg Rivera, Cornell Cooperative Extension brought a sample of average oysters and average clams
(15mm) that they have been raising. Discussion about clam species followed. Mr. Rivera explained the black
stripe on the shell is believed to be a disease resistant species that it is believed that they were started by the Frank
and Flower and Sons Company in Oyster Bay. Trustee Warner explained that the marker would allow you to
understand the recruitment of shellfish in an area where adults are placed. This year, the Board will purchase
$25,000 worth of shellfish to reseed and restock the water bodies in the Town of Southampton. This includes a
million clams and 50,000 oysters. Scallops were not purchased last year. Mr. Rivera explained that in previous
years, the shellfish received from Cornell Cooperative is valued at $80,000, a greater amount than what was paid.
Cornell is an educational program and it does not compete with for- profit organizations. The Trustees work closely
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with Cornell Cooperative because they are a valuable resource and an educational institution. In the past it was
funded by the Town but it is now fully funded by the Trustees. Mr. Rivera has a million clams and 50,000 oysters
that they would like to ‘plant’ and would like to know where the Board would like to do it. The Board discussed
playing oysters in the tributaries along the north shore. The oysters should be placed between Sag Harbor and Red
Creek Pond in order to ensure recruitment. Along the south shore, Trustee Warner has never seen a set in western
Shinnecock Bay and very few in eastern Shinnecock Bay. Placing the oysters along the south shore is purely for
water filtration as there will likely be little recruitment. Discussion about sanctuaries followed. Trustee Warner
asked if it would be possible to put some in Honey Pot Pond, he isn’t sure how high recruitment will be but the
bottom is sandy silt until it reaches the meadows at which point it is rocky. Discussion about potential placement
of oysters in Moriches Bay followed. Mr. Rivera has 1 million clams. Discussion about placement in Moriches
Bay followed. Discussion about recruitment and predation followed. Trustee Warner suggested adding clams to
the North Sea Harbor management area. Trustee Shultz suggest just targeting 2 areas. Trustee Warner suggested
Cold Springs, Moriches Bay and Honey Pot Pond and that Honey Pot Pond would be easily monitored. Trustee
Pell suggested turning it into a sanctuary. Trustee Warner suggested distributing half the clams into Moriches Bay.
The scallops will be placed after scallop season. The clams need to be placed by the end of November.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass a resolution
about shellfish placement.
RESOLVED, to authorize the placement of 1 million clams and 50,000 oysters in Southampton Town
waters to be distributed as follows
• 500,000 clams in Moriches Bay
• 450,000 clams to Cold Spring Pond
• 50,000 clams to Honey Pot Pond
• 5,000 oysters to Moriches Bay
• 25,000 oysters to Cold Spring Pond/Sebonac area
• 20,000 oysters at Greg Rivera’s discretion
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the 1100 Ocean Road waterline easement. The Board passed a
resolution for the president to sign the agreement at a prior meeting. Ms. Bak, the town attorney liaison is ok with
the wordage of the agreement.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion David Wachter and Nicole Angel, 760 Flying Point Road, Water Mill to
construct an “L” shape fixed dock, 4’ x 63’ catwalk and 6’ x 10’ platform on west end of catwalk supported by
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4” x 4” posts, using open-grate decking and a 3’ x 8’ cantilevered kayak/paddle board and a access ladder to
water. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion CV & V, LLC, 63 Linden Lane, Southampton to construct a 4’ x
28’ fixed catwalk, supported by 4” post and using open grate material and untreated materials. Trustee Warner
had the proposed location of the catwalk relocated. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Pink Ginger Limited Property, 8 Russell Lane, Hampton Bays to
remove all boulders within southeastern terminus of the right-of-way of Whites Lane and relocate 140’ of the
rock revetment, within a minimum of three (3) areas, as stated on plans. The boulders will be placed landward of
the right of way. Clean sand will be placed on rock revetment annually from the date of permit. The motion to
approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no
environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion John and Irene Gentzbourger, 11Russell Lane, Hampton Bays.
After a site visit it is evident that the bulkhead was heavily damaged during the storms over the last couple years.
The applicant proposes to construct 4’ x 5’ steps up to a 20’ x 10’ deck, reconstruct 110’ bulkhead (in kind/in
place) using vinyl sheathing, tied into the bulkhead at the northern end, install a 12’ return at the southern end of
bulkhead, to construct 4’ x 6’ steps down to beach, replace 275 cubic feet of fill landward of bulkhead and
plantings 1’ o.c. of beach grass. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review. The applicant asked if they could begin work
before receipt of permit. The Board will authorize the commencement of work.
Trustee Pell reported that Mecox Bay is open and flowing. Trustee Pell stated that he would like to open
Sagg Pond next week after the storm.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, to authorize Trustee Pell to facilitate the opening of Sagg Pond at his discretion.
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Trustee Shultz stated that the salinity is ok at Mecox Bay but the level of water level is quite high. Trustee
Shultz stated that the threatened and endangered species program staff graphed the salinity data that has been
collected over time.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion Baycrest Properties,LLC, 23 Dune Road, Quogue to reconstruct
41’bulkhead (in kind/in place) and a 4’ x 30’walkway attached to bulkhead. The motion to approve was duly
carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion Laurie Mcpherson and Jeanne Cloppse, 23 Quantuck Bay Lane,
Quiogue to reconstruct a 4’ x 90’low profile catwalk (using open grate decking), to a 3’ x 15’ seasonal ramp, 6’
x 20’ seasonal float in a “T” configuration with outside terminus set at 2.5’ and secured by four (4) 6” piles.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion COPACABANA REALTY LLC, 757 Daniels Lane,
Sagaponack to construct 4’ x 30’stairs, perform dune restoration by placing approximately 2,000 c.y. of clean
sand along face of eroded dune. Replant with beach grass 12” o.c. install 170’ sand fence along the new dune
base (maximum 15’ in front of toe of dune) using wooden post only. The application is approved with the
condition that an as built survey be submitted showing that the crest of the dune location is similar to the
location of the dune as the survey in the Boards’ possession and the Board has the ability to revoke the permit if
the as built survey submitted is not similar to the one survey in the Boards possession. Trustee Pell recused
himself. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Stephen Shoemate, 71 Harbor Drive, Sag Harbor to reconstruct 216’
bulkhead ( in kind /place) using vinyl sheathing, install 8’ return and a 10’ non-turf buffer, using natural stone
landward of the bulkhead. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action
under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell stated that the Trustee road, Old Sag Harbor Road, has a hole where all the water collects.
There is some money in the fund that would allow a drain to be placed in this area. Trustee Pell will further
investigate the options available to the Board. The Trustees discussed the limited funds available to them in
order to provide services on these roads.
Trustee Shultz left the meeting.
Trustee Horowitz stated that 94 Dune Road Holding Co. was placed on hold.
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A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to open the
public hearing for waterfowl amendments. The primary concern was to clarify some wording issues. Special
Counsel Joseph Lombardo explained that the amendments include a scrivener’s error and additional
amendments.
A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to propose the
following amendments:
Section 4:
1) Any resident engaged as a guide for hire shall be required to register with the Town Trustees and shall be
required to purchase a commercial guide license for $100, valid for a period of three years from the date of
purchase; non commercial guide licenses shall be available for Resident, Freeholder or Taxpayers at nocharge.
3) Permit Requirements: Name, Address, Phone number, Location and Type of blind. The applicant must
submit Proof of Residency and a copy of their current, valid NYS Hunting License, with the current signed
duck stamp. Permit holders must submit a copy of their current NYS Hunting license with a current signed
duck stamp to the Trustees office no later than December 31st of each year, or face revocation of their
permit.
5) The number of permits issued to a new single applicant will be two.
8) The applicant will request a blind location through the application, which will be approved or disapproved by
the Board of Trustees under the recommendation of the Bay Constables. Any proposed changes must be
submitted by the permit holder through a detailed statement that is signed and notarized.

26) Registrants holding permits for duck boat locations or floating duck blinds used at multiple locations are
required to arrange visual inspection of their location(s) by the Bay Constable. Registrants are required to be
present for the inspection, and are requested to call the Bay Constables at 631-702-2268 for the purpose of
scheduling the inspection. Failure to do so may result in the impounding of any structures at the location and
revocation of their spot.

There were no comments made. A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly
carried to close the public hearing. A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly
carried to adopt the changes to the waterfowl rules and regulations.
The Board will make a determination on Donald Grodski’s duck blind permit at the next general meeting.
Trustee Shultz entered the meeting.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the Jones and Little Co. engagement letter which states that the Board
would receive the same level of service as in previous years. The Board did not make a determination.
Trustee Warner provided an update on dredging. Trustee Warner and Trustee Horowitz reached out to the
Bay Constables to conduct soundings. He has reached out to Andrew Lynch regarding the dredging of Penniman’s
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Creek. A designated deposition site needs to be identified before the project would move forward. There may be a
potential site within the Village of Quogue.
Eight

(8)

Applications for permits were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Overton, and duly carried to waive the
reading of the correspondence.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 10/5/14 – Letter of thanks regarding Davis Creek
Dredging
Gilbert Anderson, P.E., County of Suffolk -- 10/6/14 -- Letter regarding overtime reimbursement for
dredging
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee Secretary/Treasurer – 10/6/14 – Letter of thanks to Mr. Kispert regarding
Davis Creek dredging.
Chip Hamilton, Wildlife Biologist DEC – 10/8/14 – Letter to Merriah commending her on her protection of
the endangered species.
AmTrusteean Marine – 10/6/14 – Marine winterizing program brochure
Eugene Neal Kaplan, Kaplan Landau LLP – 10/6/14 – Letter regarding discharging of shotguns and skeet
shooting on ocean beaches
Roy Jager, resident – 10/6/14 – email regarding longneck royal canal
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 10/6/14 – Letter regarding hydraulic dredging at Towd
Point.
Trustee Hillman, P.E. Chief Engineer, County of Suffolk – 10/8/14 – Letter regarding Rock Grion East of
316 East Montauk Highway in Shinnecock Hills
George Hammarth, Deputy Regional Permit Administrator DEC – 10/8/14 – NYSDEC permit modification
of #1-4736-07662/00001, Davis Creek Hydraulic dredging.
Anna Throne-holst, Town Supervisor – 10/8/14 – Special Town Board Meeting for Thursday October 9,
2014
Christopher Gobler, Stony Brook University – 10/8/14 – Email regarding algae bloom data for local ponds
Christopher Gobler, Stony Brook University – 10/8/14 – Email regarding algae bloom data and update for
local ponds
Trustee Warner, Southampton Town Trustees -- 10/9/14 – Letter to Scott Hilary regarding Davis Creek
Dredging Permit
Christopher Gobler, Stony Brook University – 10/9/14 – Email regarding algae bloom data
Susanna Herrmann – 10/9/14 – Letter requesting a refund for David Janetti application
Gregg Rivara, Cornell Cooperative Extension – 10/9/14 – Shellfish Hatchery Agreement
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 10/9/14 – Work Session agenda for 10/9/14
Virginia Bennett – 10/9/14 – Newsday article ‘North Hempstead installs new sewage pump-out station for
boaters in Port Washington’.
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Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores – 10/10/14 – Fax regarding application for 57 Tiana Road, Hampton Bays
Debra Barnes, Shellfiserhies Section Head – 10/10/14 – Letter regarding conditional shellfish harvesting
programs
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 10/10/14 -- Town Board Resolutions
Albert Tuzzolo, Senior Bay Constable – 10/11/14 – Email regarding to Bay Constable overtime for
conditional shellfish openings, scallop season and waterfowl hunting season
Southampton Town Conservation Board – 10/14/14 – Notice of public hearing for George Kyle and
Kathleen Kresky, Sunset Avenue, East Quogue application
Suzanne Dragli, Resident – 10/14/14 – Letter regarding Wickapogue Pond Algae Bloom
Stephen Ryba, Department of the Army – 10/14/14 – Permit application for Anthony Riccio, Middle Pond
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 10/15/14 – Parade application requesting parking permission
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide – 10/15/14 – Work Session Agenda
Anna Thorne-Holst, Town Supervisor – 10/15/14 – Notice of Special Town Board Meeting to accept and
file a notice of completion of final environmental impact statement
James Walker, Inter-Science – 10/16/14 – Letter regarding 94 Dune Road Holding Corp application fees
Andrew Lynch, Shinnecock Yacht Club Secretary – 10/16/14 – Email regarding potential dredging of
Penniman’s Creek in Quogue
Ric Stott – 10/16/14 – Email regarding the application for 176B Bay Ave East
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 10/17/14 – Notice to DEC to open Mecox
Nassau County Soil and Water Conservation District – 10/20/14 – Raingarden Workshop flier

Trustee Warner provided an update on the rain garden adjacent to Lake Agawam. The dune south of the
garden has been overtopped twice and has killed many of the plants. Trustee Warner would like to move forward
and collect quotes in order to plant new vegetation and install a water meter. Trustee Shultz supported Trustee
Warner’s request. Trustee Pell stated that beach grass should be planted in the garden in lieu of installing a water
meter. The Board discussed the best course of action. Trustee Warner will reach out to the Health Department and
Chris Gobler to explore other options.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

Prest-O-Peconic, Inc.

Inv# 01156263

$10.32

Ck# 2003

2.

The Press News Group

Inv# 853833

$44.61

Ck# 2004

3.

Fernan & Fischette LLP

Refund/Overpayment

$54.00

Ck# 2005

4.

Lewis Marine Supply

Inv# 1741105

$120.80

Ck# 2006
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5.

Verizon Wireless

Inv# 9732980986

$631.66

Ck# 2008

6.

Cahn & Cahn, LLP

Inv# 14510, 14511, 14513, 14514

$23,256.33

Ck# 2010

7.

Chesterfield Associates Inc.

Inv# 13784

$25,199.99

Ck# 2011

8.

Eric Shultz

Inv# 185

$374.94

Ck# 2012

9.

PSEGLI

ID# 0054-2011-77-0

$48.57

Ck# 2013

10.

East Coast Mines & Materials

Inv# 298389117

$3100.27

Ck# 2014

11.

Suffolk County Dept Public Works Dredging (5/1-5/31/14) (10/1-1/14/14)

$38,452.72

Ck# 2015

12.

Joseph Lombardo Esq.

$1,775.00

Ck# 2016

Litigation Services

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to close the meeting.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10829 is issued to Land Use Ecological Services, Inc. , as agent for BAYCREST
PROPERTIES,LLC, 23 Dune Road, Quogue, NY (SCTM# 902-12-01-13) to reconstruct 41’bulkhead (in kind/in
place) and a 4’ x 30’walkway attached to bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quogue Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
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PERMIT NO. 10830 is issued to Land Use Ecological Services, Inc. , as agent for LAURIE MCPHERSON &
JEANNE CLOPPSE, 23 Quantuck Bay Lane, Quiogue , NY (SCTM# 900-359-05-33.1) to reconstruct a 4’ x 90’low
profile catwalk,(using open grate decking), to a 3’ x 15’ seasonal ramp, 6’ x 20’ seasonal float in a “T” configuration
with outside terminus set at 2.5’,and secured by four (4) 6” piles. The fence must be removed.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high
tide to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. All seasonal dock structures must be removed from water by December 1st each year.
7. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
8. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quantuck Creek, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10831 is issued to First Coastal Corporation, as agent for COPACABANA REALTY LLC, 757
Daniels Lane, Sagaponack, NY (SCTM# 908-20-04-24) to construct 4’ x 30’stairs,and perform dune restoration
by placing approximately 2,000 c.y. of clean sand along face of eroded dune. Replant with beach grass 12” o.c.
install 170’ sand fence along the new dune base (maximum 15’ in front of toe of dune) using wooden post only.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. This Permit is Conditioned upon the Trustees receipt of an “as built” survey within Ten (10) weeks
from the date of this permit which shows that the crest of the dune is consistent with the 2007 survey
previously submitted.
3. The Trustees shall have the ability to revoke this permit in the event said “as built” survey shows a
drastic change in the crest of the dune as depicted in the 2007 survey.
4. Due to the importance of preserving endangered species, dune restoration projects may not be
conducted during the Piping Plover breeding season – April 1 thru September 15th
5. Sand fencing shall not be installed before March 1st (after the winter storms end) or during Piping
Plover season (March 31st – September 15th) without a plover inspection being done first.
6. Sand fence must be installed within 10’ of toe of dune.
7. NO METAL SNOW FENCE STAKES/POSTS.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10832 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for CV & V, LLC, 63 Linden Lane, Southampton ,
NY (SCTM# 904-15-02-39) to construct a 4’ x 28’ fixed catwalk, supported by 4” post and using open grate
material .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
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5.

Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Lake Agawam, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10833 is issued to Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc. , as agent for JOHN & IRENE
GENTZBOURGER, 11Russell Lane ,Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-324-02-11) to construct 4’ x 5’ steps up
to a 20’ x 10’ deck. To reconstruct 110’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing, tied into the bulkhead
at the northern end, install a 12’ return at the southern end of bulkhead, to construct 4’ x 6’ steps down to beach .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10834 is issued to Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc., as agent for PINK GINGER
LIMITED PROPERTY, 8 Russell Lane, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-324-02-19.2) to remove all boulders
within southeaster terminus of the RIGHT-OF-WAY of Whites Lane and relocate 140’ of the rock revetment,
within a minimum of three (3) areas, as stated on plans . The boulders will be placed landward of the right of
way. Clean sand will be placed on rock revetment annually from date of permit.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
2.
Rock revetment must provide a minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the
lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into the marine environment.
3.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new revetment.
4.
Homeowner must agree to maintain and place clean sand annually on said revetment.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10835 is issued to DKR Shores, Inc, as agent for STEVEN R. SHOEMATE, 71 Harbor Drive,
Sag Harbor, NY (SCTM# 900-09-03-37) to reconstruct 216’ bulkhead ( in kind /place) using vinyl sheathing,
install 8’ return and a 10’ non-turf buffer , using natural stone landward of the bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement
of any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be
mailed to Trustee’s office.
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All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
A 10’ non-turf buffer, using natural stone landward of the bulkhead.
7.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Sag Harbor Cove, as per application and survey submitted.

2.

PERMIT NO. 10836 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for DAVID WACHTER & NICOLE ANGEL, 760
Flying Point Road, Water Mill, NY (SCTM# 900-160-03-34) to construct an “L” configuration fixed dock, 4’ x
63’ catwalk and 6’ x 10’ platform on west end of catwalk supported by 4” x 4” posts, using open-grate decking
and a 3’ x 8’ cantilevered kayak/paddle board and a access ladder to water.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4. Piles/posts must not extend more than 34 inches above floor of catwalk.
5. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Mecox Bay, as per application and survey submitted.

WATERFOWL HUNTING LOCATION PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14ES-23 is issued to Frederick J. Kossen, 108 West Tiana Road, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, west of "I" road in drain between blinds ES12 & ES-20.
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October 30, 2014

THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2014, AT 11 A.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Trustee Eric Shultz; Secretary/Treasurer, Trustee Edward Warner Jr; Trustee
Scott Horowitz, Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Shultz called the meeting to order. Trustee Shultz took a roll call to confirm that there was a
quorum.
Trustee Shultz brought before the Board the resolution for the opening day of scallop season. Trustee
Warner read the resolution into the record:
Resolved, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton hereby give notice that the
opening of 2014 Scallop season in Town Waters will commence on Monday, November 3rd, 2014 from sunrise to
sunset through March 31, 2015 inclusive
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the resolution.
Trustee Shultz brought before the Board, the resolution to hire Bruce Anderson for part time employment
with the Marine Maintenance division. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and
duly carried to pass the following resolution:
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton hire Bruce Anderson as a Part Time
Employee effective immediately until January 31, 2015.
Trustee Shultz brought before the Board the waiver for Hampton Bay Manor LLC. A motion was made to
conditionally approve the following resolution upon approval of the waiver by Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Horowitz seconded and the resolution was duly carried.
Trustee Warner read the resolution into the record:
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton sold spoil from Fosters’ Creek to
Hampton Bay Manor LLC and,
WHEREAS, the Mortgagee for the property owned by Hampton Bay Manor LLC requires a release to be
signed by the Trustees upon payment for spoil proceeds and,
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton,
authorizes the President to execute the release form from Hampton Bay Manor LLC.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the revisions to the commercial shellfish permit application. Terra
Dunlop entered the meeting to discuss the requirements for commercial shellfish permit applications, specifically
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number 6 which pertain to additional proof of residency. Trustee Warner provided a history of the
applications. Discussion followed. Trustee Pell requested that an email be placed on the application to email the
permit holder. Trustee Horowitz deferred to counsel and Ms. Bak advised that having 6 of the 8 would be sufficient.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to require 6
consecutive months of 3 different utility bills and either a vehicle or boat registration for the commercial shellfish
permit application.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to add an email field
to the commercial shellfish application.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to close the meeting.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer
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November 3, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2014, AT 1 P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Scott Horowitz, Trustee
Ray Overton, and Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak. Minutes were recorded by
Merriah Eberts, Environmental Analyst.
Trustee Shultz invited the members of the Long Island Divers Association (LIDA) to come forward to talk
about the Old Ponquogue Bridge. Barry Lipsky, President spoke first and thanked the board for allowing his
group to speak at the meeting. He explained the LIDA had prepared a presentation to show the habitat beneath
the water and how diverse and important it is. Mr. Lipsky introduced Chris Paparo to give a power point
presentation.
Chris Paparo, diver and professional photographer, thanked the board for allowing him to speak today. He
began the slideshow which consisted of photographs of the various organisms that live beneath the bridge. There
are many exotic species as well as local species that frequent this under water ecosystem. Trustee Shultz asked
what was on either side of the bridge. Mr. Paparo stated sand flats or mussel beds and fish passing through. The
bridge itself creates a habitat for various organisms to thrive.
Trustee Shultz informed the audience at this time they have not received a formal application for any work
being done to the bridge and one would need to be obtained as the bridge does sit on Trustee bay bottom. Trustee
Shultz invited anyone in the room to come forward and comment.
Anna Throne- Holst, Town Supervisor took the podium. She stated she felt there was a lot of
miscommunication regarding the plans for the bridge and the Trustees and the Town board were working
together. She presented a brief history of the bridge stating it was badly damaged during hurricane sandy and
had asked the Town Engineer to prepare a report for FEMA. She said it is frustrating working with FEMA as
they are a dynamic organization and much work still needs to be done to prepare a proposal for to obtain funds to
repair the bridge. An underwater engineer needs to be hired to confirm if the piles have been compromised. One
million dollars has been allocated for the remediation of the Old Ponquogue bridge fishing pier and the north and
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south sides of the bridge have to be treated separately. Trustee Pell asked if an engineer has been hired yet. The
supervisor stated Chesterfield Associates was chosen to do the engineers report.
Paula German , town resident came forward and stated fundraising should be done to save the bridge.
Kevin McAllister, town resident came forward. He stated in the state of Florida vessels and limestone have
been used to recreate marine habitat, though he recognizes the towns safety concerns he hopes the town will refurbish the platform.
John Capialo, town resident, stated the bridge should be preserved. Trustee Shultz stated the bridge
survived the 1938 hurricane.
Maria Hults, vice president of the Hampton Bays Civic Association, stated birds feed off this bridge and
marine life is irreplaceable. The bridge is an educational benefit for the community.
Brewster Minn, town resident came forward to discuss the bridge and stated he often brings tourists to the
bridge to fly fish. The bridge is a part of the community that allows residents without a lot of money a place to
enjoy the water.
Bert Basido came forward and stated a floating dock in this area would be a major liability for the town as
the current here is very strong. The pilings on the bridge are home to an unprecedented amount of marine life.
Stacy Reister , town resident was attending on behalf of her daughter who is afraid the area is unsafe.
There is also a lot of garbage here and the Superintendent of Parks and recreation told her it takes too much time
to empty the garbage from the location she requested.
Laura Fabrizio and Dwight Surgan came forward on behalf of the Moriches Bay project. The oysters they
grew were very productive and submitted a report of their work to the board. Their outreach was successful and
they hope to expand next year.
Tor Andersen, town resident came forward to discuss his commercial shellfish application. His application
will be approved after the bay constable has reviewed it as he could not be at the meeting today as is the opening
day of scallop season.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton recognized the diligent efforts of the
Southampton Town Bay Constables in enforcing the regulations of the Southampton Town Trustees, and
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WHEREAS, waterfowl hunting season opens in November and enforcing waterfowl hunting regulations
poses certain hazards
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton will
purchase specialized equipment; neoprene waders and insulated gloves for the Southampton Town Bay Constables
in the amount of $1,144.91 from Cabela’s Sporting Goods.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass a resolution to
purchase shellfish prohibited signs for the upcoming season.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton issued a crabbing closure for Sagaponack
Lake due to excessive levels of blue green algae at the general meeting on September 15th, 2014, and
WHEREAS, Stony Brook University provided updated data on October 9th, 2014 stating that the levels of
blue green algae have dropped to 1.2 µg/L, and
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton,
reopen Sagaponack Lake to crabbing. (Drafted 10/28/14)
Trustee Warner suggested guidelines be created to open and close these areas. Trustee Pell stated the DEC
does not have a protocol and is in the process of creating one.
A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz and seconded by Trustee Pell to pass the following resolution:
BE ITRESOLVED, to allow Jason Torterella to access Road H in March/April 2015 for the purpose of
extracting water to be used for a fish farm. Approximately 15 trips over a 2 day period with an 8,000 gallon truck
will be used. Prior to commencing any such operation, the Board is requiring proof of insurance, a properly
executed hold harmless agreement, and the Board of Trustees must be notified prior to commencing operation.
Trustee Pell asked the board for permission to open the mecox cut as he was worried about the temperature
of the water. The board told Trustee Pell he could open it at his own discreation.
Trustee Overton informed the board the beach access and the parking lot will be closed at Lashley,
Westhampton until the beach re-nourishment project leaves the area.
Trustee Warner brought to the discussion David & Barry Censi, 25 Fish Cove Road, Southampton , NY
(SCTM# 900-60-03-17.1) to construct 4’ x 6’ stairs down to a 4’ x 15’ fixed catwalk, using thru flow open grate
material, install two (2) sets of 3’ x 4’ stairs for pass and repass, and 3’ x 12’ ramp down to a 6’ x 20’ float “T”
configuration, secured by two (2) 8” piles. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a
Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
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Trustee Pell brought to the discussion Elizabeth George, 11 Noyac Harbor Road, (SCTM# SCTM# 900-0401-58) Sag Harbor , NY, to construct a 4’ x 15’ walkway to a 6’ x 20’ seasonal floating dock, supported by (2)
two 6” pilings. The application is to be revised to construct a 4’ x 22’ walkway to a 6’ x 20’ seasonal floating
dock, supported by (2) two 6” pilings. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a
Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
One

(1) Applications for permits were approved

One

(1) Applications for mooring permits were approved

A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Scott Horowitz, and duly carried to waive the reading of
the correspondence.
Village of Sag Harbor – 10/27/14 – Clean vessel assistance program, pumpout boat certification for the
village of Sag Harbor
Christopher Gobler, Associate Dean for Research, School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences Stony
Brook University – 10/20/14 – Email regarding the Sagaponack Pond being clear and safe for reopening.
Martha O’Neill, resident – 10/20/14 – Easement agreement for 1100 Ocean Road, Bridgehampton
Edward Warner, Trustee Secretary/Treasurer – 10/20/14 – Letter to Mr. Ivans regarding the approval to
start work at 11 Russell Lane, Hampton Bays.
Edward Warner, Trustee Secretary/Treasurer – 10/20/14 – Letter to Mr. Bosworth regarding the approval to
start work at 11 Russell Lane, Hampton Bays.
Wade Carden, Biologist 1 Marine, NYSDEC – 10/20/14 – Letter regarding issuance of amendment to
on/off-bottom culture (OBC) permit no. 03-T – addition of other species of marine shellfish
Claire Watts, Paralegal Town Attorney – 10/21/14 – Bay Constable fines for 2014
Claire Watts, Paralegal Town Attorney – 10/21/14 – Email regarding the information subpoena in regard to
Unifund CCR, LLC against Margaret Peterson
Cornelia Schlenk, New York State Shellfish Advisory Committee – 10/22/14 – Letter Regarding October
30 – Next SAC Meeting.
Edward Warner, Trustee Secretary/Treasurer – 10/22/14 – Memo regarding co/fema reimbursement Lake
Agawam Ck# W0035893 $11, 695.81
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Lisa Dunlap, on behalf of Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 10/22/14 – Communication – Governor’s
Office of Storm Recovery – Notice of Intent to request release of funds.
Anna Throne-Holst, Town Supervisor – 10/22/14 – Special Town Board Meeting for Thursday October 23,
2014
Kim McKown, Crustacean Unit Leader – 10/22/14 – Email regarding Sagaponack lake closure not coming
from the DEC
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aid Office of the Town Council, -- 10/22/14 – 10-23-14 Work session
doc.
Lisa Ross, Esq, Esseks, Hefter & Angel, LLP Counselors at Law – 10/23/14 – Email regarding battery
operated motors on Mill Pond
John Armentano, Esq, Farrell Fritz – 10/23/14 – Letter regarding Anzalone – 28 South Beach Road,
Shinnecock Hills
Ron Diamond, resident – 10/23/14 – Letter regarding 41 Mill Pond Lane, Watermill. Zoning Board will
meet on November 6, 2014
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – Letter regarding Permit NO. 1-4736-03007/00005/commencement
Trustee William Pell – 10/24/14 – Memo regarding Commencement Letter DEC – Opening Sagg Pond
Permit #1-4736-03007/00005
Southold Town Board of Trustees – 10/24/14 – Letter of Resolution in relation to Scallop Season
Daniel Osborn, Osborn Law – 10/27/14 – Letter regarding Emilie Jackson’s claim for personal injuries
Marty Shea, Environmental Analyst – 10/27/14 – Email regarding scheduled Mill Pond Sediment and
Water Sampling
Merriah Eberts, Environment Analyst – 10/27/14 – Mecox Bay Readings
Mark Hissey, resident – 10/27/14 – Email asking to arrange a meeting with Bill and Scott about The Hills
Project.
Susan Colledge, resident – 10/28/14 – Letter regarding parking for the 375th Anniversary celebration for the
Southampton Trails Preservation Society.
Agena Rigdon, DKR Shores Inc, -- 10/28/14 – Email regarding dredging project for discussion, Millstone
Lane.
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Julie Nace, NEIWPCC Environmental Analyst, Email regarding PEP partners grant program: Due Dec 1,
2014
Gary Haight, Coastal Resources Specialist, NYS Dept, of State – 10/29/14 – Email regarding 1049
Meadow Lane/1050 Meadow Lane LLC for a pier
Timothy McCulley, Attorney – 10/29/14 – Letter regarding Peconic Marina/Peconic Residence & LLC
Southampton Town Trustees – 10/29/14 – Public Notice regarding for special meeting on 10/30/14 at 11am
Jennifer Street, Coastal Resource Specialist, NYSDEC – 10/29/14 – Email regarding a proposal regarding
by Steven Holley to install a 1176 catwalk through the bayside march into Shinnecock Bay
Nigel Traill, Regional Manager of Phoslock Water Solutions Ltd – 10/29/14 – Email regarding Phoslock,
sampling protocol
Richard Lalomia, Town Comptroller’s office – 10/29/14 – Email regarding Fema dept service breakdown
Gary Haight, Coastal Resources Specialist, NYS Dept, of State – 10/29/14 – Email regarding not needing
the Town’s approval before signing the proposal for 1049 Meadow Lane
Police Department, Town of Southampton – 10/29/14 – Old Ponquogue Bridge and Ponquogue Marine
Park inspection with photos
Frank Quevedo, South Fork Natural History Museum & Nature Center-Sofo – 10/30/14 – Complimentary
Invite to Marine Meadow Fundraiser at SoFo
Terra Dunlop, Trustee employee – 10/30/14 – Email to Mr. Cahn regarding Fenner Doc
Janice Wilson, Chief Legislative Aide office of the Town Council – 10/30/14 – Email regarding Specail
Meeting Notice 10/30/14
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 10/28/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-1110
Gair Betts, Attorney & Counselors at Law for Smith, Finkelstein, Lundberg, Isler and Yakaboski, LLP –
10/30/14 – Letter Regarding dock permit #10611 – Macrone/Kohler/Scotto/White, Westhampton Dunes
Southampton Town Trustees – 10/30/14 – Public Notice for the opening of the 2014 Scallop season
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 10/30/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-1084
Nigel Traill, Regional Manager of Phoslock Water Solutions Ltd – 10/31/14 – Water and Sediment
Monitoring Mill Pond
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Scott Hilary, Department of Public Works -- 10/31/14 – Email regarding Sebonac Creek Survey, maps
included
Captian Andrew Wesley Giles, U.S. Coast Guard – 10/31/14 – Email regarding Coastal Science November
2014 Survey.
Diane Fisher, Clerk Typist - 5/23/14 - 11/01/14- Pump out Boat Total 125,471 of gallons.
A motion was made by Eric Shultz, seconded by Scott Horowitz, to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

Mercury Marine

Dues & Subscriptions

$30.00

Ck# 2017

2.

Town on Southampton

FedEx Postage

$52.87

Ck# 2018

3.

PSEGLI

Electric

$93.87

Ck# 2019

4.

Minuteman Press

Advertising Expense

$310.84

Ck# 2020

The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO.10837 is issued to DKR Shores , as agent for DAVID & BARRY CENSI, 25 Fish Cove Road,
Southampton , NY (SCTM# 900-60-03-17.1) to construct 4’ x 6’ stairs down to a 4’ x 15’ fixed catwalk, using
thru flow open grate material, install two (2) sets of 3’ x 4’ stairs for pass and repass, and 3’ x 12’ ramp down to
a 6’ x 20’ float “T” configuration, secured by two (2) 8” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Steps must be installed on either side of fixed walkway between MHW and MLW for public pass
and repass purposes.
3. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high
tide to top of deck.
4. Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
5. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
6. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
7. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
8. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
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Project is located on owner's property off Fish Cove, as per application and survey submitted.
REVISED PERMIT NO. 10817 is issued to Bruce Horwith, as agent for ELIZABETH GEORGE, 11 Noyac
Harbor Road, Sag Harbor , NY (SCTM# 900-04-01-58) to construct a 4’ x 22’ walkway to a 6’ x 20’ seasonal
floating dock, supported by (2) two 6” pilings.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1) The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2) Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.
3) Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4) As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5) Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6) Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
7) All seasonal dock structures must be removed from water by December 1st each year.
8) Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Noyack Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

MOORING PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14-143 is issued to LAWRENCE M. CHAPPELL, 121 Red Creek Road, Hampton Bays,
NY 11946 to place a 200 lbs mushroom anchor mooring and buoy for a 22' Bayliner (Reg. No.
PA4443CW) in Red Creek Pond, under the direction of Bay Constable Danielle McManus.

GILL NET PERMITS
PERMIT NO.GN-065 is issued to Peter Haskell, 7 Dam Trail Ext Flanders NY 11901 to place gill nets in
Shinnecock Bay for 2014.
POT PERMITS
PERMIT NO. PT-241 is issued to PETER W. HASKELL, 7 Dam Trail Ext., Flanders, NY 11901, to place 50
crab, 50 killies & 50 eels, on Trustees' bottom in Flanders & Shinnecock Bay for 2014.

WATERFOWL HUNTING LOCATION PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 14WS-33 is issued to Jonathan N. Rewinski, 40 Inlet Road East, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, off small island north of Triton Lane
(Small Green Back Island)
PERMIT NO. 14LP-06 is issued to Mark A. Balserus, 1279 Sagg Road, Sag Harbor, NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Long Pond - Sag Harbor, North east side of Pond (formerly
Jeffrey M. Bieniewicz).
PERMIT NO. 14ES-09 is issued to Donald Grodski, 25 Henry Road, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, Heady Creek, south pond, on east side near
2nd last house.
PERMIT NO. 14NS-01 is issued to Anthony A. Ferraiuolo Jr., 75 Raynor Road, Southampton NY 11968, to place
a waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in North Sea Harbor, between Conscience Point National Wildlife Refuge
and Conscience Point.
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November 17, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Ray Overton, Trustee
Scott Horowitz., Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Shultz opened the meeting.
A motion was made by Trustee Overton, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to accept the
September 3, 2014 work session minutes.
The Town Clerk, Sundy Schermeyer and the Historian, Zach Studenroth came forward to speak about
the 375th anniversary of the Town of Southampton that will happen in 2015. She was interested in any ideas that
the Board may be interested in participating in or hosting. The Trustees were invited to participate in the
celebration. The recreational booklet for summer activities is printed in March.
Senior Bay Constable, Al Tuzzolo, came forward to discuss Donald Bennett’s duck blind. He
currently holds the permit for 13-MO02. Richard Norton has passed away and his blind 13-MO20 will enter the
lottery. Mr. Bennett has expressed interested in relinquishing his blind spot in exchange for the other blind in
order to have access. The Board is ok with the swap.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion parking at the Southampton Trail Preservation. They would
like permission for parking at Conscience Point in July 2015. Trustee Warner suggested granting permission
with the condition that some parking is left for those in need of access to the boat ramp.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to open the
public hearing for proposed sanctuaries in Tom’s Pond, Cold Spring Pond, Far Pond and Scallop Pond. The
Trustees have 458 acres of sanctuaries established. Trustee Pell selected these areas because there are no
sanctuaries located within those areas. Trustee Pell summarized the proposed areas and it would add a total of 46
acres of sanctuaries. The Trustees would reseed the areas. Cold Spring Pond has been closed for 2 years because
the water quality was determined to be inadequate to support shellfishing in the summer. It is a seasonal closure.
There hasn’t been eel grass in Cold Spring Pond in about 10 years. It was a heavy spot for recreational
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shellfishing and enforcement has been difficult. There was a shellfish sanctuary established about 10 years ago
near the Lobster Inn. Trustee Warner feels that the Board should develop a plan to actively manage the already
existing sanctuaries and then implement the plan for new proposed sanctuaries. Discussion followed. Greg
Rivera came forward to discuss what Cornell Cooperative is doing with the County. Mr. Rivera suggested using
proposed line ‘A’ in Scallop Pond;l in an effort to retain the larvae he suggested keeping the sanctuaries away
from inlets. He summarized what is known as spawner relay – take clams from cold water and bring them into
warm water to induce spawning. The Board would want to ensure that there are no diseases present in the
shellfish. The best practice is to enforce these regulations and closures. Discussion followed. Trustee Shultz
explained the priority dredging list and a member of the audience stated that he felt the water was clearer. Mr.
Rivera says that the extension uses the suction sampling the most but use a number of techniques. Mr. Rivera
stated that raking can be used but it is not as effective. Trustee Shultz wants to use a consistent procedure to
determine the amount of shellfish per square meter. Discussion followed regarding shallow and deep water
survey methods. There is an apparatus that Mr. Rivera used in a published study. Mr. Rivera said that the Board
should still continue to try to work with the Commercial Shellfish to buy back shellfish. He explained that the
bay bottom needs to be prepared before the shellfish are placed in the water otherwise they just sit on the bottom
and organisms will grow on them as the clams cannot bury themselves.
Christine Santora came forward on behalf of Chris Gobler. He is happy to provide his expertise regarding
the methodologies and locations for the shellfish sanctuary establishment. Dr. Gobler is concerned about seeding
the clams in a timely fashion. Trustee Warner provided a summary of where the seed clams will be placed:
5000,000 clams in Moriches Bay
500,000 clams in Cold Spring Pond
The seed clams will be distributed by the Board and their marine maintenance staff next week. The Board
is going to build clam racks and start raising their own clams. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by
Trustee Warner and duly carried to close the public hearing. The Board will maintain a 2 week written comment
period. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to keep the public
hearing open for comment.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the proposed blue book changes to extend the number of renewals to 5
years. Trustee Pell suggested changing the number of years to 4. The Board agreed. The DEC uses 3 or 5 years.
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Discussion about the coordination of the timing between agencies followed. Discussion about the fees followed.
Trustee Horowitz feels that $250 is a fair renewal fee. A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by
Trustee Warner and duly carried to set a public hearing for proposed changes to the blue book for December 1st,
2014.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to accept the 2015
meeting dates.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the withdrawal letter regarding the David Janetti application. The
application fee is non refundable but a refund may be issued for the additional fees. A motion was made by Trustee
Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to pass the following resolution:
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton issue a refund in the sum of three
hundred and sixty four dollars ($364.00) to En-Consultants upon the withdrawal of the application for permit for
David Jannetti, 53 Oak Grove Road, Southampton, New York (SCTM#900-31-1-7).
Trustee Pell placed the Old Sag Harbor Road discussion item on hold until the Board receives a proposal
from the company.
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the Mill Pond phoslock project. Mr. Nigel and Dr. Chris Gobler were
unable to attend the meeting. Samples were taken this morning and are on their way to be analyzed. They are
developing a method and the Board should have an answer in a week or 2.
Trustee Shultz brought up for discussion access from Deerfield Road. Trustee Pell has had numerous
complaints about limited boat access because of bushes. Some of the bushes have been removed but a swale was
installed to prevent run off. Public access needs to considered and this problem needs to be remedied. Trustee
Shultz requested a set a plans for the Board to mark up and make recommendations.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion the Sagaponack Main Street culvert project. The Village requested to
have Sagaponack cut opened to drain Sagg Pond. It costs $700 to $800 to open the cut. Discussion followed about
the timing and payment of opening the cut. This will be finalized at the December 1st meeting. The Board should
be reimbursed for the opening. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to
open Sagg cut.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion Maria Tzortzato, 21 Dolphin Road, East Quogue to reconstruct 80’
bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing with an 18” increase in elevation, install two (2) 10’ returns,
install 4’ x 80’ walkway, remove existing retaining wall and steps and establish a 10’ buffer zone landward of the
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bulkhead, dredge 25 cy material and place upland of new bulkhead. The motion was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion Gilbert & Carol Torossian, 57 West Tiana Road, Hampton Bays to
construct a 4’ x 54’ fixed elevated catwalk, 4’ x 28’seasonal catwalk seaward of fixed catwalk (using thru flo
material), supported by 4” x 4” piles, and two (2) 2’ x 5’ elevated kayak racks. The motion was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion 97 DUNE ROAD LLC, 95/97 Dune Road, Quogue to reconstruct
(in kind/in place) 159’ bulkhead, raising height 18” using vinyl sheathing, install a 16’ and 12’ return, reconstruct
560’ walkway attached to bulkhead and dredge 14’ x 42’ boat slip. The motion was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion Joseph & Yvonnne Scotto, Kenneth & Linda Kohler, Richard &
Karen White & Lynn Macrone, 730 Dune Road, West Hampton Dunes to renew Permit 10611 for one year, to
construct off the end of a common10’ access easement across town property, a 4’ x 80’ open grate catwalk,
supported by 4” x 4” posts, to a 3’ x 12’ ramp, 6’ x 40’ floating dock, secured by 6” piles. The Board will waive
the permit fees. The motion was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion Peiquin Geng & Wenjing Zhou, 132 Middle Pond Road,
Southampton to construct a 4’ x 5’ steps up to a 4’ x 141’ catwalk(2.5’ above grade) , and a 6’ x 10’ seasonal ramp,
using 60% open grate decking. The motion was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion David E. & Hilary E. Zeltner, 3955 Noyack Road, Noyacto reconstruct
191’ bulkhead (in kind in place) using vinyl sheathing, and a10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the
bulkhead landward. The motion was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and
requires no environmental review.
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(6)

Applications for permits were approved

(16)

Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton, and duly carried to waive the reading
of the correspondence.
Ross Roper, -- 10/30/14 – Ponquogue Marina Incoice & Conditional waiver and release.
Christine Fetten, Director of Municipal Works

– 11/3/14 – Letter about preserving the underwater

structure at Ponquogue Bridge and forming a committee
Terra Dunlop, Trustee employee – 11/3/14 – Permit Application Fax to Gair Betts Esq. for an extension for
permit #10611
Lisa Dunlap, for Town Clerk Sundy Schermeyer – 11/3/14 – Email regarding Communication – U.S. Army
Corp of Engineers for the application of Jannetti, 51 Oak Grove Road, Southampton
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 11/5/14 – Memo to Town Board about the 2015 Budget
Terra Dunlop, Trustee employee – 11/5/14 – Fax & Email to Eileen Governale to complete and send back
the notice of completion. Permit #10699
William Pell, Town Trustee – 11/5/14 – Letter to Josh Belury regarding shellfish sanctuaries public hearing
on November 17th
William Pell, Town Trustee – 11/5/14 – Letter to Dr. Gobler regarding shellfish sanctuaries public hearing
on November 17th.
William Pell, Town Trustee – 11/5/14 – Letter to Greg Rivera regarding shellfish sanctuaries public
hearing on November 17th.
William Pell, Town Trustee – 11/5/14 – Letter to residents regarding shellfish sanctuaries public hearing on
November 17th.
Tom Loreto, Dock Master of Northampton Colony Yacht Club – 11/5/14 – Letter to Trustee Pell regarding
resetting several piles that have been previously permitted to pre-ice damage configuration.
Christine Fetten, Director of Municipal Works – 11/5/14 – Email regarding dumping shells at the Hampton
Bays Dump.
Ben Riepmieks, E.I.T. Jr. Civil Engineer – 11/6/14 – Email regarding SCDPW scheduled culvert work on
Montauk Highway on Nov. 7th
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Janice Wilson, Town Chief Legislative Aide – 11/6/14 – Work Session revisions
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 11/6/14 – Memo requesting a copy of budget paperwork
Martha Scriven-Campanella, resident – 11/6/14 – Letter regarding a pier at 24 Far Pond Road,
Southampton.
Eric Shultz, Trustee President – 11/10/14 – Letter to DEC authorizing commencement of activity for permit
no. 1-4736-03009/00005.
William Pell, Town Trustee – 11/10/14 – Memo regarding commencement letter for opening Mecox
cut/Permit no. 1-4736-03009/00005
Janice Wilson, Town Chief Legislative Aide – 11/12/14 – Work session agenda for 11/13/14
Sarah Lansdale, Director S.C. Division of Environment & Planning – 11/12/14 – Letter regarding a
informational meeting for prospective lease applicants in Peconic Bay and Gardiners Bay
Peter & Nancy Fenner, Town Residents – 11/12/14 – Letter president Shultz to quit claims deeds and docks
at 738 Dune Road.
Andrew Tarica, Town Resident – 11/12/14 -- Letter of support for the proposed shellfish sanctuary project.
Madelynn Appelbaum, Town Resident – 11/13/14 – Letter of support for the proposed shellfish sanctuary
project.
Lisa Tettelbach, Marine Biologist 1 of DEC – 11/13/14 – Letter regarding 2014-2015 North Sea Harbor
Conditional Shellfishing Program.
Susanna Herrmann, Managing Member En-Consultants – 11/13/14 – Letter regarding the application of
David Janetti of 53 Oak Grove Road, North Sea not being approved.
Matt Ivans, Consultant at Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc – 11/13/14 – Letter regarding Pink Ginger
Shoreline Restoration Project stating the installation of send to be implemented in the Spring of 2015
Concerned Citizens of Quogue – 11/13/14 – Email of a update from the concerned citizens of Quogue
opposing dredging.
Kimberly Judd, Attorney at Law – 11/13/14 – Letter for public hearing on 11/20/14 for ZBA application of
Arthur & Selma Rabin, 70C Cobb Road, Water Mill
Kimberly Judd, Attorney at Law – 11/13/14 – Letter for public hearing on 11/20/14 for ZBA application of
Glenn Miller as Trustee of the SP43 Trust, 139 Old Mill Road, Water Mill.
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Janice Wilson, Town Chief Legislative Aide – 11/13/14 – Town Board meeting time change for 12/9/14
Anna Throne-Holst, Town Supervisor – 11/14/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-1030

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner, to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

Prest-O-Peconic Inc.

Marine Supplies

$10.32

Ck# 2021

2.

Shinnecock Hardware Inc.

Repairs & Maintenance

$17.07

Ck# 2022

3.

Steven Shoemate

Refund

$28.00

Ck# 2023

4.

Riverhead Building Supply

Work Barge

$70.34

Ck# 2024

5.

East Coast Mines & Materials

Suffolk Fill Triton 10/31/14

$151.30

Ck# 2025

6.

Suffolk Environmental Consulting

Refund

$196.00

Ck# 2026

7.

Wainscott Sand & Gravel Corp.

Long Pond Road Repair

$200.80

Ck# 2027

8.

Loper’s Equipment Corp.

Equipment

$296.50

Ck# 2028

9.

Verizon Wireless

Telephone

$505.46

Ck#2029

10.

Emil Norsic & Son

Service/Conscience Pt./ Library Ave.

$870.90

Ck# 2030

11.

Inter-Science Research

Davis Creek Planning & Environmental

$993.78

Ck#2031

12.

Cabela’s Inc.

Uniforms

$1,144.91

Ck# 2033

13.

Town of Southampton

Town Labor

$3,000.00

Ck# 2034

14.

Cahn & Cahn LLP

Legal Fees

$8,277.17

Ck# 2035

15.

Chesterfield Associates Inc.

Mecox Closing

$11,277.00

Ck# 2036

16.

Cornell Cooperative Extension

Shellfish Hatchery

$12,500.00

Ck# 2037

17.

Bathing Corp of Southampton

Beach Parking (Agawam)

$21,075.00

Ck# 2038

18.

Joseph Lombardo Esq.

$1,062.50

Ck# 2039

Legal Consulting

The meeting on motion was adjourned.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to close the meeting
and enter executive session.
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Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10838 is issued to DKR Shores, as agent for 97 DUNE ROAD LLC, 95/97 Dune Road, Quogue,
NY (SCTM# 902-15-01-03&04) to reconstruct (in kind/in place) 159’ bulkhead, raising height 18” using vinyl
sheathing, install a 16’ and 12’ return, reconstruct 560’ walkway attached to bulkhead and dredge 14’ x 42’ boat
slip.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quogue Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10839 is issued to En-Consultants , as agent for PEIQUIN GENG & WENJING ZHOU, 132
Middle Pond Road, Southampton , NY (SCTM# 900-271-01-60.3) to construct a 4’ x 5’ steps up to a 4’ x 141’
catwalk(2.5’ above grade) , and a 6’ x 10’ seasonal ramp, using 60% open grate decking.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide to
top of deck.
3.
Entire dock structure must not extend past 100’ from MHW.
4.
As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
5.
Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at average
high tide to top of deck.
6.
All seasonal dock structures must be removed from water by December 1st each year.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Far Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10840 is issued to Gair G. Betts Esq. , as agent for JOSEPH & YVONNNE SCOTTO,
KENNETH & LINDA KOHLER, RICHARD & KAREN WHITE & LYNN MACRONE, 730 Dune Road, West
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Hampton Dunes , NY (SCTM# 907-03-01-11,12,13,14) to renew Permit 10611 for one year, to construct off the
end of a common10’ access easement across town property, a 4’ x 80’ open grate catwalk, supported by 4” x 4”
posts, to a 3’ x 12’ ramp, 6’ x 40’ floating dock, secured by 6” piles.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high
tide to top of deck.
3. As per plans submitted piles/posts must not extend over 34” above deck of catwalk.
4. Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
5. Floating dock must be placed parallel to shoreline.
6. Limit of Four (4) boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
7. All Home Owners must share in dock upkeep.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Moriches Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10841 is issued to DKR Shores, Inc. , as agent for GILBERT & CAROL TOROSSIAN, 57 West
Tiana Road, Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-256-01-40) to construct a 4’ x 54’ fixed elevated catwalk, 4’ x
28’seasonal catwalk seaward of fixed catwalk (using thru flo material), supported by 4” x 4” piles, and two (2)
2’ x 5’ elevated kayak racks .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
Seaward end of fixed catwalk/dock must not exceed height of 26 inches at average high tide to top of
deck.
3.
As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
4.
All seasonal dock structures must be removed from water by December 1st each year.
5.
Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Tiana Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10842 is issued to Shore Solutions Inc. , as agent for MARIA TZORTZATO, 21 Dolphin Road,
East Quogue , NY (SCTM# 900-284-02-11) to reconstruct 80’ bulkhead (in kind/in place) using vinyl sheathing
with an 18” increase in elevation, install two (2) 10’ returns, install 4’ x 80’ walkway, remove existing retaining
wall and steps and establish a 10’ buffer zone landward of the bulkhead, dredge 25 cy material and place upland
of new bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
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6.

Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
7.
There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
8.
A 10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the bulkhead landward.
9.
No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Private Lagoon, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10843 is issued to Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc., as agent for DAVID E. & HILARY
E. ZELTNER, 3955 Noyack Road, Noyac, NY (SCTM# 900-16-02-92.1) to reconstruct 191’ bulkhead (in kind
in place) using vinyl sheathing, and a10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the bulkhead landward.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than
five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Paynes Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

WATERFOWL HUNTING LOCATION PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 12LP-01 is issued to Jason T. Poremba, 42 Long Springs Road, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (stake blind) in Long Pond - Sag Harbor, northwest cornerof Brancatos property#143
Widow Cavitts Road, Sag Harbor. Stake blind will not be in position during off season..
PERMIT NO. 14WS-42 is issued to Richard J. Franks Jr., 11 Acorn Path, East Quogue, NY 11942, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (Shore blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, by west entrance to southern drain, Dune Rd, by
East Quogue, Quogue boundary
PERMIT NO. 14BC-02 is issued to Eric W. Wright, 10 Kitchawan Lane, Hampton Bays NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Birch Creek, southeast corner of Birch Creek(formerly timothy Corwin
Jr.).
PERMIT NO. 14ES-01 is issued to Kevin J. McMahon, 85 N. Captains Neck Lane, Southampton NY 11968, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, off Dupont Nature Conservancy
property - Taylors Creek.
PERMIT NO. 14ES-11 is issued to Richard T. Terry, 28 Old Trail Road, Water Mill, NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat/floating blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, Shinnecock Road West to Coast Guard
Station.
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PERMIT NO. 14ES-12 is issued to Richard T. Terry, 28 Old Trail Road, Water Mill, NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat/floating blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, east side of Ponquogue Bridge.
PERMIT NO. 14MO-18 is issued to Joseph A. Privitera, 16 Matthews Drive, Remsenburg, NY 11960, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, north of Laila Court, Seatuck Cove(formerly
Milton Raynor).
PERMIT NO. 14MO-25 is issued to Michael W. Tessitore, 61 Old Country Road, East Quogue, NY 11942, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, West Creek off Widgeon Way.
PERMIT NO. 14MX-14 is issued to Jeff D. Gardner, 124 Blank Lane, Water Mill NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck boat) in Mecox Bay, off entrance to Mud Creek.
PERMIT NO. 14NS-05 is issued to Bruce R. Dickerson, 224 Ocean View Pky, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in North Sea Harbor, south of Mr. Druckenmillers property.
PERMIT NO. 14NS-05 is issued to Charles O. Sharkey Jr., 1631 Majors Path, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in North Sea Harbor, south of Mr. Druckenmillers property.
PERMIT NO. 14NS-06 is issued to Bruce R. Dickerson, 224 Ocean View Pky, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in North Sea Harbor, south of Mr. Druckenmillers property.
PERMIT NO. 14NS-06 is issued to Charles O. Sharkey Jr., 1631 Majors Path, Southampton NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in North Sea Harbor, south of Mr. Druckenmillers property.
PERMIT NO. 14SQ-01 is issued to Richard T. Terry, 28 Old Trail Road, Water Mill, NY 11976, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Squires Pond, northwest side of pond.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-07 is issued to James Gazda, 223 Maple Lane, Bridgehampton NY 11932, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (duck boat) in West Neck, southeast side, by West Neck Point Road(formerly Dale
Petruska).
PERMIT NO. 14WS-39 is issued to Bradley L. Miller, 120 Fish Cove Road, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Shinnecock Bay, north of Tiana Bay Park(formerly John
Martyn).
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December 1, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, DECEMBER 1, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee Scott Horowitz; Trustee
Ray Overton, Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Shultz called the meeting to order.
Trustee Pell updated the Board regarding Mecox Bay. During the last storm event, the beach was
overtopped and the water level is up 6-8 inches. There is sand stockpiled at Mecox for First Coastal that was
originally stockpiled for the First Coastal but was used by the Trustees. The Trustees have now replaced the
sand. Trustee Pell asked if Billy Mack of First Coastal will be taking the sand. Trustee Warner voiced his
concern about the sand being washed out; Trustee Pell stated that if the sand is washed away then Mr. Mack will
need to replace it at cost. There is a total of 10,000 cubic yards stock piled at Mecox and Sagg. Several
consultants have inquired about sand availability. Trustee Horowitz asked if there is a protocol for stock piling
sand, Trustee Shultz stated that this is a new issue and the Board needs to devise one. Previously the only time
sand was stockpiled was for the purpose of draining the sand. The Board needs to determine a date by which
First Coastal must remove the sand and need to establish a protocol for sand mining
Trustee Shultz brought to discussion the property on Fantasy Drive. A motion was made by Trustee
Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass a resolution regarding the property on Fantasy
Drive.
WHEREAS, The County of Suffolk is the owner of a parcel of land located on Fantasy Drive, Flanders,
NY (SCTM: 0900-123-2-17.002) (hereinafter “Property”) which is 4.2 acres and which is surplus to the County
needs; and
WHEREAS, The Trustees desire such Property for the purpose of placing spoil material upon it; and
WHEREAS, Section 72-H of the General Municipal Law permits the sale of real property between
municipal corporations or between municipal corporations and the State of New York or the United States of
America; and
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WHEREAS, New York State has recognized that the Trustees are a municipal corporation for the
purposes of obtaining 72-H properties; and
WHEREAS, the County of Suffolk has offered to convey the Property to the Trustees for the sum of
$41,412.28; and
WHEREAS, the Trustees wish to purchase the Property; now therefore be it hereby
RESOLVED, that the Trustees hereby authorize the President to sign any and all documents related to the
purchase of the Property located on Fantasy Drive, Flanders, NY (SCTM: 0900-123-2-17.002); and be it further
RESOLVED, that the Trustees hereby authorize the purchase of title insurance on the Property.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to open the public
hearing regarding the proposed shellfish sanctuaries in Cold Spring Pond, Tom’s Pond, Far Pond and Scallop
Pond.
Sam Rispoli, a Southampton Town baymen, stated that there is a number of existing shellfish sanctuaries, 9
sanctuaries to be exact. Mr. Rispoli asked for clarification on the delineation of the Scallop Pond sanctuary.
Tom’s Pond and the other areas are critical to the baymen in the winter. Mr. Rispoli doesn’t see the benefit of
closing Tom’s Pond except for the pond itself. Mr. Rispoli explained the culvert and how the tidal drainage
would affect the clams and the topography of Tom’s Pond.

The Trustees should consider establishing

sanctuaries in uncertified areas instead of reducing access to recreational and commercial areas. The lack of
productivity is not related to the number baymen and unless the Trustees can show that the existing sanctuaries
provide benefits then they should not close these areas. Trustee Shultz stated that the Board has been working
with Cornell to establish a protocol in determining the effect of the sanctuaries. The audience said that Tom’s
Pond has been productive every year. The Board doesn’t know how many clams are in there. There always
seems to be a set of seed clams. Trustee Shultz stated that it is a complex problem. Mr. Rispoli stated that
Scallop Pond has a good set of hard clams and razor clams in the proposed area. He hasn’t been in Far Pond in a
number of years and can’t speak to the productivity. The proposed area of Cold Spring Pond is productive. In
order to have a good crop, the bottom needs to be cultivated.
Roger Tollison could not find a single document where shellfish sanctuaries were successful and New
York State has experienced a loss of 95% of shellfish and the number of baymen has declined from 8,000 to 300.
With the lack of success it is unfair to take away the livelihood of the baymen. Mr. Tollison spoke about the
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ideal conditions that lead to increased populations of shellfish. Mr. Tollison encouraged the Board to examine
what was done historically to promote sets and to use uncertified areas or marinas for the sanctuaries.
William Cadwell, Southampton Town Baymen, feels that the areas are arbitrary and that the proposed
areas were selected at random without the use of science. The Trustees could consider the marina in Indian
Cove. Trustee Shultz feels that the purpose of the proposed sanctuaries was to provide a closed area within the
bodies of water proactively in the event that something happens to the populations. Discussion about Moriches
Bay and Quantuck Bay were discussed. Mr. Caldwell doesn’t feel that Far Pond has ever had many clams. Mr.
Caldwell has 2 degrees and is currently managing a clam farm in Connecticut.

Mr. Cadwell spoke about the

algal blooms and how the water quality affects the ability of the shellfish to set and encouraged the Board to look
along the edges of the polluted areas.
Jim Gillen, Southampton Town Baymen’s Association, agrees with Sam Rispoli regarding the productivity
of the areas. He also stated that Tom’s Pond is good when the other water bodies ice over. Mr. Gillen
encouraged the Board to consider using uncertified areas for sanctuaries. In Naraganset Bay in the Bristol area
is closed to keep the spawner clams protected to allow the spawn to come down into the Bay and this has been
very productive. Trustee Horowitz asked about the how he felt about the temporary closure in Tiana Bay and
Mr. Gillen feels that it was a good determination and that the Board should continue to stock Tiana Bay.
Discussion about a cooperative program with the baymen involving tow raking followed. Trustee Horowitz
would like to see if an arrangement could be made for the Trustees and the baymen to work together. The
baymen will think about it.
Mr. Tolliver came forward to talk about the transport operation that was utilized but became an issue with
the introduction of QPX. He suggested lending clams from non certified waters and placing them in racks.
Trustee Warner explained that the sanctuaries got their start before he was a trustee. He clarified that what Mr.
Tolliver is suggesting is to place the shellfish in the cages for several weeks to spawn. Trustee Shultz stated that
1.5 million clams were distributed last week in Moriches Bay, Honey Pot Pond and Cold Spring Pond.
Mike Deperte came forward to talk about the Sebonac Creek complex regarding the eelgrass closure and
that the beds have become quite extensive which makes it difficult to clam. He suggested remapping the eelgrass
beds and suggested it might be a good area to have a sanctuary. The Board agreed.
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Dean Columbo came forward and stated he is not against the idea of the sanctuary but is concerned about
the location and how it will affect the income of the baymen. There are areas within the productive areas that are
not productive. Mr. Columbo suggested reducing the amount of acreage for sanctuaries. Mr. Columbo feels that
the baymen should decide where the sanctuaries go and should work with the Trustees to establish these
sanctuaries.

He identified the need to address the water quality issues and pollution of the waterways.

Ultimately, he feels that the amount of acreage should be reduced. Trustee Shultz likes the idea of the hot spots.
Mr. Columbo brought up his concern about the insecticides being sprayed on the marsh by the County.
Mr. Rispoli asked if there is enough food for the animals to remain healthy. There is a large set of scallops
in the bay but they are stunted and maybe there isn’t enough food for them to grow and thrive. He thinks it is
critical to conduct water quality to understand what is happening. Trustee Pell is mainly concerned with
protecting the sets of shellfish that are in the water bodies but he is also interested in adding shellfish to the area.
His goal is to preserve the resource. Trustee Warner suggested having a formal Baymen’s Association meeting
to discuss the areas that might be potential areas for the sanctuaries. Discussion about the tow raking program
followed. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to adjourn the public
hearing until the first meeting of January.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to open the public
hearing to hear any and all persons either for or against an amendment to the Rules and Regulations for the
Management and Products of the Waters of the Town of Southampton amending Section 1, Paragraph G of
Article VII of The Rules and Regulations for the Management and Products of the Waters of the Town of
Southampton in order to allow up to four (4) one year renewals of a permit issued for dredging, docks,
bulkheading and channels.
Trustee Overton read the summary into the record “Upon written request filed at least 30 days prior to the
expiration date of the permit issued pursuant to this Article and upon payment of the application fee in the
amount of two hundred fifty dollars $250.00, the applicant shall be entitled to apply for up to four (4) one year
renewals of the existing permit provided that there has been no change in the description of work submitted with
the existing permit which would warrant reconsideration of the permit or if any proposed modification in the
description of work is less restrictive and will not result in any new adverse impact. Further, any permit or
extension thereof issued pursuant to this Article may be renewed at the discretion of the Board of Trustees upon
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a showing of good cause for the need of such renewal and provided there has been no change to a regulation in
the Blue Book which affects such application.”
The $250 fee will be expected with each renewal application. A motion was made by Trustee Shultz,
seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to close the public hearing.
Trustee Horowitz stated that he reached out to several companies to receive quotes for a hydrographic
survey and only received one from Sea Level Mapping. A motion was made by Trustee Horowitz, seconded by
Trustee Overton and duly carried to pass a resolution to hire Sea Level Mapping.
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton hire Sea Level Mapping to execute a
hydrographic survey for Dave’s Creek in East Quogue not to exceed the sum of $995.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to approve the
following resolution:
RESOLVED, the Trustees authorize the opening of the Sagg Pond cut under the direction of Trustee Pell
for the purposes of lowering the water level for a municipal construction project. The cost of such opening shall be
paid directly to the contractor by the Village of Sagaponack.

Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion Thomas Bradley, 12 Niamogue Lane, Quogue to reconstruct 322’
bulkhead using vinyl sheathing and remove all treated material, back fill with 20 cubic yards of clean sand from
an upland source, create a 3’ buffer zone planted with Spartina and reconstruct the walkway around the
bulkhead. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion 65 Dune Road LLC, 65 Dune Road, East Quogue to construct a 4’
x 156’ elevated walkway, 2’ above grade (using thru flow material) and 4’ x 3’.8” stairs down to beach. There
will be no handrails. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under
SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Horowitz brought to discussion Town Of Southampton/Suffolk County, 70, 72, 90,& 188 Dune
Road, Hampton Bays to dredge and place 100,000 cubic yards of beach compatible sand to be stockpiled and
shaped to create a emergency levee at Tiana Beach. The maximum offshore excavation are is approximately 20
acres to be obtained in the USACE West Of Shinnecock Inlet (WOSI) offshore borrow area 6c. The maximum
excavation depth is proposed to be four feet below existing grade. The motion to approve was duly carried. The
project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
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Trustee Pell brought to discussion Steve Slobodski and Ivetta Krola, 77 Lake Drive, North Sea to
reconstruct (in kind /in place) 47’ bulkhead, 3’ return on north side of property and remove and reconstruct 30’
and 37’ retaining wall on either side of boat ramp, using vinyl material on entire structure, backfill bulkhead with
50 cubic yards of clean sand from an upland source, and construct a French drain. The motion to approve was
duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Pell brought to discussion Frank and Maryellen Tagliavia, 75 Lake Drive, North Sea to reconstruct
(in kind /in place) 34’ bulkhead, 14’ bulkhead, and a 20’ return on south side of property. Remove and
reconstruct two (2) 44’ retaining wall using vinyl materials on entire structure, backfill with 50 cubic yards of
clean sand from an upland source, and reconstruct a 4’ x 34’ walkway, and a 2’ x 14’ walkway (using untreated
material). The agent provided a buffer diagram. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is
classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
The Board placed half a million clams in Moriches Bay. Trustee Overton thanked the marine maintenance
staff and the Cornell Cooperative Extension staff for facilitating the placement. Mr. Rivera recorded the
placements. The other half a million clams were placed in Honey Pot Pond and Cold Spring Pond. The Board is
excited to see how the clams do in Honey Pot Pond.
Trustee Warner, Trustee Horowitz, Christine Fetten, Al Tuzzolo and Chris Bean conducted a site visit to
the Ponquougue Bridge. Christine Fetten is ok with having an underwater engineer coring of the pilings. Once
the analysis is conducted the Board will move forward. On the north side, if the pilings are adequate then they
will have 100’ as a fishing pier. Trustee Horowitz and Warner decided to write a request to do a study on the
first 100’ of the north side and the entire south side. The north side is 200’ and is in very rough shape.
This is the time of year to renew permits. The Board has a permit in Weesuck Creek to grow scallops,
clams and oysters. Weesuck Creek is an uncertified area. Now that the Board has the ability to use a grow out
rack, the Board will grow hard clams to 60mm to reduce the predation rate. Discussion followed. A motion was
made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Shultz and duly carried to pass the following resolution:
RESOLVED, to authorize the president to sign the annual 2015 permit renewals for shellfish.
Five

(5)

Applications for permits were approved

Five

(5)

Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner, and duly carried to waive the reading
of the correspondence.
Harry Braunstein, Resident – 11/14/14 -- Withdrawal letter regarding his 3 foil requests submitted to the
Town Clerk.
Kara Bak, Assistant Town Attorney – 11/17/14 – Letter to Daniel Osborn Esq. regarding Emilie Jackson’s
accident not being if our jurisdiction.
James Walker, Principal Planner Inter-Science – 11/17/14 – Email regarding Phoslock completing the core
and water samples for Mill Pond
Lisa Dunlap, Town Clerk – 11/18/14 -- Communication email with U.S. Army Corp of Engineers regarding
permit NAN-2014-01308-ESW ( 1050 Meadow Lane, LLC)
Lisa Dunlap, Town Clerk – 11/18/14 – Email communication received from the Suffolk County Planning
Commission regarding a Public Meeting Notice for Suffolk County Aquaculture 2015 Lease Program
Rich Bosworth, Olde Town Builders – 11/18/14 – Letter regarding Gentzbourger and Pink Ginger
Properties and their agreement to cover the rock revetment when the weather breaks.
Kara Bak, Assistant Town Attorney – 11/18/14 – Email regarding the agreement to access for Salt Water at
Road H
Sea Level Mapping – 11/18/14 – Dave’s Creek Survey
Stephan Ryba, Chief, Eastern Section of Department of the Army – 11/18/14 – Letter regarding 95 Inlet
Road West, LLC. ( Permit No. NAN-2014-01307-ESW
Tanya Dawson, Trustee Legislative Secretary – 11/18/14 – Letter to Bryan McGowin of written
acknowledgement of receipt of his Freedom of Information Law Request (FOIL)
Jodi McDonald, Chief, Regulatory Branch US Army Corps of Engineers – 11/19/14 – Letter of 14-Day
Public Notice Comment Period 1.5 miles west of Ponquogue Bridge
Edward Warner Jr., Town Trustee – 11/19/14 – Memo of dredging status of Sebonac Creek Complex,
Davis Creek, North Sea Harbor and Cold Spring Pond
Stephan Ryba, Chief, Eastern Section of Department of the Army – 11/18/14 – Letter regarding permit No.
NAN-2014-01273-EYR by CV&V, LLC
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Tanya Dawson, Trustee Legislative Secretary – 11/20/14 – Letter to Agena Rigdon informing her of the
complete Foil request.
Anna Throne-Holst, Town Supervisor – 11/19/14 – Letter of Work Session for November 20, 2014
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 11/21/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-1188
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 11/21/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-1197
J. Capozzelli – 11/21/14 – Letter to stop Long Island Farm Bureau/ USDA Plan to Slaughter 5,000 East
End Deer.
DEC – 11/21/14 – Letter of Application for Permit Renewals 2015 for Shellfish Culture Permit
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 11/21/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-1198
Lisa Dunlap, Town Clerk – 11/24/14 – Email regarding communication with U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (dredging 1.5 miles west of Ponquogue Bridge, HB)
Tanya Dawson, Trustee Legislative Secretary – 11/25/14 – Letter Mr. McGowin regarding the completion
of his foil request.
Edward Warner, Trustee Secretary – 11/24/14 – Letter to Trustees about Cornell Shellfish Reseeding
11/25/14.
Scott Horowitz, Trustee – 11/25/14 – Letter to Mr. Arcate regarding permit renewals for Bradley” Fishing
Station, 43 Canoe Place Road, Hampton Bays
Jared London, Stelle Lomont Rouhani Architects – 11/26/14 – Email to the Trustees regarding Millstone
Road Trustee access road.
Sherri Aicher, NYSDEC – 12/31/14 – Notice of complete application for National Golf Links of America
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 12/19/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-1338/Amend 2014 adopted
budget for various departments
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 12/19/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-1350/Amend CSEA
memorandum agreement
Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 12/19/14 – Town Board Resolution 2014-1365/Amend CSEA
memorandum of agreement
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

PSEGLI.

Electric

$133.17

Ck# 2042

2.

En-Consultants

Refund

$364.00

Ck# 2043

Trustee Overton asked what the next step is to implement the MS Govern technology in the office. Trustee
Shultz stated that we need to determine if this is feasible for the staff to implement right away by talking to the I.T
staff. Discussion followed. Trustee Shultz will coordinate the meeting to further discuss the topic.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to close the meeting.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10844 is issued to Surfside Environmental Planning Inc., as agent for 65 DUNE ROAD LLC, 65
Dune Road, East Quogue, NY (SCTM# 900-385-02-66.4) to construct a 4’ x 156’ elevated walkway, 2’ above
grade (using thru flow material) and 4’ x 3’.8” stairs down to beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. No handrails are allowed.
3. As per plans submitted piles/posts must be flush with deck of catwalk.
4. There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
5. No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10845 is issued to JMO Environmental Consulting, as agent for THOMAS A. BRADLEY, 12
Niamogue Lane, Quogue , NY (SCTM# 902-10-03-32.1) to reconstruct 322’ bulkhead using vinyl sheathing and
remove all treated material .
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
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Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Quogue Canal, as per application and survey submitted.

3.

PERMIT NO.10846 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for STEVE SLOBODSKI & IVETTA KROLA, 77
Lake Drive, North Sea, NY (SCTM# 900-31-01-53) to reconstruct (in kind /in place) 47’ bulkhead, 3’ return on
north side of property and remove and reconstruct 30’ and 37’ retaining wall on either side of boat ramp, using
vinyl material on entire structure and construct a French drain.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6.
Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Fresh Pond, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10847 is issued to En-Consultants, as agent for FRANK & MARYELLEN TAGLIAVIA, 75
Lake Drive, North Sea, NY (SCTM# 900-31-01-54) to reconstruct (in kind /in place) 34’ bulkhead, 14’ bulkhead,
and a 20’ return on south side of property. Remove and reconstruct two (2) 44’ retaining wall using vinyl
materials on entire structure, and reconstruct a 4’ x 34’ walkway, and a 2’ x 14’ walkway (using untreated
material).
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a minimum
10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and fertilizers into
the marine environment.
3.
Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent sedimentation
through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4.
To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED HEIGHT
OF THE WALL.
5.
Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel will
be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
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6.

Homeowner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less than five
(5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS APPLY TO THE WALKWAY:
1.
There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
2.
A 10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the bulkhead landward.
3.
No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Fresh Pond, as per application and survey submitted.

PERMIT NO. 10848 is issued to First Coastal, as agent for TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON/SUFFOLK
COUNTY, 70,72, 90,& 188 Dune Road, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-386-02-33.1&31.1 & 900-387-01-02)
to place 100,000 cy of beach compatible sand, to create a emergency levee at Tiana Beach.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
Project is located on owner's property off Atlantic Ocean, as per application and survey submitted.

WATERFOWL HUNTING LOCATION PERMITS
PERMIT NO. 13MO-02 is issued to Scott H. Bukowski, 4 Circle Place, Speonk NY 11972, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (duck boat) in Moriches Bay, Seatuck Cove, north of Fish Creek between (#11MO-18 M. Raynor) &
(#11MO-20 R. Norton) - formerly Donald Bennett Jr..
PERMIT NO. 14MO-20 is issued to Donald J. Bennett Jr., 20 Howell Place, Speonk, NY 11972, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Moriches Bay, at mouth of Fish Creek(formerly Richard Norton).
PERMIT NO. 14MO-24 is issued to Ethan T. Reeve, 60 Arlen Court, Riverhead, NY 11901, to place a waterfowl
hunting device (duck boat) in Moriches Bay, off Cove Lane, Westhampton Dunes(formerly Bruce Dickerson).
PERMIT NO. 14ES-24 is issued to Keith D. Elliston, 26 Moses Lane, Southampton, NY 11968, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in East Shinnecock Bay, half way between Lenape & South Beach
on the North Side of Shinnecock Bay, 500 ft. from shore.
PERMIT NO. 14WN-25 is issued to Stephen H. Schuster Jr., 57 Noyac Harbor Road, Sag Harbor, NY 11963, to
place a waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in West Neck, Western Shore of Bullhead Bay-off Sebonac
Inlet Road across from 14WN-26.
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December 15, 2014

THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
MONDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2014, AT l P.M.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr., Trustee Scott Horowitz; Trustee
Ray Overton, Trustee William Pell IV and Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak.
Trustee Shultz opened the meeting. A roll call vote was taken.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded Trustee Overton and duly carried to accept the minutes of
the June 2, 2014 general meeting, June 16, 2014 work session, June 16, 2014 general meeting and July 14, 2014
work session.
A motion was made Trustee Horowitz, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to pass a resolution
to hold a public hearing for blue book changes to Article II, section 13.
RESOLVED, that a public hearing will be held by the Town Board of the Town of Southampton on
January 5, 2015 at 1:00 p.m. at the Southampton Town Hall, to hear any and all persons either for or against an
amendment to the Rules and Regulations for the Management and Products of the Waters of the Town of
Southampton amending Section 13, of Article II of The Rules and Regulations for the Management and Products of
the Waters of the Town of Southampton in order to amend the notice provisions regarding the taking of shellfish.

A motion was made Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to pass a resolution
amending the Article VII, section 1, paragraph G of the blue book.
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees of the Freeholders and Commonalty of the Town of Southampton is
considering amending The Management and Products of the Waters of the Town of Southampton Article VII,
Section 1, Paragraph G in order to allow up to four (4) one year renewals of a permit issued for dredging, docks,
bulkheading and channels; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing was held on December 1, 2014 at which time any and all persons either for
or against the amendment was heard; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees set a two week written comment period; now therefore be it
RESOLVED, that Article VII, Section 1, Paragraph G of The Management and Products of the Waters of
the Town of Southampton is hereby adopted as follows:

Section 1.

Legislative Intent.

The Board of Trustees for the Town of Southampton desire to allow up to four (4) one year renewals of a permit
issued for dredging, docks, bulkheading and channels.
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Section 2.

Amendment

Section 1(G) of Article VII of the Rules and Regulations for the Management and Products of the Waters
of the Town of Southampton is hereby amended by deleting the stricken words and adding the underlined words as
follows:
G. One (1) renewal.Permit Renewals. Upon written request filed at least 30 days prior to the expiration date
of the permit issued pursuant to this Article and upon payment of the application fee in the amount of two
hundred fifty dollars $250.00, the applicant shall be entitled to apply for up to four (4) one year renewals of the
existing permit provided that there has been no change in the description of work submitted with the existing
permit will be approved by the Board for good cause, if applied for within three (3) months of the date of
expiration of original permit, upon payment of the application fee in the amount of Two Hundred Fifty Dollars
($250.00). which would warrant reconsideration of the permit or if any proposed modification in the
description of work is less restrictive and will not result in any new adverse impact. Further, any permit or
extension thereof issued pursuant to this Article may be renewed at the discretion of the Board of Trustees upon
a showing of good cause for the need of such renewal and provided there has been no change to a regulation in
the Blue Book which affects such application.
Section 3.

Effective Date.

This change shall take effect immediately upon the adoption of the Amendment by the Board of Trustees of the
Freeholders and Commonalty of the Town of Southampton.

A motion was made Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass a resolution
amending the 2015 meeting dates.

RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees amend the resolution passed at the November 17, 2014 meeting to
approve the 2015 meeting dates to reflect the following changes:
•
•
•

Change the meeting date from February 9th to February 2nd
Eliminate the December 7th meeting
Change the meeting date from December 21st to December 16th

A motion was made Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass a resolution
authorizing the purchase of 2015 residential shellfish licenses.
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton hereby authorize the purchase of the
2015 residential shellfish licenses numbered 2501-5000 from Long Island East Inc. for the sum of $312.00.

A motion was made Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to pass a resolution
authorizing the purchase of 2015 permits.
WHEREAS, The Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton need to purchase permit stickers for the
2015 season; and
WHEREAS, 2 quotes were secured for the purchase of said permits; and
WHEREAS, Deluxe Graphics Inc. provided a lower quote as they have pre-existing templates for the
permits and there is no additional set up fee; and
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WHEREAS, Deluxe Graphics Inc. produces the permits to the specifications required for use on the
exterior of vehicles and boats; now therefore be it
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton hereby authorizes the purchase of
2015 4x4 permits numbered 1-3,200, ramp permits numbered 1-1,800, Lake Agawam parking stickers numbered
1-800 and 200 Boat Docking permits from Deluxe Graphics Inc. for the sum of $2,971.00

A motion was made Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass a resolution
authorizing the purchase of a YSI Pro2030.
WHEREAS, The Board of Trustees monitors the salinity, temperature and dissolved oxygen in
Sagaponack Pond and Mecox Bay; and
WHEREAS, YSI manufactures a multiparameter meter YSI Pro2030 that tests for all three parameters;
and
WHEREAS, Merriah Eberts, secured 3 quotes for the YSI Pro2030; and
WHEREAS, all 3 quotes include pricing for the Professional Plus multiparameter meter, 4m cable for
ISE/Temp, and polarographic DO sensor; and
WHEREAS, XYLEM provides the unit at the lowest price available and offers an additional 15% discount
if ordered by 12/31/14; now therefore be it
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton hereby authorizes the purchase of a
YSI Pro2030 from Xylem in a sum not to exceed 1,321.75.

A motion was made Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass a resolution
authorizing the purchase of sampling racks.
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton hereby authorizes the purchase of 2
sampling racks for use in the Conditional Shellfish Program from Capitol Scientific in a sum not to exceed
$68.00.
A motion was made Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton and duly carried to pass a resolution to
reimburse Trustee Pell.
WHEREAS, Trustee Pell had previously registered 8 domain names and purchased them for the express
purpose of securing the domains for the exclusive use of the Board of Trustees; and
WHEREAS, for the sake of expediency, Trustee Pell renewed the domain names and advanced payment
from his personal funds; and
WHEREAS, the sum for 2 years of ownership for the following 8 domain names
o Southamptontrustees.com
o Southamptontowntrustees.com
o Southamptontrustees.net
o Southamptontowntrustees.net
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o
o
o
o

Southamptontrustees.org
Southamptontowntrustees.org
Southamptontrustees.info
Southamptontowntrustees.info

amounts to the sum of $254.72; now therefore be it
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of the Town of Southampton hereby authorize a reimbursement to
Trustee Pell in the sum of $254.72, and be it further
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees hereby accepts the transfer of the 8 domain names from Trustee
Pell for ownership and exclusive use by the Board of Trustees.
Trustee Pell authorizes the staff to affect the merge and make the change. Trustee Pell signed a letter
stating such.
A motion was made Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass a resolution to
hire Grimes to repair Old Sag Harbor Road.
RESOLVED, the Trustees hereby authorize the installation of an eight foot by eight foot leaching catch
basin at or near the low point located near the premises known as 309 Old Sag Harbor Road; and be it further
RESOLVED, that the Trustees seek to use the Town’s drainage contractor, Keith Grimes, Inc. to complete
the work in an amount not to exceed $4,500.00.

A motion was made Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to recall and amend the
June 2nd resolution regarding Carter’s Creek.
WHEREAS, on the June 2, 2014 meeting, the Board of Trustees declared Carter’s Creek to be a sanctuary
for hard clams; and
WHEREAS, the resolution temporarily closed Carter’s Creek easterly to Rampasture Point and north for
the taking of all hard clams between 7/1/14 and 7/1/15; and
WHEREAS, the sanctuary location should have been described as Tiana Bay; now therefore be it
RESOLVED, that the Trustees hereby recall and amend the June 2, 2014 resolution declaring that Carter’s
Creek be temporarily closed to clamming; and be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees hereby declare that Tiana Bay shall be a sanctuary
for hard clams and orders the closure of all of Tiana Bay that lies north of a line extending southeasterly from the
southern end of Carter’s Creek to the southwest corner of Rampasture point for the taking of all hard clams between
7/1/14 to 7/1/15.

Trustee Warner clarified that Carter’s Creek is an uncertified body of water.
Trustee Shultz asked Trustee Warner to provide a review of the LWRP, now known as Southampton
Waterfront Protection Plan. The goal is to examine upland issues that directly affect water quality. This was
started as part of a revitalization of waterfronts and develop an understanding of upland facilities and businesses,
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like marinas. It is to keep the rules and regulations of the Town current with the events happening in the world.
Trustee Warner stated that it was a good learning experience and the Board of Trustees opted out of the program
as they felt they had a strong understanding and were a strong board. Southold Trustees, East Hampton Town
and Oyster Bay are involved. Trustee Shultz reviewed the history of the LWRP and the east end towns. The East
Hampton Trustees stated it was not a good thing to get involved and the Southampton Trustees wrote a letter
stating that the Trustees bottomlands should not be included. This plan only affects upland areas. Trustee
Warner feels that it would be beneficial for the Town. When the Town adopts the plan, there are grants available
from the NYSEPA for projects. There is an official document available for review. Trustee Shultz would like to
have another meeting to generate questions about jurisdiction. Discussion about the blue book followed. The
Board would like to have a consistent policy but find it unnecessary to hire a consistency coordinator. Kara Bak
will review the documents. Trustee Horowitz would like to talk to the people involved. The people will come
before the Town Board; Trustee Warner will reach out to one of the several people involved in LWRP. A lot of
towns have opted out. Some of the state regulations have been taken from the Trustee’s bluebook. The Villages,
Trustees and the Shinnecock Reservation are exempt. Trustee Horowitz is concerned that the Board is hindering
or forfeiting the Boards’ responsibilities by opting out.
Trustee Overton has no new information regarding the Jones and Little engagement letter.
Trustee Warner stated that the Board of Trustees, having discussed the revocation of Donald Grodski’s
duck blind after holding a hearing during the October 20th, 2014 meeting, at which point, sworn testimony was
made that the blind was utilized on the first day of hunting season, the Board has determined that permit 11ES-09
will be re-issued to Donald Grodski. The duck blind permit numbered 14ES-09 was issued on November 3,
2014. A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to approve the issuance
of the permit 14ES-09.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion the application for Hampton Watercraft Marine, 44 Newtown Road,
Hampton Bays to reconstruct various portions of bulkhead totaling 150’, dredge 100 cubic yards and reconstruct
a travel lift. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2 action under SEQRA
and requires no environmental review.
Trustee Warner brought to discussion the application for Mark Greenwald, 1361 Meadow Lane,
Southampton to construct a 4’x55’ raised fixed timber kayak dock using 60% open grate decking and untreated
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material, 4’x 8’ stairs at the seaward end of the catwalk as detailed on the project plans dated October 10, 2014
submitted by en-consultants. The motion to approve was duly carried. The project is classified as a Type 2
action under SEQRA and requires no environmental review.
A motion was made by Trustee Pell, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees authorizes the opening of Mecox Cut.
Sagg Pond will need to be re-opened again for the ongoing culvert project. The Village of Sagaponack
will pay the opening fees.
Trustee Shultz stated that the NYSDEC will allow hydraulic dredging of Silverbrook Canal for estimated
cost of $30,000. Honeypot Pond cost approximately $86,000 to dredge. Trustee Shultz will schedule a full
board inspection.
Trustee Shultz stated that Kara Bak has initiated a title search for the Fantasy Drive property. There has
been no update.
Trustee Shultz stated that Squires Road has numerous potholes and would like the Board to approve the
purchase of RCA. Trustee Pell agreed and asked that he increase the amount as he has 2 Trustee Roads that need
to have pot holes repaired. Trustee Warner asked that Harry Miller conduct a review of the Trustee Roads and
accesses. Trustee Horowitz stated that there is a onetime sum of $12,500 received at the purchase of a property.
The Trustees need to further discuss this topic.
Trustee Shultz stated that Lee Zeldin’s representative, Mark Wooley, met with the Board during their 10am
meeting to discuss the needs and concerns of the Board. Mr. Wooley will be meeting with the Southold Trustees
and the Southold Trustees would like to have another Trustee meeting with the East Hampton Trustees and
Southampton Trustees.
Trustee Shultz stated that he identified a spoil site for the spoil material that would be dredged from
Millstone Brook. Trustee Pell doesn’t feel that the entire brook needs to be dredged. Trustee Warner is
interested in seeing how the water is flowing as he noticed a new crop of phragmites is growing.
Trustee Warner stated that it has been a good scallop season in Shinnecock Bay. This seasons’ bounty is a
good example of what the harvest is like if we don’t experience algal blooms. The weather has made getting out
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in the Peconics too difficult. There are some oysters in eastern Mecox and Trustee Shultz requested that Merriah
Eberts, go into the field to sample and estimate the number present in square meter.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Overton, and duly carried to waive the reading
of the correspondence.
Nathalie Khodr, Concerned citizen – 12/1/14 – Email regarding no killing of Long Island Deer
James Walker, Principal Planner at Inter-Science – 12/1/14 – Facsimile of 94 Dune Road Holding Corp
regarding the permit renewal fees being paid.
Sam Rigpoli, Southampton Town Baymen – 12/1/14 – Picture of Toms Pond from February 5, 2000
Tim McKulley, Resident – 12/1/14 – Ariel view of Lobster Inn
William Pell, Trustee – 12/2/14 – Memo/Commencement Letter DEC – Opening Sagg Pond
Christine Scalera, Councilwoman – 12/3/14 – Letter regarding Conscience Point Shellfish Hatchery
(CPSH) request for overwintering Oysters.
Anna Throne-Holst, Town Supervisor – 12/3/14 – Letter regarding 12/4/14 Work session
Bay Constable, Town of Southampton – 12/3/14 – Conducted soundings/attached soundings map
Board of Trustees – 12/3/14 – Indeminfication and Hold Harmless agreement with AutoChem Corp.
Lisa Tettelbach, Biologist 1, DEC – 12/4/14 --- Email regarding purchasing 2 sampling racks for the
Conditional Shellfishing Program
Terra Dunlop, Trustee Employee – 12/4/14 – Email regarding Dave’s Creek survey
Martha Oneill, Easement – 12/4/14 – Easement copies for the property address of 1100 Ocean Rd,
Bridgehampton
Robert Thomas, Resident – 12/4/14 – Email regarding the infested pine tree located on Trustee property at
the end of Hildreth Road South.
Terra Dunlop, Trustee Employee – 12/4/14 – Email regarding Sam’s Creek documents.
Maria Hults & Bob Ricke, Residents – 12/5/14 – Email reminder regarding the word changes about
Ponquogue Bridge – Southside
Sarah Lansdale, Director of Department of Economic Development and planning – 12/5/14 – Letter
regarding a public notice – request for written comments on proposed shellfish aquaculture Lease Assignments
Bon Thomas, Resident – 12/5/14 – Letter of thanks on assisting him with the southern beetle tree issue
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Terra Dunlop, Trustee employee – 12/5/14 – Email regarding Tiana Bay Clam and Scallop reseeding
Edward Warner Jr., Trustee Secretary – 12/5/14 – Letter regarding dredging on Penny Pond
Lisa Dunlop for Sundy Schermeyer, Town Clerk – 12/5/14 – Email regarding Communication –
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
Chris Gobler, Ph.D, Stony Brook Uniersity – 12/7/14 – Email regarding Tiana Bay Clam and Scallop
reseeding
Stephan Ryba, Chief, Eastern Section Department of the Army – 12/8/14 – Permit application number
NAN-2014-01271-EPI
Kyle Collins, AICP – 12/8/14 - Letter regarding GOSR December 3, 2014 Notice of early public review –
East end Jet Ski and Mariner’s Cove Marine
Bill Mees, Resident – 12/8/14 – Letter of accomplishment of the guest speaker Bill Mees
David Okorn, Executive director of LICF – 12/9/14 – Letter of thanks for support and asking for a
contribution
Debra Barnes, Shellfisheries Section Head of DEC – 12/10/14 – Facsimile regarding emergency closures
of shellfish land in Southampton and Easthampton
Anna Throne-Holst, Town Supervisor – 12/10/14 – Letter regarding December 11th work session
Anna Throne-Holst, Town Supervisor – 12/11/14 -- Letter regarding a special town board meeting on
12/11/14 to reject bids and notice to bidders for purchase of sand for Tiana Beach emergency Levee construction
Steven Papa, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Long Island Field office – 12/11/14 – Email regarding red
know final rule
Steven Papa, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Long Island Field office – 12/11/14 – Email regarding the
federal register link to red knot final rule
Gwynn Schroeder, Legislative Aide – 12/12/14 – Email regarding RFP waiver at Woodhull’s Dam
Anna Throne-Holst, Supervisor – 12/12/14 – Letter regarding the cancelation of the special town board
meeting on 12/12/14
Bruce Horwith, Agent for Ruth Nagourney – 12/12/14 – Letter regarding 478 Jobs Lane to obtain permits
James Walker, Principal Planner at Inter-Science Research Associate, Inc. – 12/12/14 – Facsimile
regarding Proptery of Amnon Shicoleth, 771 Montauk Highway, Quiogue
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell, to pay for the following out of the
Trustees special account:
1.

Prest-O-Peconic Inc.

Invoice # 01162538

$10.32

2

Carl & Jack’s

Invoice# 219829

$136.96

Ck# 2045

3.

Lewis Marine Supply

Invoice# 1746707

$201.68

Ck# 2046

4.

Town of Southampton

Invoice# 2014254395/Taxes

$410.60

Ck# 2047

5.

East Coast Mines & Materials Corp

11/18&11/3-Suffolk Fill Triton

$546.80

Ck# 2048

6.

Verizon Wireless

Invoice# 9736388984

$681.14

Ck# 2049

7.

Inter-Science Research Associates

Mill Pond Planning Services

$800.00

Ck# 2050

8.

Cornell Cooperative Extension

Payment/Shellfish Hatchery Program

$12,500

Ck# 2051

9.

Cahn & Cahn, LLP

Invoice 14545,14544,14548,14547

$16,876.98

Ck# 2052

10.

Keith Grimes Inc.

Invoice# 17550, 17551 – Storm Recovery

$10,130.00

Ck# 2044

Ck# 2055

Kara Bak will draft a public notice to hold a public hearing regarding the rules and regulations as they
pertain to the dock lottery.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to enter the executive
session.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to close the executive
session.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to enter the regular
session.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Warner and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees hereby authorize the payment of $10,130.00 to Keith Grimes, Inc. by
certified check for pavement work performed at Lake Agawam Park; and be it further
RESOLVED, that such payment is subject to and conditioned upon receipt of payment from Keith Grimes
Inc. in the amount of $17,850 by certified check due and owing to the Trustees for sand obtained from the Trustees
at the Mecox Cut for the years 2012 and 2013.
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A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, the Board of Trustees hereby authorizes the continued employment of Terra Dunlop at her
current rate until further notice of the Board of Trustees.
Trustee Overton brought to discussion the application for Carole Feil, 58 Cederhurst West, Remsenberg to
amend existing 15’ easement to provide for an 8’ easement for Mr. and Mrs. Penfield which leads to the boat slip as
depicted on the survey prepared by Raynor, Marcks and Carrington dated November 20, 2014; construct 66’ linear
feet of flow through decking having a maximum width of 4’ along the southerly and easterly face of the
reconstructed bulkhead in accordance with the site plan prepared by Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc. dated
November 20, 2014; relocate approximately 200 sq. ft. of buffer to be planted with Spartina patens 1’ on center and
augment tidal wetlands as per NYSDEC permit plan with Spartina patens planted 1 foot on center; and install 13
piles, 8” in diameter as per the site plan prepared by Suffolk Environmental Consulting Inc. dated November 20,
2014. A motion was made by Trustee Overton, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to approve the Feil
application.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to pass the
following resolution
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees hereby authorizes the issuance of a letter of permission allowing
the placement of racks of cultured oysters upon the bay bottom in North Sea Harbor at the designated location south
of Conscience Point launching ramp pier and north of the project property line of Conscience Point Marina for the
overwintering of oysters, and be it further
RESOLVED, that the letter of permission shall require the removal of such racks by March 1st, 2015.
A motion was made by Trustee Warner, seconded by Trustee Pell and duly carried to pass the following
resolution
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees hereby authorizes the issuance of a letter of permission to place a
floating aquaculture system as present to the Trustees in North Sea Harbor for the year beginning January 1, 2015
and ending December 31, 2015, and be it further
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees hereby authorizes Josh Belury to act as agent to obtain the proper
permits from the permitting agencies, and be it further
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RESOLVED, a condition on the letter of permission shall be that all press releases must be vetted by the
Board of Trustees and be distributed by the Board of Trustees.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, seconded by Trustee Horowitz and duly carried to close the
meeting.
The meeting on motion was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer

Three

(3)

Applications for permits were approved

One

(1)

Application for personal watercraft lifts/hoists/floats were approved

Two

(2)

Applications for waterfowl hunting locations were approved

PERMITS ISSUED
PERMIT NO. 10849 is issued to En-Consultants , as agent for MARK GREENWALD, 1361 Meadow Lane,
Southampton , NY (SCTM# 904-22-01-16) to construct a 4’x 55’ raised fixed timber kayak dock using 60% open
grate decking and untreated material, and a 4’x 8’ stairs at the seaward end of the catwalk, (hand rails only on
stairs)
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1. The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. Seaward end of fixed dock must not exceed height of 26 inches over the water at average high tide
to top of deck.

3. Any handrails shall be of minimum specifications to allow for safety standards.
4. Posts must not extend more than 6 inches above floor of catwalk.
5.

Deck of catwalk must slant down past vegetation so it is no higher than 26”over the water at
average high tide to top of deck.
6. Limit of two boats may be docked at this structure (jet skis count as boats).
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off dug canal off Shinnecock Bay, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO. 10850 is issued to Hampton Watercraft & Marine, as agent for 40 44 NEWTOWN ROAD
CORPORATION, 44 Newtown Road , Hampton Bays , NY (SCTM# 900-188-02-10-12-15) to reconstruct
various portions of bulkhead totaling 150’, reconstruct travel lift and dredge 100 cy from various places in
marina.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
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1.

The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of
any project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2. All new bulkheads, retaining walls or reconstruction of existing structures must provide a
minimum 10-foot setback for all fertilized vegetation to prevent the lateral movement of silts and
fertilizers into the marine environment.
3. Filter cloth backing is to be installed on the inside of the new bulkheading to prevent
sedimentation through the wall. If vinyl is used filter cloth is not needed.
4. To hinder siltation, THE FINAL GRADING OF DISTURBED SOILS BEHIND THE NEW
BULKHEAD SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF FOUR INCHES BELOW THE FINISHED
HEIGHT OF THE WALL.
5. Should it be deemed necessary to add backfill after grading has begun, only clean sand or gravel
will be permitted. No organic topsoils are to be placed along the inside of the new bulkhead.
6. Property owner must agree to give and maintain a public passing way, on the upland, not less
than five (5) feet in width to enable persons to pass and repass around said bulkhead.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Shinnecock Canal, as per application and survey submitted.
PERMIT NO.10851 is issued to Suffolk Environmental Consulting, Inc. , as agent for CAROLE FEIL, 58
Cedar Lane West, Remsenburg , NY (SCTM# 900-375-02-20) to construct a 4’ x 66’ flow thru decking along
the southerly and easterly face of the reconstructed bulkhead, and relocate approximately 200 sq foot buffer,
planted with Spartina patens 1’ on center and augment tidal wetlands with Spartina patens planted 1’ on center;
and install thirteen (13) piles, 8” in diameter.
THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLY:
1.
The Trustees' office (631-287-5717) shall be notified within 24 hours prior to the commencement of any
project subject to an approved permit. Commencement and Completion notice must be mailed to
Trustee’s office.
2.
There must be 3/8" spacing between boards.
3.
All catwalk and dock decks shall be constructed with non-treated materials.
4.
A 10' buffer zone must be created - from the end of the bulkhead landward.
5.
No fertilizers to be used on grass in buffer zone.
NO CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD OR PRESERVATIVE MAY BE USED ON THIS STRUCTURE.
Project is located on owner's property off Fish Creek, as per application and survey submitted.

PERSONAL WATERCRAFT LIFT/HOIST/FLOAT PERMITS
PWC14-007 is issued to PHILIP J. SHAW, 3 Marlin Road, East Quogue, NY 11942 to place a personal
watercraft Float for a 11' Yamaha (Reg. No. NY7044MK ) in dug lagoon off Shinnecock Bay, under the
direction of Trustee Scott M. Horowitz

WATERFOWL HUNTING LOCATION PERMITS ADDITIONS/ TRANSFER
PERMIT NO. 12SP-02 is issued to Stephen R. Musnicki, 2489 Town Line Road, Sag Harbor NY 11963, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (floating duck blind) in Sagg Pond, southwest end of Sagg Pond (on flat west side inlet).
PERMIT NO. 13SP-02 is issued to Matthew T. Barbour, 6 Francis Place, Hampton Bays, NY 11946, to place a
waterfowl hunting device (shore blind) in Sagg Pond, northeast side - south end(formerly Owen Barbour).
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December 30, 2014

THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FREEHOLDERS AND
COMMONALTY OF THE TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. WAS HELD AT TOWN HALL ON
TUESDAY DECEMBER 30, 2014 AT 4:14PM.
PRESENT WERE: President, Eric Shultz; Secretary, Edward Warner Jr.; Trustee William Pell IV, Trustee
Ray Overton, Assistant Town Attorney Kara Bak. ABSENT: Trustee Scott Horowitz. Minutes were recorded by
Merriah Eberts, Environmental Analyst.
A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, second by Trustee Warner and duly carried to open the special
meeting.
The special meeting was scheduled to amend permit # 10848. The applicant , the Town of
Southampton/Suffolk County, 70,72, 90,& 188 Dune Road, Hampton Bays, NY (SCTM# 900-386-02-33.1&31.1
& 900-387-01-02) would like to place 100,000 cy of beach compatible sand, to create a emergency levee at
Tiana Beach.
Trustee Pell asked if there would be a monitor during the project to inspect the sand. Trustee Shultz stated
samples could be taken during the project to ensure all the sand placed is beach compatible. Assistant Attorney Kara
Bak stated the board could make the sampling of the sand a special condition on the permit.
Trustee Warner stated the access roads that are constructed to place the sand should be removed as soon as
possible. The access roads would be constructed with either loam or a product called Mobi- Mat. Trustee Overton
stated the use of loam would be more destructive to the existing dune and the roads should be gated when the project
is not in operation.
A motion to approve was made by Trustee Shultz, second by Trustee Warner and duly carried with the
following special conditions read by Trustee Shultz:
1.

Permit shall be subject to random sampling of material delivered to the site to insure sand conforms to
specifications delineated in the Amended Permit Application. Sampling shall be performed by Trustee Staff.

2.

Any access roads that are created for sand stock piling shall be secured to prohibit access to the beach by
any other than Authorized Personnel involved in the project.

A motion was made by Trustee Shultz, second by Trustee Warner and duly carried to close the special meeting.
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The meeting was adjourned at 4:28p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Edward Warner Jr., Secretary / Treasurer
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